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MESSAGE FROM PATRONS 

          
 
We are pleased to welcome you all for the e- conference on “NEED OF SPORTS AND 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN CHANGING SCENARIO” being organized during 10th to 

11th July 2020 by Senior College Physical Education Teachers Association (SCPETA) and 

Shivaji University, kolhapur (Maharashtra).  

SCPETA is established in the year 2014 and aims to solve the glitches related to sports and 

sportspersons. Our Association has commitment to enhance physical education and sports by 

inculcating stakeholders in Research, training, coaching etc.  

On behalf of SCPETA let we propose word of thanks to Hon. Minister Uday Samantji, 

president of NAPESS, Olympian swimmer, sport directors, expert speakers and all 

participants for making this event sublime.  

The success of this Conference is solely on the dedication and efforts of innumerable people 

who started working on the preparations for almost a year in many ways to make this 

Conference become a reality. Eventually I express my special thanks and appreciation to all. 

We hope all the participants will have a fruitful and beneficial experience. We wish SCPETA 

all the best for its success. 
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Messages From Editorial Board 

 
The efforts taken by SCPETA in the field of physical education and sports have encouraged 
the bearers to think innovatively in such Corona virus pandemic circumstances. Year 2020, 
turned out to be painful and fearsome because of COVID-19. On behalf of organizing team 
SCPETA. I would like to say, Stay home stay fit. Follow the golden rules. Stay physically fit. 
Exercise regularly. Eat a nutritious diet. 

E-conference has a strong zest to bring researchers together to discuss and enhance their 
knowledge in the respective domain. Such meetups always help us to collaborate with the 
people of interest. It gives me immense pleasure to write as a chief editor of this 3rd national 
e- conference on “Need of sports and physical education in changing scenario” at SCPETA 
and shivaji University kolhapur Maharashtra. 

The proceedings of SCPETA with vidyawarta include research papers provided by 
enthusiastic students, practicing researchers, and academicians. I extend my warmest thanks 
to the authors for their interest, enthusiasm and timely submission of research papers and 
participation in this mega event of more than 260 delegates.  

I appreciate the efforts taken by all the researchers alongwith my colleagues and wish them 
best of luck for their future success. 
 

       
 
Lieutenant Dr. Mahendra Kadampatil      Shri. Babasaheb Sargar 
Member BOS, shivaji University, kolhapur (MS)   Director of Physical Education 
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MESSAGES FROM CONVENORS 

It gives us an immense pleasure to be a part of the 3rd National e- conference on 
“NEED OF SPORTS AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN CHANGING SCENARIO” 
organized by SCPETA and Shivaji University, Kolhapur, Maharashtra. 

It has been a real honour and privilege to serve as the CONVENORS of the e-
conference. 

We thank Mr. Mahadeo Suryawanshi, President, SCPETA, Kolhapur. Dr. Vilas 

Nandavadekar, Registrar, Shivaji University, Kolhapur and all Hon. Directors 

of  SCPETA for their vision and leadership. The e-conference would not have 

been possible without the enthusiasm and hard work of my colleagues. We are 

also grateful to all the authors for their valuable contributions. 

The success of this conference will encourage us in introducing many more 

initiatives for innovative trends in the coming years. we wish the SCPETA a 

great success. 

 

              
 
Lieutenant Sameer Pawar     Lieutenant Dr. Mahendra 
KadamPatil 
Director of Physical Education       Member BOS, shivaji University, 
kolhapur 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS, SCPETA 
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CONFERENCE ADVISORS 
 

      
     Lt.B.D.Bhosale     Dr.M.R.Patil    Dr.D.S.Patil                Dr.P.T.Gaikwad 
 
 
It gives us an immense pleasure to be a part of the 3rd National e- conference on 
“NEED OF SPORTS AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN CHANGING SCENARIO” 

organized by SCPETA and Shivaji University, Kolhapur, Maharashtra. 

We take this opportunity to welcome all the delegates of the conference. 

On behalf of whole SCPETA team, I would like to thank all the authors, expert 

speakers & well wishers and participants for their support and co-operation. The 

E-conference has been crafted to challenge the hurdles and we are fortunate to 

have leading speakers to share their experience and perspectives to achieve 

smart solutions through their innovation. 

We hope that the conference serves as a locus for interdisciplinary, a 

space for discourse and collaboration. I would like to express my appreciation 

to the organizing committee for their dedicated efforts to materialize the 

conference. I hope all the participants will have a fruitful and beneficial 

experience.  

We wish best wishes to SCPETA for their success. 
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PATRONS & BEST WISHERS  
1. Mr. Mahadeo Suryawanshi, President, 
SCPETA, Kolhapur.  
2. Dr. Vilas Nandavadekar, Registrar, Shivaji 
University, Kolhapur.  
3. Dr. Deepak Mane, Director of Sports, 
Savitribai Phule Pune University, Pune.  
4. Dr. Shradha Naik, Director of Sports, 
SNDT womens University, mumbai.  
5. Dr. Vitthalsingh Parihar, Director of Sports, 
Sant Ramanand Tirth Marathwada University, 
Nanded.  
6. Dr. Mohan Amrule, Director of Sports, 
Mumbai Vidhyapit, Mumbai.  
7. Dr. Kalpana Zarikar, Director of Sports, Dr. 
Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathwada 
University, Aurangabad. 
 
VALIDICTION WISHERS  
1. Dr. Suresh Pawar, Director of Sports, 
Ahilyadevi Holkar Solpur University, 
Solapur.  
2. Dr. Avinash Aasnare, Director of Sports, 
Sant Gadgebaba Maharaj University, 
Amravati.  
3. Dr. Sharad Surywanshi, Director of Sports, 
RSTM Nagpur University, Nagpur. 
4. Dr. Dinesh Patil, Director of Sports, Uttar 
Maharashtra University, Jalgoan.  
 
CONVENOR 
1.Lieutenant Sameer Pawar  
CO-CONVENOR  
2.Dr. Lt. Mahendra Kadam-Patil 
 
COMMITTIES  
 
A. ORGANIZING:  
1. Mr. Mahadeo Suryawanshi, President, 
SCPETA, Kolhapur.  
2. Dr. Prakash Gaikwad, Director of Sports, 
Shivaji University, Kolhapur.  
3. Mr.Nagnath Bansode, Secretary, SCPETA 
4. All Directors, SCPETA, Kolhapur.  

EXPERT SPEAKERS & WELL 
WISHERS 
1. Hon. Uday Samantji, Minister of H. & 
Tec. Edn., Govt. of Maharashtra.  
2. Dr. Pradeep Deshmukh, President, 
National Association of Physical Education 
& Sports Sciences.  
3. Hon. Veerdhawal Khade, Olympian 
Swimmer from Kolhapur, Maharashtra.  
4. Prof. Dr. Arulmozhi Sarvanan, H.O.D., 
Jomes College of P.E., Tamilnadu.  
5. Prof Dr. Shivkumar, H.O.D., Gurukul 
Kangania University, Uttarkhand.  
6. Miss Moshmi Sharma, Director of 
Sports, Youth & Sports Affairs, Govt. of J 
& K.  
7. Dr. Hamid Dabholkar, Councilor in 
Pyschology, Pune.  
8. Dr. Deepak Shendkar, Director of P. E., 
Modern College, Pune. 
 
Chief Editor 
1. Dr. Lt. Mahendra Kadam-Patil  
Editor 
2.Mr. Babasaheb Sargar 
Editorial Board 
1. Dr. Deepak Dange-Patil  
2. Dr. Shivraj Gaikwad  
3. Dr. Sanjay Patil  
4. Dr. Mahesh Patil  
5. Dr. Ganesh Sihasane  
6. Mrs. Leena Patil  
7. Shri. Satish Mane  
8. Shri Pramod Chavan  
 
E. FINANCE & REGISTRATION:  
1. Mr. Mahadeo Surywanshi  
2. Dr. Mahesh Patil  
3. Dr. Deepak Dange-Patil  
4. Dr. Ganesh Sihasane  
5. Shri Bajirao Patil  
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B. LOCAL ADVISORY:  
1. Principal Dr. Dhanaji Kanse, M.C. 
Member, Shivaji University, Kolhapur.  
2. Principal Dr. Chandrshekhar Karande, M.C. 
Member, Shivaji University, Kolhapur.  
3. Hon. Amit Kulkarni, M.C. Member, Shivaji 
University, Kolhapur.  
4. Hon. Adv. Dhayarshil (Baba) Patil, M.C. 
Member, Shivaji University, Kolhapur.  
5. Hon. Dr. Prakash Kumbhar, M.C. Member, 
Shivaji University, Kolhapur.  
6. Dr. Nikhil Gaikwad, M.C. Member, Shivaji 
University, Kolhapur.  
C. STATE ADVISORY:  
1.Dr. Jagdish Zadbuke  
2.Directors of Sports from all Universities in 
Maharashtra.  
D. NATIONAL ADVISORY:  
1.Dr. Vinod Bakshi (J & K)  
2.Dr. Irshad Ehmad (Andman Nikobar)  
3.Eminent personalities in the field of Sports 
& P.E. from all over India. 
 

F. PUBLICITY:  
1. Mr. Nagnath Bansode  
2. Dr. Ganesh Sihasane  
3. Dr. Shivraj Gaikwad  
4. Shri Vikrant Supugade  
5. Lt. Prashant Patil  
6. Lt. Balkrushna Bhosale 
7. Shri Pradeepkumar Chavan  
8. Shri Ramesh Patil 
G. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:  
1. Dr. Sandip Jagtap 2. Lt. Sameer Pawar 
3. Dr. Lt. Mahendra Kadam-Patil  
I. REVIEW:  
1. Mr. Mahadeo Surywanshi  
2. Mr. Nagnath Bansode  
3. Dr. Sanjay Patil  
4. Lt. Balkrushna Bhosale  
5. Lt. Sameer Pawar  
6. Capt. Rahul Magdum  
7. Lt. Prashant Patil  
J. CORRESPONDENCE:  
1. Mr. Mahadeo Surywanshi  
2. Mr. Nagnath Bansode  
3. Dr. Deepak Dange-Patil  
4. Dr. Sanjay Patil 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
This is proceeding of a e-conference entitled “NEED OF SPORTS AND 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN CHANGING SCENARIO” organized by senior 

college physical education teachers Association (SCPETA) and shivaji 

University, kolhapur (Maharashtra) held on 10th to 11th July 2020. 

 

Instruction to authors:  

For a paper to be considered for publication it is a pre condition that it is not 

submitted for publication elsewhere, contains results that are new significant 

and of interest to a wide section of physical education and sports community. 

Editors may invite papers on special topics of current interest. 
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EFFICACY OF SUKSHMA VYAYAMA EXERCISES ON SELECTED 

PHYSIOLOGICALVARIABLE AMONG THE SCHOOL OF MENTALLY RETARDED 

CHILDREN 

Dr.Arulmozhi Saravanan 

Assistant Professor in Jenneys College of Physical Education,Tiruchirappalli 

=================================================================== 
ABSTRACT 

 The study was carried out to identify theeffect of sukshma vyayama exercises on selected 

physiological variable among the school of mental retarded children. To achieve the purpose of 

the study, thirty male respondents were selected from residential renaissance Malarchi Special 

School, kalamavur, Pudukkottai district, Tamilnadu state.  The age ranged between 14 to 19 

years.  The subjects (N=30) were randomly selected and divided into two groups.  The 

experimental group (N=15) underwent sukshma vyayama exercise practice during morning and 

evening hours over the period of six weeks.  The control group (N=15) left out from the sukshma 

vyayama exercise practices.  The criterion variables selected for this study were resting pulse 

rate. The following standardized test items were used to assess the dependent variables such as 

resting pulse rate were measured by radial pulse method. The data were collected before and the 

after experimental period. The data pertaining to the variable for this study were examined by 

using dependent t – test and analysis covariance (ANCOVA). The level of confidence was fixed 

at 0.05 levels for all the cases. The result of the study revealed that there was significant 

improvement on selected physiological variable such as resting pulse rate of  experimental group 

due to the influence of sukshma vyayama exercises practices, when compare to control group of 

criterion variables. 

Key words: Sukshma vyayama exercises, Resting pulse rate. 

Introduction            

 Yoga has been recommended as an adjunct to psychotherapy and standards medical 

treatment for a number of reasons. Its integration of the mental, physical and spiritual dimension 

of human life is helpful to patients struggling with distorted cognitive or pain syndromes. By 

1 
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practice of suksma vyayama exercise gives more benefits for the respiratory system help to 

induce a sense of relaxation and strengthen the human immune system (D.C. kaushal, 2019). 

           While sitting position always its shows abnormal and indicates extremely impaired left 

ventricular systolic function and severely impaired pulmonary function. In normal physiological 

function heart rates 60-100 beats per minutes. (Jonathan K. Ehrman 2009). 

           Mental retardation is one of the major areas of special education. These children's are 

characterised by low intelligence in comparison with mental children. These are various terms 

used in the part such amenitia,feeble,minded,moron,imbecile, with advanced methods of 

providing educational and vacationing training, we find that retarded people are capable of 

leading more independent lives.(J.Sujatha Malini,2006). 

Statement of the problem 

        Yogic exercise gives more beneficial to the organs and their muscles. The purpose of the 

study to find out efficacy of sukshma vyayama exercises on selected physiological variable 

among the mentally retarded children. 

Materials and Methods:  

The study was carried out to identify the efficacy of sukshma vyayama exercises on selected 

physiological variables among the mentally retarded children. 

Selection of the respondents:  

To achieve the purpose of the study, thirty male respondents were selected from residential 

renaissance Malarchi Special School, kalamavur, Pudukottai district, Tamilnadu state.  The age 

ranged between 14 to 19 years.  The subjects (N=30) were randomly selected and divided into 

two groups.  The experimental group (N=15) underwent sukshma vyayama exercises practice 

during morning and evening hours over the period of six weeks.  The control group (N=15) left 

out from the sukshma vyayama exercise practices.   

Selection of variables:  
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The criterion variables selected for this study were resting pulse rate. The following standardized 

test items were used to assess the dependent variables such as resting pulse rate were measured 

by radial pulse method. 

Statistical and Interpretation of the data: 

 The data were collected before and the after experimental period. The data pertaining to the 

Physiological variable were statistically analyzed by using the dependent‘t’ test and analysis of 

covariance (ANCOVA). 

TABLE-I 
THE SUMMARY OF MEAN AND DEPENDENT 'T' TEST FOR THE PRE AND POST 

OF RESTING PULSE RATEOF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUP 

*Significant at 0.05 level (The table value required for significance at 0.05 level with 14 is 2.14)   

                         Table -I indicate that the experimental group of pre and post test mean value is 

79.20 and post test value is 74.40 and control group of pre and post mean value is 77.73and  

77.73 respectively. The obtained ’t’ value of resting pulse rate was 7.483 which is greater than 

the table value of 2.14 for significance of 0.05 levels. Hence, it is understood that sukshma 

vyayama exercise group significant difference between the mean score of pre and post test of 

resting pulse rate. 

TABLE-II 
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ON RESTING PULSE RATE OF 

 CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

*Significant at 0.05 level (The table value required for significance at 0.05 level with df 1 and 27 

is 4.28) 

 It is observed from the above table that the adjusted post test means of experimental and control 
groups were 74.40 and 77.73 respectively. The obtained 'F' ratio value of adjusted post means of 
experimental and control group on resting pulse rate was 57.73 which is higher than the table 

Group Number Mean 't' value 
Pre test Post test  

Experimental group 15 79.20 74.40  
7.483* Control group 15 77.73 77.73 

Variable 
Adjusted post test mean Sum of 

square 
Source of 
variance df Mean 

square F- ratio Experimental 
group 

Control 
group 

Resting 
Pulse 
rate 

74.40 77.73 
Between 1699.767 1 1699.767 

57.73* Within 76.766 27 2.843 
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value of 4.28 with 1 and 27 at 0.05 levels of confidence. Since the obtained 'F' value is higher 
than table value, it indicates that there existed significant difference on resting pulse rate between 
the experimental and control groups. Hence it is inferred that the experimental group which 
underwent sukshma vyayama exercise had significantly decreased the resting pulse rate. 

TABLE - III 
GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION FOR PRE AND POST TEST OF EXPERIMENTAL 

GROUP MEAN VALUE OF RESTING PULSE  

 
TABLE - IV 

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION FOR PRE AND POST TEST OF CONTROL 
GROUP MEAN VALUE OF RESTING PULSE RATE 

 

 
Discussion on Findings 
 Regular practice of suksma vyayama exersice makes the children to feel the impact of stretch 

over the muscle and its show more strengthen on their muscle group. Intially children felt 
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difficult to breath while  practice the exercises. Later they  found to be improved the level of 

breathing as possible. M.P.Pathak(1983) indicates that significantly improved by regular 

practice of yoga exercises. This study revealed that practice of sukshma vyayama exercise 

indicates that siginificant diference between the experimental group of resting pulse. 

Conclusion 

  On the basis of the interpretation of the data, the conclusion may be drawn as follow 

 It revealed that there existed significant improvement on selected physiological 

variable such as resting pulse rate among the experimental group due to influence of 

sukshma vyayama exercises. 
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Abstract:  

COVID-19 – also known as Corona virus pandemic is moving like a wave one that may yet 

crash to those least able to cope. But COVID-19 is much more than a health crisis. By stressing 

every one of the countries it touches, it has the potential to create devastating social, economic 

and political crises that will leave deep scars. 

Every day, people are losing jobs and income, with no way of knowing when normality will 

return. Small island nations heavily dependent on tourism how empty hotels and deserted 

beaches. The international Labor organization estimates that one 195 million jobs could be lost. 

Sports industry is a market where business, organizations, activities and peoples are involved in 

promoting, organizing, facilitating and producing any kind of business enterprise, experience or 

activity focused on sports. It is the market where the business or product offered to its buyers are 

sports Related and may be goods, services, people, places or ideas. 

Sports are regarded as one of the largest industries globally in terms of employment and revenue. 

The business of sports is a multi billion dollars. Global industry propelled by enormous 

consumer demand. The sports business means many different things to different people. This is 

truly global industry and sports stir up deep passion within spectators and players alike in 

countries around. sports industry is the 2nd fastest growing sector for brands, outpacing the GDP 

growth of most countries. 

Terms Used: 

COVID-19 – Corona virus pandemic  Sports industry – sports related market 

2 
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GDP – gross domestic product   CAGR - compound annual growth rate 

Introduction – 

COVID-19 – also known as Corona virus pandemic, is an ongoing global pandemic caused by 

severe acute respiratory syndrome Corona virus 2 (SARS-COV-2). The virus is primarily spread 

between people during close contact.  

COVID- 19 pandemic is the defining global health crisis of our time and the greatest challenge to 

have faced since World War 2  

The effects of COVID-19 continue to flow through the world’s health, educational, financial, and 

the sports ecosystem is no different. Matches and competitions are being cancelled or postponed, 

disrupting governing bodies, organizers, teams and athletes — as well as the non-stop live sports 

content we have come to expect. Owners, broadcasters, and sponsors are trying to navigate the 

impacts and implications of event cancellations and modifications. 

Many questions have arisen from the situation. How do you simultaneously manage fan 

expectations, minimize operational disruption, and plan for a future that, in both the short and 

long term, may not look anything like the past? Can new technologies and channels help engage 

fans during suspended or modified league operations? With the pandemic looking likely to be 

with us for some time, the entire sports ecosystem will need new ways to deal with threats to 

financial and business continuity arising from disrupted cash flows, legal and insurance 

challenges, and possible impacts on longer-term attendances and engagement. 

The global sports market reached a value of nearly $488.5 billion in 2018, having growth at a 

compound annual growth rate CAGR of 4.3 % since 2014, and is expected to grow at a CAGR of 

5.9% to nearly $614.1 billion by 2022. 

This report describes and evaluates the market for sports globally. It covers two five years 

periods, 2014 to 2018, termed the historic period, and 2018 through 2022 the forecast period. 

Objectives of the Study:  

1. To study the challenges before sports businesses. 
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2. To collect the information and effect of the potential long-term impact on the professional 

sports ecosystem 

a. Investment b. events and competitions c. Stadium and Venues  

d. Fan engagement e. Commercial relationships f. Digital Workplace 

Limitations of the study: 

Study is limited only on the impact of COVID-19 on the sports industry 

Significance of the Study: 

1. The observations made in this study would be helpful to traders, Trainers and Coaches to 

decide and develop their future policies.   

2. The finding of the study may be beneficial to organizers and players too. 

3. This study may give an opportunity to the researchers to conduct further studies on different 

aspects of sports. 

Understanding the impact of COVID-19 on the sports industry: Discussion  

The business model of sports: 

To begin, the basics. In the simplest terms, there are three main income streams for sports 

leagues: broadcasting (sales of media rights), commercial (sponsorship and advertising 

partnerships) and match day revenue (ticketing and hospitality). 

Market covered - 

1. by type - participatory sports spectator sports 

 Spectator sports are further segmented by type into sports teams and clubs, racing and 

individual sports. 

Participatory sports is further segmented by type into  

Fitness and recreational sports centers, golf courses and country clubs, others participatory 

sports marinas, bowling centers, skiing facilities  

2. By revenue source - media rights, merchandising, tickets, sponsorship etc. 
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Professional sports leagues are analogous to entertainment companies, where each team in a 

league is like a different channel. The teams have their own identities, employees and fan bases, 

but the overall ‘programming schedule’ (the rules of the game and the fixture list) are set by the 

leagues. This comparison may not please the purists, but the reality in both sports and 

entertainment is that the more eyeballs on the product, the more valuable it is. 

The major sports are all reliant on broadcasting income, as demonstrated by revenue data from 

the biggest leagues over the last five years. The global value of sports media rights is around 

$50bn – but 60% of that is accounted for by just 10 sports leagues. 

What strategies is the industry adopting in response to the disruption? 

The industry is trying to capitalize on the spike in media consumption by finding new ways to 

engage consumers. In the absence of live games, this means deepening the pool of content 

available to fans. For example, sports broadcasters such as ESPN and Fox Sports are showing 

classic games, archived content, documentaries, esports and niche competitions in a bid to keep 

consumers watching. Individual leagues are doing the same. The NFL is making every game 

since 2009 available for streaming on its direct-to-consumer channel Game Pass, a strategy 

which led to a 500-fold increase in daily sign-ups for the service. 

Another approach is to increase flexibility of payment options for consumers seeking sports 

content. The NBA and Turner Sports have removed the pay wall for their joint streaming 

subscription service, League Pass. Major League Baseball is doing the same, offering its archive 

of games for free on MLB.TV and YouTube. The Premier League is probably wishing that its 

streaming channel, planned for 2022, was already available. 

Challenges before sports industry  

Corona virus pandemic is a unique situation that creates stress and strain on sports organizations 

in coming period. As organization Peeper with following issues  

 To-tell players to return to arena are when most of them would rather be with family. 

 Attracting audience to return in stadiums with the threat of 2nd wave of COVID-19. 

 Fear of large public group is uncomfortable to return to work for many employees. 

 Many countries still struggling with outbreak, how to resume operations globally. 
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 With an uncertain future situation, resuming operations when already suffered significant 

financial losses. 

 Rebuilding relationship with partners in dubious macro economic situation. 

 This is how COVID-19 is affecting the world of sports 

Not surprisingly, COVID-19 has also upended the sporting calendar, with professional leagues 

everywhere suspending their activities to limit the spread of the virus. Even the Summer 

Olympics, typically one the world’s most-watched sporting broadcasts, has been pushed back a 

year. 

The global value of the sports industry was estimated to be $471bn in 2018 – an increase of 45% 

since 2011 – and before coronavirus stopped play, the only trajectory seemed to be upwards. 

Now, every part of the sporting value chain has been affected, from athletes, teams and leagues, 

to the media that broadcast and cover games. 

The impact of covid-19 on sporting events. 

To safeguard the health of athletes and others involved, most major sporting events at 

international, regional and national levels have been cancelled or postponed – from marathons to 

football tournaments, athletics championships to basketball games, handball to ice hockey, 

rugby, cricket, sailing, skiing, weightlifting to wrestling and more. The Olympics and 

Paralympics, for the first time in the history of the modern games, have been postponed, and will 

be held in 2021. 

Effect of COVID-19 outbreak on sports industry in India.  

In India, the disease is spreading faster and faster day by day, with the largest number of newly 

infected people in a day on the most recent updates. This certainly led the Indian government to 

take necessary actions; in fact they went to full lockdown, restricting all mass events. This 

certainly was a big blow to the sports scene and everything that revolves around it. It seems that 

everything has to be put on pause. Due to there not being any sports, the sports betting scene, a 

massive contributor to the sports industry also took a hit where it hurts, considering there are no 

ongoing sports to bet on. 

 The main issues for the sport sector currently observed by the stakeholders:  
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Lost revenue: organizations unable to provide their services to citizens, especially at the time of 

the year which marks the beginning of the season for most sports i.e. the time when they 

organize training and competitions, raise money through tournaments, organize events, seminars, 

training camps, races, etc. They have also lost a significant part of the regular income that comes 

from different types of fee, e.g. membership, licensing, participation or subscriptions.  

Athletes have not only lost a season and thus certain financial benefits, but also their coaches and 

their ability to train and compete, with implications for their income. For some, this represents 

the loss of an opportunity to gain in status and secure funding from private (sponsors) and public 

sources as well (on local, regional and national levels).  

Athletes do not receive financial support (e.g. scholarships, traineeships) because of the fall in 

sport organizations’ revenue.  

Cash flow difficulties: organizations have fixed costs that they have to pay regardless of the loss 

of revenues.  

Unemployment: layoffs of employees, athletes, coaches and other workers, especially those 

whose salaries depend on the above-mentioned income sources; none of the jobs in the sport 

sector are safe.  

Freelancers – self-employed persons often operating in the gig economy, who are no longer able 

to provide services (e.g. trainers) have fallen under the radar when it comes to different types of 

public support for the preservation of jobs in enterprises.  

Organizations have lost a significant part of their unpaid workforce, i.e. volunteers who are 

restricted to their homes or have limited mobility.  

Industries that are directly and indirectly related to sport are seeing that a lot of the current 

business models are failing and feel the need to change their business strategies over both the 

short and long term. This affects a large number of jobs and entrepreneurs.  

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:   

The COVID-19 pandemic has had and will continue to have very considerable effects on the 

sporting world as well as on the sports industry around the world. The following 

recommendations seek to both supports the safe re-opening of sporting industry following the 
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pandemic, as well as to maximize the benefits that sport can bring in the age of COVID-19 and 

beyond.  

What are the practical next steps?  

In any type of crisis, sports industry leaders will be defined by the three dimensions of crisis 
management 

Respond, recover and rise up  

 Rebuilding relationship with partners 

Vendor’s, sponsors, associations, broadcasters will have gone through their own crisis. In 
changing scenario how do you rebuild those relationship?  

 Poise for more outbreaks: 

What is next contingent plan if new virus spreads with COVID- 19 or if a second wave of 
COVID-19 arises in the fall?  

 Prepare to potentially play without audience:  

When games resume there is a real possibility that they will without audience for some time. 
How do you still connect with them when they are not there? Can athlete perform up to mark 
without audience support? Can you recreate the same experience at home through technology? 

 A comeback plan: 

Think how would recover? If some special events potentially start, how fans are back with more 
safety precautions? What about risk to employees? 

 Role of social platforms 

Considering this platform how to monetize one-on-one digital engagement between audience or 
fans and teams or athletes. 
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Abstract 

The study was intended to find out the competitive anxiety of elite Recurve archers of India. 

For the purpose of the study, top eight elite Indian Archers of Recurve Division were selected 

(Men and Women) from National Ranking Archery Tournament (NRAT). The age of the 

subjects were ranging from 17-35 years with mean 22.45. In order to fulfill the objective of 

study sports Competition Anxiety Test (SCAT) questionnaire was used. The present study 

towards sports competition anxiety is quite thought provoking and noteworthy. The SCAT 

assesses sports competition anxiety before competition. This measurer consists of 15 items that 

are rated on a three-point scale. A score is computed by summing ten of 15 the items, with 

higher scores indicating higher levels of anxiety concerning the upcoming competition. The 

SCAT has also been extensively used in sports research and shown to be both reliable and 

valid. The statistical technique “t” test was employed in order to achieve the objective of the 

study. The result shown that mostoftheIndianRecurvearcher’sfallintheaveragelevelasarcheryis 

gameofconcentrationandtheyfallinaveragelevel. 

Keywords: anxiety, SCAT, elite, archers, Recurve etc. 

1. Introduction 

In today’s era performance in sports is a result of physical, physiological, and psychological 

training, although other factors, such as equipment and environment, may affect the 

performance. Training of a sport generally begins with physical or biomechanical factors. It 

covers basic posture, body movements, and motions. Second stage of training covers 

physiological factors, including endurance, power, and fatigue control methods. Coaches are 

mainly involved in the physical and physiological training. 

3 
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Psychology is an academic and applied discipline that involves the scientific study of mental 

functions and behaviours. Psychology has the immediate goal of understanding individuals and 

groups by both establishing general principles and researching specific cases, and by many 

accounts it ultimately aims to benefit society. Psychologists explore concepts such as perception, 

cognition, attention, emotion, phenomenology, motivation, brain functioning, personality, 

behaviour, and interpersonal relationships, including psychological resilience, family resilience, 

and other areas. 

Anxiety plays a paramount role in sports. It is the challenge in sports participation, which 

produces anxiety. Anxiety determines how successful he would be. Anxiety may be positive 

motivating force or it may interfere with successful performance in sport events. The degree of 

anxiety also varies with a number of different conditions. Anxiety is likely to be greater in higher 

competitive sports than in relatively non- competitive sports, because in the competitive sports, 

participants are made upon them to succeed. In archery Recurve is one of its events. Recurve in 

modern archery circles usuallyreferstoatypicalmodernRecurvebow,asusedby archers in the 

Olympics and many other competitive events. The limbs are usually made from multiple layers 

of fiberglass, carbon and/or wood on a core of carbon foam or wood. In this the term 'riser' is 

used because, in a one-piece bow, the centre section rises from the limbs in a taper to spread the 

stress. Several manufacturers produce risers made of carbon fibre (with metal fittings) or 

aluminum with carbon fiber. The greater mass of a modern bow is in itself an aid to stability, and 

therefore toaccuracy. 

Material and Methods Selection of the subject 

For the purpose of the study, top eight elite Indian Archers of Recurve Division were selected 

(Men and Women) from National Ranking Archery Tournament (NRAT). The age of the 

subjects were ranging from 17-35 years. 

Selection of variables 

The questionnaires of sports competitive anxiety test (Martens 1977) [23] were taken keeping in 

mind the feasibility and importance of psychological aspects for investigation purpose of this 

study. The reliability of the test was 0.77 (r=0.77) 

Criterion measures 
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To measure competition related anxiety of the athletes Sport Competition Anxiety Test (SCAT) 

developed by Rainer Martens was introduced. Then each athlete’s composite score (CS) was 

found. Then that score was analyzed according to SCAT score analysis norms. 

Administration of the Questionnaire 

The study was mainly based upon primary data collected from the selected elite Indian Archers 

(top eight) of Recurve divisions of bow. The questionnaire were distributed among the subjects, 

which was fill up by the all the subjects and necessary information for the study were collected 

during National Ranking Archery Tournament (NRAT) held at Yamuna Sports Complex on 12th 

jan,2014 followed by four National Ranking Archery Events. 

The following questionnaire filling up standardized protocol adopted: 

The subjects were available for the specific event held in Delhi. So, the scholar visited archers at 

competitionvenue to collect the data. 

SCAT questionnaire was administrated on the elite archers selected for final National Ranking 

Archery Tournament. 

All the personal records of the subject were keptsecret. 

The questionnaire of selected traits was making available in English and Hindi for better 

understanding tosubjects. 

All the instruction was explain to all subjects regarding reading, understanding, filling up the 

questionnaire and the answer as honestly as they can. There is no point in trying to make you 

look good that would be proved non-productive and will produce false result. 

Conclusion 

In order to fulfill the objective of research the scholar made assessment of Recurve archers of 

India in terms of state competition anxiety. As archery is the game of concentration and also a 

mental sport, which requires high levels of attention. In Competitions, archers should repeat 

shooting for a long time, and every shot requires high attention. For good performance, i.e., high 

score, stable position and posture, consistent movement, and precise shooting skills are also 
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required. The result obtained manifested that most of the archers fall in the average level which 

means that they have an average level ofanxiety. 
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Introduction: 
Adolescence, a vital stage of growth and development, marks the period of transition from 

childhood to adulthood. It is characterized by rapid physiological changes and psychological 

maturation. Adolescence is also the stage when young people extend their relationship beyond 

parents and family and are intensely influenced by their peers and the outside world in general. 

As adolescents mature cognitively, their mental process becomes more analytical. They are now 

capable of abstract thinking, better articulation and of developing an adventure. But these are 

also the years of experimentation and risk-taking, of giving in to negative peer pressure, of 

taking uniformed decisions on crucial issues, especially relating to their bodies and their 

sexuality. Adolescence is thus a turning point in one’s life, a period of increased potential but 

also one of greater vulnerability.  

Key Issues & Concerns of Adolescent Students 

a. Developing an Identity 

b. Managing Emotions 

c. Building Relationships 

d. Resisting Peer Pressure 

e. Acquiring Information, Education and Services 

f. Communicating and Negotiating safer life situations 

Life Skills 

Life skills are ability for adaptive and positive behavior that enable individual to deal effectively 

with the demands and challenges of everyday life. 

Life skills include psychosocial competencies and interpersonal skills that help people make 

informed decisions, solve problems, think critically and creatively, communicate effectively, 

build healthy relationship, empathize with others, and cope with managing their lives in a healthy 

and productive manner. 

4 
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Ten core Life Skills as laid down by World Health Organization (WHO) are: 

 Self awareness recognizes ‘self’, our strengths and weaknesses, desires and dislikes. 

 Empathy means to have a successful relationship with our loved ones and society at 

large. 

 Critical thinking- is an ability to analyze information and experiences in an objective 

manner. 

 Creative thinking is an novel way of seeing or doing things that is characteristics of four 

components: 

- Fluency (generating new ideas) 

- Flexibility (shifting perspective easily) 

- Originality (conceiving of something new) 

- Elaboration (building on other ideas) 

 Decision making helps us to deal constructively with decisions about our lives. 

 Problem solving helps us to deal constructively with problems in our lives. 

 Interpersonal relationship skill helps us to relate in positive ways with the people we 

interact with. 

 Effective communication able us to express ourselves, both verbally and non-verbally in 

ways that appropriate our cultures and situations. 

 Coping with stress means recognizing the sources of stress in our lives, recognizing how 

this affects us, and acting in ways that help us control our levels of stress. 

 Coping with emotions means involving recognizing emotions within us and others, 

being aware of how emotions influence behavior and being able to respond to emotions 

appropriately. 

Purpose of Study: 

Parents, teachers and society expect a lot from College going students and many changes are 

taking place as per the age in these students therefore it is important to develop their Life Skills. 

These life skills help them to face day to day challenges and expectations of parents, teachers 

and society. These life skills also make them able to handle day to day challenges efficiently. 

Researcher is working as a ‘Director of Physical Education’ and ‘NCC Officer’ since past 16 

years. He is having regular communication with three types of Degree students i.e. Athletes, 

NCC Cadets and Regular degree (B.A., B.Com. & B.Sc.) students.  
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Many times it is observed that these students differ with respect to their life skills and also have 

different abilities to handle day to day challenges, therefore researcher is excited to know 

whether Athletes, NCC Cadets or Regular students developed their Life Skills. Researcher is also 

interested to find reasons behind the development of life skills if any. It will be interesting to 

analyze the role of sport training, NCC training and day to day challenges in developing life 

skills. Hence researchers decided to analyze the Life Skill abilities amongst Regular Students, 

Athletes and NCC Cadets of Kisan Veer Mahavidyalaya, Wai.   

Method: 

Researcher is working as a ‘Director of Physical Education’ and ‘NCC Officer’ since past 16 

years at Kisan Veer Mahavidyalaya, Wai (Degree & Master Degree in Arts, Commerce and 

Science); which is affiliated to Shivaji University, Kolhapur. This Mahavidyalaya is having six 

lanes standard Running Track, Foot Ball Field and Indoor Sorts Hall. This college is also having 

a NCC unit of 105 cadets, which is affiliated to 22 Maharashtra NCC Battalion, Satara. 

Researcher has selected 15 students randomly each from three categories those are Athlete, NCC 

Cadets and Regular students respectively. These 45 students were provided Questionnaire with 

five marks scale regarding ‘Life Skills’. Respondent is suppose to tick ( ) to appropriate 

answer given in Questionnaire. These answers are analyzed by Explanatory Method.  

Though the data collected is ‘Qualitative in nature, Explanatory Survey Method’ is followed for 

this study. 

Analysis and Discussion: 

Questionnaire to find Life Skill level was provided to Athletes, NCC Cadets and Regular 

students of Kisan Veer Mahavidyalaya, Wai.  

TABLE 1 
Summary of Descriptive Statistics of Life Skill Scores of  Athletes, NCC Cadets & Regular 

Students 
Statistics Athletes NCC Cadets Regular Students 

Mean 260.47 282.27 272.73 
SEM 8.978 3.125 5.074 

Median 269 284 273 
SD 34.77 12.11 19.65 

Range 101 40 82 
Minimum 196 261 226 
Maximum 297 301 308 
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Data collected on the life skill questionnaire from students of three different categories was 

statistically analyzed and given in table 1. This analysis revealed that the mean score on the life 

skill questionnaire of Athletes is 260 (SD=34.77), NCC cadets is 283 (SD=12.11) and Regular 

students is 273 (SD=19.65). Athletes, NCC cadets and Regular students of Kisan Veer 

Mahavidyalaya have scored 196-297, 261-301 and 226-308 the minimum and maximum scores 

respectively on the life skill questionnaire. Considering the Range it is observed that scores of 

NCC cadets are not much spread and found close to mean, scores of regular students are found 

scattered from mean but scores of Athletes are found too much scattered and away from mean. 

If we discuss with respect to median scores it shows that about seven Athletes have scored more 

than 269, while there found seven NCC cadets scoring better than 284 scores and those of seven 

regular students found scoring higher than 273 scores on life skill questionnaire.    

From the above explanation it seems that NCC cadets have achieved the highest scores than 

Regular students and Athletes. It is also surprise to see that Athletes have achieved the lowest 

scores on the life skill questionnaire compare to other two category students.    

It will be interesting to find the difference between the life skill scores of these different category 

students. This will make us known whether they differ from each other with respect to life skills. 

Hence researcher has applied ANOVA to compare these three group scores. 

TABLE 2 

Summary of ANOVA for the Comparison of Life Skill Scores of  Athletes, NCC cadets & 

Regular students 

  Sum of Squares df Mean 
Square F Sig. 

Between groups 3582.98 2 1791.49 3.086 0.056 
Within groups 24383.60 42 580.56   

Total 27966.58 44    Descriptive statistics shown that there occurs difference between the mean score of different 

category students but to find out the significance researcher has applied ANOVA, which is given 

in table 2. From the analysis of ANOVA the ‘F’ value is found 3.086 with p value 0.056. As ‘F’ 

value is not found significant, null hypothesis saying “there occurs significant difference 

between the life skills of Athletes, NCC cadets and Regular students” is rejected. Therefore it is 

proved that there is no significant difference occurs between the mean scores of the three 

different category students viz. Athletes, NCC cadets and Regular students. 

Conclusion: 
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Analysis of the data proved that Athletes, NCC cadets and Regular students do not have different 

life skills. They develop their ten life skills recommended by WHO equally.  

Recommendations: 

Researcher has following recommendations from this study 

 It is recommended that this study needs to be conducted on large sample. 

 It is suggested that all ten life skills recommended by WHO shall be analyzed separately. 

 Results found in this study are surprising; as regular students found better than Athletes as 

well as NCC cadets. Researcher recommends to find the reasons behind it. 
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Abstract - The objective of this paper is to analyse assessment and grading in Physical 

Education programs and their inherent limitations and drawbacks. The paper also cites why 

assessment of physical education is required and how effective assessment should be done in 

order to achieve the goals. The methodology employed is review of various literature about 

formative assessment and assessment for learning (AfL) and their impact on the learners and the 

teachers. The review of various studies from educators around the world leads to recommending 

a model based on formative assessment to overcome various drawbacks. The model recommends 

an alignment of curriculum, pedagogy and assessment in order to make learning holistic. The 

paper concludes with a discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of the model. 

Index Terms- Physical Education, Model for Assessment, Assessment for Learning, Formative 

Assessment 

INTRODUCTION 

In today’s fast paced world, education is a necessity and educators have a big responsibility in 

imparting the right knowledge for a student’s growth. In this context, the teachers of physical 

education programs face an added difficulty in the form of assessment. 

Physical education is essential for all round development of a child. To effectively play any 

sports, one needs discipline, resilience, teamwork, courage to overcome adversities, respect for 

others and a friendly attitude. These traits of sportsmanship once learnt are just as useful in life 

as in sports. Therefore, it is imperative to have physical education for children from an early age. 

For these programs to be successful, the curriculum plays an important role. A comprehensive 

curriculum which makes learning fun and achieves its goal requires an effective assessment 

system as well. 

5 
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Assessment is a way by which teachers get a feedback on their teaching methodology and 

students get to know of their understanding of the subject. The teacher can then correct the 

course of their teaching for a better understanding of the students thereby increasing the learning 

of the students and teaching performance of the teachers. 

Assessment is said to be a three-way connection between teaching, testing and learning 

(Anderson & Goode, 1997, p. 48) and assessment of student learning provides teachers with 

information about their effectiveness and gives direction for future lessons (Dejong, Kokinakis, 

&Kuntzleman, 2002). Hence, Teaching, Learning and Assessing are all related. In order for the 

teaching to be beneficial, good assessment is required and good teaching is inseparable from 

good assessment (Wiggins, 1993, p 21.) A good assessment acts as a learning process for the 

teachers, peers and students. “When assessment is part of the teaching and learning phase of 

instruction, its primary purpose should be to provide feedback to students and the teacher,” 

(Veal, 1995, p. 15)Assessment done with these goals in mind is called Assessment for Learning 

(AfL) or Formative Assessment.  

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT 

To the teachers, assessment provides an insight of the learning of the students. Based on the 

results, the teacher gets to know about the shortcoming in the teaching methodology and the 

strengths and weakness of the students. This provides direction to the teachers for the future 

lessons. They can then focus on the improvement of the curriculum by modifying the goals 

and/or teaching methods for the entire class or for individual students.  

To the students, assessment is something that gets their attention. They tend to be more attentive 

and interested in subjects which have an assessment. They are more likely to participate in 

activities involving the subject in order to score higher. Assessment becomes a motivation for the 

students to learn (Martin, Kulinna, &Cothran, 2002, p. 18) and makes them more assertive 

towards the goals to perform better. Regular assessments aimed towards learning, tend to 

improve both the performance of teachers and students where the teachers strive hard to make 

lessons engaging and the students challenge their own capabilities. 

For a quality Assessment, quality Curriculum and quality Pedagogy is required. “Achieving 

quality in PE requires that quality is pursued and demonstrated within and across curriculum, 
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pedagogy and assessment,” (Dawn Penneya, Ross Brooker, Peter Hayband Lorna Gillespiec, 

2009) and that meaning of quality should be in context of the society, culture and institution. 

In 1985, Peter J Arnold, proposed “Dimensions of Movement” in which he suggests PE 

education curriculum should have three dimensions: 

1. Education about movement: The ways movement, or lack of it, influences the 

development of personality. 

2. Education in movement: The knowledge and skills required to participate in the specific 

activity. 

3. Education through movement: The use of movement as a context to promote the aesthetic 

appreciation of performance, moral and social responsibility and dispositions to physical 

activity. 

Curriculum based on the three “Dimensions of Movement”, provide both content and context in 

the learning of physical education. It provides a stepping stone for teachers to model their 

lessons. Hence quality assessment based on the knowledge of the dimensions promotes deeper 

thought and learning in the students. Moreover, “assessment should be supported by, and an 

informant to, pedagogies that provide students with the requisite skills and knowledge to 

complete the tasks in relation to these dimensions,” (Lingard et al., 2006). 

Authenticity in assessment can be realized when the content of the curriculum is in accordance 

with the society, culture and sports in question. The relationship between the content and the 

context should be extrapolated to the world beyond the classroom and extended to other 

disciplines as well for better understanding. “The original and key elements of authentic 

assessment should involve constructive learning, disciplined enquiry and higher-order thinking 

and problem-solving. It should also have a value dimension, of aesthetic development, personal 

development or usefulness in the wider world,” Cumming and Maxwell (1999, p 179). 

As noted earlier, assessments provide motivation for student learning and thereby affect their 

performance. But in order to capture the interest of the students, it is important to design the 

curriculum in such a way that the students can relate it to the practical aspects of their life and 

background. Thus, it can be said that authentic assessment aims towards making the learning 

“have value and meaning beyond the instruction context”. “This pursuit, in addition to the 

expectations of students to communicate their knowledge, present a product or performance, or 
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take some action for an audience beyond the teacher, classroom or school buildingare elements 

of authentic assessment and referred as ‘connectedness’,” (Hayes et al., 2006: 98). 

Hay (2006: 317) proposed: 

“Authentic assessment in PE should be based in movement and capture the cognitive and 

psychomotor processes involved in the competent performance of physical activities. 

Furthermore, assessment should redress the mind/body dualism propagated by traditional 

approaches to assessment, curriculum and pedagogies in PE, through tasks that 

acknowledge and bring to the fore the interrelatedness of knowledge, process (cognitive 

and motor), skills and the affective domain.” 

The above said assessment system would enhance both student learning and student well-being 

and is termed as Assessment for Learning.  

AfL or formative assessment are effective only when the teachers identify the purpose of the 

assessment. In this system of assessment, the teacher gets to know whether the students are 

learning or not. The teacher can this information through self-assessment, peer-assessment, 

teacher-observation assessment, portfolio, or teacher-student conference. Depending on their 

learning, the teacher might modify the goals or teacher methodology. Hence, these facts help one 

plan the route of teaching to take for the learner and the optimal rate of teaching for maximum 

absorption. Based on the overall performance of the class, teachers may choose to revisit certain 

lessons in a different way to ensure the students learn the relevant lessons. 

In K–12 settings, where teachers are usually faced with huge class sizes, self- and/or peer 

assessment could be used to facilitate learning among students, as students would have feedback 

on their performance. Instead of keeping students “busy, happy, and good” (Placek, 1983), 

teachers can use formative assessment and AfL tools to ensure that students are learning the 

skills and knowledge they need to achieve competence in the standards. 

The term “Assessment for Learning” is often used synonymously with “Formative Learning”. 

But as per few experts, there is a slight difference between the two. 

Formative Assessment: It is gathering of information that provides feedback to students about 

their own learning and to inform the teachers about subsequent planning and pedagogy (Black & 

William, 1998; Hay, 2006; Lund & Veal, 2013). 
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Assessment is formative when the evidence is used to adapt teaching to meet students’ learning 

needs (Black & William, 1998). Thus, formative assessment serves two purposes:  

(1) For teachers to review and adjust their teaching, and  

(2) For students to know about their progress.  

The main focus is on the teachers. It is their responsibility to find out about the progress 

of students and take action to increase the learning of the class. 

Assessment for learning: It is “the process of seeking and interpreting evidence for use by 

learners and their teachers to decide where the learners are in their learning, where they need to 

go and how best to get there” (Assessment Reform Group, 2002). Hence, AfL is a form of 

formative assessment in which learners play an active role in their own learning. 

The main focus is on the students. It tells them about their progress towards the goals and 

objectives of the subject. The students need to take ownership and proactively work to increase 

their earning. “A well-planned AfL informs the most effective, meaningful and worthwhile 

instructional strategies to improve teaching and subsequently students’ learning experience,” 

(Tannehill, Van der Mars, &MacPhail, 2013). 

STUDIES ON FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT  

Studies show that Formative Assessment is better for physical education programs as it provides 

feedback to the teacher who can then modify the lessons as required.  

In 2013, Chroinin and Cosgraveconducted a study with five teachers to learn about the impact of 

formative assessment. 

1) The teachers delivered a series of lessons modeled on formative assessment system.  

2) They selected written or verbal assessment through self, peer, teacher-led strategies. 

3) The assessments were designed to evaluate children on different aspects of learning. 

4) Result: The assessment result provided insight to the teachers about the students 

learning. They then modified the lessons accordingly, thereby improving the teaching 

and learning process. 

5) Conclusion: The use of assessment strategies enhanced the quality of teaching and 

learning in physical education.  
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In 2010, MacPhail and Halbert conducted a study to understand the effect of formative 

assessment on teacher instruction and student learning.  

1) The teachers said that the better structured curriculum made the lessons more 

organized and easy to manage. Following the plan, it became easier to increase the 

learning of the students taking them closer to the lesson goals. The teachers found the 

children to be more interested and motivated due to the assessments framework.  

2) The students said that they found the lessons more engaging. As their interest peeked, 

they found themselves more interested and involved. Their involvement led to better 

learning and will to perform better than before. Formative assessment thus developed 

a sense of ownership in them. 

3) Conclusion: The standard of teaching, student learning and assessment in the lessons 

improved by many folds. 

When the lessons are better planned, it yields better result. It improves the learning of the 

students thereby improving their performance. “In physical education the use of formative 

assessment can enhance the quality of teaching in physical education, and thus student learning,” 

(Broek, Boen, Claessens, Feys, &Ceux, 2011; Butler & Hodge, 2001; Chroinin& Cosgrave, 

2013; R. Johnson, 2004).  

“Students perform better in terms of skills in formative assessment system,” (Crouch, Ward, & 

Patrick, 1997; M. Johnson & Ward, 2001; Ward, Crouch & Patrick, 1998) 

In 1995, Veal andCompagnone studied formative assessment on 151 students from sixth grade.  

1) Teacher-designed assessments were carried out in basketball, volleyball, jump-rope 

and badminton. 

2) Assessment methods were teacher observation, self-assessment and peer assessment. 

3) For basketball, students self-reported count of successful passes each day during 

basketball unit. 

4) For badminton, students self-reported count of successful passes over the net and 

service practice during a badminton unit. 

5) For jump-rope, the teacher checked the students. 

6) Result: The students had no effect on their learning, effort and skills. 
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7) Conclusion: As the assessment was not done for the purpose of grading, the students 

did not take it seriously and therefore lacked motivation. Hence for formative 

assessment to be successful, summative assessment for essential, that is, grading 

should be a part of it. 

All the above studies agree with the study by Lund and Shanklin (2011) in which they found 

that, “students performed better when they were held accountable for their learning”. 

I.CONCLUSION 

Assessment in physical education programs is challenging in its own way. On an average, 

physical education teachers teach nearly a hundred students in each grade. Keeping a track of 

assessment data of each child is a very difficult task. For teachers to implement the formative 

assessment or AfL, adds to the complexity. To make these assessments successful, teachers have 

to take on the added responsibility and go extra-mile. They need more time for planning the 

lessons and then re-planning according to learning and performance. And, sometimes, they even 

need to give individual lessons. 

However, in all the above studies, it was concluded that “the increased time spent on lesson 

preparation was worth the effort,” (Chroinin and Cosgrave, 2013; MacPhail& Halbert, 2010). 

“Even though the planning and preparing stage was time consuming, better planning resulted in 

lessons being easier to manage and organize”, (MacPhail and Halbert’s, 2010). “Although it 

takes more time to plan and create peer assessment, it provides students the opportunity to be 

more involved and responsible for their own learning and their classmates’ learning”, (R. 

Johnson 2004). 

Thus, when assessment of physical education programs is done based on formative assessment 

system, it results in  

- better planning of the lessons,  

- enhanced quality of teaching and learning thereby improving teacher performance. 

- higher motivation and better involvement of students leading to increased learning. 

- responsibility and ownership among students 
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ABSTRACT- 

  Covid-19 pandemic has changed the life and lifestyle of each and every human being. 

Everybody is frightened, psychological pressure and insecurity lives with people. The pandemic 

is running in whole world. More than four lakh people are dead. Everything which needs 

regularly is stopped. Till today there is no any firm medicine to prevent human beings from 

Covid-19. At this stage Indian traditional exercises will increase the immunity power of people 

for to fight with this pandemic. The Indian Yoga, Meditation, Pranayama, Suryanamaskar, as 

well as hopping and recreational Indian games etc. will prevent Covid-19 pandemic. Physical 

activities and exercises will help to prevent from this dangerous pandemic.  

KEY WORDS-  Covid, Pandemic, Yoga, Pranayam, Suryanamaskar. Etc. 

INTRODUCTION- 

 Hundred years before pandemic finishes thousands of lives. The people were frightened 

and they were live outside their villages and towns. No one meet each other. They never meet 

and if necessary they talked with each other from safe distance.  That was one of the remedy.  

The same situation is created in these days due to this Pandemic, officially named COVID-19. 

Maximum countries are going through this pandemic. Jobs are not in hands of people. 

The people those who are living in cities or Metropolitan cities, they came back to their native 

places, just for their aliveness. The covid-19 patients are not sure about their lives. There is no 

money in hand, no food for to eat, no clothing, no one has relation with each other, this  is the 

real situation of peoples. 

6 
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All over world all countries, the leaders, all National and state Governments are under 

pressure of this pandemic. The news channels, news papers, talk shows etc. have only one issue 

for to discuss. Peoples and society’s are under pressure. Psychologically each one is disturbed.  

In this fearful and dangerous situation, Indian exercises are very much useful to protect 

from pandemic. Maharshii Patanjali founded Yoga before five thousand years and this is the gift 

from an Indian to world. It increases Specially Immunity power, of human being. It develops all 

systems of body. The spiritual development, mental freshness etc. are develop through yoga or 

Yoga Sadhana. 

REMEDIES- 

 India is a large country where all types of people are living. They have their own 

knowledge of exercise as per their caste system. There are variety of remedies available in Indian 

exercises. These are the few exercise remedies on covid-19 pandemic. 

 YOGIC EXERCISES- 

 Yogic exercises is a best remedy on this pandemic. All types of exercises named Asanaas 

are available in it. Standing position, Sitting Position, Prone position and supine position asanas  

are there. Besides  this Pranayam, which  is related with breathing. And meditation is also there. 

These Asanas increases Immunity power of human beings. 

 SURYANAMASKAR- 

  This is one of the popular Indian exercise. Whole body covers in it. All types Motor 

abilities are developed in it. The exercise is completed with counts. It develops all motor abilities 

as well as good posture. 

 SKIPPING AND JUMPING- 

  The skipping and jumping exercise which is simple to do. All age group persons can do 

this exercise. It helps to increase immunity, muscular  endurance as well as cardiovascular 

endurance. 

 WALKING- 
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 This is a good exercise without equipment. One should walk alone for distance is 

exercise. But speed and continuousness is essential. The exercise increases toughness, 

endurance, lung capacity. 

 DAND AND BAITHAKAS- 

This is purely old Indian exercise. Specially from ancient days it came. Wrestlers are 

doing it for to develop their muscular toughness, shape of body, endurance of muscles, and 

immunity power. 

 

 SWIMMING - 

 Till these days more and maximum peoples do this exercise in River, well seashore, canal 

etc. In cites or towns, now a days, swimming pools are available. People use it for practice or for 

fitness. Swimming develops cardiovascular endurance and capability. 

 GYM EXERCISES - 

 Specially, in cities gymnasiums are available. But in villages Akhadas are available. 

People are doing their workout in it. Some peoples have their own gyma with them. They do 

exercises at homes.  

 STEP UP EXERCISES- 

  This types of exercises increases will power as well as immunity and toughness. In 

modern language it is a part of Plyometric exercise.  Our own body is used as an instrument. 

Here is no need of external equipment.  

 DANCE- 

   Dance is recreational event. Ay age group person can do it. Music plays important role in 

it. The variety of dance are played in Indian states. Manipuri, Katthak, Kuchipudi, Koli nritya, 

Lavani etc. It increases immunity, develops capability of organs.This is  aerobic exercise.  

 DHYAN DHARANA - 
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 This is a mental status of mind. Dhyan  dharana increases Mental health of man. Calm, 

quietness and  peacefulness is increase in it. In hell, and exhale of breathe  are important to 

control. Dhyandharana  increases spiritual capacity. It is useful in decision making. 

CONCLUSION- 

 Indian exercises are made for to development of physical as well as mental and spiritual 

health. If we focused the life and lifestyle of peoples, we realize that these exercises are very 

much fruitful to human beings. If people learn and do exercises under supervision of experts , it 

will definitely useful to them for to prevent from Covid-19. 

 Even, maximum researchers do their research on Yogic exercises, they came to 

conclusion that these are the best remedies for Immunity development, fitness, physical and 

mental toughness. 

 Government, experts from medical field and World Health Organization gave time to 

time information about this pandemic. Each country exposes awareness guidelines to public. 

Except this awareness everybody should have to do fitness programs for themselves. 
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ABSTRACT 

Sports has always been considered as a positive force since time immemorial. It brings 

people discipline and trains people on life skills. It teaches people the art of perseverance. It is 

beyond caste and creed, sports is a symbol of equality. From time immortal, sports has always 

been at the helm of society and cultural dimension sports can create history. Sports can create an 

outstanding nation, while externally sports brings out all the above, for an individual it also 

promotes a healthy life style, helps in the holistic development, creates team spirit and 

sportsmanship and social inclusiveness. Sports and physical Education expanded its limits now 

to the society (ie) community in the changing scenario. In the age of Digital Media, sports must 

garner as much as attention as possible. Digital media must be need as a tool to promote the 

culture of sports. Sporting Nation is a healthy nation. It is healthy in its physical body, 

emotionally and ethically. It fosters peace and harmony. 

 

Key words: Physical health, Mental health, Community, Society, Healthy Nation. 

Introduction 

Working from home is always stress fall and physical activities can help to build your 

mental health. Less exposure to sunlight due to people at home for more time than usual can 

cause vitamin O deficiency. Daily exercises and physical activities even in terrace can help boost 

the vitamins. Diseases are more vulnerable for person who is less immune. Even half an hour 

walk/exercise outside will help your immune cells to activate. Physical activities as a daily 

routine will reduce our time on spending with electronic gadgets. Now we are in new world 

different world for one or two years. 

Sports and Physical Educations 

Role of Sports and Physical education in changing scenario it extents or expands the 

platform to the society. Now the role and the responsibility of the physical education teaching 

community is extended from the schools/colleges to the society (i.e.) community people. It is our 
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prime responsibility to take care the people neighbour around us and surround us. Mental health 

of individual is subjective. So don’t compare any two individual Physical health and Mental 

health will go hand in hand. It gives self confidence and self esteem to the individual. 

Physical Activities 

In developed countries like Europe an hour of outing was practiced as a unwritten rule. 

Parents help their kids to adapt to this habit making them more social and physically active. As 

presumed by many people a physical activity does not require any additional cost. It actually 

reduces the cost on other entertainments. 

Physical Exercises 

Activity is not a task it is life style. Even a small (baby) womb in the stomach starts its 

physical activity in the mother’s womb itself. After birth it shakes its hand and legs so physical 

activity starts when a life is born in the world. 

Benefit of Exercise to Physical Health 

Cardiovascular endurance is the ability of the heart and lungs to work together to provide the 

needed oxygen and fuel to the body during sustained workloads. Examples would be jogging, 

cycling and swimming. The Cooper Run is used most often to test cardiovascular endurance. 

Muscular strength is the amount of force a muscle can produce. Examples would be the bench 

press, leg press or bicep curl. The push up test is most often used to test muscular strength. 

Muscular endurance is the ability of the muscles to perform continuous without fatiguing. 

Examples would be cycling, step machines and elliptical machines. The sit up test is most often 

used to test muscular endurance. 

Flexibility is the ability of each joint to move through the available range of motion for a 

specific joint. Examples would be stretching individual muscles or the ability to perform certain 

functional movements such as the lunge. The sit and reach test is most often used to test 

flexibility. 

So our performance will be optimal and our physical health will be good 

Mental Disturbances 

Mental disturbances and depression will be automatically takes places during this Covid-

19 lock down. For example from the daily news we are witnessing that small children are 

victims. It is mainly because of lock of physical activities in the society and mental depression. 

Mental Health 
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Strong mind in a strong body when an individual starts physical activity like yoga and 

Physical Exercises ; 1) Decrease depression, 2) Reduce Anxiety, 3) Decrees Stress, 4) Improve 

Cognitive function, 5) Control mood swing, 6) Insomnia, 7) Cancer. 

Health Brain is nuture from the pregnancy.  

Benefit of Exercises  

1) It improve sleep 2) Better endurance 3) Stress Relief 4) Improvement in mood 5) 

Increases Energy and Stamina 6) Reduces tiredness that can increase mental alertness 7) Weight 

reduction 8) Reduce Cholesterol 9) Improve Cardio Vascular Fitness 10) Improves Lung 

Capacity. 

Exercise Boost Immunity 

In Ayurveda Vyadhikishamtra is known as Immunity  

It is made up of two words  Vyadhi - Disease 

     Kshamatra - Suppress or overcome 

Vyadhi is conditions which come into existence as consequence of non equilibrium between 

- Doshas (Physiological factors (i.e) vata, pitta & kapha) 

- Dhatus (tissues system) and 

- Malas  (excertary products of body) 

Kshamatra means to Resist 

The factor which limits the pathogenesis and opposes the strength of disease 

The power of body which decreases the damaging power of the disease and steps the genesis of 

the disease is known as Vyadhikshamtra (Immunity) 

Exercise is aerobic and aerobic Moderate exercise is good for the body. It will increase immunity 

30 minutes per day. 

Immunity 

In biology immunity in the balanced state of multi cellular organisms having adequate 

biological defenses to fight infection, disease or other unwanted biological invasion, while 

having adequate tolerance to avoid allergy, autoimmune disease terracing, neutralizing and 

clearing pathogens. 

Nutrition to Build Immunity 

The Immune system’s ability to clear viruses bacteria and other pathogens, terms 

resistance is dependant upon an adequate supply of energy from important fuel sources including 

glucose, amino acids and fatty acids. 
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In addition cell proliferation requires nucleotides for DNA & RNA synthesis and amino acids for 

protein synthesis. 

Macro Nutrients 

 Immune cell metabolism and  

 Protein synthesis 

Micro Nutrients 

 Nucleotide and Nucleic acid synthesis (eg. Iron, Zincs magnesium) 

 Antioxidant defenses that limit tissue damage (eg. Vitamin C & E) 

 Directly influence immune cell functions by regulating gene expression (eg. Vitamin D) 

Discussion 

A state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of 

disease or infirmity is Health. Physical Education should be given a thrust. Physical Education 

and sports must become a part of mainstream education to enable creating better individual. 

Sports must become a sector, generating job, income, goodwill and contributing to National 

Economy. Infuses National pride, India’s diversity will be strengthened further though sports, 

Decreases crime rate. Increase self discipline, self-confidence, self-esteem positive force and 

empower are and all. 
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Introduction 

We know that there are different systems in human body that are correlated to each other. Proper 

functioning of these systems   is responsible for healthy and happy life. Through Researches, 

physical educationist and sports scientists have found out  that physical exercises are helpful in 

improving the  functional ability of different systems of  body. Immunological system is also one 

of the most important system for our survival. In these days, we know that we are reeling under a 

very critical situation due to the wide spread of corona virus COVID-19 pandemic outbreak in 

the world. Our country is also dealing effectively with corona virus problems. The 

doctors/experts from different countries have given their views that better immune system may 

be helpful to fight against this very critical and difficult situation arising due to corona virus. It is 

our immune system that keeps us healthy.  Therefore everyone should have knowledge about 

immunological system and effects of physical exercises under the system. 

Objectives 

1. To Know about Immunological System  

2. To understand the effect of exercise on Immunological System  

Immunological System 

The immune system is a host defense system of the body. This is spread throughout the body and 

containing many types of cells, organs, proteins and tissues. This can distinguish our tissue from 

foreign tissue- self from non-self. Dead and defective cells are also recognized and cleared away 

by our immune system. The immune system has two functional divisions i.e. the innate immune 

system and the adaptive immune system 

8 
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Innate immune system is the natural response of the body and we can say that it is the first line of 

defense against infectious agents. This system include the skin, mucus membranes, pH of 

fluids(stomach acid) and secretions of body. When first line of defense is not able to kill 

attacking pathogens then the adaptive immune system is activated. This system produce a 

specific reaction for different infectious agent and normally success in destroying the attacking 

pathogen. 

Cells of the Immune System 

Cells of the immune system or we can say that main characters in the immune system arise from 

stem cells through two lines of differentiation: the lymphoid lineage and myeloid lineage. The 

lymphoid produces lymphocytes T cell and B cell develop in the thymus and bone marrow 

respectively @10 power 9 daily basis. Approximately 20% of lymphocytes represent of the total 

leukocyte(white blood cell) in an adult. The myeloid lineage produces phagocytes and other 

cells. 

Types of Leukocytes(white blood cell) 

White blood cells are circulating in the body in blood vessels and lymphatic vessels which 

parallel the veins and arteries. When they find a target, they start multiplying and send signals 

out to others cells to do the same. They are stored in different places in the body which include 

the following: Thymus, Spleen, Bone marrow and lymph nodes. These are basically two types of 

leukocytes.  

Phagocytes : These cells absorb pathogens , break them down and eat them. These are mainly of 

four types. 

(i) Neutrophils- These are common and tend to attack bacteria.  

(ii) Monocytes- These are largest in number and play several roles. 

(iii) Macrophages- Their role is of patrolling for pathogens and also remove dead and dying 

cells.  

(iv) Mast cells- They help to heal up wounds and defend against pathogens. 

Lymphocytes: These help the body to remember previous attackers and recognize them if they 

come to attack again. They develop B lymphocytes (B cells) in bone marrow and head to thymus 
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T lymphocytes (T cells). B cells produce antibodies and alert the T cell. T cells destroy 

compromised cells in the body and alert other white blood cells.  

Response of different cells 

• The immune system needs to be able to  find out the proteins which are found on the 

surface of  cells. It learns to ignore its own or self proteins at an early stage. Initially, 

different cells work together to recognize the antigen as an invader. B cells makes 

specific antibody. Such  antibody against the bacteria cause pneumonia and another may 

be common cold virus.Antibodies are part of a large family of chemicals called 

immunoglobulins which play many roles in the immune response. Immunoglobulin (IgG) 

are as: IgM, IgA, IgE, and IgD  which are helping  chemicals of immune system to 

produce antibodies. T cells are helping and killing  agents. Helpers coordinate the 

immune response by communication with other cells to produce more antibodies. 

• Killer T cells are attacker cells particularly useful for fighting viruses. They recognize 

small parts of the virus  present outside of infected cells and destroy the infected cells. 

Antibodies lock into the antigen and phagocytes cells kill them. 

• Immunity: The first layer of our skin is like a  defense against pathogens. Everyone’s 

immune system is different but, generally, it becomes stronger during adulthood due to 

exposure to more pathogens. Once an antibody has been produced against a particular 

antigen its copy remains stored, and ready in the body to destroy it next on its arrival. 

This is called immunity. 

There are three types of  immunities in human beings. 

• Innate immunity: We are all born with some levels of immunity to attackers such as the 

skin and mucous membranes of the throat and gut. 

• Adaptive immunity: This protects the body from pathogens when they dodge the innate 

immunity. As we are exposed to diseases or get vaccinated, we build up a library of 

antibodies which is our adaptive immunity. 

• Passive immunity: This immunity is ‘’borrowed’’ from another source but not the last 

one. As a baby receives antibodies  from the mother before birth and in breast milk after 

birth, this immunity protects the baby from some infections during early years of life. 
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Physical exercise- 

• All those actions performed by different systems of the body with or without specific 

equipment for a particular or collective movements to enhance or maintain physical 

fitness, health and wellness are called exercise. Physical exercises are mainly grouped 

into three types. 

• Aerobic exercise : Means exercise “with oxygen’’ 

• Anaerobic exercise: Means without using oxygen or short length with high intensity 

exercise. 

• Flexibility exercise :Muscles stretching and improving range of motion exercise. 

Physical Exercise and Immune Response- 

• Physical exercise has a significant effect on immune functions. The changes have been 

seen in the concentration of the immune cells, their release pattern and changes in 

hormonal concentrations.  

• On the basis of different researches it is observed that a wide range of acute exercise as 

per their intensity and duration increases the level of concentration of different white 

blood cells. During short duration, high intensity exercises it is observed that elevation in 

different white blood cells concentration was 150 to 180% above the baseline levels. 

• These increases maintained during recovery period depend upon volume of exercises. If 

maximum exercises are performed for  longer  periods or upto 30 minutes at a moderate 

intensity then elevation in leukocyte family concentrations may also remain elevated up 

to 2 hours post exercise. 

    During endurance or long time exercises (up to 3 h), leukocyte family concentrations 

increase rapidly upto 250 to 300% higher than base levels and remain elevated for up to 6 h 

post exercise. 

Physical exercises performed at the anaerobic threshold produce in greater numbers and 

concentrations of leukocyte family than the exercises performed below the anaerobic 

threshold. It is also observed that neutrophil cells are predominant in the leukocyte family. It 

is not surprising that their concentrations elevation may remain up to 6 h after high intensity 
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exercises. Some studies have shown that neutrophils may have a biphasic response  which 

depends  upon the duration of length of  exercise. Longer duration exercise gives a greater 

further elevation in neutrophil response. 

• In a nutshell, on the basis of different studies / researches carried out by physical 

educationists  and sports scientists  it is observed that long time exercise with moderate 

intensity has a greater effect on numbers and response of leukocyte family against  

invading pathogens.  

Different Physical Exercises- 

• Here are some aerobic, anaerobic, flexibility and yogic exercises performed by the 

presenter. Out of these exercises or some others known by every one which should be 

performed by the persons of all age groups according to their ability and capacity for 

minimum 30 minutes at moderate or high intensity. These exercises are very helpful in 

elevation of numbers and concentrations of leukocyte(white blood cells) family. The 

actions and movements performed by presenter may be incorrect due to age and posture 

limitations. We should ignore them and perform in the right manner. 

Conclusion- 

• On the basis of different studies/ researches it may be concluded that physical exercise is 

the best medicine for  body. These are most beneficial for immunity. Due to physical 

exercise the numbers and concentrations of leukocyte family ( white blood cells) 

elevation on high percentage and remain elevated up to 6 or more hours. Therefore, 

physical exercise is the best medicine to avoid most of the infections in the body. 

Recommendation- 

• None athletes or none sports persons should perform physical exercises for minimum 30 

minutes at moderate intensity for health and well-being . Physical exercises are much 

more beneficial for none athletes to reduce the risk of many diseases. 

• Athletes or sports persons should  undertake physical exercises  for long time at moderate 

intensity including their off session, to maintain the effective response of different 

systems of body. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of the study was to compare anxiety profiles of hockey and handball players 

of Manipur. For this study, total 30 (N=30) players, 15 hockey players and 15 handball players 

each between 18 to 25 year of age who have participated at the state level tournament were 

selected randomly. Sports Competition Anxiety Test Questionnaire by R. Martens, (1977) was 

administered to obtain the data. To find out the characteristics and mean difference among the 

two groups, descriptive analysis, further, Pearson’s product moment correlation and profile 

analysis was done by employing Hottelling T2 test was employed and tested at 0.05 level of 

confidence. The finding of the data reveals that, there was no significant difference in the mean 

comparison between hockey and handball players as the obtained value‘ t’=0.488 which was not 

significant at 0.05 level as the values are smaller than r=0.811. 

Keywords: Hockey, Handball, Sports Competition Anxiety Test 

1. Introduction   

In today’s techno-scientific age, the world has completely changed in all aspects due 

to discovery and research. In the field of games and sports also, there has been a great 

change with the help of scientific coaching and training. The athletes are being trained on 

scientific guidelines with highly sophisticated means for better achievement in their 

concerned sport to enable the coaches to get optimum performance with minimum 

expenditure of energy and time. They are being exposed to the exercise and training 

methods, which have got beneficial effect for achieving higher standard. 

The main aspect to be emphasized in order to achieve high level of performance is 

the efficient function of the body. They must function well enough to support the particular 

activity that the individual is performing since different activities make different demands 

9 
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upon the organism with respect to blood circulation, respiration, metabolic, neurological and 

temperature regulating functions, physiological fitness is specific to activity. Human body is 

highly adaptable to exercise. The response of each system is discrete and work in the heat is 

necessary to improve the fitness of the temperature regulatory mechanism. Each task has its 

major physiological components and fitness for the task required is effective functioning of 

the appropriate system. 

Soccer the most attractive and popular game in the world, is certainly not a sort of 

fashionable sports which come today and gone tomorrow. It is one of the most ancient 

sports and it is direct ancestor of American football, Canadian football, Rugby and 

several others sports. 

Modern soccer is a vigorous and fast game, which requires accelerating sprint, 

rough tackling, and power in kicking and endurance to sustain play for ninety minutes. 

The skills involved in the game are simple, natural and highly stimulating and satisfying 

to any one who participates in the games. The skills include kicking, running, jumping, 

throwing, dodging and so on. Physical qualities such as speed, strength, agility, muscular 

power and endurance etc. are very important for a successful soccer player.  

The performance of soccer depends upon many characteristics. The skill and the 

physical condition play major role, but the physiological factors and game experience 

cannot be over-looked. In India, men soccer is in infancy stage. It has to go long way to 

catch the world standard and in order to catch the world standard; there should be proper 

planning and implementation of the program. And the implemented programmed should 

be evaluated from time to time so that the best result can be attained. To move in the 

above direction there should be continuous research on the players. 

 

2. Objective of the study 

The objective of the study was to measure the anxiety level of hockey and handball 

players of Manipur, to determine the degree of correspondence in anxiety between the hockey 

and handball players and to compare the anxiety profile of hockey and handball players. 

3. Hypotheses  

HO1: It was hypothesized that there will be no significant relationship on anxiety between 

the hockey and handball players of Manipur.  
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HO2:  It is again hypothesized that there will be no significant difference in anxiety 

profiles of hockey and handball players.  

4. Methodology 

For this study, Forty (N=30) Subject, 15 hockey players and 15 handball players each. 

The age of the subjects were ranged between 18 to 25 years were selected randomly as subjects 

of this study those were participated at the state level competitions. The pertaining data was 

collected by administering the Sports Competition Anxiety Test (SCAT) Questionnaire by R. 

Martens, (1977). Descriptive, further, Pearson’s product moment correlation and profile analysis 

was done by employing Hottelling T2 test statistical techniques were employed to find out the 

characteristics of data and significant differences of anxiety profiles of hockey and handball 

players of Manipur. The level of significance was set at P<0.05.     

5. Results 

The pertaining data of state anxiety were treated by using the descriptive analysis to find 

out the means (M), standard deviations (SD) further, Pearson’s product moment correlation and 

profile analysis was done by employing Hottelling T2 test were employed to find out the 

significant difference of state anxiety between hockey and handball players as shown in table.  

Mean and standard deviation and correlation of hockey and handball players of state level 

tournament  

Variables  N Mean of 
anxiety 

Standard 
Deviation 

Correlation 

Hockey players 15 13.93 3.64  
0.488 Handball players 15 16 3.53 

It is evident from the finding of the above table that the mean and standard deviation in 

anxiety of hockey and handball players are 13.93 (±3.64) and 16.00 (±3.53) respectively.  

It is also evident from the table that co-relation coefficient anxiety between hockey and 

handball players is 0.488 which was not significant at 0.05 level as the value are smaller than 

r=0.811. 

Anxiety profiles of hockey and handball players using Hottelling T2 test  

Anxiety Profiles Profile analysis Hottelling T2 
Hockey Vs Handball Parallelism 1.14 
Hockey Vs Handball Slope 3.73* 

Hockey Vs Handball Flatness 3.04* 
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The result of Hottelling T2, in the case of parallelism is 1.14, which is statistically non-

significant event at the 0.05 level (T2  = 1.14, p>0.05). appearance of such a result indicates that 

the profiles are truly parallel and have similarity in anxiety among the players (i.e., Hockey and 

handball). 

 
T2 for parallelism: 1.14 NS 

T2 for levels: 3.73 S 

T2 for flatness: 3.00 S  

   Anxiety Profiles of Hockey and Handball players 

6. Discussion of Finding 

The finding of the study reveals that there is no significant correlation on anxiety between 

hockey and handball players. 

 Further, the result indicates that although the anxiety profiles of Hockey and Handball 

looks parallel, the slope as well as flatness of line segment is different. 

Thus, the profiles of Anxiety of the hockey and handball players are not true parallel, 

which helps to interpret that the players suffers from anxiety is true. However, the level of 

anxiety of the Hockey and Handball players are different. The mean value of anxiety of handball 

was found higher than the hockey players.  

7. Testing of Hypothesis 

From the above finding of the study reveal that statistically there Therefore, the 

hypothesis, formulated in this investigation, “HO2 : There will be no significant difference in 

anxiety profiles of Hockey and Handball players” has been refuted. 
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8. Conclusion 

 On the basis of analysis of data, this study warrants following conclusions: 

 Irrespective of different games, the hockey and handball players had a normal 

level of anxiety. 

 Handball players have more anxiety level than hockey players. 
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Abstract: 

Stress is what happens when you’re faced with a stressful situation. Sometimes stress can 

be a good thing; it helps us to focus and really get things done under pressure.Students are one of 

the most common victims of stress. Managing stress in its early stages can help maximize the 

college experience and opportunities for students.For college students, stress can crop up in a 

number of unique situations. It’s important to know when you may begin to feel stressed to that 

you can avoid these kinds of situations, and take steps to ensure that they have a healthier and 

happier college experience.Effective stress management helps them break the hold stress has on 

their life, so they can be happier, healthier, and more productive. Practical stress management 

can help students deal with their worries and become more productive, competent and efficient. 

Introduction: 

Students are one of the most common victims of stress. Factors such as financial 

expenses, over commitment, family expectations, deadlines and workload all induce stress in 

students. While a mild amount of stress is very useful and acts as a motivation for students, too 

much stress can interfere with their daily lives.When built over time, stress can give rise to a host 

of serious problems such as depression and anxiety. Managing stress in its early stages can help 

maximize the college/university experience and opportunities for students.There are three kinds 

of common stress triggers students experience: 

Social- Social stress puts serious peer pressure on students. Dealing with new relationships, 

balancing academic life with social life, living with or without family members, adjusting to the 

new environment, all trigger stress in students. 

Academic-Strict schedules, deadlines, low grades, challenging classes, exams, responsibilities, 

and poor time management all lead to a buildup of academic stress. 

Daily life- This stress is associated with issues that are not related to academic or social life. 

These can include daily commute, part-time job, financial burdens, and so on. 

10 
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Effective stress management helps you break the hold stress has on your life, so you can 

be happier, healthier, and more productive. The ultimate goal is a balanced life, with time for 

work, relationships, relaxation, and fun—and the resilience to hold up under pressure and meet 

challenges head on.Practical stress management can help students deal with their worries and 

become more productive, competent and efficient. Here are pointers for managing stress: 

 Food Habits 

 Exercise 

 Sleep 

 Health and Hygiene  

 Daily Routines 

 Good Mental Health 

Food Habits 

1. Learn proper portion size. To avoid eating too much of even the healthiest foods, keep 

track of how much you're eating.  

2. Eat breakfast. Start your day off right with a good meal when you get up. Whether you're 

rolling out of bed at noon or up at the crack of dawn for class, make sure you start your 

day with a balanced, healthy meal. 

3. Keep healthy snacks around. It's easy to eat healthy if you keep the fried snacks at bay 

and stock room with fruits and other healthy snacks.  

4. Drink water. Drinking enough water can help boost your concentration as well as keep 

you from overeating. Make sure to keep hydrated as you go through your day by bringing 

water with you. 

5. Limit sugary and caffeinated beverages. Beverages may not fill you up, but they sure can 

help fatten you up and have a detrimental effect on your overall health. You don't have to 

completely give up soda and coffee, but you should scale back in order to keep yourself 

in tip top shape. 

6. Try to eat fruits and veggies. Even if fruits and vegetables don't comprise some of your 

favorite foods, try to incorporate at least a few of them into your diet each day. 

7. Limit junk food. Junk food is fast and easy and many students end up eating a lot of it 

while they're on the run to class or to work. While a little fast food now and again won't 

really hurt you, make sure it doesn't become a habit. 
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8. Don't skip meals. With so much to do, it's easy to forgo eating to run off to class or the 

library. Don't skip meals. Set up foods you can eat on the run so you'll have the energy to 

keep going. 

Exercise 

1. Play a sport. One way to get yourself motivated to exercise is to make it a game by 

playing a sport. Join an intramural team or play recreational sports through your school to 

get active and have fun at the same time. 

2. Head to the gym. Most schools provide students with gym facilities they can take 

advantage of for free. Head to the gym between classes or when you get up in the 

morning to squeeze in a workout. 

3. Walk to class. While taking public transportation might be quicker, walking will give you 

a chance to stretch your legs, burn some calories and relax before your next class. 

4. Incorporate different kinds of exercise in your routine. When you work out, don't just 

stick to one kind of workout. Incorporate strength training, cardio, yoga and stretching 

exercises into your routine to make it well rounded. 

5. Make it fun. You're probably not going to work out if you are bored with your routine or 

find going to the gym torture. Find a way to make it fun for yourself and you'll be much 

more likely to keep it up. 

6. Bring a friend. With someone else relying on you showing up, you'll be much more likely 

to make the effort to work out. Plus, working out with a friend can be a great way to 

make working out more fun. 

Sleep 

1. Take rest. If you have the time during the day, a short nap can do wonders for your 

energy levels. Just make sure not to nap too close to bedtime or for too long, and a rest 

will do your body good. 

2. Don't work in bed. Working in bed can make getting to sleep harder. Keep your work 

space separate from your sleep space to keep insomnia at bay. 

3. Get a full night's rest whenever possible. While the amount of sleep each person needs 

varies, most people need 7-9 hours to feel fully rested. While this may not be possible 

every night, try to sleep a full night whenever you get the chance. 
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4. Stick to a schedule. With different classes and work hours each day, it can be hard to 

stick to a schedule, but keeping sleep times similar from day to day can greatly improve 

your chances of getting a good night's sleep. 

5. Avoid caffeine, eating and drinking right before bed. All of these activities can throw off 

your body's internal clock, so try to limit meals, alcohol and caffeine consumption to a 

few hours before bed. 

Health and Hygiene 

1. Wash your hands. Studies have shown that simple hand washing can help prevent a large 

number of illnesses. So wash your hands, especially any time you'll be touching your 

nose, mouth or eyes or if you've been around others who are sick. 

2. Get to the doctor. If you have symptoms that aren't showing any signs of clearing up 

within a few days, you may need to take a trip to the campus clinic or your doctor. 

Simple illnesses can mutate into much more deadly and dangerous ones if left alone so 

make sure to seek help if you aren't feeling any better. 

3. Drink lots of fluids. Colds and flu can wreck havoc on your body, often depriving it of 

much needed fluids. Replenish these by drinking plenty of water or energy drinks when 

you're ill. 

Daily routines 

1. Create a routine. If you get yourself in the habit of studying, working out, and sleeping at 

certain hours, it will be easier to fit in all the things you need to do in a day without 

feeling too stressed out. 

2. Put limits on work hours. You can't work all the time-fun and relaxation have to be part 

of your routine as well. Limit the times when you will work to give yourself time to sleep 

and rest up so you won't get sick. 

3. Give yourself a break. If you've been working steadily for hours, give your eyes and mind 

a chance for a rest by taking a break. You can come back feeling more refreshed and 

ready to go. 

4. Relax with hobbies. Whether you like to paint or to destroy aliens with your friends in 

video games, making time for the things you love is an important part of keeping yourself 

from getting too stressed out. 
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5. Give yourself plenty of time. It's easy to put off starting on a big project or studying for a 

test until the last minute. You'll be much less stressed out, however, and will likely do 

better if you give yourself more time to work on it. 

6. Spend time with friends. There are few things that can cheer you up like being around the 

people you like most. Eat dinner with friends or just hang out and watch TV or take a 

walk to get away from the stress of homework. 

Good Mental Health 

1. Keep in touch with family and friends. You can help beat homesickness and loneliness by 

keeping in touch with friends and family members. 

2. Build new friendships. A big part of the college experience is meeting new people and 

forming new friendships so get out there and meet new people whenever possible. 

3. Understand that it may take time to fit in. Most people don't make best friends on the first 

day of college. It takes time to build friendships, so don't get discouraged if you don't fit 

in right away. 

4. Know the signs of depression. It can be hard to differentiate a simple slump from serious 

depression so learn the signs of depression not only for your own benefit but for the 

benefit of your friends as well. 

5. Build on your confidence. If you know you're good at certain things build on the 

confidence you take from these activities rather than concentrating on your faults. 

6. Set goals. You'll be more motivated and positive if you give yourself goals to work 

towards throughout the school year. 

Following the tips above can ensure you find and maintain a good balance in students 

academic life. If normal management tips do not help, students should seek advice from 

university’s student support services or other professionals. 
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Introduction 

The first corona patient was found in India on January 30. Then, until March, there was a 

lot of news coming from all over the world and everyone was growing uneasy. We had a lockout 

at the end of March, but what did everyone experience in the middle two months? At one end 

there was indifference, overconfidence and ego, and at the other end there was fear, anxiety and 

anger. Should you have any problems, even physical health, where very little importance is 

given, there what is the story of mental health?Our budget for total health is very low at 1.6% of 

GDP, including less than 1% for mental health.According to a 2019 World Health Organization 

report, 200 million people in India need actual mental health care, making India the sixth most 

depressed country in the world. It mean, mental health should be a priority, but it doesn't seem to 

be happening. 

It is not possible to set up such a system suddenly when any disaster or epidemic strikes. 

That time is taken away and many have to live with the consequences for many years.  

‘Covid 19’ or Corona brought you similar physical and mental problems. There is a need 

to differentiate between the mental problems caused by Covid 19 and the problems caused by 

lockdown. Initially, there were two extreme reactions. Extreme indifference on the one hand and 

extreme stress on the other. Some people were behaving as if nothing was happening. Crowding, 

not wearing a mask, group dance, and many things happened through it.  

The initial stress caused by ‘Covid 19’ was either not well known or there were many 

misconceptions about the disease, so it was felt to have increased. Many did not know exactly 

what caused the infection. Does the virus spread through the air? Does eating meat cause it? 

11 
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Does drinking hot water kill the virus? If you take care of it, you will not get infected. How to 

use imported items etc. One or more such questions seemed to increase anxiety. At the same 

time, many unscientific claims were adding to the confusion. Ex: Corona dies from drinking hot 

water, steaming, drinking cow urine. The lack of a mechanism to refute these unscientific claims 

was found to increase both emotional confusion and mental stress. The root of all mental 

problems lies in uncertainty. When you don't get the right information, you don't know what will 

happen in the future. People could have been reassured by giving proper information about 

'Covid 19' but it did not happen. 

Scope of the Study 

1. To study about the Mental distress due to lockdown 

2. To learn the importance of mental health. 

3. To know about the psychological component of mental distress. 

Objectives of Study 

1. To encourage and develop the mental health during lockdown period. 

2. To study the mental health threats and opportunities.  

3. To prove that mental health is one of the main procedural concerns when addressing 

human rights and development.  

4. To identify the barriers in Psychological mental health of lockdown period.  

Research Methodology 

This paper is descriptive in nature. The secondary sources are used in the paper for study.  

Mental distress due to lockdown: 

Basically, any sudden change or uncertainty has a negative effect on mental health. The 

Lockdown came as a disaster for some, a mental strain for some and a routine change for others. 

Disaster: 

The lockdown came as a disaster for a large section of the society who live on wages. 

The sudden announcements left no one able to plan, but many lost their lives. Some died of 
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starvation. For all these people, where it has become difficult to live, mental health facilities are 

a luxury. Which was with the dead people, for them, however, it can be a lifelong trauma. What 

about their mental health? Deaths of loved ones can lead to post-traumatic stress disorder. But 

we don't have a mechanism to take care of it and treat it. Along with the migrant labor force, 

there are many such factors, for whom the lockdown came as a disaster and with it came mental 

health problems. For example, the spread of Covid 19 at the community level and its impact on 

the people living there, the cleaners, the people working in the health sector, the people working 

in the police department who come in contact with the patients on a daily basis. People were not 

getting food. ‘Corona’ brought severe mental problems in the case of some more people. There 

have been many examples of people with pre-existing mental illness who have had recurrent or 

severe symptoms. In the first two weeks of the lockdown, there was a 40 per cent increase in 

mental illness. We also saw the suicides of individuals in many areas. For that, we will have to 

take different measures in the coming economic downturn. Children and women victims of 

domestic violence and sexual abuse may receive legal aid, but what about trauma? Violence has 

escalated around the world during the lockdown, with women and children being the victims.  

Corona and mental stress: 

There is a group in the society for whom this period did not become a disaster, but their 

mental stress was definitely increased. For example, some people had to do surveys and health 

check-ups in the 'red zone' when they had no medical education. Teachers as well as people 

whose jobs are gone or will go on. Some have had their pay cuts. Those who live alone or whose 

relatives are far away from them. There are also many people whose financial situation is good, 

but the ideas have increased the stress. Example: What if I don't get groceries tomorrow? What if 

people close to me get infected? What if I don't get proper treatment? Many such thoughts were 

bothering people and still are. Whose work is completely done from home and has to maintain 

the balance of home and work. Such people do not have to deal with serious mental illness, but 

the increase in stress seems to have a definite effect on health. The lack of Unanimity in various 

government departments was also a source of tension.  

Corona and change in routines:  
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Some people didn’t notice much change. But not being able to go outside, not being able 

to go in gym, not being able to go out to dinner or lunch, also made the boredom seem to 

increase the stress. But there seems to be only one way to increase fortitude. 

What can be done? 

Providing mental health facilities:  

Just as medical services are considered essential, so should mental health facilities. Is this 

really possible? Can such facilities be provided to the government at the government level? It has 

given answer The Kerala government. Nearly thirty thousand people there benefited from mental 

health services. Considering the time and cost of services, we have a difficult time with 

traditional psychiatric procedures. Alternatives like community psychotherapy can certainly be 

considered. This requires initiative at the government level.  

Minimum level of planning required:  

When decisions are made that affect people's lives, a minimum level of planning is 

required. It was too late for the lockdown. Letting the workers go to their homes by giving 

proper and precise instructions, then would have been lockdown?  But surprise is most important 

in India. Many people had increased anxiety when the decision was like denomination. Those 

who already had mental problems had an increase in symptoms. While any kind of uncertainty 

adds to mental distress, clear instruction and planning is essential in terms of mental health. 

Minimum rules and regulations for media enforcement: 

when Analyzed news about Corona, then News should be Note that the message will be 

very violent language, “Corona crisis” “Danger CORONA” Why use such words? Such 

broadcasts news increases the negative emotions in the human mind. It is possible to choose 

words with the thought that people should take the necessary care without being afraid. 

Overall, we are ready for a natural or man-made crisis? The floods in western 

Maharashtra last year may have helped many, but the question remains as to what happened to 

their mental health. ‘Corona’ looks set to last you for the next few months. At first we were 

oblivious but next days we need a plan of action to minimize the mental distress. 
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Conclusion  

Covid-19 poses significant health risks. There is a lack of research in dealing with mental 

health issues across the country (or across the continent). With daily death and morbidity figures 

reaching new heights, isolation and lockdown states are increasing for a long time, people’s 

recreational opportunities are dwindling and a financial crisis is looming, mental health problems 

are likely to escalate. There is a need to understand the mental approach of Covid-19 and their 

possible management to understand the possible remedies for coping with the pandemic. 
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Introduction:- 

 Sport is a major contributor to economic and social development The effects of COVID-

19 continue to ripple through the world’s health, educational, financial, and commercial 

institutions, and the sports ecosystem is no different. The nonstop sports entertainment we’ve 

come to expect has come to a halt.  

Since its onset, the COVID-19 pandemic has spread to almost all countries of the world. 

Social and physical distancing measures, lockdowns of businesses, schools and overall social 

life, which have become common place to curtail the spread of the disease, have also disrupted 

many regular aspects of life, including sport and physical activity. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused the most significant disruption to the worldwide 

sporting calendar since World War II. Across the world and to varying degrees, sports events 

have been cancelled or postponed. The 2020 Summer Olympics in Tokyo were rescheduled to 

2021 

Covid-19 impact: Players on back foot; uncertainty problems nation’s smaller leagues 

Franchise leagues, modelled or inspired by the Indian Premier League (IPL) that began in 

2008, have impacted the lives of India’s sportspersons. Cricket leads the way followed by 

football, which has the Indian Super League, but kabaddi, badminton, table tennis, tennis, 

volleyball, wrestling and boxing too have helped many make a living from sport. A kho-kho 

league is also in the works. 

The Covid-19 pandemic though threatens India’s status as a nation of leagues. The big 

ticket IPL, valued at $6.8 billion in 2019 by global advisory firm Duff and Phelps, has been 

postponed indefinitely and with corporate reeling from the economic impact of a lockdown it 

will be tough for many leagues. 

12 
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Less than three years ago, Deepak Hooda, the only earning member of a large family, 

couldn’t afford a bicycle. Today, India’s kabaddi captain drives an SUV. Pro Kabaddi League 

(PKL) changed Hooda’s life—the player fetching Rs.1.15 crore in the 2018 auction from Rs.12.6 

lakh in 2014 which then was the second-highest price. Subhankar Dey, Ashmita Chaliha and 

Ajay Jayaram use earnings from the Premier Badminton League (PBL) to fund careers. It was 

with his Rs.7 lakh from the volleyball league that helped Rohit Kumar build the family home 

with in Uplani, Haryana. 

The impact of COVID-19 on sporting events and the implications for social development 

To safeguard the health of athletes and others involved, most major sporting events at 

international, regional and national levels have been cancelled or postponed – from marathons to 

football tournaments, athletics championships to basketball games, handball to ice hockey, 

rugby, cricket, sailing, skiing, weightlifting to wrestling and more. The Olympics and 

Paralympics, for the first time in the history of the modern games, have been postponed, and will 

be held in 2021. 

The global value of the sports industry is estimated at US$756 billion annually. In the face 

of COVID-19, many millions of jobs are therefore at risk globally, not only for sports 

professionals but also for those in related retail and sporting services industries connected with 

leagues and events, which include travel, tourism, infrastructure, transportation, catering and 

media broadcasting, among others. 
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In addition to economic repercussions, the  cancellation of games also impacts many 

social benefits of global and regional sport events, which can cement social cohesion, contribute 

to the social and emotional excitement of fans, as well as their identification with athletes leading 

to greater physical activity of individuals. 

Covid-19 cripples sports industry in India. 

With Covid-19 lockdown resulting in a complete halt of trading activities, barring some 

essential commodities, the over Rs 2,000-crore sports industry of Jalandhar is having a 

harrowing time as the current situation has forced sport goods manufacturers to defer orders.  

A sports goods manufacturing hub, Jalandhar produces nearly 70 per cent of total India's 

sports goods and is a leading name in national and international brands of cricket, hockey, 

football, rugby and fitness range.  

The impact of COVID-19 on physical activity and well-being 

The global outbreak of COVID-19 has resulted in closure of gyms, stadiums, pools, 

dance and fitness studios, physiotherapy centres, parks and playgrounds. Many individuals are 

therefore not able to actively participate in their regular individual or group sporting or physical 

activities outside of their homes. Under such conditions, many tend to be less physically active, 

have longer screen time, irregular sleep patterns as well as worse diets, resulting in weight gain 

and loss of physical fitness. Low-income families are especially vulnerable to negative effects of 

stay at home rules as they tend to have sub-standard accommodations and more confined spaces, 

making it difficult to engage in physical exercise.  

The WHO recommends 150 minutes of moderate-intensity or 75 minutes of vigorous-

intensity physical activity per week. There are concerns therefore that, in the context of the 

pandemic, lack of access to regular sporting or exercise routines may result in challenges to the 

immune system, physical health, including by leading to the commencement of or exacerbating 

existing diseases that have their roots in a sedentary lifestyle. 

Lack of access to exercise and physical activity can also have mental health impacts, 

which can compound stress or anxiety that many will experience in the face of isolation from 

normal social life. 

The global community has adapted rapidly by creating online content tailored to different 

people; from free tutorials on social media, to stretching, meditation, yoga and dance classes in 
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which the whole family can participate. Educational institutions are providing online learning 

resources for students to follow at home. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The COVID-19 pandemic has had and will continue to have very considerable effects on 

the sporting world as well as on the physical and mental well-being of people around the world. 

 Sporting federations and organizations. 

Governments and intergovernmental organizations may provide sports federations, clubs and 

organizations around the world with guidance related to safety, health, labour and other 

international standards and protocols that would apply to future sport events and related safe 

working conditions. 

 Professional sport ecosystem. 

The sport ecosystem, comprising of producers, broadcasters, fans, businesses, owners and 

players among others, need to find new and innovative solutions to mitigate the negative effects 

of COVID19 on the world of sport. This includes finding ways to engage with fans in order to 

ensure safe sport events in the future while maintaining the workforce, creating new operating 

models and venue strategies. 

 Promoting positive social attitudes and behaviour. 

Sport education is a powerful means to foster physical fitness, mental well-being, as well as 

social attitudes and behavior  while populations are locked down. International rights and values 

based sport education instruments and tools, such as the International Charter of Physical 

Education, Physical Activity and Sport, the Quality Physical Education Policy package and the 

Values Education through Sport toolkit remain highly relevant references to ensure that the many 

online physical activity modules that are being currently deployed comply with gender equality, 

non-discrimination, safety and quality standards. 

Stay Home – Stay Safe 
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ABSTRACT 

The Primary aim of the study was to compare the Aggression among players of team games. For 

the purpose of this study, a total numbers of 64 (sixty) male players 16 (N-16) each of Football, 

Hockey, Basketball and Volleyball were selected. The age of the selected players ranges between 

20 to 30 years.. To compare between the groups and obtain the data Sports Aggression Inventory 

questionnaire by Anand Kumar and PS Shukla was administered and ANOVA was used to 

analyse the data at 0.05 level of significance. The finding of the data reveals that there was a 

significant difference in Aggression among players of team games. 

KEYWORDS: Aggression, ANOVA. Team Games. 

2. Introduction 

            Throughout the world the concept of Sports Psychology has changed, Todays athletes 

face acute and unique challenges the standard are higher and the competition is tougher. 

Psychological component is becoming far more important than ever before in today’s elite 

competition. According to Baron and Richardson (1994) Aggression is behaviour and not a 

desire to or fantasy of harming someone. There must be intent to harm the victims either 

psychologically or physically. In order to achieve the sporting objective players , coaches, 

managers  have emphasized more on psychological aspect to win or attend their goals .For 

example Sports Aggression comes from a variety of source and it is important to understand 

where these  source stem from . Sports stressors allow us to understand what causes an athlete to 

become frustrated which lead to aggression and a decline in performance. In sports according to 

Silva (1983) aggression has been defined into two categories Hostile aggression and 

instrumental aggression. 

 Hostile Aggression         - Its main aim is to cause harm or injury to your opponent 

intentionally. 

13 
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 Instrumental Aggression - Instrumental Aggression is when the aim is achieve a goal 

by using aggression. For example a rugby player using aggression to tackle his 

opponent to win the ball.  

3. Purpose of the study 

          The purpose of the study is to compare the Aggression among players of Team Games. 

4. Methodology 

            64 (sixty) male players 16 (sixteen) each of Football, Hockey, Basketball and Volleyball 

who had at least participate inter university competition were chosen as subjects for this study. 

The data were obtained by administering Sports Aggression Inventory by Anand Kumar and PS 

Shukla to the subjects. The questionnaire consists of 25 items. For each item score is 1, 

Maximum score is 25 and minimum is 0. To find out the significant differences among players 

of different team games one way ANOVA was used at 0.05 level of significance. 

5. Results  

ONE WAY ANOVA 

 Sum of Square df Mean Square F sig. T value 
Between Grp 298.000 3 99.333 8.327 000 2.76 Within  Grp. 715.750 60 11.929  

Total 1013.750 63     
 

   From the above table 1, it reveals that the aggression of players of different sports showed 

significance difference, the obtained F value is greater than the required tabulated value at 0.05 

level of significance. Since F ratio obtain from different group are found to significant difference 

L.S.D test was applied to test the differences between mean and order paired mean on aggression 

among different games.The paired mean and difference between the means are presented in 

Table no 2. 

POS HOC TEST AGGRESSION LSD 

(I)Group (J) 
Group 

Mean 
Diiference 

(I-J) 

Std. 
Error Sig. 

95% 
Confidence 

Interval 
 CD at 

5% 
Level Lower Upper 

1 2 
3 
4 

4.25000* 
.75000 

5.00000* 

1.22112 
1.22112 
1.22112 

.001 

.541 

.000 

1.8074 
-1.6926 
2.5574 

6.6926 
3.1926 
7.4426 

2.44 

2 1 
3 
4 

-4.25000* 
-3.50000* 
.750000 

1.22112 
1.22112 
1.22112 

.001 

.006 

.541 

-6.6926 
-5.9426 
-1.6926 

-1.8074 
-1.0574 
3.1926 

2.44 
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3 1 
2 
4 

-.75000 
3.50000* 
4.25000* 

1.22112 
1.22112 
1.22112 

.541 

.006 

.001 

-3.1926 
1.0574 
1.8074 

1.6926 
5.9426 
6.6926 

2.44 

4 1 
2 
3 

-5.00000* 
-.75000 

-4.25000* 

1.22112 
1.22112 
1.22112 

.000 

.541 

.001 

-7.4426 
-3.1926 
-6.6926 

-2.5574 
1.6926 
1.8074 

2.44 

 

6. Discussion of finding 

                     The study revealed that there was significant difference on Aggression among 

selected team games i.e Football, Hockey, Basketball and Volleyball. Among the selected team 

games players of football are found significant higher than the other games. It may be due to the 

reason that the nature of movement in football are free in executing skill without any restriction 

and the nature itself is a semi-contact sports which need to be aggressive to disturb the emotion 

of opponent player. Furthermore, the players of Hockey were also found to be partially 

significant on aggression then players of Basketball and volleyball. This may be due to the 

reason that Hockey is tough and rough. Aggression of Hockey players are found slightly lower 

than Footballers as nature of hockey needs to be controlled while executing the various skills.  

                      Whereas Aggression of Basketball and  Volleyball players are found to be similar. 

As the nature and the intensity of the game are also found similar in one form or the others. 

Some restriction on dribbling, shooting are or need to be controlled by the Basketball players. 

Similarly, Volleyball who shown least level of aggression is obvious from the point that 

volleyball is non contact game separated by two half, the only point where they can come in 

partial contact is during blocking and spiking. This proves very insignificant and limited score to 

inflict aggression on opponent players. This is the reason Basketball and volleyball somewhat 

similar on aggression and lesser than Football and Hockey. 

7. Conclusion 

          On the basis of the finding the following conclusion are made 

 The players of both the Paramilitary Force sports person and civilian sportsman have 

no significant difference in Aggression. 

 It is also observed that to achieve better performance in sports strong instrumental 

aggression is required. 

 Furthermore, both the Paramilitary Force Sportsperson and civilian sports man are 

highly motivated, more confidence   in handling any given situation. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of the present study was to find out the effect of selected Pilates exercises on the 

body composition of obese people. The total sample of 60 males between the age group of 20-45 

years was selected and divided into two groups i.e. 30 in the experimental group and 30 in the 

control group from the general population of Muzaffarnagar Uttar Pradesh India. In the present 

study, a purposive-random sampling technique was employed to select the sample for measuring 

Body weight, body mass index, body fat percentage & visceral fat level. The subjects underwent 

training for 24-week with the Pilates exercises. The difference in the mean of each group for 

selected variables was tested for the significance of difference by paired ‘t’ test. The level of 

significance was set at 0.05. The Result was found that the effect of selected Pilates exercises 

was significant body weight, body mass index, body fat percentage, a visceral fat level of the 

experimental group as compared to the control group. 

Key words:  body fat percentage, body mass index, visceral fat level. 

Introduction 

Obesity is accountable for the manifestation of serious fitness problems and is currently viewed 

as a public fitness problem, thus constituting a difficulty of worldwide hobby and strong 

impact.1,2 Obesity is defined as a physique mass index (BMI) larger than or equal to 30 kg/m2. 

It is estimated that about 2.8 million annual deaths worldwide are associated to the unsafe 

consequences of being obese or obese. Obesity is related with many continual fitness 

prerequisites as diabetes, hypertension, coronary heart disease, sleep and mortality fees upward 

push with increasing physique weight physique fats percentage, visceral fat level & body mass. 

Obesity is described as an excess of body fats and body fats is tough to measure. However, make 

bigger of physique fats is usually related with an expand in complete body mass, hence indices 

14 
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of relative weight are in many instances used to diagnose obesity. The body mass index is that 

one of the most typically used indices of relative weight. two body fat percentage, visceral fats 

stage & Body mass index (BMI; in kg/m2) is an estimator of the morbidity and mortality that 

numerous continual diseases are embracing as type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disorder (CVD), 

and stroke and it has long been known26,18. Additionally, belly obesity evaluated whereby waist 

circumference (WC) and predicts obesity-related fitness risk. 

With an estimated forty two million young people whose age is below 5years being affected in 

2013, there's a global escalation within the incidence of obesity (WHO, 2013). there may be a 

forty-five percent amplify within the incidence of childhood weight problems within the ultimate 

10 years alone. 

Health is that the clean functioning of each organism in accordance with its specified tasks. 

Health can also be a kingdom of entire physical, mental and social well-being and not simply an 

absence of ailment or infirmity. Health implies a adequate reserve of bodily strength, ability, and 

patience also as mental equilibrium to satisfy the stress of lifestyle. Seen commonly as a drag of 

adults within the past, weight problems is becoming extra general as age increases. Literature has 

diagnosed fat youngsters with Charles Dickens’ portrayal of the fats boy in ‘The Pickwick 

Papers’, and ‘Billy Bunter’ within the 20th century. it had been noteworthy commonly due to the 

fact fats youth had been individual in these days. Nowadays, obesity is frequent in youth and 

additionally the pace of prevalence is growing alarmingly. Most pathological tactics commence 

fairly in the past in lifestyles and every so often obesity hastens them (Mary Harding, 2015). 

Obesity among preschool teenagers aged two to 5 extended from 5% to 10.4%; from 6.5% to 

19.6 p.c amongst teens aged 6 to 11, and from 5% to 18.1 percent amongst adolescents, for the 

duration of a find out about finished from 1991 to 2007. 16% of kids throughout India are obese 

and 31% are in threat of becoming overweight, as proven via current statistics. Indian school-

based data indicates an obesity vary of 5.6% to 24% for kids and adolescents through greater 

studies are required to understand the prevalence of overweight and weight problems 

(LithaThampy, 2014). 

It is known that bodily lively lifestyles is necessary in health safety and development. Body 

composition inside bodily fitness elements is necessary in weight problems classification, 

nutrition level, contrast of positive aspects as a end result of exercise, protection and 

development of generic health. In many countrywide and worldwide researches, regular physical 

endeavor or workout has been said to improve body weight control and body composition, 
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thereby lowering persistent disorder prevalence. Body composition can be examined in two 

sections as fats mass and fats free mass. Fat-free mass incorporates muscle, bone, water, nerves, 

veins and natural structures, fats mass consists of subcutaneous fat, storage fat, and indispensable 

fats. The assessment of physique fats degree as a proportion offers statistics about the generic 

health fame of individuals. In mid-age person male (30-39 years), the most efficient body fat 

share is said to be 12 - 22% and in female it is 16 - 26%. The share of body fats in male over 

25% and physique fat percentage in girl over 32% represent a fitness risk, while the minimum 

level is well-known as 8% to 12% for girl and 5% for male. 

The remedy of weight problems has developed successfully at some stage in the previous 10-20 

year. Most of these remedies involve workout as phase of the treatment, however, until recently, 

these advice Sar typically made on the viable beliefs that exercising would be of cost 

alternatively than on scientific evidence. The proof referring to to intensity of workout and type 

of workout as nicely as exercise. In the research factor out to be pretty dramatically exclusive the 

quantity of weight loss with exercising in solely intervention group and they have boasted the 

biggest modifications in weight as a end result of exercise alone. While the use of the whole 

physique for the duration of a coaching session, Pilates is a shape of exercising that goals the 

core of the body (the abdomen, hips, and back, i.e.). Pilates also enhance flexibility and enhance 

posture. The exercises are generally achieved that toughen the stomach muscles, hips, and 

returned by lying down on a mat and encompass a series of controlled movements of the arms 

and legs. Pilates also can be completed on exceptional Pilates equipment. 1045 Received for e-

book October 11, 2010 

Dharmendra Kumar and D. Sakthignanavel, (2012) the motive of the discover out about was to 

decide the outcomes of yoga asanas and Pilates exercising routines education on Muscular 

Endurance and BMI. There had been forty-five randomly chosen male students, from Pt. K.L.S. 

Degree College, Kanpur Dehat- (U.P), aged 20 –25 years, volunteered to take part in the study. 

They had been divided into three equal corporations A, B, C with 15 in every group. The matters 

of Group a (YG), Group B (PEG) and group C have been given 12-weeks yogasanas and Pilates 

exercise program. The topics have been evaluated pre and post-test have been taken beforehand 

than and after the 12-week teaching program. The files used to be statistically analyzed with the 

aid of using ANCOVA to locate out the large editions among the three groups. Dependent 

variable Muscular Endurance has appreciably increased and a big decrease in BMI. There used 

to be no magnificent big difference observed between two experimental groups for Muscular 
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Endurance and tremendous difference BMI. These findings factor out that normal Yogasanas and 

Pilate’s workout routines can have a really useful effect on Muscular Endurance and BMI. 

Materials and methods 

To achieve the purpose of the study total of sixty (n=60) male obese people were selected as 

subjects divided into two groups, thirty (n=30) experimental and, thirty (n=30) control groups 

general population of Muzaffarnagar Uttar Pradesh India.  Purposive sampling technique was 

employed to select the sample. The age group ranged from 20-45 years.  

Data Collection Tools  

The Researcher has used Body Composition Analyzer and norms table to measure body weight, 

body fat percentage, body mass index, visceral fat level. The subjects were subjected to a twenty-

four-week Pilates training programmed. 

Body composition  

 In this study participated total 60 obese men.They were informed with the requirements of the 

study and body composition method testing procedure. The researcher has decided to select body 

composition analyser to get appropriate and reliable result. The researcher demonstrated the 

procedure of the test to the subjects, and how to hold the equipment and to step on it. Then the 

researcher had set the age, gender, height (cm) on the body composition analyzer after fill up all 

the required information on the body composition analyzer the researcher command the subject 

to step on it with bare-footed and instructed the subject to stand as demonstrated and then waited 

for some time till the measurements appeared on the display screen. 

Pilates training 

Table 1- Show that the 24-week Training programs of various Pilates exercise. 

 Table 1. Training Schedule 

Category Duration Of Time Exercise Name 

BEGINNER 8 WEEK The Hundred, The Roll-Up, Standing Foot Work 
Series 

INTERMEDIATE 8 WEEK The Double Straight Leg Stretch, The Saw, The 
Criss Cross 

ADVANCED 8 WEEK The Swan Dive, The Shoulder Bridge, The Side 
Band, The Push-Ups, TeaserIInd 

Data Analysis 

The collected data were put to statistical computing t-value to find out the differences if any, 

between the pre and post body weight, body mass index, body fat percentage & visceral fat level 

of obese peoples. 
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Statistical Technique 

to find out, in order to find out the effect of selected Pilates exercises on body composition & 

physiological characteristics of obese peoples, paired ‘t’ test was used at a 0.05 level of 

significance.  

Result 

The result of multiple stepwise regression has been given in table-1 

Table 1.1 

Show the Bodyweight of Experimental and Control group 

Group Number Mean S.D SEM ‘t’ Value 

Experimental  (Pre-test) 30 91.7600 2.6602 .4856 
16.879 

Experimental(Post-test) 30 86.8467 2.5880 .4725 

Control (Pre-test) 30 90.5400 2.2888 .4178 
-2.147 

Control (Post-test) 30 91.2167 2.8529 .5208 

Significant “t” 0.05 (29) = 1.70 

 

 

Figure 1.1 mean deference of body weight 

 
Table-1.1 shows that the mean bodyweight of the pre-test of the experimental group and post-test 

of the experimental group was 91.7600 and 86.8467 respectively, whereas the mean body weight 

of pre-test of control and post-test of the control group was 90.5400 and 91.2167. The “t” value 

in the case of the experimental group was 16.879 and for the control group, it was -2.147. Since 
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calculated t (=16.879) > tab t .05 (29) (=1.70), the results of this study showed that statistically 

significant and explained its effects positively. 

Table 1.2 

Show the Body Mass Index of Experimental and Control group 

Group Number Mean S.D SEM ‘t’ Value 

Experimental  (Pre-

test) 
30 32.9930 1.40312 .25617 

 

15.420 Experimental (Post-

test) 
30 31.2930 1.30288 .23787 

Control       (Pre-test) 30 33.0630 1.55017 .28302  

-.956 Control      (Post-test) 30 33.1960 1.42764 .26065 

Significant “t” 0.05 (29) = 1.70 

 

Figure 1.2 mean deference of Body Mass Index 

 
Table-1.2 shows that the mean of Body Mass Indexof pre-test of experimental group and post-

test of the experimental group was 32.9930 and 31.2930 respectively, whereas the mean of B.M.I 

of pre-test of control and post-test of the control group was 33.0630 and 33.1960. The “t” value 

in the case of the experimental group was 15.420 and for the control group, it was -.956. Since 

calculated t (=15.420) > tab t .05 (29) (=1.70), the results of this study showed that statistically 

significant and explained its effects positively. 

Table 1.3Show the Body Fat Percentage of Experimental and Control group 

Group Number Mean S.D SEM ‘t’ Value 
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Experimental(Pre-test) 30 32.1403 2.3450 .4281  

4.615 Experimental(Post-test) 30 29.2820 2.2160 .4046 

Control      (Pre-test) 30 32.1403 2.3450 .4281  

-.958 Control    (Post-test) 30 32.3257 2.1940 .4005 

Significant “t” 0.05 (29) = 1.70 

Figure 1.3 mean deference of Body Fat Percentage 

 
Table-1.3 shows that the mean of Body Fat Percentage of pre-test of experimental group and 

post-test of the experimental group was 32.1403 and 29.2820 respectively, whereas the mean of 

Body Fat Percentage of pre-test of control and post-test of the control group was 32.1403 and 

32.3257. The “t” value in the case of the experimental group was 4.615and for the control group 

it was -.958 Since calculated t (=4.615) > tab t .05 (29) (=1.70), the results of this study showed 

that statistically significant and explained its effects positively. 

Table 1.4 Show the Visceral Fat Level of Experimental and Control group 

Group Number Mean S.D SEM ‘t’ Value 

Experimental  (Pre-

test) 

30 21.350 1.7672 .3226 24.37 

Experimental (Post-

test) 

30 18.083 1.7469 
.3189 

Control         (Pre-test) 30 21.133 2.1573 .3938 .459 

Control        (Post-test) 30 21.066 2.0245 .3696 

Significant “t” 0.05 (29) = 1.70 
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Figure 1.4 mean deference of Visceral Fat Level 

 
Table-1.4 shows that the mean of the Visceral fat level of the pre-test of the experimental group 

and post-test of the experimental group was 21.3500 and 18.0833 respectively, whereas the mean 

of the Visceral fat level of pre-test of control and post-test of the control group was 21.1333 and 

21.0667. The “t” value in the case of the experimental group was 24.374and for the control 

group it was .459 Since calculated t (=24.374) > tab t .05 (29) (=1.70), the results of this study 

showed that statistically significant and explained its effects positively. 

Discussion 

From the results, it is evident that the twenty-four week Pilates training program had shown a 

significant effect of the experimental group as compared to the control group of obese people. 

Determine the effects of Pilates training on body composition and physiological characteristic of 

obese people showed a statistically significant “t” 0.05 (29) = 1.70 

Conclusion 

Obesity is characterized as a serious public health problem with significant impact worldwide, as 

represented by high rates of death. Among the major comorbidities derived from obesity, 

changes in body composition can be highlighted. That condition can lead to Body weight, body 

fat percentage, body mass index, visceral fat level. Thus, physical exercise is one effective means 

of therapeutic intervention for improving respiratory function. In that context, Pilates is 

considered to be a method ofPilates exercise that promotes overall reducing Body weight, body 

fat percentage, body mass index & visceral fat level. As a result, it has been gaining ground and 

is being popularized. With the results found in the current literature review, the authors have 

observed that Pilates promotes the strengthening of abdominal muscles. That fact could possibly 
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be related to improvement of the diaphragmatic function, which may result resolved the 

significant effect of selected Pilates exercises on body weight, body mass index, body fat 

percentage & visceral fat level of obese people. 
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Abstract:  

Aim of the present article is the role of some yoga elements in prevention and 

management of lifestyle. This paper summarizes important findings of a research on yoga in 

lifestyle disorders. The majority of studies on yoga and cardiovascular and metabolic health 

show positive trends and this augurs well for the future of health care in general and the use of 

yoga as a part of integrative health care in particular. Major benefits of yoga may occur due to its 

lifestyle components (healthy diet, activity, relaxation, and positive attitude) as well as 

psychosomatic harmonizing effects of pranayama and yogic relaxation. Yoga places a great 

importance on a proper and healthy lifestyle whose main components are achar (healthy 

activities), vichar (healthy relationships), vichar (healthythoughts), ahar (healthy food), and vihar 

(healthy recreation).  

Keywords:Lifestyle disorders, yoga, psychosomatic 

Introduction:  

The holistic art and science of yoga is the best lifestyle ever designed and is effective in 

managing prevalent lifestyle disorders such as diabetes and hypertension. Interestingly, modern 

research has begun to focus on the psycho-physiological beneficial effects of yoga which need to 

be understood as more than merely a form of physical exercise (Innes, Bourguignon & Taylor, 

2005; Innes & Vincent, 2007). Most lifestyle disorders adversely impact functioning of the 

autonomic nervous system (ANS) and hence research on yoga focusing on this aspect is 

noteworthy. Studies have shown that central nervous system processing is also affected in 

diabetes mellitus and that a comprehensive 6-week yoga therapy program produces a significant 

shortening in auditory reaction time in diabetic patients (Madanmohan, Thombre, Das, 

Subramanian & Chandrasekar, 1984; Madanmohan, Bhavanani, Dayanidy, Sanjay & 

Basavaraddi, 2012). It has also been reported that yoga improves nerve conduction (Malhotra et 

al., 2002) and biochemical profile (Gordon et al., 2008) in patients of diabetes mellitus. Yogic 

practices may have a role in the prevention and management of diabetes and in comorbid 

15 
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conditions such as hypertension and dyslipidemia (Sahay, 2007). Long-term yoga practice is 

associated with increased insulin sensitivity and attenuation of negative relationship between 

body weight or waist circumference and insulin sensitivity (Chaya et al., 2008). 

Role of Yoga in Modulating the Stress Response- 

Stress plays a vital role in inducing, precipitating, or worsening all lifestyle disorders and 

hence it is imperative to understand that we can manage it better through yoga. Streeter et 

al. proposed a theory to explain the benefits of yogic practices in diverse, frequently comorbid 

medical conditions based on the concept that yogic practices reduce allostatic load in stress 

response systems such that optimal homeostasis is restored (Streeter, Gerbarg, Saper, Ciraulo & 

Brown, 2012) 

 Lifestyle Disorders- 

- Helping normalize metabolic activity through physical activity such as surya namaskar, asanas, 

kriyas, and pranayama 

- Relaxation, visualization, and contemplative practices to induce a sense of inner calmness and 

well-being. 

  Management of Lifestyle Disorders- 

It is important to have a diet that is of a healthy nature. Meals should be taken regularly and there 

should be adequate amounts of green vegetable salads, sprouts, fenugreek, turmeric, bitter gourd, 

and neem. There should be the minimum possible amount of salt in the diet and it should have 

adequate potassium and calcium that are present in fruits and low-fat dairy products. It is 

important to maintain good hydration, and therapists need to stress that a loss of a few kilograms 

of body weight will help reduce the BP and enhance insulin sensitivity. Some good pointers are: 

eat when hungry and after the previous meal has been digested, take regular small meals with 

complex carbohydrates, and avoid refined foodstuffs and junk foods. 

Pranayamas- 

Vibhaga and pranava pranayama are beneficial as also chandra bhedana and chandra nadi 

pranayamas help reduce sympathetic overactivity. Savitri, nadi shuddhi (aloma viloma in the 

Gitananda tradition), and bhramari pranayama are excellent practices to reduce stress. 

Pranayamas such as sheetali and sitkari also produce a sense of relaxation. Hatha Yoga 

relaxation practices that can be done from shavasana include spandha nishpandha kriya (alternate 

tension and relaxation), marmanasthanam kriya (part-by-part relaxation), and kaya kriya 

(dynamic body relaxation). Jnana Yoga relaxation practices such as anuloma viloma kriya and 
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yoga nidra can help reduce stress levels and create psychosomatic harmony. Even simple makara 

asana offers an excellent antidote to stress and benefits the patients of all psychosomatic 

disorders. This is a vital component of Yoga Chikitsa when dealing with any lifestyle disorder as 

yoga is basically a preventive life science (heyam dukhkam anagatham - Yoga Darshan II: 16). 

The counseling process is not a “one off” matter but is a continuous process that starts from the 

very first visit and continues with every session at different levels. 

Conclusion:  

Yoga has a great potential in preventing and managing lifestyle disorders and diseases, 

and yogic lifestyle can make an appreciable contribution to improvement of health of our 

masses. Yoga has the potential to prevent progression of the disease and if started early, maybe 

even possibly manifest a cure.It has been aptly stated that with no appreciable side effects and 

multiple collateral benefits, yoga is generally safe, simple to learn, and can be practiced by even 

ill, elderly, or disabled individuals. It has also been recommended that it should be considered as 

a beneficial adjuvant for patients of such disorders as it is a safe, simple, and economical therapy 

(Jain, Uppal, Bhatnagar & Talukdar, 1993). 
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Abstract 

The purpose of the study was to compare the self efficacy between girls and boys. This study 

was carried out on Eighty students (40 Girls and 40 Boys), age range 12-14 years. Psychological 

skills training (PST) program for six months, total 24 sessions was conducted for each student, 4 

sessions in month and 1 session per week of 30-40 min to develop the self efficacy of the 

student.  Data was collected by usingSelf Efficacy Scale (Schwarzer & Jerusalem, 1995).The 

data was analyzed by applying descriptive statistics i.e. mean, standard deviation and to compare 

the self efficacy between girls and boys independent‘t’ test was employed and the level of 

significance chosen to test the hypothesis was 0.05.The finding of the study revealed that self 

efficacy have a significant difference between girls and boys. On the basis of findings it was 

concluded that boys self efficacy significantly higher than girls. 

Keyword: Self efficacy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Psychological skills are internal capabilities that help the people to control their mind efficiently 

and consistently while achieving goals. Hardy and Nelson (1996) stated that imagery, mental 

preparedness, self-confidence, anxiety, relaxation and concentration are important in life. So 

keeping in mind the important role of Psychological Skill Training program to develop Self 

Efficacy. The obtained result indicated that students have improved their self efficacy after 

undergoing the structured Psychological skill Training (PST). 

Self-efficacy is thought to have three dimensions:  magnitude, which deals with the belief about 

performance in increasingly difficult aspects of the task; strength, involving the effort placed on 

maintaining the behaviour in spite of obstacles; and generality, which concerns the broadness of 

applicability of the belief (Woodruff & Cashman, 1993). 

16 
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When an action is being performed, self-efficacy determines the amount of effort invested and 

the perseverance. People with self-doubts are more inclined to anticipate failure scenarios, worry 

about possible performance deficiencies and abort their attempts prematurely. People with an 

optimistic sense of self-efficacy, however, visualize success scenarios that guide the action and 

let them persevere in the face of obstacles. (Schwarzer, 1997) 

According to Bandura (1997) self-efficacy is the “beliefs in one’s capabilities to organise and 

execute the courses of action required producing given attainments”. Bandura (1997) supported 

that self-efficacy plays a key role in the development of human achievements and motivations. 

Bandura’s work strongly supports the notion that human’s behaviours, their motivations as well 

as the outcome of their actions (success or failure) are the product of their self-efficacy. 

Objective 

The objective of the study was to find out to compare the self efficacy between girls and boys. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Participants 

A total of 80 (Eighty) students from Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya, age ranged 12-14 years at 7th 

standard were randomly selected for the study and voluntary permission was taken from the 

subjects. 

Criterion measure  

The general self efficacy scale (GSE) was developed by Schwarzer and Jerusalem (1995).This 

scale is made for people above the age of 12. This studies over 23 nations, Cronbach’s alpha 

values were between 0.76 to 0.90.The scale has 10 items with 4 point scale, range from 1 to 4 (1 

= not at all true), (2 = hardly true), (3 = moderately true) and (4 = exactly true).Responses to all 

10 items have to be summed up to yield the final composite score with range from 10 to 40.This 

scale in German language was developed but later was revised and adapted to 26 other 

languages. Criterion validity of this scale has been appropriate.  

Preparation of psychological skills training program 

Psychological skills training program was designed with the help of various expert. Training 

program was continued for six month. Sequence of training was changed after completion of two 

months to avoid carry over effect. Different specific exercise were selected for each variable and 

implemented to see the progressive effect of training for six months. The selected training items 

were planned and specifically designed to improve the Psychological Skills Training of these 

subjects.  
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3.6 Administration of the Psychological skills training program  

Psychological skills training program on various factors was administered for six months, total 

24 sessions was conducted for each student, 4 sessions in month and 1 session per week of 30-40 

min to develop the self efficacy of the student. The psychological skills training was planned as 1 

session week in between the session’s students provide sufficient recovery. 

For the smooth conduct and constructive administration of the training, the students will divided 

into three categories of  25,25 and 30 participants in each group (Group 1: Mon, Group 2: Wed 

and Group 3: Fri) for the help of guiding students in each session there will two mentor. 

In some situation students was not able to follow the given command or instructions, the mentor 

provided vocal brief combined with a manual guidance. Manual guidance was blurred when the 

students start to take part in the task autonomously. 

Collection of data 

The data will be collected from all the samples of the study; we were use one questionnaire Self-

Efficacy Scale (GSES; Schwarzer & Jerusalem, 1993)  

Training program – During the six months of psychological skills training program, after every 

months recording sheet will maintained for the performance of the students separately. 

Post data – After successfully completion of six months psychological skills training program, 

the questionnaire was filed up by the students for assessments of post performance of all selected 

student for assessment of psychological skills. 

Statistical analysis  

In this study independent t-test was used to compare the self efficacy between girls and boys. 

The level of significance was set at 0.05 

III. RESULT 
Table 1: Descriptive statistics of self efficacy between Girls and Boys 

 
Table 1 explains the descriptive analysis of Self Efficacy score between girls and boys. It 

represents Group 1 (Girls) mean is 21.28 (SD 1.49) whereas the Group 2 (Boys) mean shows 

22.26 (SD 1.78) respectively. 

The independent t-test analysis was computed to check whether there was any statistical 

S.No Group N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

1. Girls 40 21.28 1.49 .24 

2. Boys 40 22.26 1.78 .28 
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significant difference between girls and boys Self Efficacy scores. Result is shown below in table 

2. 

Table no 2: Analysis of independent t-test of Self Efficacy between girls and boys scores*P 

< 0.05 

Table 2 shows that the obtained independent t value of self efficacy scores between Girls and 

Boys. As the calculated t value (-2.68) was noted to be higher than the tabulated P value (0.05) , 

The Girls and Boys result shows that  statistically significant differences at 0.05 level of 

significance. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

The present study concludes that there was a significance difference found between girls and 

boys. This study is shows the mean results between girls and boys. . It represents Group 1 (Girls) 

mean is 21.28 (SD 1.49) whereas the Group 2 (Boys) mean shows 22.26 (SD 1.78) respectively. 

Independent Samples Test 

 

 

Performance 

Levene's 

Test for 

Equality 

of 

Variances 

 

t-test for Equality of Means  

F Sig. t df Sig,(2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. 

Deviation 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

 

Equal 

variances not 

assumed 

2.08 .16 -

2.68 

 

 

 

-

2.68 

78 

 

 

 

75.78 

.009 

 

 

 

.009 

-.98 

 

 

 

-.98 

.37 

 

 

 

.37 

-1.71 

 

 

 

-1.71 

-.25 

 

 

 

-.25 
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The obtained independent t test value of self efficacy scores between Girls and Boys. As the 

calculated t value (-2.68) was noted to be higher than the tabulated P value (0.05). The findings 

of the study revealed that self efficacy have a significant difference between girls and boys. On 

the basis of findings it was concluded that boys self efficacy significantly higher than girls. 
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Abstract  

The purpose of the present study was to compare Physical fitness of Junior State and National 

Kho-Kho Players from Maharashtra.The game Kho-Kho demands the highest degree of quick 

and brisk movements, very high grade of nerve reflexes and tremendous stamina, sudden 

acceleration and deceleration, sudden explosive movements etc. So in the game of Kho-Kho 

Physical fitness factors like Cardio Vascular Endurance, Strength, Strength Endurance, 

Flexibility, Speed, Agility, Balance, Power and Coordination play very important role.To 

understand which fitness factors determine the level of performance, the researcher compared the 

fitness of state and national junior Kho-Kho players.All Kho-Kho players who have represented 

at least once in the state level and twice in the National level were considered as population of 

this study. Researcher selected 86 state and 42 National (Total 126) players wereselected as 

sample and were non-probable in nature. For the present study fitness components like cardio 

vascular endurance, flexibility, anaerobic capacity, speed, explosive power, agility were tested 

with help of standardize fitness test Bleep Test, Sit and Reach Test, 274 M Shuttle run test, 30 M 

Dash, Standing board Jump, Dodge Run Test for measuring the respectively. Data was analysed 

using descriptive and inferential statistics. The collected data were further analysed by 

independent t test and the level of significant was observed at 0.05 level of confidence. On the 

basis of statistical findings it was conclude that there was significant difference found between 

physical fitness like speed and explosive power of junior state and national Kho-Kho players at 

0.05 level of confidence level. It was seen that national level players are better in speed and 

explosive power than the state level Kho-Kho players. For the rest of fitness factors like cardio 

vascular endurance, flexibility, anaerobic capacity, and agility there were no significant 

difference found at 0.05 level of confidence level. 

17 
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Key Words: cardio vascular endurance,flexibility, anaerobic capacity, speed, explosive power, 

agility,Bleep Test, Sit and Reach Test, 274 M Shuttle run test, 30 M Dash, Standing board Jump, 

Dodge Run Test ,Kho-Kho Players 

Introduction 

Recent decades have witnessed a remarkable expansion of application of scientific principles to 

sports. Competition success at the highest level depends upon the optimum blending of mental, 

tactical, genetic and technical factor. Physical abilities, personality characteristics, playing skills, 

performance abilities, genetic makeup, and preparation are performance indicators of the players 

of any sports (Smith, 2010). This advancement in the scientific and technical aspects of the game 

helps the athlete to take his/her performance at the new level.  

Importance of Profiling 

Measurement of these responses to competition and training informs a coach about the 

requirements of the sport. Once a coach has an appreciation of the demands of a sport, it should 

be possible to identify the key elements of that activity and isolate them for the purpose of 

assessment and development (Jones, 2008). However, when trying to maximize performance, it 

is important to determine the athlete's ability in individual aspects of performance. To know 

these abilities lots of studies done on the profiling of the players. (Marques, 2009)in their study 

stated that sport scientists and conditioning professionals should take the strength and 

anthropometric characteristics of players into account when designing individualized position-

specific training programs. 

Analysis of performance means not merely the success in the competitions; it is a much wider 

concept. It is not just limited to skill and fitness level. Scientific backup is not only in the form of 

their Playing skill level and but it is in the form of physical fitness, physiological, psychological, 

anthropometric and socioeconomic attributes. Above mentioned attributes play a vital role in the 

performance of an athlete. 

Many studies have examined the physical, physiological, psychological and anthropometric 

characteristics of elite players from different sports Tan and Frankie (2009). A majority of these 

analyses reflects which type of profile is needed for specific sports like Soccer, Basketball, 

Rugby, Cycling, Tennis, Rowing, and Handball. It is found that players in different sports and 

different positions have different physical and physiologic profiles. Profiling of players is one of 

the major reasons for continuous rise in the performance standard of the game.  
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Many studies have examined the physical, physiological, psychological and anthropometric 

characteristics of elite players from different sports. A majority of these analyses reflects which 

type of profile is needed for specific sports like Soccer, Basketball, Rugby, Cycling, Tennis, 

Rowing, and Handball. It is found that players in different sports and different positions have 

different physical and physiologic profiles. Profiling of players is one of the major reason for 

continues rise in the performance standard of the game.  

Physical Demands of Kho- Kho 

In every game Physical fitness factors like Cardio Vascular Endurance, Strength, Strength 

Endurance, Flexibility, Speed, Agility, Balance, Power and Coordination play very important 

role. The game Kho- Kho involves dodging, feinting, sudden change in the direction with the 

speed, sudden acceleration and deceleration, sudden explosive movements(Waghchoure.M, 

2003). Performing these in an efficient manner is offshoot of certain physical attributes for a 

Kho- Kho player. The nature of Kho-Kho and the movements in this game are prominently 

dominated by the factors like Strength Endurance, Speed Endurance, Cardio vascular Endurance, 

Agility etc. Nine minute turn really tests the Offensive and defensive player’s agility, strength 

endurance as well as the speed endurance. Even in the fatigue state player has to execute the 

highly complex skills for successful attempts.  

Present Scenario in Kho-Kho 

For performing well in the sports of Kho- Kho an individual requires possessing high level of 

motor skills and Physical fitness. The skills executed viz. pole dive, dodging, dive etc in the 

game make the game more thrilling and interesting to watch. It is the combination of Defensive 

and Offensive skills in its mix and complex forms that makes it more thrilling. However, like 

everything else the nature of games and sports evolve over the period of time. In earlier times we 

have witnessed display of the game specific skills prominently whereas, now a days the inherent 

nature of the game has changed leading to speedy game and lesser use of skills demanding 

extremely high level of fitness. This requires a paradigm shift in the selection, coaching training 

and mentoring process. 

The coaches are using the same traditional methods of coaching and training while coaching.  

Scientific training is hardly followed by the coaches as there is hardly any statistical data 

available about the player with reference to his/ her physical, psychological, physiological and 

anthropometric parameters. Selection process in the game is merely based on the competition 

performance as there is no other selection criteria’s like skill tests were available. 
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The Kho-Kho federation is trying to spread the game throughout the country as well as take up 

the sports at International level. However in India; the research work done in the field of Kho- 

Kho relates mostly interventions in training programs and their effects on performances. Scarce 

research is done on fitness profiling of Kho- Kho players.  

The purpose of the present study was to compare Physical fitness of Junior State and National 

Kho-Kho Players from Maharashtra. 

Methodology 

The design of this study was a Descriptive Analytical Method (Best.J.W, 2009). Population for 

the present study was all the State Level players who participated at least once at the state level 

competition and for National players twice at the National level competition from Maharashtra. 

Researcher selected 86 state and 42 National (Total 126) players as sample and were non-

probable in nature.For the present study fitness components like cardio vascular endurance, 

flexibility, anaerobic capacity, speed, explosive power, agility were tested with help of 

standardize fitness test Bleep Test, Sit and Reach Test, 274 M Shuttle run test, 30 M Dash, 

Standing board Jump, Dodge Run Test for measuring the respectively. Data was analysed using 

descriptive and inferential statistics. The collected data were further analysed by independent t 

test and the level of significance was observed at 0.05 level of confidence.  

 

Table No 1 

Comparative Analysis of Physical Fitness between State and National Junior Kho-Kho 

Players 

 

 
t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference 

Bleep 1.115 126 .267 3.932 

Sit &amp; Reach .403 126 .688 .1949 

S.B.J 3.520 126 .001 .15699 

30 M Dash 1.988 126 .049 .15827 

274 M Shuttle .719 126 .474 70.10183 

Dodge Run Test .287 126 .774 .09058 

Squat Thrust 10 sec .976 126 .331 .137 
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Graph 1 Difference in fitness levels between State and National Junior Kho-Kho Players 

The table and chart above depicts the difference in fitness test performance of state and national 

level junior Kho-Kho players. The difference in mean performance on the tests of bleep test, sit 

& reach, 274m shuttle run, dodge run test and squat thrust 10sec test has been found to be not 

significant. These mean differences are found to be consistent with the null hypothesis. 

Mean score of standing broad jump was found to be significantly higher between junior national 

Kho-Kho players (2.19±1.47, N=42) and junior state Kho-Kho players (2.03±0.27, N=86), the 

mean difference of 0.16 was significant for the p-value of 0.001.Significant difference was found 

on the 30m dash. Mean difference of 0.22 sec, with a p-value of 0.049.It can be seen that there 

was significant difference in the speed performance between the state and national junior Kho-

Kho players.  

Conclusion 

Therefore it can be concluded that the fitness parameters like speed and explosive power of the 

junior national level players are higher than that of state level Kho-Kho players.Other fitness 

parameters like cardio vascular endurance, flexibility, muscular endurance, anaerobic capacity 

and agility do not differ between state and national level players. 

Discussion 

The study tried to compare the fitness parameters between state and nationaljunior Kho-

Kho players. Analysis showed that other than Speed and Explosive power fitness parameter there 

was no significant differences existed in the other fitness parameter between state and national 

junior Kho-Kho players. The differences may have been due to various reasons like playing 

experience, competitive exposure and training patterns of the players.The findings from this 

study may be used as criteria for talent identification and selection of junior Kho-Kho players. 

2.03 2.19

4.85 4.69

State Elite State Elite

S.B.J 30 M Dash
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These findings can be used by the practitioners to design appropriate training plans. However 

further investigation need to be done to generalize these findings and to establish more specific 

fitness, anthropometric and performance profiles. 
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Abstract: E-sports - competition based playing of video games is becoming a growing industry and an 

increasingly frequent subject of various international research. The purpose of this analysis is to design a 

new, innovative business model in the e-sports industry, which it will be possible to apply in the form of a 

significant business opportunity. The main goals of this paper include determining the key components of the 

success of e-sports in the growing video game industry and presenting some innovative ways of using them in 

the form of new business opportunities. By observing the concept of e-sports through several components, it is 

possible to analyze their profitability and the possibility of profiting primarily from the entrepreneurship 

perspective. Furthermore, the paper determines the segmentation of the e-sports target market and compares 

it to the traditional sports markets,since these two concepts, according to various authors, should be viewed 

separately. 
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INTRODUCTION 

With developments of technology, especially different kinds of media, the use of video 

games is also increasing globally. With a growth rate between 10 and 15 percent per year over a 

25-year period, velocity is high (Zackariasson & Wilson, 2010). In turn, the economic value of 
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video games has shift ed from a niche industry to a blockbuster business. Today, more 

Americans play video games than go to the movies (NPD Group, 2009), and in 2012, global 

revenues were an estimated $67 billion for console and portable hardware and soft ware 

(Marchand & Hennig-Th urau, 2013). Different groups of people in all parts of the world with 

suitable conditions4, enjoy one of the forms of this type of entertainment on a daily basis. There 

are many different forms that could be analyzed, but the focus of this analysis is one of the 

fastest growing industries in the world - the e-sports industry. 

We define e-sports (electronic sports) as a form of sports where the primary aspects of 

the sport are facilitated by electronic systems; the input of players and teams as well as the 

output of the e-sports system are mediated by human-computer interfaces. (Hamari & Sjoblom, 

2017). In simpler words, e-sports is a form of video gaming where individual users, both players 

and teams (when a team game is taking place) compete with each other in playing digital video 

games on computers using Internet or LAN. E-sports is oriented towards competitive video 

gaming that is mostly coordinated by different leagues, scales and tournaments, where players 

join teams and other “sports” organizations sponsored by various companies. 

Such a definition and the related explanation of e-sports can hardly illustrate the main 

success factors of this phenomenon. The reason for this lies in the difference between the video 

games we play against the computer itself5 and those that have the potential to be categorized as 

e-sports. The latter video games have to be played online or through the connection to two 

consoles, computers or similar technologies. With that in mind, e-sports allows for various forms 

of interaction between video games consumers before, during and aft er the gaming process is 

concluded. Thanks to this opportunity for consumer interaction, an analysis of the e-sports 

phenomenon can be undertaken by separating the processes of playing, socializing, and even 

watching others play. This allows for the contribution of the players to e-sports to be analyzed 

individually, but also in larger groups with a synergistic effect. This stated division is an 

empirical and intuitive one, and it serves only as a starting point for exploring potentially 

profitable investments in the e-sports phenomenon within the new market. The following 

research questions will contribute to the analysis: What are the growth and success factors of the 

e-sports industry? Who are the consumers and who are the other entities within the e-sports 

industry? What are the needs of potential consumers? Which business plan best meets the needs 

of our target market with its possibility of profitability? 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

The aim of this paper is to highlight e-sports as an opportunity to join the global trend 

and all its accompanying privileges. This will be done in the form of a business plan that is 

applicable both globally and locally, or within a still unexplored online video game market, 

commonly referred to as e-sports, on the territory of Croatia. In this regard, the main goal will be 

to compare the e-sports industry with the already established traditional sports industry, together 

with its accompanying cultural and consumer segment. Furthermore, each of the components of 

e-sports, which greatly contributes to the success of this trend, will be segmented, highlighted 

and analyzed separately. The infrastructural and other prerequisites for the success of one or all 

of the components of e-sport will be defined and proposed within the business model, and then, 

by using an inductive method, a conclusion about the feasibility of investing in the analyzed 

components, or more precisely in the success rate of different factors, will be made. 

3. E-SPORTS INDUSTRY 

The history of video game development as an industry and a cultural movement is largely 

addressed in literature, but not all of the sources agree about the reasons for the constant growth 

and development of the industry. Some authors find a reason for that in Internet expansion (at 

that time: world wide web), while the others see it in the rapid growth of 1980-s arcade games 

(Borowy, 2008). In order to promote the gaming culture, the owners of arcade games started 

organizing various tournaments, as was the case with traditional sports in its beginnings. Similar 

to traditional sports, the initially unstructured competition began to change into structured 

tournaments, involving sponsors, viewers and some media attention. 

The next big leap in the development of the e-sports industry occurred in the 1990s with 

the emergence of gaming consoles and the release of a large number of different video games on 

the market. By developing the technology, but also the gaming culture, a change occurred in the 

way that these video games were played. Players can now enjoy games at home, but also in 

Internet cafes, and by doing so they increasingly participate in forming their own experience. 

Nowadays, more and more people understand e-sports as a synonym for big public gaming 

events, where thousands of people play, and millions watch them through various online streams 

(Borowy, 2008). 
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In order to be able to divide e-sports into its component parts, each of them representing a 

separate “product”, it is first necessary to determine the profile of a typical consumer, more 

precisely to perform a segmentation of the market. 

3.1. Market segmentation of e-sports industry 

The most attractive thing for e-Sports players is actually the multiplayer nature of playing 

and social interactions between the players in a real or virtual environment, not the playing itself 

(Martončik, 2015). After that comes fun, and only aft er that, winning. Such a priority system 

can be compared to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, indicating that the majority or almost the 

majority of consumers within the e-Sports industry strive to meet the (social) need of belonging 

to a group, which within e-Sports can be satisfied through communication with or belonging to a 

team with other players of similar desires and needs. By further reviewing available literature, 

we can find data that supports the merging of online and offline realities, at least in the context of 

certain genres of video games, such as the increasingly popular MMORPGs6. For example, a 

study was conducted which concludes that on - and offline are inexorably linked through the 

social organizational demands of online gaming and that an online game puts people together 

and gives them a shared purpose, offering the structural foundation for relationships (Eklund, 

2014). 

What motivates e-sports gamers the most? A research was conducted which presented 

three main components (of motivation): achievement component, social component and 

immersion component (Yee, 2006). With that in mind, a conclusion can be made about at least 

three different approaches to marketing the e-sports industry: the achievement component is 

based on the competitive, sport oriented consumerist spirit. The second approach again affects 

the human need for socialization and social networking. The last approach is based on 

enjoyment, or more precisely the ability of the player to “immerse” himself/herself into the 

content of the game or its individual parts. Furthermore, statistics exist regarding a typical online 

games consumer, who is on average 26 years old, and typically spends 22 h per week in these 

environments (Yee, 2006). However, recent research shift s the average age of players to 35 

years, while showing potentially surprising data regarding the proportion of sexes involved in 

video game consumption: 56% of men and 44% of women (ESA, 2015). 

However, as noted above, playing video games is not the only way to consume them. In 

other words, e-sports includes far more than the players themselves. Some motivation 

components can be achieved even while observing others while they play. Hundreds of millions 
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of users choose to spend their time watching others play video games through live internet 

broadcasts, referred to as streams, on services such as Twitch (Hamari & Sjoblom, 2016). What 

motivates these users to spend their time watching others play video games? Hamari & Sjoblom 

also showed that when examining the results more closely, tension release was seen as being the 

strongest positive predictor of how many hours users watched streams. (ibid). The latter 

statement will play a major role in deriving a conclusion about the reasons and motivation for the 

inclusion of video games, specifically those within the e-sports industry, into the global video 

streaming trend. 

3.2. Success factors of e-sports industry 

TwitchTV is an internet platform used for transmitting and watching video streams live. 

Currently it gathers a large number of players and consumers which are not necessarily playing 

the games, but are watching others play, and they mutually communicate. Amazon said on 

Monday it would pay $970 million in cash for Twitch, a live video-game-streaming site (Kim, 

2014). That statement turned out to be correct, as Twitch Interactive is now a subsidiary of 

Amazon.com. TwitchTV shows over 9.7 million different viewers per day, with around 2 million 

different players streaming their games over Twitch on a monthly basis, and with an average 106 

minutes per day for each individual viewer (Twitch.tv, 2017).  

E-sports tournaments and events form part of TwitchTVs contents (first streamed live, 

and then searchable similarly to the Youtube platform), live players directly stream their games, 

and various related shows dedicated to gaming and the players themselves are aired as well. 

Competitions (tournaments, cups, leagues) are frequent and are always held in a diff erent city on 

the continental and global level, meaning that they need to be organized; live broadcasts have to 

be provided as well as commentators and presenters. As of recent, ESPN is broadcasting e-sports 

competitions and relevant news about changes in e-sports games and related teams (ESPN, 

2016). 

While the increase in the number of video game viewers over the TwitchTV platform is 

certainly an interesting trend to be observed from the entertainment industry’s perspective, in 

recent times it has become an even bigger factor for video game creators and distributors. A 

positive correlation was observed between the increase in the number of viewers and the sale of 

video games, which recently attracted the attention of the federal regulatory agencies. A study 

released by live streaming company Twitch attributed 25 percent of sales of releases like the 

fighting simulator “Punch Club” and the kill-or-be-killed multiplayer game “The Culling” to 
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those games being played on Twitch. The study found that viewers were more likely to buy a 

game within 24 hours of watching a stream of the game in action (Lang, 2016). 

One of the success factors of e-sports is the existence of gaming teams or clans (names 

vary from game to game). Various companies sponsor these teams. Th e Cloud 9 organization, 

which has its competition team in 10 e-sports games events, sponsors or is partner with 13 major 

companies (including Ax, Logitech, Intel, TwitchTv, etc.). The existence of these teams and their 

players is certainly one of the key factors for the success of the e-sports industry. By acting in the 

direction of mutual and constant training in the game, they engage in strong interaction with 

other, less successful e-sports consumers - viewers and recreational players. These players oft en 

leave one team and join another, which means large cash transfers and the incidental promotion 

of e-sports content. The professional gamers themselves also earn money while playing for their 

team. An example of a successful professional gamer in Croatia is the 18-years-old Luka 

Perković, who has in his two years as a professional player earned about 41,000 US dollars from 

awards in sports competitions. Another player from Bosnia and Herzegovina can also be used as 

an example earning just over 92,000 US dollars (Esportsearnings, 2017). It is important to 

remember that these two players, apart from participating in team professional competitions, also 

streamline their content through the TwitchTv platform, which allows them to additionally profi t 

from subscribers to their channel, as well as through donations from fans. Such players gather 

large groups of fans and proponents of the e-sports culture, but someone fi rst needs to recognize 

their potential and provide them with the necessary incentives, a place and conditions for training 

and constant improvement. Basically they need to be sponsored, and helped in the process of 

building a brand. 

Given that such a system of organizing competitions and the viewership strongly 

resembles sports, as well as the fact that the name of the e-sports industry contains the word sport 

itself, it is necessary to state this as another success factor. 

3.3. Comparison of e-sports and sport industries 

With its rapid growth, the e-sports industry has attracted the attention of a large number 

of young people, and with its approach it represents a challenge for modern sports. Gaming, 

unlike organized sports, is not so well accepted by some parents and other adults, being 

considered to be a waste of time and energy, all resources that could be used in more useful 

ways. Furthermore, the concept of gaming still has negative connotations with some people, 

similar to addiction, aggression and social isolation. Notwithstanding, competitive gaming is in 
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full swing. Many players want to measure and compare their abilities with and against other 

players. The fact that these competitions are considered sport-like forms, as ‘sports’, explains the 

label ‘Electronic Sport’ or ‘e-Sport’ (Jonasson & Thiborg, 2010). Perhaps this could be viewed 

as an attempt to legitimize e-sports for a wider target audience. 

There have been such attempts to legitimize e-sports. Specifically, Guttman has 

conceptualized seven distinguishing characteristics of modern sport which he uses to identify and 

describe sport through history: Secularism/Secularization, Equality, Specialization, 

Bureaucratization, Rationalization, Quantification, Obsession with/the quest for Records 

(Jonasson & Th iborg, 2010). For something to be considered a sport, it must meet all seven 

criteria. In the case of the e-sports industry it can be argued that the bureaucratization is not 

entirely grounded, at least not in the form of a central controlling body. However, the rules are 

clear and constant for all players and most of the competitions. The other criteria are all met, and 

the emphasis should be placed on rationalization. Rationalization implies a constant 

improvement of technique and knowledge of sports, and continuous progress. This segment 

within the e-sports industry is particularly supported by various content related to games that fall 

under the term e-sports, including tutorials, instructions and tips how to play. Authors of these 

materials/contents are all e-sports industry players: from game makers, through professional 

players, to recreational consumers and e-sports audiences. This brings about a twofold effect: the 

level of the quality of gaming activities and its understanding increases, and even more 

importantly, a wider social background is created, which supports the e-sports industry, thus 

resembling what happens in the sport industry. 

But similarities do not stop here. There is research which deals with reasons for intense 

sports watching and seeks a link with other activities that such a consumer of the sports industry 

prefers. A positive correlation was found between watching sports and playing video games. The 

link between sports spectating and video game playing appears to be symbiotic: since video 

game playing and watching TV and movies did not correlate, the relationship cannot be solely 

driven by media consumption. (Appelbaum, et al., 2011). 

Regarding preparations for a competition or training with teammates (e-sports 

competitions are mostly team centered types of competitions), there are certain parallels. When 

you’re in a gaming house – especially when you have a manager and an analyst looking over 

your shoulder – nobody’s mucking around. (Parkin, 2014). 
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A statistical analysis can be used as a concluding remark on the subject. The viewership 

is there: More fans (27 million worldwide) watched—online—the 2014 League of Legends (one 

of the e-sports games) world championship final between South Korea’s Samsung Galaxy White 

team and China’s Star Horn Royal Club than saw the clinching games of last year’s World Series 

(23.5 million), NBA Finals (17.9 million) or Stanley Cup finals (six million) (Apstein, 2015). 

4. CONCLUSION 

The reviewed available literature answers most of the posed research questions. The 

reported statistics support the thesis of an increasing number of players within the e-sports 

industry, regardless of their recreational or professional status, as well as spectators, fans and 

other interest groups involved in creating value within the electronic sports industry. An e-sports 

average consumer profile has been identified, as well as what motivates him/her to partake in e-

sports activities. It is necessary to emphasize the increasingly pronounced need for socialization 

and communication with other consumers and groups, as well as the growing intertwining of 

virtual reality and reality within the field of competitive video games. This intertwining is further 

emphasized by comparing it to sports, which, as a separate phenomenon, has long been present 

in everyday society, and is accepted as something that is worth investing in and monitoring. 

As one of the directions for additional research, it would be useful to estimate the market 

potential of the e-sports industry on the territory of Croatia, a country that for various reasons 

still lags behind this trend. It would be also useful to conduct a survey of potential consumers’ 

awareness regarding the concept of e-sports, with the aim of determining the factors causing the 

lag. Is this still a problem of inadequate technological predispositions caused by inadequate 

purchasing capabilities, or is the cause insufficient awareness? Is there a demand for e-sports 

related products and services, but the phenomenon remains underdeveloped due to an inadequate 

market offer? 

Within the context of this research, it can be assumed that the answer to the latter 

question is positive - there is demand, but what is offered on the market is inadequate. The first 

real attempt to organize an e-sports event in this region occurred in January 2017 at the Zagreb 

Fair. The tournament was a two-day event featuring 4 e-sports games, with several professional 

players, but the tournament itself had no professional relevance and was organized as part of the 

Croatia Winter Music Festival (Večernji, 2017), probably due to cost savings, but also as a good 

experiment for future ventures in this field of entertainment. 
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Finally, there is the question of differentiating the terms sports and e-sports industry by 

consumers. While some strive to link these two concepts, others do not, while yet another group 

of people is not interested in the outcome of their discussion. It seems that consumers and 

stakeholders of this phenomenon are no longer concerned by the fact that e-sports is not 

officially accepted as a sport or a sports discipline, but they are only trying to extract from the 

similarity of the two terms/concepts some socially useful factors and to apply them to what they 

like and enjoy. It has to be noted that there is no particular need to look at e-sports as an area of 

disciplines that satisfy a traditional sport definition; we could just as well look at e-sports as a 

completely separate field of study. It allows us to borrow academic approaches and 

methodologies from traditional sport and training science and to apply them to what might be 

called “e-sports science” (Wagner, 2006). 
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Abstract:  

Pandemic Covid 19 condition is one of the worst in the human history. It hampered the human 

life the most.  The entire world is under the threat in the present situation. Every field got 

affected due to this pandemic e.g. economy, health, science, education, industry. The one of the 

most suffered area is education, where the direct teaching and learning process exaggerated 

worst. Information and communication technologies (ICTs) have been touted as potentially 

powerful enabling tools for educational change and reform. When used appropriately, different 

ICTs are said to help expand access to education, strengthen the relevance of education to the 

increasingly digital workplace, and raise educational quality by, among others, helping make 

teaching and learning into an engaging, active process connected to real life. However, the 

experience of introducing different ICTs in the classroom and other educational settings all over 

the world over the past several decades suggests that the full realization of the potential 

educational benefits of ICTs is not automatic. The authors tried to justify the application of the 

ICT in field of Physical Education.  

Introduction:  

“Learning to learn,” i.e., the acquisition of knowledge and skills that make possible continuous 

learning over the lifetime. “The illiterate of the 21st century,” according to futurist Alvin Toffler, 

“will not be those who cannot read and write, but those who cannot learn, unlearn, and relearn.”  

19 
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The International Labour Organization defines the requirements for education and training in the 

new global economy simply as “Basic Education for All”, “Core Work Skills for All” and 

“Lifelong Learning for All”.  

The term, information and communication technologies (ICT) refers to forms of technologies 

that are used to create, store, share or transmit, exchange information. This broad definition of 

ICT includes such technologies as: radio, television, video, DVD, telephone (both fixed line and 

mobile phones), satellite systems, computer and network hardware and software; as well as the 

equipment and services associated with these technologies, such as videoconferencing and 

electronic mail. (UNESCO 2002) 

 ICTs help expand access to education 

 Anytime, anywhere. 

 Access to remote learning resources. 

The integration of ICT should promote and enhance learning by: 

• Accessibility – bringing the world to the classroom. 

•  Involvement with technologies distinct from conventional methods. 

•  Accommodating the various paces of learning. 

•  Encouraging students to access and evaluate information from various sources.  

ICT offers a range of tools so that pupils can analyse, evaluate, and compare performance. This 

includes: 

using performance analysis software and hardware 

using ICT to record and analyse performance 

using ICT to track participation, involvement and improvement in physical activity 

Creating multimedia films and productions in conjunction with other curriculum areas. 

Using ICT can help pupils to: 

access, select and interpret information 

recognise patterns, relationships and behaviours 

model, predict and hypothesise 

test reliability and accuracy 

review and modify their work to improve the quality 

communicate with others and present information 

evaluate their work 

improve efficiency 
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be creative and take risks 

Gain confidence and independence. 

Some ICT activities that are useful: e-mail, Chat, Videoconferencing, Recording and analysis of 

performance data, modelling performance using images,  Digital images present models for 

children to copy and can provide precise feedback, Using ICT monitoring to collect and record 

real-time data, ICT can support teachers: to improve lesson design, The Video Based Learning In 

Physical Education  

  Enable PE with ICT: there are so many software and apps are free available that can be useful 

in the PE and Sports. 

1. Online Class and Video Conferencing : Microsoft Team, G-Suit ( Google Meet), 

GoToMeeting, Webex, JioMeet, Namaste, profism  

2. Video Lecture Recording: Microsoft Expression, OBS Studio, Flashback Express, 

Camtsia, Screencast –O-Matic, Screencastify, DU recoder, AZ Screen Recorder - Video 

Recorder, Livestream 

3. Audio Recorder :Audacity, Lexis Audio Editor 

4.  Online Exam / Online Assignment : Microsoft Team, G-suit, Google Classroom, 

wondershare quiz creator  

5. Creating Free Website: google site, wix.com, wordpress.com, blogspot.com  

6. Online Certificate generator : Certify’em 

 

 Challenges for the PE Profession 

• To up-skill PE Teachers’ ICT/image management skills 

• To resource teaching areas to provide for digital image feed back 

• To develop digital content 

• To be precise about what clips we need for particular teaching situation 

• To ensure that the new generation of physical educators are skilled 

• To create A DIFFERENT TEACHING CULTURE 

• Parental permission 

• Defining the use of content 

• In House use of video/digital stills 
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• Publishing images  

• Filming Guidelines 

ICT applications can improve the learning process in physical education. The students and the 

educators can both benefit. It is an integral part of education. 
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VOLLEYBALL HISTORY 

Volleyball has come a long way from the dusty-old YMCA gymnasium of Holyoke, 

Massachusetts, USA, where the visionary William G. Morgan invented the sport back in 1895. It 

has seen the start of two centuries and the dawn of a new millennium. Volleyball is now one of 

the big five international sports, and the FIVB, with its 220 affiliated national federations, is the 

largest international sporting federation in the world. 

Volleyball has witnessed unprecedented growth over the last decade. With the great success of 

world competitions such as the FIVB World Championships, the FIVB World League, the FIVB 

World Grand Prix, the FIVB World Cup, and the FIVB Grand Champions Cup as well as the 

Olympic Games, the level of participation at all levels internationally continues to grow 

exponentially. 

The beach volleyball phenomenon also continues to amaze. The overwhelming spectator and 

television success of beach volleyball since its introduction to the Olympic Games at Atlanta 

1996 and the stunning success of the FIVB World Tour and World Championships have opened 

up volleyball to a completely new market. 

VOLLEYBALL IN INDIA- In India volleyball was introduced by Y.M.C.A. during the 

year1900.TheY.M.C.A.college of Phy.Edu Chennai T.N. 

 FIVB-FEDERATION INTERNATIONAL DE VOLLEYBALL 

 VFI-VOLLEYBALL FEDERATION OF INDIA 

 MSVA-MAHARASHTRA STATE VOLLEYBALL ASSOCIATION 

 SDVA-SATARA DISTRICT VOLLEYBALL ASSOCITION 

 

 

20 
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TYPE OF PLAY AGE GROUP NET HEIGHT BOYS NET HEIGHT GIRLS 

MINI 14 YEAR 2.20M 2.12M 

SUBJUNIOR 16YEAR 2.43M 2.43M 

JUNIOR 18YEAR 2.43M 2.43M 

YOUTH 21YEAR 2.43M 2.43M 

SENIOR OPEN 2.43M 2.43M 

COMPETITION STAGE 

1. DISTRICT COMPETITION AND DISTRICT TEAM SELECTION 

2. STATE COMPETITION AND STATE TEAM  SELECTION 

3. NATIONAL COMPETITION AND NATIONAL TEAM SELECTION 

4. INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION 

Knowledge of the basic fundamental skills of volleyball, common errors, and suggested 

corrections willenable a coach to provide efficient and effective teaching and coaching strategies 

for every athlete. The following are described: serving, passing (forearm underhand passing), 

setting (overhead passing), attack options (hitting/spiking), blocking (from attack and defend 

positions), and defensive skills (rolling & sliding). 

1.Serving 

Serving is the first weapon that can generate an immediate point, begin a game, or ignite an 

offense.A well-placed serve (whether to a weak passer, at the setter, at the quick attacker, or to a 

weak formation) that is also difficult to pass puts the opponent at a disadvantage. Focus on 

correct technique and strive for success. In addition, always serve to score points, NOT just to 

get the ball into the opponent’s court. 

Keywords (Floater): Keywords (Topspin): 

• 90º- 90º (tossing and hitting arm) • 1/2 turn 

• Contact through the center of ball • Toss two-hand underhand 

• Follow through (6 o’clock to 12) • Toss above head 

• Toss (in front)-step-hit • Toss-step-hit 

• Open hand facing net • Contact below center of ball 

• Lift ball • Snap wrist as extending arm 

Common errors for floater: 
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1. Error-cause-correction: cannot serve ball over net. Start close to net and throw ball over net. 

Gradually move back and try adding full arm swing and possibly a step. 

2. Error-cause-correction: ball served in net. Step may be too long, toss too low, toss too far in 

front or step eliminated. 

3. Error-cause-correction: ball served out. Shorten follow through. Ball toss needs to be closer to 

body. Hit through ball, not under ball. 

4. Error-cause-correction: ball spinning, not floating. Ball contact should be in middle of ball 

with no wrist snap. Toss ball in front and not above or behind head. 

1. Under hand straight arm service 

2. Under hand side arm spin service 

3. Floating service 

4. Top spin or Tennis service 

5. Jump service 

2. Passing (Forearm Underhand) 

Accurate and consistent passing can result in an aggressive multiple attack. Be sure that players 

are in the ready position preparing to execute the proper technique before the serve and during a 

rally. The athlete must face and focus on the oncoming ball. Ensure that the athlete’s arms and 

hands are in the correct position with wrists together. The legs are a little further than shoulder 

width apart with feet parallel. The ball is contacted on the forearms. Upon contact, the athlete 

maintains a stationary straight-arm position so that the ball rebounds off the lower part of the 

forearms and is directed to the target. The knees are extended to raise the arms forward upon 

contact. Straightening the legs completes the pass; the arms are behind the ball, and weight is 

transferred in the direction of the pass. 

Keywords: 

• Wrists together (interlock fingers; hands together) • Feet parallel 

• Arms straight • Carry the ball 

• Arms slightly away from chest • Extend knees forward 

• Arms pointed downward about 45° • Follow through to target 

Common errors for passing: 

1. Error-cause-correction: ball not getting to net. Get closer to ball and use more legs. 

2. Error-cause-correction: ball to low. Angle arms away from body; arms and legs follow 

through at same time. 
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3. Error-cause-correction: ball too tight to net. Use minimal arm motion; check angle of 

platform. 

4. Error-cause-correction: ball passed to left side of court. Contact ball more on right side of the 

center of body; follow through toward target. 

1. Dig pass 

2. One arm pass with side roll 

3. One arm pass with rolling on the shoulder 

3.Passing (Overhand, Overhead or Setting) 

Overhead passing or setting is the next important part of the pass-set-spike sequence for a 

successful attack. In fact, an excellent set from a bad pass can still result in a “kill”. The athlete 

forms a triangle with the fingers and thumbs of both hands around the ball above the forehead 

(thumbs do not touch).Index fingers and thumbs form the triangle around 3 panels (18-panel 

ball). The elbows point slightly forward. Feet are approximately shoulder-width apart with right 

foot slightly forward. Knees are slightly bent, and body is leaning slightly forward. Eyes are 

focused on the ball. The athlete receives the ball with hands on the outside of the ball. The 

athlete extends the knees and straightens the arms to follow-through in the desired direction. 

Keywords: 

• Hands up early • Wrists straight (not laid back) 

• Forefingers & thumbs around three panels • Elbows slightly down and forward (not out) 

• Hands around the ball • Follow through (straighten arms) and hold 

• Thumbs to cheekbones position 

Common errors for setting: 

1. Error-cause-correction: ball set too tight to net. Square the hips, knees and feet to the 5 

position. Keep set 3’ off the net. 

2. Error-cause-correction: 5-ball set too far inside. Extend follow-through out and use arms and 

legs together. Transfer weight forward. 

3. Error-cause-correction: ball set too far inside for 15 set. Contact set same as for 5. Follow 

through and allow shoulders to lay back as part of follow through. 

4. Error-cause-correction: 5 set too far outside court. Contact with ball is too low. Follow 

through too low and/or hands too low. 

Drills introducing the proper setting technique: 

a. Toss ball above head and catch. (Each player stands in correct setting position by straddling a 
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line, preferably the attack line or end line.) 

1) Toss ball above the head and catch ball with hands in correct setting position. 

2) Toss ball above the head: perform 1/2 turn; repeat and perform full 360-degree turn. 

3) Toss ball in different directions and catch ball with hands in correct setting position. 

4) Toss ball above the head: perform quick-quick (complete half turn and back to position). 

b. Toss two-handed underhand between players (hands and body in correct setting position). 

Toss ball two-handed underhand; partner catches ball with hands in correct setting position. 

c. Progression for Training Setters (Coach at net; setters receive passes when in left back, right 

back and center back positions and sets to LF and RF.) 

1) Technique training 

2) Training for setter to move into position 

3) Training for sets near the net in front court (coach in backcourt: LB, CB, & RB) 

4) Training for backcourt sets 

1. Upper hand forward pass 

2. Volley pass with back role 

3. Imitation of smash but pass 

4. Upper hand pass 

5. Upper hand back pass 

6. Upper hand pass with jump forward and backward 

4. Attack (Hitting) Options 

There are several attack options that can be effectively performed in a game. An attacker should 

be able to hit the following: shots off the block (using the hands), high sets, low sets, sets off the 

net, off speed shots, tipping, and a variation of play sets including back court hitting options. 

Providing a great deal of practice and repetition of each will depend on the age and ability of the 

athletes. Ensure the fundamental technique of hitting is effective and efficient so that it can be 

performed at a high level during competition. With regard to spiking, the athlete must first be 

able to demonstrate the spiking motion when on the floor (with modified and full arm swing). 

Second phase is arm swing, which is started with both arms at side of body. Arms are taken 

straight back and then thrust forward and immediately up. Third phase includes athlete jumping 

and spiking. As the athlete begins to jump, her spiking arm is raised with elbow shoulder high. 

At the top of jump, the elbow leads as the arm is extended and wrist snaps so that the heel of the 

athlete’s hand contacts the ball and follows through. The athlete must land softly and be in 
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control of the landing. This is a high jump, not a long jump. Fourth phase the athlete uses only 

the step-close (right-left for right handers and left-right for left handers) or step 2 and 3 of the 

modified spiking approach. Fifth phase includes athlete using a full approach, take-off then 

completing the spiking motion and landing. Right hander (start right foot in front) should take 

leftright- left or one step and step-close approach. Left hander (start left foot in front) should take 

rightleft- right or one step and step-close. 

Keywords: 

• Quarter turn • Snap wrist 

• Elbows up • Hit shots 

• Point to ball (non-hitting arm) • Step, step-close (1, 2, 3 or left-right-left or 

• Lead with elbow right-left-right) 

• Extend and reach 

Common errors for hitting: 

1. Error-cause-correction: ball hit in net. Ball is dropping too low before contact; ball also too far 

in front of body or contact too much on top of ball when snapping wrist. 

2. Error-cause-correction: ball hit out. Causes are getting under the ball too far and not snapping 

wrist. 

3. Error-cause-correction: ball hit wide. Elbow is dropped, or there is improper follow through. 

Check foot position on floor and foot position after ball contact. 

4. Error-cause-correction: ball with no spin; Ball contact may be too low, follow through too 

low, or ball too much to right or left of body. 

1. Straight smah 

2. Wrist smash(Inward& Outward) 

3. Attack after short pass 

4. One leg or slide attack 

5. Pump attack 

6. Imitation of pass and attack 

5. Blocking – Attack; Defend 

A well-timed and effective block diffuses an offensive attack. The athlete is near the net, moves 

into position with hands up quickly. Athlete focuses on the ball and jumps vertically so that 

maximum height is achieved when the ball is above net and contacted. Arms are raised and 

extended above the head; hands are close together with fingers open; wrists are in line with arms 
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(wrist parallel), and hands are slightly forward. A firm and straight-arm position is maintained so 

that the ball rebounds off hands and is not struck. If possible, athlete reaches up and over the net 

with arms and hands pointed in a downward position for a rebound. The athlete lands facing the 

net while keeping the upper body in control and knees bent to absorb the shock. Depending upon 

whether right side or left is blocking will determine which hand should be turned inside. 

Keywords: 

• Hands at shoulders • Jump & extend 

• Elbows forward • Hands forward 

• Wrists parallel • Straighten arms 

Common errors for blocking: 

1. Error-cause-correction: ball being blocked outside of court. Hands are facing outside of court. 

2. Error-cause-correction: ball comes down in front of player. Arms are closer to net. Player is 

jumping late and not getting to the outside blocker. 

3. Error-cause-correction: ball going between players (seam). Inside hands are not closing the 

hole in the block. 

4. Error-cause-correction: not closing off enough area of court. Outside blocker is setting the 

block too far outside. 

1. Single block 

2. Double block 

3. Triple block 

6. Defensive Skills – Rolling; Sliding 

When the ball does not come directly at an athlete, it may be impossible to play the ball from a 

regular underhand passing standing position. The athlete still focuses on the ball and takes a step 

with the near foot in the direction of the oncoming ball. The body is extremely low when playing 

the ball. To ensure that the athlete does not hurt himself/herself, the athlete will continue the 

momentum and either slide or roll out of the play. The goal is to get the ball up to the target and 

safely return to the ready position as quickly as possible. 

Keywords: 

• Wrists together • Read the set 

• Arms straight • Platform behind ball 

• Relax and cushion • Reach, kick-up and slide arm 

Common errors for defense: 
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1. Error-cause-correction: not getting to ball before it hits floor. Read the hitter/blocker and react 

after reading. 

2. Error-cause-correction: ball coming up too low. Contact under the ball by staying low. 

3. Error-cause-correction: ball not getting to target. Watch the ball rebound off arms. Stay low 

when playing the ball. 

4. Error-cause-correction: missing ball when attacker hits ball off blockers hands. React to ball 

immediately when hitter attacks ball. Watch follow through of hitter and look at blockers hands. 

What follows is an 8-week training program of 8 individual training plans. It is suggested that a 

team train at least twice a week. Repeat the same practice for both sessions to provide necessary 

repetition and reinforcement of volleyball skills and strategies. It is also suggested that Volley 

Lites be used for lower ability athletes. The ball is the same size as regulation volleyball, but it is 

softer and lighter. Lower ability athletes will gain early success with Volley Lites. Lastly, it is 

suggested that competition is arranged no later than the 4th week. It is competition that will 

provide a measure of success and identify training needs. During each practice, more than one 

drill is suggested. However, progress only at the rate for your athletes. Do not rush through drills 

or spend more than 10 minutes doing any one thing. Vary the drill, changing direction or 

frequency of successful touches, so that attention is maintained and skill development is fostered. 

1. Sprawl 

2. Dive 

Volleyball Practice Drills 

Game Day Tips 

Praise kids during the warm-up: During your team’s warm-up giving the kids a quick word of 

praise will help build their confidence and help them focus on performing well in the game. For 

example, saying “That’s the way to bend your knees on those low shots, great job” will stick in 

the player’s mind. Plus, hearing words of encouragement is helpful in settling some of those pre-

game nerves all kids experience. 

Cover all the areas: Make sure each youngster gets warmed up in all areas of the game during 

the pre-game warm-up. You don’t want kids stepping on the court to play the game without 

having received a serve, for example, because they’ll be less likely to perform that skill as well. 

Mix up your hits: During the team’s pre-game warm-up make sure your players are hitting the 

ball to all areas of the court when they’re practicing their serves or spikes. Even if they’re not 

comfortable hitting to a specific area, the pre-game warm-up is good practice for learning how to 
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execute these types of shots. Plus, if the opposing team is watching your warm-up your players 

won’t reveal any tendencies that the opponent can pick up on to help them defend where the ball 

is going during the game. 

Adjust your strategy as the game unfolds: Some days your team may simply be far superior 

than the opposition, so be prepared to make some adjustments to account for the difference in 

skill level. Don’t use this as an opportunity to pile on and embarrass the opponent, because that’s 

not good sportsmanship. Plus, when the situation is reversed you don’t want a team treating you 

that way either. Instead, use the opportunity to work on areas of the game that the team has 

struggled in, or shift kids around to different positions to give others the chance at setting or 

spiking. 

Practice Tips 

Change warm-up leaders: At each of your practices rotate who leads the warm-ups. This is a 

great way to give every child a leadership position throughout the season. If you go this route 

just be sure that everyone gets the chance to be the warm-up leader. 

Make it a game: Players have more fun with drills, and are likely to concentrate better, when 

there is some sort of game aspect to it. This is especially true when coaching older players, who 

often enjoy a competitive element that helps bring out the best in them. 

Avoid routine: Don’t get into a routine with your practices. Switch up your drills and activities 

to help keep the kids on their toes and the excitement levels high. When players know what to 

expect, they’re more likely to get bored and have their attention wander. Continually changing 

things up can keep players focused on the task at hand. 

Making a good introduction: Introducing new skills can be challenging at times, but that’s all a 

part of coaching. Keep in mind that your players’ ability to perform new skills will be dependent 

on your ability to present them. First, perform the skill for the rest of the group. Then break up 

the skill into key components so that the players have specific points to remember. While 

emphasizing the key points have the team emulate you modeling the skill. While the team is 

doing this try to evaluate each player individually by giving them personal instruction. 

Setting Drills 

Set and Sprint 

In this drill, setters start on the endline. Several volunteers should be in front of the end line in a 

horizontal line, spaced evenly. The first volunteer will throw the ball up and the setter must run 

to it, setting it for a direction determined by the coach. The setter must then run to the next 
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volunteer, who has already thrown the ball up. After setting this ball, the setter continues down 

the line. Coaches can determine the length of this drill in several ways. The athletes can either 

finish a pre-determined number of sets or complete the drill based on time. If the coach is 

keeping time, the athlete should have 60 seconds to complete as many sets as possible, meaning 

that when they finish going down the line they will have to sprint to the beginning and start over. 

This drill is meant to improve accuracy in setting as well as push the athlete to set properly even 

with little time. It also works on the cardiovascular health of the athlete by forcing them to keep 

their heart rate accelerated during the drill. 

Overhead Set 

This is a simple, single-player drill that athletes can do anywhere, anytime. The setter simply 

throws the ball up and begins setting it, working on setting directly over their head. As the ball 

comes back down, the setter sets it again. This drill, though very simple, should be done 

regularly, with athletes understanding the importance of good technique and consistency. This 

drill practices several things: vertical setting, proper setting technique, and consistency. Coaches 

should inform athletes of the objectives of this drill and encourage them to complete it as often 

as possible. 

Passing Drills 

Players need to be able to pass the ball accurately in order to execute plays with one another. 

These drills will help players learn to work as a team while passing. Set up a 2- on-6 scrimmage. 

Although this may seem like an unfair game, it’s an extremely efficient way of teaching accurate 

passing skills. Players will be forced to anticipate the movement of the ball and read each others’ 

nonverbal cues very quickly during this drill. Instruct players to form 2 lines facing one another. 

Space the lines about 10 feet apart and then have players bump the ball back and forth to each 

other. After a player hits the ball, she should then move to the end of the line, so that the lines are 

moving constantly throughout the drill. 

Tip Top Passing 

This passing drill teaches athletes to pass from their fingertips, avoiding the tendency to “palm” 

the ball. Athletes should work with a partner, passing back and forth in a controlled manner. 

Athletes should focus on receiving and returning the ball entirely with the fingertips, not 

allowing their palms to make contact with the ball. If an athlete does “palm” the ball, they must 

complete another activity, such as 20 sit-ups. 

Bump in Place 
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This bumping drill teaches athletes where to place the ball on their forearms. This is a single 

person drill but can be turned into a competition if the coach wants to see who can bump the 

longest. Athletes should work on always hitting the ball with the same place on their forearms; 

this will keep the ball from flying in one direction or another. The ball should be bumped as 

many times as possible without letting it fall (be sure to check out our other volleyball setting 

drills). The person who keeps it in the air the longest wins! 

General Drills 

Best Beginner Volleyball Drills 

The best beginner volleyball drills are usually quite simple and short. These drills pull out one 

major feature of a skill at a time and work it until an athlete is entirely comfortable before 

moving on. For example, a hitting drill will work on either speed or accuracy but not both until 

the athlete is more advanced. 

Bleacher Jump 

This vertical jumping drill lets athletes build muscle as well as discipline. Athletes stand on the 

floor at the edge of the bleacher stairs. They jump from the floor to the first step on the 

bleachers, staying there for as little time as possible. Athletes then jump back to the floor and 

repeat, focusing on clean, controlled jumps and overall height. 

Name It, Get It 

In this drill, the focus is communication. Athletes should be scattered on one side of the court in 

a random pattern. The coach should start in the middle and throw the volleyball up, aiming it at 

no one. The person the ball comes to must yell “Mine!” and pass it to another player, saying their 

name while aiming the ball. The person to whom the ball is going must yell “Mine!” and then set 

it to another player, saying their name as they aim it. Athletes must switch between setting and 

passing and must always say the name of the player to whom they are sending the ball. This drill 

continues as long as the ball is in the air. If an athlete aims the ball wrong or the designated 

player is unable to reach it, they must yell “Not mine!” and another, closer player, must claim the 

ball. This way, the ball does not drop and athletes get practice adjusting their plans, as happens 

frequently in competition. 

What you need: Players split into pairs. 

How it works: Pair up players and have them volley the ball back and forth to each other, 

making sure the ball does not touch the ground. As the players get more successful with this have 

them move further away from each other to increase the difficulty level. 
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Coaching pointers: While this exercise may seem fairly basic, it’s also extremely useful because 

it focuses on the fundamentals of the game. This is a great way to introduce basic skills to first-

time players, and even experienced players benefit by being able to further hone their skills. For 

more advanced level players turn this drill into a fun competition by seeing which pair can keep 

the ball going the longest amount of time. 

Serve It Up 

What you need: A ball and seven players. 

How it works: Position six players on one side of the net as the returning team and have the 

remaining player handle the role of server on the opposite side of the net. Have the server deliver 

serves to the group on the other side, which must play the ball as if it’s a game situation. Have 

the individual player deliver five serves and then rotate to the other side. 

Coaching pointers: The point here is to have each player practice their serve, while also having 

your team practice returning serves. To increase the competitiveness of the drill, see which 

server can win the most points by either serving an ace or a ball that the group is unable to 

return. You can also take away points for serves that are hit long, wide or into the net. 

Two on Two 

What you need: One ball for every two players. 

How it works: Have the players pair up, with one team on each side of the net. Have one team 

serve to the other and begin a simulated game. As soon as a team wins the point, or a side out if 

they happened to be receiving serve, the other pair leaves the court and is replaced by a different 

two-player team. A team stays on as long as they keep winning. 

Coaching pointers: This drill is meant to practice basic in-game returns and hits, and also 

challenges kids to cover a lot of the court. This is a fun way to wrap up a practice to see which 

pair wins the mini tournament and has bragging rights until the next practice. Set up an area for 

those not in the game to work on their serves and service return so that there isn’t any standing 

around time. 

Net Save 

What you need: Two balls. Four players. Two coaches. 

How it works: This drill works best with two coaches. Position two players in front of the net 

with 10 feet between them, and position a player about 10 feet behind each of them. Coaches 

with balls stand off to the side of the two players nearest the net. One coach tosses the ball 

against the net and the player reacts to the ball and tries to save it by keeping it in the air so one 
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of the other players behind her can make a play on the ball and knock it over the net. As soon as 

the point concludes the players return to their positions and the other coach or helper tosses that 

ball into the net for the other player to attempt to save. 

Coaching pointers: Because balls often get hit into the net during games, it is important to 

practice saves since teams can salvage valuable points based on their ability to react to these 

balls. 

Target Practice 

What you need: Five cones. Balls. Any number of players. 

How it works: Randomly place cones throughout the court on one side of the net. Have the team 

take turns serving to that side attempting to knock down the cones. Players have to call out which 

cone they are aiming for before they toss the ball. If they knock down the correct cone they 

receive a point, and if they knock down an incorrect cone they lose a point. After everyone has 

gone several times, the person with the most points wins. 

Coaching pointers: This drill will help with players’ serving accuracy. Keep a close eye on the 

kids’ technique to make sure that they are making contact with the ball along the heel of their 

hand as opposed to slapping it with their palm. 

 

 

 

 

************** 
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CHANGING SCENARIOS OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES DURING THE PANDEMIC 

TIME 

Lt.Bhosale Balkrishn D. ( M.A, M.P.Ed) 

Director Of Physical Education & Sports,   

D.P.Bhosale College, Koregaon 

==================================================================== 

The COVID-19 pandemic is an unprecedented time all across the world. Worldwide, extensive 

social distancing policies are put into place, restricting people’s daily activities and worldwide 

pleas from governments asking people to stay safe and stay at home. This of course means that 

most people will spend much of their time (if not all) at home. These social distancing measures 

mean that people have far fewer opportunities to be physically active, especially if activities such 

as walking or cycling as transportation, or taking part in a leisurely activity (e.g. jogging, 

walking the dog, going to the gym) are being restricted. Furthermore, these drastic measures also 

make it so much easier to be sedentary at home for long periods of time. The impact of this 

physical inactivity may very likely be seen in many areas such as health and social care and the 

mental well-being of people all across the globe. Although these social distancing measures are 

important and needed in a time such as now, our bodies and minds still need physical activity.  

During the COVID-19 pandemic it is even more important for all people to be physically active, 

even if it is only a short break from sitting at your desk and doing some walking or stretching. 

Doing something as simple as these will : 

• Ease muscle strain  

• Relief mental tension  

• Improve blood circulation  

• Improve muscle activity  

• Create some routine to your day in these unprecedented times.  

There are many benefits of physical activity like  

• Strengthening and maintaining your immune system strength - being less susceptible to 

infections  

• Reduces high blood pressure  

21 
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• Weight management  

• Reduces the risk of heart disease  

• Reduces the risk of diabetes  

• Reduces the risk of stroke  

• Reduces the risk of certain cancers  

• Improves bone and muscle strength  

• Improves fitness  

• Improves mental health  

• Reduces the risk of cognitive decline  

Despite all these many benefits, physical inactivity costs 5.3 million lives per year globally. It is 

important therefore to find ways to limit the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic as well as the 

wider impact it will have on long term chronic diseases.  

Definition of Physical Activity Physical Activity (PA) is defined as any bodily movement 

produced by skeletal muscles that require energy expenditure. 

Physical activity may include : 

• Active recreation 

• Sports participation  

• Cycling  

• Walking  

• Play  

• Dance  

• Gardening  

• House cleaning  

• Carrying heavy shopping  

Any physical activity is better than none!!! During the COVID-19 pandemic, being physically 

active will be a challenge for all of us but it is critical that we find and plan ways to be active and 

reduce our sedentary time. Although our movement around our neighbourhood, town, city, 

country and the world might be restricted, it remains critical that we all move more and sit less.  
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The Importance of Physical Activity during the COVID-19 Pandemic In light of the current 

situation worldwide, certain benefits of physical activity may be specifically pertinent to the 

COVID-19 Pandemic. These benefits are:  

• Physical activity enhances immune function and reduces inflammation therefore it could 

reduce the severity of infections.  

• Physical activity improves common chronic conditions that increase the risk for severe 

COVID-19 (i.e. Cardiovascular Disease, Diabetes).  

• Physical activity is a great stress management tool by reducing symptoms of anxiety and 

depression.  

Physical (In) Activity during Lockdown  

As already iterated, we are living in unprecedented times and we are learning as we go about the 

effects and impact of this pandemic. With regards to physical activity and periods of lockdown 

or restricted and regulated movement, there is some evidence emerging but it is still in the early 

stages of this pandemic and we won't fully understand the impact of "lock down" for many 

months. 

Many countries in the world are currently in some or other form of lockdown or restricted 

movement policy and practicing social distancing. Some countries have stricter measures in 

place with regards to exercise and only allow people to exercise outside/away from their homes 

once a day or only allow people to exercise outside/away from their homes within a specific time 

frame or even not allowing any exercise outside/away from home. These restrictions and 

constraints are specific to each country and the extent of the COVID-19 outbreak in that specific 

country. In the media it is publicised that these various measures of lock down may have a 

positive effect on people's activity levels, with reports of more people being seen outside 

running, walking, cycling etc. We should be cautious of thinking that this implies that people are 

now adapting a more active and healthy lifestyle. Physical activity is accrued over a period of 24 

hours in many different ways. Organised or structured sport/exercise is merely a small part of 

physical activity. Most people accumulate their "active minutes" by doing various other activities 

such as housework, walking the dog, walking/cycling to and from work, walking between 

tube/train stations, etc. All these activities are part of people's daily lives and contribute to their 

physical activity minutes. During periods of lockdown, many of these activities are restricted or 
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not even taking place and it is extremely difficult to build in these levels of activity when 

people's daily movements are restricted.  

Data from wearable technology companies such as Garmin also paints an interesting picture of 

the type of physical activities people engage in during these times. This data, however, is not 

really representative or cross sectional, but from people who are using wearable technology such 

as smartwatches and fitness trackers. Interesting to note is that during the month of March 2020 

there was a global reduction in the daily average amount of steps taken which is indicative of 

people being restricted in their movements. Also in March, virtual cycling increased in countries, 

such as Italy and Spain with severe lockdown restrictions. In other countries, such as the UK and 

Sweden where outdoor exercise is allowed, there was a significant increase in outdoor cycling 

activities compared to the same time in 2019. [14] People are finding ways to still be active even 

in extreme lockdown situations but this data still does not provide a credible idea of a person's 

cumulative physical activity levels over a 24 hour period. 

still be active even in extreme lockdown situations but this data still does not provide a credible 

idea of a person's cumulative physical activity levels over a 24 hour period. Early Research 

Findings University College London launched a social study on the psychological and social 

experience of people in the UK during the Covid-19 pandemic. During the second week of the 

study the researchers looked into exercise and social behaviours of over 47 000 participants.This 

is app-based and self-reported data. Early stage findings from this study include : 

• 1 out of 4 people says that they have had no exercise or even gentle physical activity in 

the past 7 days. 

• 85% of study participants reported that they did not engage in any moderate or strenuous 

exercise at all. 

• 40% of study participants reported that they had not done any gentle exercise such as 

going for a walk.  

• Even in younger participants (18 - 30 years) four out of five people report not engaging in 

any moderate or high intensity activity.  

• People with diagnosed mental and physical health conditions are doing the least physical 

activity. 

• Older people are engaging in more gentle activity, but the least in exercise at home or 

moderate to strenuous exercise overall.  
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• People living alone are engaging less in all kinds of physical activity. 

• People from lower income levels are engaging less in all kinds of physical activity.  

These are early findings and these results will most likely change over time and as lockdown 

measures eases. From the various data sets, it is clear that people are finding ways to exercise, 

but that is not a true reflection of their accrued physical activity over a 24 hour period. Many 

people also engage in no moderate or strenuous physical activity during lockdown measures; the 

implications of this will only be evident later on. 

Effect of decrease in Physical activity 

With decreased physical activity there is the likelihood of musculoskeletal deconditioning.  

During periods of lockdown where many people's daily activity movements are restricted, 

musculoskeletal deconditioning is likely to happen in most people. In fit and healthy people this 

will be less noticeable, but in older people, people with diagnosed health conditions or people 

who were already functioning very close to the functional threshold, musculoskeletal 

deconditioning will be more pronounced. This musculoskeletal deconditioning may have a 

significant impact on these vulnerable populations and may potentially increase the risk of 

injuries related to falls, such as hip fractures. This will in turn have implications for health and 

social care services already under stress.  

Ways Physiotherapists can Promote Physical Activity during Lockdown 

 1. Encourage people to break their periods of inactivity 

 2. Encourage people to engage in aerobic activity on a daily basis - even very short periods of 

exercise have been reported to have real health benefits. 

 3. Encourage people to engage in strength and balance exercises two to three times a week 

• Focus on major functional muscle groups  

• Think about and find ways for people to incorporate these exercises every week during 

lockdown and beyond 

• By doing this there is the potential to change physical activity behaviour in the long term  
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4. Physiotherapists need to focus on effective messaging during lockdown. This may include 

positive messages about the benefits of physical activity aligned with the concerns that people 

have during lockdown and pandemic.  

How to Stay Safe while Exercising during COVID-19  

• Do not exercise if you have a fever, cough or difficulty breathing (symptoms of COVID-19). 

• Practise social distancing when exercising outdoors and practice good hand hygiene before 

and after. 

• If you are not used to physical activity, start slowly with low intensity activities such as 

walking or low impact exercises for shorter periods of time and gradually build up over 

time. 

• Choose the right activity to reduce the risk of injury; the intensity of the exercise should 

match your fitness levels and health status.  
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Abstract 

The process in which an organism, organ, or individual entity enters into a relationship of 

harmony or equilibrium with its environment and the condition of having attained such a 

relationship is called Social adjustment. This study reveals the comparison of Sportsmen and 

Non sportsmen on their levels of social adjustment. Total numbers of 50 students were selected 

as the samples for the study from the five senior colleges of Shirala tahasil. In which 25 were 

Sportsmen and rest 25 were Non sportsmen. The data collection tool used in the study was the 

Dr. Mahdi Abdul Kahlq social Adjustment Questionnaire developed in 2006 for the study in 

University of  Kurdistan Iraq. Results shows, that the mean and standard deviation scores of 

Sportsmen & Non sportsmen on social adjustment is 23.99 (+1.893) & 16.19 (1.727+) 

respectively. The calculated ‘t’ of social adjustment of sportsmen and Non sportsmen is 2.155 

which is significant at 0.05 level of significance. The result shows that there is significant 

difference between the social adjustment of Sportsmen and Non sportsmen. We concluded that 

Sportsmen got good results as compared to Non sportsmen in the social adjustment hence their 

social adjustment is not similar. 

KEYWORDS: Social Adjustment, Sportsmen and Non sportsmen.  

Introduction 

The process in which an organism, organ, or individual entity enters into a relationship of 

harmony or equilibrium with its environment and the condition of having attained such a 

relationship is called Social adjustment. According to Gould and knob (1964), the antithesis of 

the maladjustment denotes the absence of adjustment to attain such a condition. Sperling (2000) 

and Signorella (2003) found differences in capacity of adjustment between athletes and non-

athletes. Sperling found that athletes to be with outstanding adjustment capacity. Signorella 

found that differences in amount of athletic participation were moderately related to scores on 

the Cow ell Social Adjustment Index (2000). If we think in opposite ways, neurotic behavior 

may be involved. Studies reveal that socially well-adjusted persons tend to be more successful in 

22 
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physical education activities, physical fitness, and athletics than the persons who are less well 

adjusted socially. On the basis of this, the present study focuses on the social adjustment levels 

between sportsmen and Non sportsmen students of Shirala tahasil, Dist. Sangli. Thus the purpose 

of the present study was to compare the Social adjustment between sportsman and Non-

sportsman students of Shirala.  

Materials and Methods 

For the present study Descriptive method was used. Total numbers of 50 students were 

selected as the samples for the study from the five senior colleges of Shirala tahasil. In which 25 

were Sportsmen and rest 25 were Non sportsmen. The data collection was done by Questionnaire 

tool of Dr. Mahdi Abdul Kahlq (2006). There were a total 30 Yes and No type questions on the 

Social adjustment scale. After data collection, data of social adjustment of sportsmen and Non 

sportsmen students was compared by using t-test and the results were analyzed and 

interpretations were done. The level of significance was kept at 0.05 to test the hypothesis. 

Results 

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of Sportsman and Non-Sportsman students on social 

adjustment score. 

Variables N Mean Standard Deviation St. Error Mean 

Sportsman Students 25 23.99 1.893 0.212 

Non-sportsman Students 2 5 16.19 1.727 0.305 

In the table 1, the mean of 25 Sportsmen students for social adjustment capacity was 

23.99 with standard deviation of 1.893 and standard error of mean 0.212. Similarly that for 25 

Non-Sportsmen was 16.19 with standard deviation of 1.727 and standard error of mean 0.305 

respectively. (In the table N means number of subjects). 

Table 2.Independent sample’s’ test of Social Adjustment 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference Std. Error Difference 

2.145 48 0. 029 0.800 0.371 

The table 2, shows the mean differences between Sportsman and Non sportsman students 

was 0.800 for the social adjustment. This deference when tested by Independent sample‘t’ test, 

calculated‘t’ value was 2.145 which was significant at 0.05 (p=0.05) level of significance for 48 

degree of freedom. Therefore the research hypothesis, there is significant difference in social 

adjustment between Sportsman and Non-sportsman students is accepted. 

Summary and conclusion 
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The researcher analyzed the collected data as per the objectives and concluded after 

implementing the appropriate statistical tools. It was shown that there is significance difference 

between the Sportsman and Non sportsman students in social adjustment. This finding is 

supported by Sperling and Signorella (2003) who found differences in adjustment between 

athletes and non-athletes. Sperling (2011) found more extroverted and ascendant. The Study 

reveals that socially well-adjusted persons tend to be more successful in physical education 

activities, physical fitness, and athletics than the persons who are less well adjusted socially. 

In the present study we found that the mean scores of social adjustment shows that 

Sportsman students have high degree of social adjustment than Non sportsman students. Results 

shown that Sportsman students were more socially adjusted as compare to Non-sportsman 

students. 

 It was observed from the finding that there were significant differences between 

Sportsman students and Non-Sportsman students in social adjustment. On the basis of the result 

obtained in this study the investigator concluded that social adjustment capacity of Sportsman 

students was maximum as compare to social adjustment capacity of  Non-sportsman students. 
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Sport Psychology is an interdisciplinary science that draws on knowledge from many 

related fields including biomechanics, physiology, kinesiology and psychology. It involves the 

study of how psychological factors affect performance and how participation in sport and 

exercise affect psychological and physical factors. Sport psychologists teach cognitive and 

behavioral strategies to athletes in order to improve their experience and performance in sports. 

In addition to instruction and training of psychological skills for performance improvement, 

applied sport psychology may include work with athletes, coaches, and parents 

regarding injury, rehabilitation, communication, team building, and career transitions. Also 

closely associated with Sports psychiatry 

History 

In its formation, sport psychology was primarily the domain of physical educators, not 

researchers, which can explain the lack of a consistent history. Nonetheless, many instructors 

sought to explain the various phenomena associated physical activity and developed sport 

psychology laboratories. 

The birth of sport psychology in Europe happened largely in Germany. The first sport 

psychology laboratory was founded by Dr. Carl Diem in Berlin, in the early 1920. The early 

years of sport psychology were also highlighted by the formation of the Deutsche Hochschule für 

Leibesübungen (College of Physical Education) in Berlin Germany by Robert Werner Schulte in 

1920. The lab measured physical abilities and aptitude in sport, and in 1921, Schulte 

published Body and Mind in Sport. In Russia, sport psychology experiments began as early as 

1925 at institutes of physical culture in Moscow and Leningrad, and formal sport psychology 

departments were formed around 1930. However, it was a bit later during the Cold War period 

23 
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(1946–1989) that numerous sport science programs were formed, due to the military 

competitiveness between the Soviet Union and the United States, and as a result of attempts to 

increase the Olympic medal numbers  The Americans felt that their sport performances were 

inadequate and very disappointing compared to the ones of the Soviets, so this led them to invest 

more in the methods that could ameliorate their athletes performance, and made them have a 

greater interest on the subject. The advancement of sport psychology was more deliberate in the 

Soviet Union and the Eastern countries, due to the creation of sports institutes where sport 

psychologists played an important role. 

1. Orderly development and advancement of the practice of sport psychology 

2. Embrace and enhance interdisciplinary nature of sport psychology 

3. Advance development of graduate education and training in sport psychology 

4. Advance job opportunities for practice in collegiate, Olympic, and pro sports 

5. Be member-driven and service its membership 

Educational Sport Psychologists 

Educational sport psychologists emphasize the use of psychological skills training (e.g., 

goal setting, imagery, energy management, self-talk) when working with clients by educating 

and instructing them on how to use these skills effectively during performance situations. The 

common goal of an educational sport psychologist is performance enhancement by teaching 

skills to athletes on how to manage the mental factors of sports to maximize potential.  

Clinical Sport Psychologist 

Clinical psychologists obtain a doctoral degree in clinical or counseling 

psychology. They meet with athletes that have mental health issues and work to provide the 

mental health solutions they need both individually and in group settings. Areas of expertise 

include mainly clinical issues, which include but are not limited to depression, eating disorders, 

and substance abuse. They are able to prescribe medications or other forms of treatment to 

address clinical issues. A non-clinical sport psychologist might refer one of their clients to a 

clinical psychologist if it is thought that the athlete might need additional help regarding their 

mental health. Many clinical sport psychologists simply apply their clinical expertise to athletes 

and are limited in their abilities to enhance performance. 

Common Areas of Study 
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Listed below are broad areas of research in the field. This is not a complete list of all 

topics, but rather, an overview of the types of issues and concepts sport psychologists study. 

Recently, criticism of the quality, assumptions, and methods of sport psychology stress research 

has drawn increasing attention, and a flourishing academic debate has evolved regarding the 

quality of sport research its limitations and future directions. 

Personality 

One common area of study within sport psychology is the relationship 

between personality and performance. This research focuses on specific personality 

characteristics and how they are related to performance or other psychological variables. 

Psychodynamic Approach 

This theory explores how the subconscious interacts with the conscience of an individual. 

It proposes that the underlying thoughts, feelings, and emotions influence how we think and act. 

The subconscious is closely related to experiences of resolution of conflict as a child. This theory 

emphasizes understanding the individual as a whole, rather than by each trait. This theory does 

not consider environmental factors that influence behavior.  

Trait Approach 

This theory focuses on the traits that are commonly attributed to an individual and how 

they influence the way one will act on a normal basis. Traits are helpful in predicting usual 

behavior; however, they cannot always predispose situational behavior. 

Situational Approach 

This theory suggests that how an individual will act entirely depends on the environment. 

For example, if a player acts aggressively on the playing field, they might not be this way off the 

field. This theory neglects individual traits and does not consider differences among people. 

Interactional Approach 

This theory is a combination of trait and situational approach. It suggests that the traits 

commonly attributed to an individual predispose behavior; however, these traits will not 

influence behavior unless the situation calls for it. This theory is most commonly used by sport 

psychologists because it takes into consideration the components of each person and the situation 

at hand. The method of measuring personality involves assessing the traits or typical style of 

behavior, versus state, the immediate emotion or behavior in the moment. 
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Coaching 

While sport psychologists primarily work with athletes and focus their research on 

improving athletic performance, coaches are another population where intervention can take 

place. Researchers in this area focus on the kinds of things coaches can say or do to improve 

their coaching technique and their athletes' performance. 

Motivation in Sport 

Motivation in field of psychology is loosely defined as the intensity and direction in 

which effort is applied. The direction of motivation refers to how one seeks out situations or if 

they avoid things that might be challenging. Intensity refers to how much effort one puts into any 

challenge or situation. Motivation is tied closely to personality and can be categorized as a 

personality trait. There are three general theories of motivation: participant/trait theory, 

situational theory, and interactional theory. These theories are similar to those of personality. 

Participant/trait Theory 

Motivation consists of the personality traits, desires, and goals of an athlete. For example, 

some athletes might be extremely competitive and have the desire to improve and win 

constantly. These athletes would be motivated by competition with themselves and others. 

Situational Theory 

Motivation depends on the situation and environment. For example, some athletes might 

not feel the desire to work hard when they are on their own, but are motivated by others 

watching them. Their motivation would be dependent on whether or not there are other people 

around. 

Interactional Theory 

This theory combines the ideas of participant/trait and situational, where the level of 

motivation of an individual depends on his/her traits and the situation at hand. For example, if an 

athlete might be intrinsically competitive and feels most motivated when participating in a match 

against many other people.  

Arousal Anxiety and Stress 

Although anxiety or stress is often believed to a negative thing, they are actually a 

necessary response for the body to survive. It is natural for the body to exhibit certain levels of 
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anxiety and stress; however, it becomes a problem when it begins to inhibit activity. Arousal is 

the physiological and psychological activation of the body in response to an event. Trait anxiety 

exists in an individual when they experience unusually high response levels to a wide spread of 

situations that are not threatening. State anxiety is the momentary feeling of nervousness or 

worry that accompanies the arousal of the body. State anxiety can be defined cognitively, where 

nervous thoughts and worries occur for a moment. There is also somatic state anxiety, where the 

body experiences a physiological response to arousal. This sometimes manifests momentarily as 

a fluttering in the stomach or an elevated pulse. There are four major theories of arousal and 

anxiety. 

Drive Theory 

This approach considers anxiety to be a positive asset. In situations where anxiety is high, 

performance increases proportionally. This theory is not well accepted because it is thought that 

athletes can be psyched up, but they can also be psyched out. This simply means anxiety can 

work to motivated some, but it can inhibit others. It is entirely dependent on the individual's 

personality, so it cannot be broadly applied to all athletes. 

Inverted U Theory 

This approach proposes that the best performance occurs when stress is moderate (not too 

high or low). This idea is demonstrated in a graph where physiological arousal is plotted against 

performance. The curve resembles and inverted U because the performance is at its highest value 

where the arousal is at half of its highest value.  

Goal Setting 

Goal setting is the process of systematically planning ways to achieve specific 

accomplishments within a certain amount of time. Research suggests that goals should be 

specific, measurable, difficult but attainable, time-based, written down, and a combination of 

short-term and long-term goals. A meta-analysis of goal setting in sport suggests that when 

compared to setting no goals or "do your best" goals, setting the above types of goals is an 

effective method for improving performance. According to Dr. Eva V. Monsma, short-term goals 

should be used to help achieve long-term goals. Dr. Monsma also states that it is important to 

"set goals in positive terms by focusing on behaviors that should be present rather than those that 

should be absent."  Each long-term goal should also have a series of short-term goals that 
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progress in difficulty. For instance, short-term goals should progress from those that are easy to 

achieve to those that are more challenging. Having challenging short-term goals will remove the 

repetitiveness of easy goals and will give one an edge when striving for their long-term goals. 

There are three major types of goals within sport psychology: outcome goals, performance goals, 

and process goals.  

Types of Goals 

Outcome goals describe how an individual or team aims to compare to the other 

competitors. This type of goal is unique because of its nature being ingrained in social 

comparison. Winning is the most common outcome goal. This type of goal is the least effective 

because it depends on so many factors that are extrinsic to the individual.  

Performance goals are subjective goals that are concerned with personal achievement in 

an end result. These products of performance are based on standard that is subjective for the 

individual and usually based on numeric measurements. Examples include finishing a race in a 

certain time, jumping a certain height, or completing a specific amount of repetitions.  

Process goals are focused on the process of performance. These include execution of 

behaviors used in the activity of getting to the final product of performance. Examples include 

breathing control, maintaining body posture, or use of imagery.  

Imagery 

Imagery can be defined as using multiple senses to create or recreate experiences in one's 

mind. Additionally, the more vivid images are, the more likely they are to be interpreted by the 

brain as identical to the actual event, which increases the effectiveness of mental practice with 

imagery. Good imagery, therefore, attempts to create as lifelike an image as possible through the 

use of multiple senses proper timing, perspective, and accurate portrayal of the task. Both 

anecdotal evidence from athletes and research findings suggest imagery is an effective tool to 

enhance performance and psychological states relevant to performance. This is a concept 

commonly used by coaches and athletes the day before an event. 

Psycho Neuromuscular Theory 

This theory proposes that athletes activate the muscles associated with an action by 

picturing them doing the action. Activating the neurons that provide input to the muscles is 

similar to actually practicing the motion. 
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Symbolic Learning Theory 

This theory proposes that athletes recognize patterns in activities and performance. The 

patterns are then used to create a mental map or model of how to do completes a series of 

actions. 

Vividness Theory 

This theory suggests that athletes use the five senses to take in information while 

completing an action, and then using the memories of these stimuli to make their mental 

recreation of the event as realistic as possible. 

Controllability Theory 

This focuses on the ability of athletes to manipulate images in their mind. This way, they 

are able to picture themselves correcting a mistake or doing something properly. This is thought 

to make goals seem more attainable to athletes. This type of imagery can also be harmful, where 

athletes visualize themselves making a mistake repeatedly. All strategies of imagery are 

functional, but each athlete might find one more effective than others. Each strategy can be 

utilized based on the individual needs and goals of the athlete. In order to be effective, the 

practice of imagery needs to be inculcated into regular routines as a supplement to physical 

training. Athletes must learn how to use imagery in a quiet, non-distracting place while picturing 

realistic and attainable images. Using trigger words can facilitate imagery and bring the athlete 

closer to the pictured goal.  

Preperformance Routines 

Preperformance routines refer to the actions and behaviors athletes use to prepare for a 

game or performance. This includes pregame routines, warm up routines, and actions an athlete 

will regularly do, mentally and physically, before they execute the performance. Frequently, 

these will incorporate other commonly used techniques, such as imagery or self-talk. Examples 

would be visualizations done by skiers, dribbling by basketball players at the foul line, and 

preshot routines golfers or baseball players use prior to a shot or pitch. These routines help to 

develop consistency and predictability for the player. This allows the muscles and mind to 

develop better motor control. 

Self-Talk 
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Self-talk refers to the thoughts and words athletes and performers say to themselves, 

usually in their minds. Self-talk phrases are used to direct attention towards a particular thing in 

order to improve focus or are used alongside other techniques to facilitate their effectiveness. For 

example, a softball player may think "release point" when at bat to direct her attention to the 

point where the pitcher releases the ball, while a golfer may say "smooth stroke" before putting 

to stay relaxed. Research suggests either positive or negative self-talk may improve performance, 

suggesting the effectiveness of self-talk phrases depends on how the phrase is interpreted by the 

individual. However, the use of positive self-talk is considered to be more efficacious and is 

consistent with the associative network theory of Gordon Bower and the self-efficacy tenet 

within the broader social cognitive theory of Albert Bandura. The use of words in sport has been 

widely utilized. The ability to bombard the unconscious mind with one single positive phrase is 

one of the most effective and easy to use psychological skills available to any athlete. 

Biofeedback 

Biofeedback uses external technology to measure and make an individual aware of 

internal physiological processes. There is some evidence that physiological measures, such as 

heart rate or brain waves, appear to be different in elite athletes than that of the typical person. 

This is a field that should be further looked into; however, it could have beneficial implications 

for athletes to be able to monitor and control these physiological measures to maximize 

performance.  

Modeling 

Modeling is a form of observational learning where an athlete observes another 

individual around the same level of skill learning perform sport related movements and receive 

feedback. This has been shown help modify athletes' thoughts, emotions, and behaviors in 

beneficial ways. In order for this form of learning to work the athlete must be motivated, 

attentive, able to recall, and willing to try to mimic their observation of the model.  

Personality Characteristics 

It is beneficial for sport psychologists to understand how athlete personalities 

systematically vary depending on type of sport played Research on athlete personalities allows 

professionals to put in the maximum investment and select specific sports due to a background 
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understanding of the dynamic that they are intervening in. Personality characteristics differ 

between team versus individual sports, as well as different types of sports.  
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ABSTRACT 

India has rich tradition of yogic practices. Yoga is an art of life. It is a science of life.It is a kind 

of exercise to attain spiritual of growth. It is truly a boon from our ancestors. The ancient 

practice of postures, breathing and meditation is gaining a lot of attention and Balance. Hence 

the present study was undertaken. The purpose of this study was to find out the effect of 

yogasanapractice on Balance among college Football Boys players. For this purpose, 24 subject 

aged 16 to 20 years were selected from the Vidya Pratishthan’s college Football Boys Baramati 

Dist Pune.The subjects were selected purposely using single group design method. The pre & 

post-test experimental   techniques with selectedyogasana practices were taken for the study. The 

selected criterion variable namely Balancewas assumed by using Stroke Balance stand test. The 

data of study was analyzed by using t-test.The result of study after 6 weeks were found to be 

significant at 0.05 level confidence. The result clearly shows that the yogasana practices have 

impact on BalanceFootball Boys players. 

Keywords: -Asana,Balance, Suryanamaskar. 

THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 

The present study were to find out the effects of Aasana programme on BalanceamongFootball 

boys’ players. 

INTRODUCTION 

“Yoga is not  an ancient  myth buried in oblivion .It is the most valuable in oblivion .It is the  

essential need of today  and  culture of tomorrow”- Swami  Satyananda  Saraswati 

Yoga poses were found to be very helpful in relieving stress and tension.Additionally, they 

improve focus,concentration and memory, 

A period of exercise   often induces feelings of rejuvenation energy & alertness.Through   

examining thecause &effect ofthese feelings it has beenfound that exercise positively influences 

physical  and mental health as well as mental capabilities.Heckler & Croce)1992 

24 
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Flexibility  & Balance  is important  for everyone &helps to perform better in day today life 

.Many people  do not find much  difficulty in  focusing  flexibility and  balance  now a days .but 

there are people who need special attention and care to concentrate & focus as well as remember  

things in daily life . 

Studies have revealedthatyogasana for,Balance helps people toovercome the good feelings on 

their work and achievement.It has been observed that there was significant increase in motivation 

& concentration among people who attend yogasana classes and performed certain specific 

asanas. 

METHODOLOGY 

The investigatorselected 24Footballboys’players who werelearning senior section in the Vidya 

Pratisthan’s Art’s Science and CommerceCollege, Vidyanagari, Baramati.The study was 

conducted using the year 2017-2018.Theage group of subject was ranged between 16 to 20 

years.The subjects were selected purposely using single group research design method. 

The pre & post-testswith experimentaltechnique of yogasana practices were taken forthe 

study.The yogasana practice programme was carried out for 5 days per week during morning 

session at 7 to 8 am for 6weeks. 

The selected criterion variable namely,Balance was assumed by using Stroke Balance standtest. 

The experimental treatmentanalysis oftest was to collect data.Thesignificance was fixed at 0.05 

level of confidence. 

 The list of exercises and training duration for yogic exercises are given in details in  

YOGASANA PROGRAMME SCHEDULE 

Table – 1 

Preparatory Exercises (5 min) 

Suryanamaskar 5 Rep. (10 min). 

Asana I and II Weeks III and IV Weeks V and VI Weeks 

Balance    

Tadasan, Vrikshasan, 

Sarvagasan, Chair Pose 

Goddess Pose 

2- Repetitions 

30 Sec –Recovery 

3-Repetitions 

30 Sec - Recovery 

4- Repetitions 

30 Sec - Recovery 

Shavasana- Relaxation(10 min) 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA 

TABLES: - MEAN,SD,T-Test  

Shows the statistical information of comparison between  effect  of yogasanaprogramme on  

Balance level  in pre-test&post-test result ofFootball Boys players. 

Table:I 

Balance RESULT 

Variable Test N Mean s.d. df Table value t-Ratio 

Balance 
Pre 12 8.05 5.01 

23 1.041 2.020 
Post 12 10,04 7.20 

 

Table shows the mean score, standard Deviation,Degree of freedom & t-value at 0.05 level of 

yogasana programme with respect to Balanceof pre & post-test,they have obtained the mean 

value are 8.05&10.04 standard deviation are 5.01& 7.20Degree of freedom is 23 –calculated 

value is 2.020& t-Table value is 1.041Calculated t-value isgreaterthan t-Table value at 0.05 

levels.Therefore researcher rejected the null hypothesis & accepted the H1 hypothesis.(See fig.1) 

Balance pre & Post Test’s Graphical Char 

 
CONCLUSION  

 After the analysis of collected data by using t-test   the following finding for present 

research study   came to existence. 

 Thismeans that is significant differencebetween effect of yogasana programme on Balance 

level in pre-test and post-test results ofFootball boysPlayers. 
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Abstract : The main purpose of this study to compare the physical fitness components of rural 

and urban college students in bengaluru region. Thirty male students were (n = 30) randomly 

selected as subjects and their age were ranged between 16 and 20 years. Among these thirty 

subjects fifteen (n = 15) were rural and the remaining fifteen (n = 15) were from urban areas. For 

the purpose of the study physical fitness variables were considered for this study only flexibility 

and speed. It was measured by using the standard test items of sit-and reach test and 50m run 

test. The collected data were analyzed by using the statistical tool of independent ‘t’ test. The 

result of the study revealed that, there was a significant difference on selected physical fitness 

variables of flexibility and the seed between the rural and urban areas college students of 

Bengaluru. Moreover, we can say that the basic physical fitness level of rural area college 

students were better than the urban area college students. The level of confidence was fixed as 

0.05 in all cases. 

Keywords: Physical Fitness, Rural and Urban Area, College Students, Bengaluru Region. 

1. Introduction 

An urban area is an area with an increased density of humancreated structures in comparison to 

the areas surrounding it. Urban areas may be cities, towns or conurbations. In fact, urbanized 

areas agglomerate and grow as the core population/economic activity center within a larger 

metropolitan area or envelope. People living there are open, they choose their cultures and their 

beliefs and share them and that's what makes them a very modern society. They care most about 

technology, communication, economy, etc and always look forward to develop and extend 

markets, diversification products (answers.yahoo.com). Rural areas are most recognized as 

farms, and less density areas, and also mostly a tight community that can affect one another 

25 
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easily. In summary, rural is any territory that is not urban or in other words the word rural is 

what is left over after urban has been defined (cber.cba.ua.edu). 

Physical fitness is a term that describes an athlete’s ability to perform effectively during sports or 

other physical activity. An athlete’s motor fitness is a combination of five different components, 

each of which is essential for high levels of performance. Improving fitness involves a training 

regimen in all five. In other words motor fitness, or motor physical fitness, refers to how an 

athlete can perform at his or her sport, and involves a mixture of agility, coordination, balance, 

power, and reaction time. Improving this form of fitness is an indirect result of training in any of 

these attributes. All five components of fitness are essential for competing at high levels, which 

is why the concept is seen as an essential part of any athlete’s training regime 

(www.wisegeek.com). 

Flexibility is the range of motion of our joints or the ability of our joints to move freely. It also 

refers to the mobility of our muscles, which allows for more movement around the joints. Range 

of motions the distance and direction of our joints can move, while mobility is the ability to 

move without restriction (study.com). Flexibility is important in fitness because it allows for 

better performance when playing sports or exercising and in our day-to-day activities, such as 

bending, walking and lifting. Flexibility can be improved with stretching exercises. While 

stretching does not increase our muscle strength, it is an important part of reducing injury risk 

and soreness that result from activity (weightloss.about.com). 

Speed is the ability to move quickly across the ground or move limbs rapidly to grab or throw 

(www.topendsports.com). Speed is not just how fast someone can run, but is dependent on their 

acceleration, maximal speed of movement, and also speed maintenance. Movement speed 

requires good strength and power, but also too much body weight and air resistance can act to 

slow the person down. In addition to a high proportion of fast twitch muscle fibers, it is vital to 

have efficient mechanics of movement to optimize the muscle power for the most economical 

movement technique. 

2.Review of Literature 

Kolekar and Sawant (2013) were conducted a cross-sectional study to compare the physical 

fitness of the healthy school children from the urban and rural areas of Sangli district at 

Maharashtra. The result of the study shown that, the motor fitness qualities were significantly 

better for rural area school children than the urban area students. 
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 Kumar (2014) was compared the physical fitness variable of 15-19 years of urban and rural area 

basketball players and he reached the conclusion that, the fitness status of the different area 

players have role in selected motor fitness qualities.  

Awati (2014) evaluated the physical status of the rural and urban area high school students and 

reached the conclusion that there was a significant difference between the selected subjects.  

Dutta (2014) conducted a comparative study of motor fitness status of rural and urban college 

boys and was concluded that agility and speed of rural college boys is definitely better than 

urban boys.  

Gill et al. (2010) were concluded their study about the comparison of the rural and urban area 

college female students. The result also be pointed out that, there was a significant difference 

between the two area college female subjects.  

Ghosh and Goon (2015) examined the comparison of physical fitness components of rural and 

the urban area school going female students and reached the conclusion that the rural area school 

students were better than the urban area female students.  

Namjoo et al. (2012) conducted a study of comparison between the urban and rural area high 

school students and reached the conclusion that they have significant difference on motor 

qualities to each other.  

The studies of Parveen (2007), Paulomi Das and Chatterjee (2013), Pal et al. (2014), Hiana et al. 

(2013), Loucaides et al (2003),  

Vats and Patra (2015), and Tinazci and Emiroglu (2009) were also described that the selected 

physical and motor fitness components were significantly difference among the rural and the 

urban area subjects. The result of the present study also conclude that the selected motor fitness 

variables of speed and the flexibility were significantly greater result for the rural area school 

students than the urban area students. 

3.Methodology 

The aim of this investigation was to compare the physical fitness variables between rural and 

urban area college students. To achieve this purpose thirty (n = 30) college male students were 

randomly selected as subjects and out of that, the fifteen (n = 15) were from rural area college 

students and the remaining fifteen were from (n = 15) urban area college students. Their age 

were ranged between 16 and 20 years. The subjects were selected from of Bengaluru region. 

Flexibility and speed were considered as motor fitness components for this study and it was 

assessed by using the standard test items of sit and reach test and 50m run test. The collected 
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data were statistically examined by using an independent‘t’ test to find out the significant 

difference between the rural and the urban area college male students  on flexibility and speed. 

4.Analysis and Interpretation 

Table-Ι: Analysis of Independent‘t’ test on Flexibility between Rural and Urban College 

Students 

 

Subjects Strength Mean Value In Cm SD ‘t’ 

Rural College Students N=15 29.60 3.85 
2.29* 

Urban College Students N=15 26.56 3.46 

*Significant at 0.05 level of confidence. 

Table Ι shows that the mean values of flexibility between rural and urban area college students 

are 29.60 and 26.53 respectively. The obtained‘t’ ratio of 2.29 is greater than the table value of 

2.04 for df 1 and 29 required for significance at 0.05 level. The result of the study indicated that 

there was a significant difference on flexibility between the selected rural and urban area college 

students. The mean values of flexibility between rural and urban area college students were 

graphically represented in the figure 1. 

 

 

Fig 1: The mean values of flexibility between rural and urban area college students. 
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Table-ΙI: Analysis of Independent‘t’ test on Speed between Rural and Urban college Students 

Subjects Strength 
Mean Value In 

Sec. 
SD ‘t’ 

Rural School Stuents N=15 8.29 0.56 
2.13* 

Urban School Students N=15 8.73 0.55 

*Significant at 0.05 level of confidence. 

Table ΙI shows that the mean values of speed between rural and urban area college students are 

8.29 and 8.73 respectively. The obtained ‘t’ ratio of 2.13 is greater than the table value of 2.04 

for df 1 and 29 required for significance at 0.05 level. The result of the study indicated that there 

was a significant difference on speed between the selected rural and urban area college students. 

The mean values of speed between rural and urban area college students were graphically 

represented in the figure 2. 

 
Fig 2: The mean values of speed between rural and urban area school Students 

5.Conclusion 

The result of the study revealed that, there was a significant difference on selected physical 

fitness variables of flexibility and the seed between the rural and urban area college students of 

Bengaluru region. Moreover, we can say that the basic physical  fitness level of rural area college 

students were better than the urban area college students. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of present study was to compare the motor fitness variables among B 

division hockey players playing at different playing positions. For the present study 206 B 

division male hockey players were selected as samples And players were divided into their 

specific playing positions as Forwards, midfielder and Defender. In this study 73 forwards, 66 

midfielders and 67 defenders were classified. Motor fitness variables namely speed, strength, 

endurance, flexibility and egility were measured through standardized tests. To obtain the 

difference between hockey players playing at different positions (Forward, Midfielder and 

Defender) motor fitness variables mean, standard deviation and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

was used. Results revealed that no significant differance in any motor fitness component among 

hockey players playing at different positions.  

Keywords 

Playing position, motor fitness. speed, strength, endurance, flexibility, agility,  

Introduction  

Motor fitness qualities are gained to achieve success of the player. It indicates the current 

position of an individual in wide range of motor fitness skill. Hockey is the fastest game and 

played in specific duration because of which motor fitness becomes very important. Hockey as a 

game has many unbalanced conditions at the time of playing. Hokey is a power game from past 

two-three decades. Hockey was initially known as the game of skills. Motor fitness quality like 

strength is very essential for a player. Especially the strength in fore arm and wrist is accountable 

for a hockey player. The endurance plays a crucial role for every hockey player throughout the 

26 
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game. The other variables which help in the performance of player are agility, speed and 

acceleration.  

Forwards: Attacking Positions in Field Hockey 

In field hockey, generally there will be three forward players. One being right wing in the 

right part of the field, followed by center forward in the middle of the field and left wing in the 

left part of the field. They have the major responsibility of achieving the goal. Receiving and 

deflecting techniques should be perfect in forward players. And both the inner will play parallely 

by supporting forwards. The defense from the opponents should be suppressed by forwards of 

the team. The forwards should show their capabilities during the counter attack.  

Midfielders: Midfield Positions in Field Hockey 

Similar to forwards, midfielders are also three in number. The players playing as 

midfielders should have good stamina because of their need to support forwards throughout. The 

key role played by the midfielders is passing the ball to the forwards to make a goal at the right 

time and they play major role by feeding the ball to forwards. 

Defenders: Defending Positions in Field Hockey 

Defenders are very important for hockey as there is no off-side. Generally, there will be 

two players who will be defenders. The job of these defenders is to look into opponent team 

players so that they do not make any goal. Defenders should know man-to-man marking. Out of 

two defenders one of them will be sweeper who clears the ball according to attacks by attackers. 

Defenders also support goalkeepers hence will be back in the field.  

The positions of the players in the field depend on several elements like rules and 

regulations of the game, structure and pattern of the game. Hockey team consist of 16 players 

and it is played with 11 players in a team remaining 5 will be substitute in the team, 11 players 

divide their positions and roles one of them being goal keeper. Other players will divide their 

positions as right full back, left full back, right half (midfielder), center half (midfielder), left half 

(midfielder), right extreme forward, right in forward, center forward, left in forward, left extreme 

forward. 

The basic strategy which players follow in hockey is 5-3-2-1 or 4-3-3-1. Forwards take 

the first row, midfielders take the second row and the last row is occupied by defenders. 
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Purpose of the study 

 Purpose of the study is to find out differance in means of  B divission hockey players 

playing at different positions  will significantly differ in their motor fitness abilities namely 

speed, strength, endurance, flexibility and egility. 

Method  

For the present study 206 B division male hockey players were selected as samples from 

seven districts of Karnataka state namely Banglore(76), Kodagu (34), Hassan (33), Mysore (41), 

Dharwad (08), Davangere (06), Shimoga (08) and players were divided into their specific 

playing positions as Forwards, midfielder and Defender. In this study 73 forwards, 66 

midfielders and 67 defenders were classified. To measure the speed 30mtrs dash test, to measure 

the strength standing broad jump, to measure the endurance 600 yards run, to measure the 

flexibility bridge up test and to measure the agilty 10mtrs x 6 shuttle run test were measured. 

Standard procedures  were  used to measure the data. To obtain the difference between hockey 

players playing at different positions (Forward, Midfielder and Defender) motor fitness variables 

mean, standard deviation and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used. 

Results  

Mean and standard deviation of five physical fitness components in this study were presented in 

table no. 1 

Table 1: Mean and Standard deviation of selected anthropometric, motor fitness and skill 

variables among B division male hockey players playing at different positions 

Variables 
Mean  SD 

Defenders Half Forwards 

Speed 7.08 ± 0.50 7.22  ± 0.44 7.05  ± 0.50 

Strength 2.25   ± 0.66 2.31 ±  0.28 2.27 ±   0.35 

Endurance 1.78 ±  0.34 1.74  ± 0.33 1.68  ±  0.34 

Flexibility 74.08  ± 7.51 74.95 ±  8.09 72.55 ± 11.66 

Agility 9.37 ±   0.74 9.43 ±   0.72 9.48  ±  0.77 

From table no.1 we may observe that in speed component forwards were better than half 

and defenders.  In strength half were better than other two.  In endurance forwards were better 

than other two. In flexibility halfs were better and in agility forwards were better. To find out 
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whether mean of different motor fitness components will differ according to different playing 

positions data was subjected to analysis of variance.  

Table 2 :Summary of the ANOVA of speed of B division male hockey players playing at 

different positions 

 Sum of Squares df Mean 
Square F Sig. 

Speed in 
Sec 

Between 
Groups 

1.079 2 .540 2.252 .108 

Within 
Groups 

48.640 203 .240   

Total 49.719 205    

 The summary of ANOVA is presented in the table 2 The obtained F-value (2.252) is not 

significant at 0.05 level of confidence. So from this we can conclude that “The speed of the 

hockey players playing at different position is not significantly differ from each other . 

 

Figure 1; Mean plot of speed of B division male hockey players playing at different 

positions 

To find out the mean difference of strength among forwards, midfielders and defenders 

data was subjected to analysis of variance. If it is found significant to verify which group is 

having significant mean difference further data was subjected to post-hoc analysis. 
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Table 3 :Summary of the ANOVA of strength of B division male Hockey players playing at 

different positions 

 Sum of 

Squares 
df 

Mean 

Square 
F Sig. 

Strength Between 

Groups 

.114 2 .057 .269 .764 

Within Groups 42.986 203 .212   

Total 43.100 205    

The summary of ANOVA is presented in the table 3 The obtained F-value (0.269) is not 

significant at 0.05 level of confidence. So from this we can conclude that “The strength of the 

hockey players playing at different positions is not significantly differ from each other. 

 

Figure2 ; Mean plot of strength of B division male hockey players playing at different 

positions 

To find out the mean difference of endurance among forwards, midfielders and defenders data 

was subjected to analysis of variance. If it is found significant to verify which group is having 

significant mean difference further data was subjected to post-hoc analysis. 
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Table 4 : Summary of the ANOVA of endurance of B division male hockey players playing 

at different positions 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Endurance 

in Sec 

Between Groups .320 2 .160 1.348 .262 

Within Groups 24.123 203 .119   

Total 24.443 205    

The summary of ANOVA is presented in the table 4 The obtained   F-value (1.348) is not 

significant at 0.05 level of confidence. So from this we can conclude that “the endurance of the 

hockey players playing at different positions is not significantly differ from each other. 

 
Figure 3 : Mean plot of endurance of B division male hockey players playing at different 

positions 

To find out the mean difference of flexibility among forwards, midfielders and defenders 

data was subjected to Analysis of Variance. If it is found significant to verify which group is 

having significant mean difference further data was subjected to post-hoc analysis. 
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Table 5 : Summary of the ANOVA of flexibility of B division male Hockey players playing 

at different positions 

 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Flexibility in 

Cms 

Between 

Groups 

206.447 2 103.224 1.179 .310 

Within 

Groups 

17779.145 203 87.582   

Total 17985.593 205    

The summary of ANOVA is presented in the table 5 The obtained  F-value (1.179) is not 

significant at 0.05 level of confidence. So from this we can conclude that “The flexibility of the 

hockey players playing at different positions is not significantly differ from each other” . 

 

Figure4 : Mean plot of flexibility of B division male hockey players playing at different 

positions 

To find out the mean difference of agility among forwards, midfielders and defenders 

data was subjected to Analysis of Variance. If it is found significant to verify which group is 

having significant mean difference further data was subjected to post-hoc analysis. 
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Table6  : Summary of the ANOVA of agility of B division male Hockey players playing at 

different positions 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Agility 

in Sec 

Between 

Groups 

.434 2 .217 .387 .680 

Within Groups 113.885 203 .561   

Total 114.319 205    

 The summary of ANOVA is presented in the table 6The obtained  F-value (0.387) is not 

significant at 0.05 level of confidence. So from this we can conclude that “The agility of the 

hockey players playing at different positions is not significantly differ from each other” . 

 
Figure 5 : Mean plot of agility of B division male hockey players playing at different 

positions 

Major Findings of the Study 

Hockey players playing at different positions were  not significantly differ in their playing 

positions in their motor fitness variables. Apart the variables difference was not at the significant 

level.  The present research study says that flexibility and agility are playing an important role on 

state level B division hockey players’ performance. But these variables do not have much 

significant role in the performance.  

CONCLUSION  
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1. B division hockey players playing at different positions will not differ in their speed.  

2. B division hockey players playing at different positions will not differ in their strength. 

3. B division hockey players playing at different positions will not differ in their endurance. 

4. B division hockey players playing at different positions will not differ in their flexibility. 

5. B division hockey players playing at different positions will not differ in their agility. 

RECOMDATION 

1. It is recommended that the present study may be repeated by selecting subjects belonging 

to different age groups.  

2. This study is only limited to male hockey player, further it can be extend to female 

hockey player also.  

3. In this study we have only considered motor fitness variables. Further they can include 

Anthropometry, skill,psychological, physiological parameters for this study.  

4. In this study we have compared only three categories of playing positions. Further it can 

be extended to more specific playing positions.  
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Abstract  

It is evident that information technology has affected changes to the methods, purpose 

and perceived potential of education. Contemporary information technology has by its very 

nature, been an agent of change in educational institutions.This essay describes the benefits of 

utilizing technology in education by examining research from around the world which 

demonstrates that there is ample evidence for supporting the usage of technology in educational 

environments. Information technology applications in the sportsvenues in the increasingly wide 

range of modern venues and facilities, including not only the intelligent applicationof office 

automation systems, intelligent systems and sports facilities, communication systems for event 

management,ticket access control system, contest information systems, television systems , 

Command and Control System, butalso include the use of computer technology, image analysis, 

computer-aided training athletes, sportstraining system and related data entry systems, decision 

support systems. At present, the multi-media technology, network technology and satellite 

transmission technology, as the representatives of the information technology is developing very 

quickly. Modern educational technology, are based on information technology plays a significant 

role in promoting the modernization of education. To conclude we can say that with the inclusion 

of technology, the concept of education is undergoing a modification, for the betterment of the 

students as well as the teachers.  

Keyword: Technology, Physical Education, Advantages 

Introduction 

Our world has been changing gradually form one condition to another. As the result, 

modern technology has been bringing certain advantages such as ways for fast communication, 

the improvement of traveling, good health care and medical treatment. We can get the fastest 

ways of communication through modern technology. Nowadays, people can get hot news from 

any parts of the world very quickly by using E-mail and Internet. Moreover, telephone under 

STD and ISD facilitate the people to communicate to each other being poles apart. 

27 
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The system of imparting education and learning is changing with changing times. 

Modern science and technology are being used in each and every field in today’s world. The 

internet has already improved teaching and learning processes. There was a time when learners 

had no access to study materials outside their textbooks. However internet has made information 

gathering an extremely easy task. 

Students can now easily have access and know the various developments taking place at 

their area of interest at the simple click of a button. Computer has now become part of the school 

curriculum and nowadays even small kids know how to make a presentation using particular 

software. By the use of multimedia teaching of physical education teaching can be globalized. 

Teaching methods can improve the understanding of actions in sports. Links to free download 

from                              http://www.cn-articles.com are the main sources of information used in 

the educational system. 

The introduction of educational technology has proved to be a boon to students the world 

over. Technology plays a vital role in enhancing the learning process of students and also assists 

teachers in communicating with the students in an easy way. With the use of computers and 

software programs, which provide learning materials, technology has changed education to a 

great extent.  

Advantages of Modern Technology in Education 

             There are a number of benefits of introducing technology in the field of physical 

education. There has been a positive impact of technology on education. Here are some of the 

benefits of educational technology. 

Technology develops learning capabilities 

                  One of the benefits of educational technology for students is that it helps them 

improve their learning capabilities. Since it is one field which is constantly changing, new 

updates can be easily introduced to the students and class plans can be prepared with the help of 

the software. 

Use of Technology in Classes 

In the Classes teachers use technological tools like Video, audio programs, graphics, images, CD 

and power point presentations to impart education to the students, which increase students' 

learning efficiency and quality of physical education. 

Technology improves motivation of students   
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              When students are given meaningful interaction with computers, software and the 

internet, they are more motivated, engaged, and involved in their own learning. 

Technology improves creativity, problem-solving skills and self-image 

The latest digital tools can therefore serve as a vehicle to help students learn content of 

knowledge as well as problem-solving and higher level thinking skills.   

Technology Improves the Quality of Student Work 

   With the introduction of the software it becomes easy to teach students with special needs, the 

appropriate study materials are so designed that learner becomes comfortable and effective. The 

students overcome their deficiencies by the use of modern devices and techniques.   

Technology Improves Student Achievement on Tests 

                    There is mounting evidence that technology improves student achievement on tests. 

Brain eating problems of mathematics and statistics can be easily calculated through calculators.  

 

Technology Benefits Students with Special Needs 

                      Technology can improve capabilities of learning, understanding and expression of 

the children with special needs. They can play games and enjoy the support competitions can use 

software to write essay significantly better than fellow students. They can be interact ally sound   

physically flexible with the help of teaching and learning materials.    

Benefits of Technology 

                Drawing a play fields, knowledge of support materials is given to the players by 

technical methods, video cameras, recording of sports competitions help the players to pickup 

the sport skills.  

Technology Acts as a Catalyst for Change 

               Technology plays a role as a catalyst for change in educational activities. Teaching 

methods are made effective. Learning becomes enjoyable transmission of information is easily. 

Teaching learning process is simplified. Time is saved which can be utilized for other pursuits.   

Technology Prepares Students for the Future 

                  By having and working with technology in schools, students gain the skills that they 

will need to be marketable in the future workplace and to operate in a high-tech world.  

Technology increases Knowledge and Opportunities 

                 Through the use of various digital tools, teachers and librarians can also offer students 

increased access to knowledge and innovative opportunities.   
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Technology reflects our current lifestyle and the working world. 

By incorporating meaningful use of technology into a curriculum, educators ensure that students 

will begin to learn these critical thinking skills such as creativity, collaboration and flexibility. 

Advantages of Technology in Sports 

Photography, Video and Audiography 

                   Radio and television broadcast events through digital photography equipment and 

other modern information technologies in sports venues, which enhance the popularity of the 

sports.  

Data processing with a computer mass storage 

Definitions, observation secured and data of statistical problems is saved in a computer 

whenever needed it is downloaded for the information of the learners and is pursued and applied 

whenever necessary.    

Competition intelligent equipment 

                    Athletics, basketball, high jump, long jump, fencing, sensors and other smart devices 

and records are saved with Inductive devices by using electronic scoring .The application of 

intelligent instruments and equipment not only provide a fair and just environment for the sports 

events, but also make the events more ornamental. 

The application of modern electronic media equipment in gymnastics 

                    In order to analyze one's own and the other's strengths or weaknesses, we use 

cameras and other electronic media devices to shoot the movements of both, then analyze the 

slow-motion, therefore we can effectively improve the athlete's technical level. 

 

Assisting the Umpires / Referees 

                       In international cricket, the third umpire has been used, one sitting off the ground 

with access to TV replays of certain situations (such as disputed catches and boundaries) to 

advise the central umpires. The umpires out on the field are in communication via wireless 

technology with the other umpire.  

Conclusion 

      With the inclusion of technology, the concept of education is undergoing a 

modification, for the betterment of the students as well as the teachers. Hence, the introduction of 

technology is important in education. Thanks to information technology, now learning and 

teaching have become an enjoyable experience. 
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ABSTRACT 

Stress  management  refers  to  the  environmental, physiological, cognitive, and 

behavioral techniques employed by an individual to manage the factors and  components  that  

underlie  the  stress  process or  experience  of  stress.  A  primary  goal  of  stress management  

in  sport  is  to  allow  the  athlete  to effectively  regulate  competition  related  demands to  

facilitate  optimal  performance  as  well  as  to enhance  psychological  well-being  (PWB).  

There are numerous stress management techniques that can be classified into various heuristic 

categories. Contemporary  thinking  in  sport  psychology (SP)  conceptualizes  stress  as  a  

complex  dynamic transaction between environmental demands, such as  those  associated  with  

high-level  competition, and  the  athlete.  Stress  occurs  when  the  demands tax or exceed the 

resources, such as skills or support,  that  the  athlete  has  at  his  or  her  disposal. Since  

competitive  sport  is  by  nature  demanding, how athletes evaluate and cope with the demands 

they  encounter  has  a  large  impact  on  the  stress process. Effective stress management can 

target the actual demands and/or enhance the athlete’s ability to regulate the factors that are 

associated with the appraisal, emotion, and cognitive behavioral response. In this research paper 

researcher explain the role of stress management in sports and also it’s impact on athletes 

performance.  

Key Words: Components, Psychological, Contemporary,  Appraisal etc.   

1. INTRODUCTION  

Stress management in sports competition means how someone copes, controls and 

reduces the occurrence of the negative conflict of stress. The main sources of stress are the hopes 

of the athlete; what he hopes to achieve or win in the competition; the fear of failure, anger, 

frustration, injury, discomfort which he would like to avoid. Other stressful situation includes 

crow’s demand, muscular tension, over motivation and inability to cope with sensory 

28 
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information. The teacher/coach should increase the control of emotion in individual athlete and 

group situations. The Coach/Teacher should adhere to the use of cueing words, Participants 

should be grouped together for the purpose of reducing excessive level of stress and should 

concentrate and block out stress provoking thought. Special attention should be given to the 

athletes with low level of stress; imagery practice should be adhered to. Mental rehearsal should 

be observed by the athletes before the actual physical performance. 

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  

1. To study the managing the stress in sports.  

2. To study the effects of stress on Athletes. 

3. To study the stress management methods or techniques.  

3. METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 

The present study has been descriptive; the data for this study were obtained from 

secondary data sources. The secondary data has been collected from various references which 

already existed in published form; part of the paper is based on literature review the method 

comprising of collecting all the available papers relating to the theme and selecting relevant 

papers/books for the review purpose. Selection of the paper is done on the basis of their 

relevance and contribution to the body of knowledge. The author has made an attempt to do 

primary reading of the selected papers which will constitute the core of this review study 

4. MANAGING THE STRESS IN SPORTS  

I. Managing training stress. A big mistake that athletes make is to train too hard too fast. 

Instead, training should be gradually progressive. Make sure the body can handle its current load 

before you increase the load, and always give the body adequate rest between sessions.  

II. Managing competition stress. If the athletes finds competition stressful she shouldn't avoid 

it, she should just select it more carefully. You'll have more success if you plan your 

competitions so that the challenge increases each time out. The athlete's confidence and self-

esteem will grow every time she is successful. There will be times she will be unsuccessful as 

well, and these should be recognized as great learning experiences.  

III. Managing everyday stress. An athlete who is moving, breaking up with a partner, or going 

through other life-changing events will experience stress which will have an effect on 

performance. Since there is no way to really get rid of the stress, the best way to combat it is to 

cut down on stress in other areas. If lifestyle stress is high, cut down on competition, and see 

training as therapy. Do only as much as makes you feel good. Never completely avoid physical 
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exercise when you are stressed, as exercise, as long as there is no over-training, reduces overall 

stress. Especially during tough times, athletes should exercise at least 30 minutes a day five days 

a week. Always monitor your eating and sleeping patterns, which have a direct effect on stress. 

Eat healthfully and get the correct amount of sleep. Regular patterns will help keep the stress 

level in check. 

5. EFFECTS OF STRESS ON ATHLETES  

I. Immune system – if we are under prolonged stress, our immune system can be compromised 

making us susceptible too frequent infections. Even viral illnesses like the common cold and flu 

will be prevalent. 

II. Musculoskeletal system – stress affects our muscles. They tense up when we are stressed. 

This is the body’s way of guarding itself against injury. With taut muscles, tension-type 

headaches are very common. 

 III. Respiratorysystem – the heart beats faster when one is under stress. This in effect can 

trigger other conditions like asthma or panic attacks. 

IV. Cardiovascular system – continued levels of high stress can have adverse effects on the 

heart and the other organs related to it. These could lead to problems with blood pressure, having 

adverse effects on other organs of the body. 

6. STRESS MANAGMENT METHODS OR TECHNIQUES   

Stress management in sports competition may be seen as the way or ways of handling stress 

among the athletes during sports participation. Stress management which involve coping with 

stress in sports competition is more important than proposing for an elimination of stress. 

Rushall (1.985) in Eze (2002) listed some specific stress management methods or techniques 

which had aided excellent performance in sports competition as follows:  

i. Positive thinking towards ones expected achievement.  

ii. Mental practice of the skill .or pattern of play as a perception of self as a spectator and as 

a perception self as active participant  

iii. Mental rehearsal the skill is mentally rehearsed over and before the actual physical 

performance.  

iv. Imagery practice this involves going through the process of imagining its perfect form. 

There and blocking out any stress provoking thought.  

v. Development self confidence before and during the competition and engaging in positive 

self statement.  
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vi. Eliminating inhibitory messages and statements.  

vii. Developing the awareness of muscles this may be the kinaesthetic sense through 

practically going over a skill without actual performance.  

viii. The coach or teacher should adhere to the use of cueing words for example- hit, jump, 

volley, kick harder, drive in anticipation for an action and calming down words like relax, 

cool it down and concentrate.  

ix. Believing in oneself and one's ability is very effective in managing stress.  

x. Mediation -this requires mental and body discipline and mental concentration.  

xi. Relaxation -this assists the conservation of energy.  

7. CONCLUSION  

Stress  management  techniques  can  include  any intervention  that  can  modify  one  or  

more  components  of  the  stress  process.  Stress management techniques need to be directed at 

individual needs and the issue at hand, as well as take into account the coping resources the 

athlete has available. As with  the  acquisition  of  any  skill,  application  of stress  management  

techniques  requires  training, time, and practice. Knowledge is not sufficient, as it does not 

guarantee an athlete can apply the necessary skills or program to his or her specific issue. 

Application and practice are necessary, and effort is needed on the part of the athlete to make 

gains in stress management ability.  
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Abstract: 

 In India lot ofchallenges in sports area.The challenges include unhealthy 

competition with match-fixing, semester system of examinations, Political Intervention, Poverty, 

Miss management of sports activity, Policy gap, corruption in sports. We need to stand-in sports 

culture in the Indian universities including private sector with freedom and right to play as a 

participant if not to compete in the rat race. To promote sports, the schemes, program, and efforts 

of the Government of India are necessary but not sufficient.The present situation of sports led to 

a debate on the ways to improve the sports ecosystem in the country.Corruption plagues all 

major Indian Sports. Corruption has become identical with sports administration in India. 

Whether it is the most popular cricket, hockey, or weightlifting, most of the sports authorities in 

India have come under attack due to corruption charges. The sports-specific infrastructure is not 

available in India. The commercial aspects for generating income from these infrastructural 

facilities have been not yet been discovered properly.The lack of world-class infrastructure and 

the insufficient support of the government is reflected in poor performance of Indian athletes in 

major international events like the Olympics. We need to use modern technology in all sports. 

New technology gives you better analysis to player and sports. All these challenges are facing 

Indian Sports field. Now we going to change our sports field in various manners.   

Introduction: 

 To celebrate National Sports day on 29 August more than an annual ceremonial, we need 

to recognize that sports and games are essentially required for human development as an integral 

part of real education including proper, productive and practical use of hands, head and heart for 

the Indian youth. 

 Sports deserve to be recognized as human resource development activity in the Indian 

framework. It is necessary and sufficient to deal with the ups and downs in the economy 

including share market of the bulls and bears in the spirits of a sports person. Learning 

29 
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acceptance, agreement, fair play with discipline for leadership qualities are the opportunities to 

make it part of the curriculum. The challenges include unhealthy competition with match-fixing, 

semester system of examinations with lesser time and all the challenges of inclusiveness with 

careless and useless manpower to be made careful and useful. We need to stand-in sports culture 

in the Indian universities including private sector with freedom and right to play as a participant 

if not to compete in the rat race. To promote sports, the schemes, program, and efforts of the 

Government of India are necessary but not sufficient. 

 The present situation of sports led to a debate on the ways to improve the sports 

ecosystem in the country. It is against this backdrop, it is related to understand, analyze, and 

interpret the factors adversely affecting the sports in India and the steps taken by the government 

to cure the situation. Moreover, due to the increased competition, today parents are giving more 

attention to the academic’s concerns for their children. 

 It is sad to observe that the introduction of semester system in education has left little 

time for the students for sports and other co-curricular activities foe personality development. 

They remain busy throughout the semester to finish the courses of study followed by an 

examination. Let the authorities think of replacing semester which provides more time for 

student to do extracurricular activities like NSS, NCC, debates, declamations and sports like 

athletics, national games like Hockey and Football, Tennis, Badminton not Cricket only. Which 

is responsible for losing interest in other sports only because of money involved within. To do 

justice with sports as personality development activity and part and parcel of the overall 

education and HRD, we need the annual system of examination rather than a semester system. 

 It has been observed that the social and economic inequalities hurt Indian sports. The 

rejection of access to sports infrastructure due to poverty, the concentration of stadiums and 

other sports streets only in cities, lack of encouragement to girls to participate in sports, etc., 

have decreased the development of a positive sports culture in the nation with the potential to 

prove.  

1. Corruption in sports 

 Corruption already existed at the time of the “good old” Olympics Games of Old Period 

and it continues modern competitive sport. Corruption plagues all major Indian Sports. 

Corruption has become identical with sports administration in India. Whether it is the most 

popular cricket, hockey, or weightlifting, most of the sports authorities in India have come under 

attack due to corruption charges. Sport governing bodies from District, State, National and 
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International level. These bodies, which generally possess institutional and legal structures and 

interests of privet associations, not only enjoy a great level of autonomy with respect to deciding 

the rules of particular sports they govern but also engaged in licensing of playing facilities, 

employment relationships, commercial transactions, regulation of corruption and cheating and 

many more important functions. Every sport is indulged in and permitted its minor 

insufficiencies for as long as its heart is inherently seen as spotless. The common corrupt 

activities witnessed in sports like doping, match fixing, spot fixing. The Sports Authority of 

India on January 24, 2019 has suspended four of its officials, after they were arrested and 

charged of corruption by the Central Bureau of Investigation. Theas four alleged officials 

belonging to the administrative wing have been suspended for demanding 3 percent cut to clear a 

transport bill of Rs.19 lakh. 

2. Mismanagement of Sports: 

 Sports in India has become a victim of political games that corrupt politicians play. As a 

result, there is mismanagement, nepotism, and corruption in India sports. Games and other 

international championships. 

I believe that in the interest of sports in India, we need sports people to run IOA instead 

of politicians. Sports people know what is required and will keep the interest of sports above 

their personal interest.  

 The involvement of politicians in the administration of sports bodies for very long period 

and controversies surrounding 2010 commonwealth Games spoiled the image of sports 

administrators in India. The present state of administration of the sport in India appears rife with 

corruption, ranging from bribery for selection to rigged elections and zero accountability. It is 

only the unprecedented defeats that have allowed this sordid tale to receive attention in the 

national press. 

3. Social and Economic Differences: 

 Social and economic differences have a negative impact on the Indian sport. Disowning 

of access to sports infrastructure due to poverty, concentration of stadiums and other sports paths 

only in cities, lack of inspiration to girls to participate in sports, etc., have decreased the 

development of a positive sports culture in the country.  

 Corruption is everywhere in India and how can sports run away from it. Corruption is 

rampant in all major sports including Cricket, Hockey, Kabaddi, Weightlifting and Athletics. In 

2010 Commonwealth Game scam is one of the major scams in India and involving around Rs. 
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70,000 crores. Mismanagement is also big issue in Indian sports. The sports administration 

controlled by politicians mostly have limited knowledge doesn’t contribute much to transform 

Indian sports. 

4. Lack of infrastructure: 

 This is one of the most important factors for the affecting of the sport in India. 

Infrastructure is the backbone of sports. It plays a vital role in a country on its sports culture. 

Infrastructure is necessary for training, organizing matches, and helps to produce quality 

sportspersons. Lack of facilities and grass root level of Indian sports are the big concerns 

nowadays. Schools and college suffer from its basic Infrastructure in sports that can’t encourage 

students to play games. School and college sports are still not seen taking major tractions. Since 

infrastructure is necessary for training and organizing games, its non-availability, and its access 

to only a few sections of the society have unpleasantly impacted the sport participation and the 

quality of sportspersons. Reasons behind underdevelopment of sports in India 

It’s non-availability and its access to only a few sections of the society have adversely 

impacted the sport participation and the quality of sports person.Sports infrastructure plays a 

central role in achieving excellence in the global arena of sports. It not only helps in producing 

sports persons of international repute, but also encourages the young population of a country to 

participate in sporting activities with the objective of creating a culturing of sports. In India, the 

standard of sports infrastructure is not a satisfactory level for several reasons. The lack of 

infrastructural facilities is one of the major limitations in the process of development of sports in 

India. The non-availability of land for building sports infrastructure is another major obstacle. 

The sports-specific infrastructure is not available in India. The commercial aspects for generating 

income from these infrastructural facilities have been not yet been discovered properly.     

 5. Police gaps: 

 The world history is witness to the fact in every government the leader must promote 

games and sports in the country.  Games and sports have been promoted and used in various 

ways for different purpose by the government from time to time. For the development of any 

sector, formulation and execution of an effective policy is a semiquinone. This is true for sports 

also. Till date, the sports policy planning and implementation is centralized in the country due to 

the lack of resources and the expertise by the state and local governments. Moreover, the absence 

of a separate ministry of sports at the union level reflects the meaninglessness towards sports. 
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 Due to poor government investment in sports, Indian players or do not get any 

international coaches or good support staff, training facilities, proper diet, etc. In Indian budget 

less fund for sports comparatively Australia, China, and USA, etc. they spend millions of dollars 

in sports. 

 The increase in the overall budget for Ministry Affairs and sports of just Rs. 50 crores 

from Rs. 2776.92 crore (2019-2020 revised from Rs. 2181.90cr) to Rs 2826.92 crore seems 

insignificant. But the sports ministry clarified that there had been a substantial jump in budget 

allocation when compared to 2018-19, especially in sports. A big Rs 291.42 crore rise for the 

ministry’s flagship programmedKhelo India seems to be the highlight. According to the ministry, 

sports expenditure last year was Rs 1296.95 crore, while this year’s budget is Rs 1999 crore, an 

increase of 54 percent (Rs 702.05 crore) compared to 2018-2019. The Indian government declare 

to monthly pensions for sportspersons who have won international medalists.  

6. InsufficientSports culture: 

 Compared to other developed and developing countries, sports culture is insufficient in 

India. Public private partnership is required to improve the India sports. Leagues such as IPL, 

Hockey India League and Pro Kabaddi League have brought a significant amount of money and 

helps to develop infrastructure and athletes. So, we need more Public private partnership models 

in various games. Several states have introduced initiatives to improve sports infrastructure at the 

grassroots level, providing financial aid to aspiring elite athletes and monetary reward and 

government jobs to high achievers because they have good sports culture. Like Haryana and 

Manipur are considered to have strong sporting cultures and have produced many prominent 

sports personalities, including in Boxing, wresting and cricket. Manipur will also host the main 

campus of India’s first National Sports University. 

 Sports like cricket lead in India. Other than cricket, a few can believe any career option in 

other sports as they don’t have money and glamour that cricket has. Cricket is like a religion in 

India. Most of the Indian families don’t believe in sports as a career. So, they don’t allow their 

children to play games most of the time. They have a belief “if you study hard, you will be 

successful but if play sports you will ruin your life”.  

7. Poverty: 

 This is the main factor affecting to Indian sports development. Many people in Indian 

live below the Line(BPL). Therefore, it is very difficult for them to provide financial support to 
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their children to make a career in sports. In rural areas, lots of talents go lost or undiscovered due 

to lack of facility or they can’t pay for better training. 

8. Grass-root program: 

 Many countries have grass-root level programs where they train students of school and 

colleges by professionals and pick up athletes and send them for further. India needs to start such 

kind program and promote it. We have no grass-root level any sports program in our country. 

9. Promote Different sports: 

 There are hundreds of different sports, people can make a career in various games and 

sports. India need to promote and invest in other sports also.  

10. New technology: 

 As time passes by, technology enters in every field, sports are not so far. Toimprove the 

quality and produce international level sportspersons, we need to bring new technology to 

develop the sports. In our India few technologies used in few sports. We need to use modern 

technology in all sports. New technology gives you better analysis to player and sports. 

Conclusion: 

 The sports ecosystem is of poor quality in our country. For a country of over 1.30 billion, 

the existing sports infrastructure is not satisfactory. The lack of world-class infrastructure and the 

insufficient support of the government is reflected in poor performance of Indian athletes in 

major international events like the Olympics. Tiny countries like Ethiopia, Kenya, Cuba, Croatia, 

and Lithuania performed better in the Olympics compared to India. The public and private sector 

should come together to lift the Indian sports sector from the present deplorable situation. In 

India apply of Justice Lodha Committee recommendations on all sports bodies will be right step 

in this direction.Sports Minister Kiran Rijiju on made it clear that he will not tolerate miss 

management of national federations and will act if the interest of athletes is affected. Sports 

bodies tend to attract politicians it’s not a given, however, that former sportspersons will 

automatically be better administrators. While it would be good to haveformer sportspersons 

involved in the running of sports, the important thing is to have paid professionals running sports 

bodies. To arrange dedicated land bank for the setting of sports infrastructure. The government 

will provide institutional and financial support for the building of infrastructure and the private 

sector will manage and maintain its operations. To introduce various commercial aspects, such as 

selling the naming Rights, Hospitality Packages, and branding inside the stadiums, to make these 

facilities financially sustainable. These infrastructural facilities open for the use of the public 
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against membership fees. In early 2016, a new Bill known as the “National Sports Ethics 

Commission Bill 2016” was introduced to the Indian Parliament. The 2016 Bill’s stated aim is to 

bring about statutory reform to help improve the principle of sports in India, which has in recent 

times suffered a series of scandals and corrupt practices. This bill provides for the constitution of 

a National Sports Ethics Commission to ensure ethical practices and fair play in sports including 

elimination of doping practices, match fixing, fraud of age and sexual harassment of women in 

sports and for matters connected therewith or incidental there to.  
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INTRODUCTION:By experiment it is proved that the various types of training enhance the 

physical fitness, and physical fitness improves personality, aggression is one of the effective 

personality characteristics. Previous research study shows aggressiveness enhances the boxer’s 

performance. Though it is not clear which types of training is most useful for the Boxer’s 

aggressiveness. Hence researcher done work on a comparative study between the fartlek and 

interval training with respect to its impact on Boxers aggressiveness. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:To evaluate effects of fartlek and interval training on 

aggressiveness of Boxers having age group 14 to 17 years. To compare effects of fartlek and 

interval training on aggressiveness of boxers having age group 14 to 17 years. 

METHOD :Researcher randomly selected 14 to 17 years 60 boys boxers having no previous 

history of fartlek and interval training from Latur city. These boxers are equally divided in three 

groups, namely fartlek training group, interval training group and controlled group. The selected 

training was implemented on fartlek and interval groups for six week and the third controlled 

group without any types of training. Before training all groups gone through pre-test of 

aggression questionnaire.After six week training all groups gone through post test of aggression 

questionnaire. The data was computed and analyzed by ANOVA. Significant level t is fixed to 

t=≥ 0.05. 

Statistical Analysis of Collected  Data 

Table No. 1 

Mean, standard deviation and t-value of the Run and Walk test for 12 minutes in the pre-

test and post- test of the Fartlek training group. 

30 
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Sr. No. Test 
Total 

Students 
Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 
Mean difference 

t-

value 

1 Pre-test 30 2130.11 335.89 

232.18 0.04 
2 

Post-

test 
30 2362.30 248.97 

Table no.1 shows t = 0.04 which is < 0.05. t is positive  but less than 0.05. Fartlek training 

improves performance of 14 to 17 years boxers 12 minutes run and walk test. Also it shows  

there is no significant difference between pre-test and post-test after the six week fartlek training.      

 

Table No. 2 

Mean, standard deviation and t-value of body mass index BMI (ratio of height and weight) 

in the pre-test and post- test of the Fartlek training group. 

Sr. 

No. 
Test 

Total 

Students 
Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 
Mean difference t-value 

1 Pre-test 30 28.09 1.84 

0.6383 0.170 
2 

Post-

test 
30 27.45 1.71 

Table no.2 shows t = 0.170 which is > 0.05. t is positive  and greater than 0.05. Fartlek training 

improves performance of 14 to 17 years boxers body mass index test. Also it shows  there is 

significant difference between pre-test and post-test after the six week fartlek training. Hence 

fartlek training significantly improves performance of body mass index amongst 14 to 17 years 

age group.       

Table No. 3 

Mean, standard deviation and t-value of the Run and Walk test for 12 minutes of pre-test 

and post-test of the interval training group. 

Sr. 

No. 
Test 

Total 

Students 
Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 
Mean difference t-value 

1 Pre test 30 2163 271.82 

188 0.04 
2 

Post- 

test 
30 2351 213.9 

Table no.3 shows  t = 0.04 which is < 0.05. t is positive  but less than 0.05. Interval training 

improves performance of 14 to 17 years boxers 12 minutes run and walk test. Also it shows  
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there is no significant difference between pre-test and post-test after the six week interval 

training.      

Table No. 4 

Mean, standard deviation and t-value of the body mass index BMI (ratio of height and 

weight) of the pre-test and post-test of the interval training group 

Sr. 

No. 
Test Total Students Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 

Mean 

difference 
t-value 

1 Pre-test 30 18.44 2.14 

0.8793 0.103 
2 

Post-

test 
30 17.56 1.95 

Table no.4 shows t = 0.103 which is < 0.05. t is positive  and greater than 0.05. Interval training 

improves performance of 14 to 17 years boxers body mass index test. Also it shows  there is 

significant difference between pre-test and post-test after the six week interval training. Hence 

interval training significantly improves performance of body mass index amongst 14 to 17 years 

age group.       

Table No. 5 

Mean, standard deviation and t-value of the test 12 min run or walk of the pre and post-test 

of the control group. 

Sr. 

No. 
Test 

Total 

Students 
Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 

Mean 

difference 
t-value 

1 Pre-test 30 2085 277.46 

91.2867 0.009 
2 

Post-

test 
30 2177 309.84 

Table no.5 shows  t = 0.009 which is < 0.05. t is positive  but less than 0.05. There is no 

significant difference between pre-test and post-test of control group.     

Table No. 6 

Mean, standard deviation and t-value of this test are the body mass index BMI (ratio of 

height and weight) of pre-test and post-test students 

Sr. 

No. 
Test Total Students Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 

Mean 

difference 
t-value 
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1 Pre-test 30 18.4390 2.29 
0.0810 0.008 

2 Post-test 30 18.3580 2.62 

Table no.6 shows  t = 0.008 which is < 0.05. t is positive  but less than 0.05. There is no 

significant difference between pre-test and post-test of control group.     

RESULTS OF THE STUDY: 

 T-value of fartlek training group for 12 minutes run and walk is t = 0.04 which is < 0.05. 

t is positive  but less than 0.05. Fartlek training improves performance of 14 to 17 years 

boxers 12 minutes run and walk test. Also it shows  there is no significant difference 

between pre-test and post-test after the six week fartlek training.      

 T-value of fartlek training group for body mass index is t = 0.170 which is > 0.05. t is 

positive  and greater than 0.05. Fartlek training improves performance of 14 to 17 years 

boxers body mass index test. Also it shows  there is significant difference between pre-

test and post-test after the six week fartlek training. Hence fartlek training significantly 

improves performance of body mass index amongst 14 to 17 years age group.       

 T-value of interval training group for 12 minutes run and walk is t = 0.04 which is < 0.05. 

t is positive  but less than 0.05. Interval training improves performance of 14 to 17 years 

boxers 12 minutes run and walk test. Also it shows  there is no significant difference 

between pre-test and post-test after the six week interval training.      

 T-value of interval training group for body mass index is t = 0.103 which is < 0.05. t is 

positive  and greater than 0.05. Interval training improves performance of 14 to 17 years 

boxers’ body mass index test. Also it shows  there is significant difference between pre-

test and post-test after the six week interval training. Hence interval training significantly 

improves performance of body mass index amongst 14 to 17 years age group.       

 T-value of control group for 12 minutes run and walk is t = 0.009 which is < 0.05. t is 

positive  but less than 0.05. There is no significant difference between pre-test and post-

test of control group.    

 T-value of control group for body mass index is t = 0.008 which is < 0.05. t is positive  

but less than 0.05. There is no significant difference between pre-test and post-test of 

control group.     

RECOMMENDATION :Fartlek and interval training are most useful two improves 12 minutes 

run and walk test performance amongst 14 to 17 years boys boxers. 
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Abstract:  

Roll Ball is a team game played on roller skates with the ball repeatedly bounced on the ground 

and shooting it in to the opponent’s goal post. Speed, balance, accuracy and teamwork are the 4 

very important aspects of Roll Ball.  The main aim of this study was to assess the physical 

fitness, and fundamental skill profiles of International Level Roll Ball players.  A total of 37 

players playing at the International Level from 3 different countries viz. Argentina - 15, Kenya - 

14and Nepal - 8 were assessed for physical fitness test and a total of 29 players viz. Argentina – 

15 and Kenya – 14 were assessed for their fundamental skills.  The players underwent a 

comprehensive physical fitness testing (bleep test in level, push up in nos., plank hold in sec, 

wall sit in sec, sit & reach in cms, 30m sprint in sec, dodging run test in sec and medicine ball 

throw in meters.  They also underwent skill profiles testing (20mts dribbling in sec, shooting in 

point and sprint and turn in points).The present research aimed at profiling the performance 

variables of Men International Roll Ball players. The objective of identifying general 

performance profile was successfully accomplished. 

Keywords: Roll Ball, fitness 

Introduction: 

Recent decades have witnessed a remarkable expansion of application of scientific principles to 

sports. This advancement in the scientific and technical aspects of the game helps the athlete to 

take his/her performance at the new level. These performances are way above our expectations 

and imagination. Demands of the games or even the nature of the games are rapidly changing 

due to the scientific research based approach of the coach as well as the athlete.  

Roll Ball is a game invented in Pune, India by a sports teacher Raju Dabhade from Bal Shikshan 

31 
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Mandir Pune, in the year 2003.  This is a team game played on Roller Skates with a total of 12 

players in a team out of which 6 players actually play the game and 6 are in reserve.  Roll Ball is 

a game which requires balance, speed accuracy and teamwork.  The main aim or Roll Ball is to 

continuously dribble the ball and shoot in to opponents goal post. 

As Roll Ball is getting popular day by day since the organization of 1st World Cup, it has become 

very important to meet the demands of the coaches for selection of appropriate players at the 

international level based on their anthropometric, physical fitness and skill requirements.  At 

present Roll Ball is being played in more than 500 clubs throughout the world involving 20,000 

players approximately. More than 50 countries spread around the world in all the 5 continents 

play Roll Ball. This game is getting more popular in the youth and is considered as one of the 

fastest game played in the world by the International Roll Ball Federation. 

Many studies have examined the physical, physiological, psychological and anthropometric 

characteristics of elite players from different sports. A majority of these analyses reflects which 

type of profile is needed for specific sports like Soccer, Basketball, Rugby, Cycling, Tennis, 

Rowing, and Handball. It is found that players in different sports and different positions have 

different physical and physiologic profiles. Profiling of players is one of the major reasons for 

continuous rise in the performance standard of the game. 

However in India; this support has been apparently limited to only top class athletes and very 

few sports. Some studies have thrown light on anthropometric, physical variables of Indian 

players according to their games (Sodhi. H. S, 1984)(Naik, 2009)(Pawar.v, 2012)(Kalidasan.R, 

2011). 

This game is based on various factors such as psychological, physiological, physical fitness, 

parameters, fundamental skills and anthropometric components of the player.  All the12 players 

in the team need to be good in speed, agility, strength, endurance and balance.  Due to certain 

limitations of the researcher, the researcher has selected only physical fitness, and fundamental 

skills as a part of his study. 

Methodology 

The present research is a profile study under descriptive research which aimed at identifying the 

traits peculiar to the performance of International Level Roll Ball players.  The design of this 

study is a descriptive survey design. 

Thirty Seven male International Roll Ball players participated in this study.  The player ages 

ranged from 18 to 38 years.  Prior to fitness testing all players completed an informed consent.  
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The players underwent a comprehensive physical fitness testing (beep test for C.V. endurance, 

push up for arm strength, plank hold for core strength, wall sit for lower body strength 

endurance, sit & reach for flexibility, 30m sprint for speed, dodging run test for agility and 

medicine ball thtow for shoulder strength).  They also underwent skill profiles testing (20mts 

dribbling, shooting and sprint and turn).The above test-items were further confirmed to be 

included in the test, after taking opinions of various experts in the area of Physical Education and 

Sports and considering the long-standing professional experience of the present investigator. 

This, in fact, ensured the content validity of the test. 

Standard tests were administered to measure the items of each dimension for the collection of data. 

Based on the nature of the variables (i.e. anthropometric variables, physical fitness variables 

andfundamental skill variables), the investigator collected proper equipments. However, these 

equipments were thoroughly checked and their functional status has been verified to ensure accuracy 

in data collection. 

Analysis of Data: 

Results 

TABLE 1. 

Descriptive: Physical fitness profile of Nepal Team Roll Ball players 

  

Bleep 

test 

(mins) 

Push 

ups 

(reps)  

Plank 

hold 

test(sec) 

Wall 

sit(se

c) 

Sit & 

reach 

(cms) 

30m 

sprint 

(sec) 

dodging 

run test 

(sec) 

Medicine 

ball 

throw(mt.) 

Mean 9.74 40.50 ##### ##### 27.00 4.68 14.13 3.55 

Standard 

Error 
0.47 1.61 15.93 26.39 1.85 0.10 0.23 0.14 

Median 9.55 40.50 ##### ##### 26.50 4.61 14.00 3.50 

Mode #N/A 42.00 #N/A #N/A #N/A 4.41 14.00 3.50 

Standard 

Deviation 
1.34 4.57 45.05 74.63 5.24 0.27 0.64 0.40 

Sample 

Variance 
1.79 20.86 ##### ##### 27.43 0.07 0.41 0.16 

Kurtosis 0.31 -0.91 -1.79 0.13 -1.60 -1.01 0.74 -1.28 

Skewness 0.78 0.43 -0.29 -0.40 0.12 0.69 -0.07 -0.31 

Range 4.10 13.00 ##### ##### 14.00 0.71 2.00 1.00 
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Minimum 8.10 35.00 90.00 ##### 20.00 4.41 13.00 3.00 

Maximum 12.20 48.00 ##### ##### 34.00 5.12 15.00 4.00 

Sum 77.90 324.00 ##### ##### 216.00 37.41 113.00 28.40 

Count 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 

Largest(1) 12.20 48.00 ##### ##### 34.00 5.12 15.00 4.00 

Smallest(1) 8.10 35.00 90.00 ##### 20.00 4.41 13.00 3.00 

Confidence 

Level(95.0%

) 

1.12 3.82 37.66 62.39 4.38 0.23 0.54 0.34 

 

TABLE – 2 

Descriptive: Physical fitness profile of  Argentina Team Roll Ball players 

  

Bleep 

test 

(mins) 

Push 

ups 

(reps)  

Plank 

hold test 

(sec) 

Wall 

sit 

(sec) 

Sit & 

reach 

30m 

sprint 

(sec) 

dodging 

run test 

(sec) 

Medicine 

ball 

throw(mt.) 

Mean 10.60 #### 103.67 41.13 5.07 6.46 23.10 11.75 

Standard 

Error 
0.39 0.72 3.07 1.05 0.18 0.05 0.22 0.42 

Median 11.00 #### 105.00 42.00 5.00 6.45 23.22 12.23 

Mode 9.00 #### 94.00 44.00 5.00 6.45 22.34 12.43 

Standard 

Deviation 
1.50 2.77 11.88 4.09 0.70 0.21 0.85 1.62 

Sample 

Variance 
2.26 7.70 141.10 16.70 0.50 0.04 0.73 2.62 

Kurtosis -1.17 2.95 -1.06 1.14 -0.67 6.39 -0.47 0.06 

Skewness -0.22 1.35 -0.23 -1.30 -0.09 2.13 -0.20 -0.93 

Range 5.00 #### 38.00 14.00 2.00 0.88 3.00 5.35 

Minimum 8.00 #### 81.00 32.00 4.00 6.23 21.45 8.21 

Maximum 13.00 #### 119.00 46.00 6.00 7.11 24.45 13.56 

Sum 159.00 #### ###### ##### 76.00 96.88 ##### ##### 

Count 15.00 #### 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 

Largest(1) 13.00 #### 119.00 46.00 6.00 7.11 24.45 13.56 
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Smallest(1) 8.00 #### 81.00 32.00 4.00 6.23 21.45 8.21 

Confidence 

Level(95.0%

) 

0.83 1.54 6.58 2.26 0.39 0.12 0.47 0.90 

 

TABLE – 3 

Descriptive: Physical fitness profile of Kenya Team Roll Ball players 

  

Bleep 

test 

(mins) 

Push 

ups 

(reps)  

Plank 

hold test 

(sec) 

Wall 

sit 

(sec) 

Sit & 

reach 

(cms) 

30m 

sprint 

(sec) 

dodging 

run test 

(sec) 

Medicine 

ball 

throw(mt.) 

Mean 8.61 #### 156.43 58.00 14.39 4.43 15.68 4.80 

Standard 

Error 
0.41 1.92 10.85 3.50 1.31 0.14 0.37 0.19 

Median 8.20 #### 151.50 60.50 15.00 4.00 15.25 4.90 

Mode 7.10 #### 123.00 61.00 17.00 4.00 15.00 5.20 

Standard 

Deviation 
1.54 7.20 40.61 13.11 4.91 0.51 1.40 0.70 

Sample 

Variance 
2.39 #### ###### ##### 24.08 0.26 1.95 0.48 

Kurtosis 0.11 0.57 -1.28 2.86 -0.76 -2.24 -0.69 -0.26 

Skewness 0.99 0.62 0.34 1.02 -0.24 0.32 0.39 -0.35 

Range 4.80 #### 122.00 55.00 16.50 1.00 4.50 2.50 

Minimum 7.10 #### 102.00 37.00 6.00 4.00 13.50 3.40 

Maximum 11.90 #### 224.00 92.00 22.50 5.00 18.00 5.90 

Sum 120.50 #### ###### ##### #### 62.00 ##### 67.20 

Count 14.00 #### 14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00 

Largest(1) 11.90 #### 224.00 92.00 22.50 5.00 18.00 5.90 

Smallest(1) 7.10 #### 102.00 37.00 6.00 4.00 13.50 3.40 

Confidence 

Level(95.0%

) 

0.89 4.16 23.45 7.57 2.83 0.30 0.81 0.40 
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TABLE - 4 

Descriptive – Fundamental Skill profiles of  Argentina Team Roll Ball players 

 

20mtrs 

dribbling(sec) 

Shooting 

( points ) 

Sprint and Turn ( 

points ) 

Mean 4.41 5.13 4.33 

Standard Error 0.07 0.34 0.19 

Median 4.34 5.00 4.00 

Mode 4.21 6.00 5.00 

Standard Deviation 0.29 1.30 0.72 

Sample Variance 0.08 1.70 0.52 

Kurtosis 4.19 -0.96 -0.65 

Skewness 1.24 -0.28 -0.63 

Range 1.32 4.00 2.00 

Minimum 3.89 3.00 3.00 

Maximum 5.21 7.00 5.00 

Sum 66.19 77.00 65.00 

Count 15.00 15.00 15.00 

Largest(1) 5.21 7.00 5.00 

Smallest(1) 3.89 3.00 3.00 

Confidence 

Level(95.0%) 
0.16 0.72 0.40 

 

TABLE - 5 

Descriptive – Fundamental Skill profiles of  Kenya Team Roll Ball players 

 

   
20mtrs dribbling(sec) Shooting ( points ) 

Sprint and Turn  

( points ) 

Mean 4.07 1.57 3.07 

Standard Error 0.10 0.23 0.38 

Median 4.00 1.50 3.00 

Mode 4.00 1.00 3.00 

Standard 

Deviation 
0.36 0.85 1.44 
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Sample 

Variance 
0.13 0.73 2.07 

Kurtosis -1.03 -0.30 0.17 

Skewness -0.03 0.18 -0.69 

Range 1.10 3.00 5.00 

Minimum 3.50 0.00 0.00 

Maximum 4.60 3.00 5.00 

Sum 57.00 22.00 43.00 

Count 14.00 14.00 14.00 

Largest(1) 4.60 3.00 5.00 

Smallest(1) 3.50 0.00 0.00 

Confidence 

Level(95.0%) 
0.21 0.49 0.83 

   

 The general performance profile of Men International Level Roll Ball players was 

identified for two variables namely physical fitness & fundamental skill.  Table No. 1, 2 and 3 

show the general performance profile for variables of physical fitness in men Roll Ball players of 

Nepal, Argentina and Kenya respectively.   

  It can be seen from the table that the mean values of  Nepal team players are Bleep Test 9.74 

(+1.34), Push ups (4.57), Plank Hold 157.25 (+45.05), Wall Sit (+74.63), Sit & Reach (+5.24), 

30m Sprint 4.68 (+0.27), Dodging Run Test 14.13 (+0.64), Medicine Ball Throw 3.55 (+0.40).  

The skewness value for Bleep Test, Push ups, Plank Hold, Wall Sit, Sit & Reach, 30m Sprint, 

Dodging Run Test, Medicine Ball Throw was 0.78,0.43,-0.29, -0.40, 0.12,0.69, -0.07, -0.31 

respectively.   

It can be seen from the table that the mean values of  Argentina team players are Bleep Test 

10.60 (+1.50), Push ups (2.77), Plank Hold 103.67 (+11.88), Wall Sit 41.13 (+4.09), Sit & Reach  

5.07(+0.70), 30m Sprint 6.46 (+0.21), Dodging Run Test 23.10 (+0.85), Medicine Ball Throw 

11.75 (+1.62).  The skewness value for Bleep Test, Push ups, Plank Hold, Wall Sit, Sit & Reach, 

30m Sprint, Dodging Run Test, Medicine Ball Throw was -0.22, 1.35, -0.23, -1.30, -0.09, 2.13, -

0.20, -0.93 respectively. 

It can be seen from the table that the mean values of  Kenya team players are Bleep Test 8.61 

(+1.54), Push ups (7.20), Plank Hold 156.43 (+40.61), Wall Sit 58.00 (+13.11), Sit & Reach 
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(+4.91), 30m Sprint 4.43 (+0.51), Dodging Run Test 15.68 (+1.40), Medicine Ball Throw 4.80 

(+0.70).  The skewness value for Bleep Test, Push ups, Plank Hold, Wall Sit, Sit & Reach, 30m 

Sprint, Dodging Run Test, Medicine Ball Throw was 0.99, 0.62, 0.34, 1.02, -0.24, 0.32, 0.39, -

0.35  respectively. 

Table No. 4 & 5 show the general performance profile for variables of fundamental skills in men 

Roll Ball players of Argentina and Kenya team.  

It can be seen from the table that the mean values of the Argentina Team of 20mts dribbling 4.41 

(+0.29)  Shooting 5.13 (+1.30) and Sprint and Turn Test 4.33, (+0.72) respectively.  The 

skewness values for 20mts dribbling were 1.24 Shooting were -0.28 and for Sprint and Turn Test 

were -0.63 respectively.  

It can be seen from the table that the mean values of the Kenya Team of 20mts dribbling 4.07 

(+0.36)  Shooting 1.57 (+0.85) and Sprint and Turn Test 3.07, (+1.44) respectively.  The 

skewness values for 20mts dribbling were -0.03 Shooting were -0.18 and for Sprint and Turn 

Test were -0.69 respectively.  

The Mean scores of physical fitness variables and fundamental skill variables formed the profile 

of a men Roll Ball player at International level. 

Discussion 

Profiling the athlete on various parameters has been proved to be very important in different 

stages of athlete’s life, right from the choice of sport, to the development of training program, 

and high level of performance. In this study, the players were profiled in general on the physical 

fitness and fundamental skill variables. 

Conclusion 

The present research aimed at profiling the performance variables of men Roll Ball players at the 

International level. The objective of identifying general performance profile was successfully 

accomplished. 
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Abstract 

To perform at your best, you need to be in peak physical condition. A common mistake is 

to assume that Peak physical condition comes merely as a result of completing hours, days and 

weeks of training. There is however, another factor that is far more important – lifestyle.Life 

style is directly influencing on enhancing of sports performance as well as mental focus. It helps 

in maintaining the very good stability of mental and physical posture of sportsmen to focus 

towards his life and achieving sporting targets. And it helps to reflect his overall performance 

and personality which is required for sports field.Lifestyle factors account for failure amongst 

top athletes far more often than poor training. Too little or too much sleep, stress at home, 

medical history and diet all play a major role in the physical condition of both amateur and 

professional sports performers.Lifestyle aims to help the individual to develop skills to 

effectively manage all their commitments including sport and non-sport. In this paper we will see 

the effect of some regular related contents of our life style and their effect on sports performance 

with contents such as Stress, Diet, Sleep, Demand of Work, Drugs, Alcohol, and Smoking. 

Keywords: Lifestyle, 

Introduction: 

It is recognized that an athlete’s lifestyle has many areas that need managing effectively 

in order to make sure that players do not be get distract and affect their performance. Here the 

role of coach is very keen to help players to improve their performance by helping to manage 

these distractions. 

Lifestyle is a confidential service that is offered through a variety of forms, e.g., 

workshops targeting athletes, training sessions, coaches and parents to individual focused 

support. Work is delivered in conjunction. Lifestyle encourages athletes to prepare for 

achievetheir targets in sports. The main areas of support may include educational guidance, 

career development, effective communication, coach support/development, developing 

32 
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sponsorship profiles, time management skills, transition management, developing effective 

support networks, managing finances, lifestyle in the rehabilitation period following injury.   

To perform at your best, you need to be in peak physical condition. A common mistake is 

to assume that Peak physical condition comes merely as a result of completing hours, days and 

weeks of training. There is however, another factor that is far more important – lifestyle. 

Lifestyle factors account for failure amongst top athletes far more often than poor 

training. Too little or too much sleep, stress at home, medical history and diet all play a major 

role in the physical condition of both amateur and professional sports performers. For a person to 

perform at his or her best, their lifestyle factors and the Training must all come together at the 

crucial time. 

How Lifestyle does help athletes? 

Lifestyle aims to help the individual to develop skills to effectively manage all their 

commitments including sport (training and competition) and non-sport (family related, 

education/employment related.) It is important that athletes can find a balance between their 

athletic life and life outside of sport. All interventions are aimed at having a Lifestyle impact. 

Examining mental behaviors and decision making used by player in order to help management of 

performance during a play.  

Stress-Stress can be both good and bad for a person engaged in a sporting event. Good stress can 

improve performance, whereas bad stress can cause them to underperform. The body’s response 

to stress is to change the biochemistry in the blood, by releasing adrenalin. This gives the body 

an energy boost. The muscles become tighter and prepared for exertion. The senses become more 

attuned. For example, pupils dilate to allow more light to enter the eye and improve eyesight. 

This response is known as the ‘fight-or-flight’ response. If too much adrenalin is released, the 

performer suffers from a lack of control; their hands will shake and their muscles will contract 

with too much power. This can lead them to mistimed a tackle in football or overstep the 

throwing line in an athletic event. If there is not enough adrenalin present, the performer will 

suffer from a lack of energy in training or competition, and will be too languid to be competitive. 

Stress is a crucial part of ensuring peak performance in any sport. Attaining the perfect level of 

stress for the individual at the right time is often harder than attaining peak physical condition. 

Having knowledge of a person’s stress levels, and knowing how to manage and alter these levels, 

is the only way to improve this aspect of an individual’s condition. 
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Diet- Eating well is an important part of improving sporting performance, and a winning diet is 

not just for Olympic hopefuls. Athletes of all ages and levels benefit from eating well. There 

isn’t a magic eating plan that works for everyone. Eating well is specific to you, your individual 

nutritional needs, and your training and competition schedule. It is also important to match your 

diet to the Demands of your sport. For example, endurance athletes, such as distance runners, 

need to consume large amounts of carbohydrates because these contain lots of energy for aerobic 

performance. Athletes relying on strengthneeds lot of proteins to help build muscle bulk and 

power. The key is to make sure that you are eating the right foods, at the right times and in the 

right quantities. 

Sleep- Getting the right amount of sleep is crucial to sporting success. Sleep impacts on 

performance in three main ways: 

● Too much or too little sleep can cause a decline in the performance of the brain which, in turn, 

causes problems with focus, concentration, flexibility, decision making and information 

processing. 

● Very deep sleep helps consolidate activities, tasks and skills undertaken during the day. It is 

indispensable for helping motor learning and skill acquisition. 

● Sleep stimulates the release of growth hormones, the body’s natural agent for cell growth and 

reproduction. This increases muscle mass and also stimulates the immune system. Sleep 

deprivation raises the level of stress hormones, which interfere with tissue repair and growth, and 

have a negative effect on performance. 

Demands of work- Many sports performers have to juggle training and competition with a 

normal ‘day’ job. This often leads to conflicts where there isn’t enough time to do both properly. 

This is even more so for sportsmen and women who are parents. If a sports performer commits 

insufficient time to training their Physical fitness will decrease. If the sports performer commits 

insufficient time to their work or family life this is likely to lead to an increase in stress levels, 

which will affect physical performance. The important thing is to achieve a healthy balance, 

where the demands of work and family fit easily into a daily routine that also allows enough time 

for training. 

Drugs-   As sport becomes more competitive some people are tempted to cheat to improve their 

chances of winning. People who cheat by abusing medicines may be banned from sport if they 

are caught. They are also risking their health. Some athletes have died because they have abused 

medicines. To discourage cheating, sports authorities have banned certain medicines. Some 
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medicines are banned in some sports, but not in others. Athletes also need to be careful about 

what they take because some of the banned medicines, such as cold and flu remedies, can be 

bought from a pharmacy without a prescription. Depending on their sport, some athletes who 

need treatment for problems such as diabetes or asthma may also need to get permission to take 

their medication in order to ensure they aren’t breaking any rules. 

Drugs can be classified into three groups: socially acceptable, socially unacceptable and 

performance-enhancing.  

 Socially acceptable drugs, such as cigarettes and alcohol, are rarely banned in sport, but 

they do have a negative effect on performance. 

 Socially unacceptable drugs include substances such as cannabis and ecstasy. Not only 

are these substances banned in sport but it is illegal to carry, consume or supply them. 

 Performance-enhancing drugs include anabolic steroids (which build muscle strength), 

stimulants (which reduce tiredness), and narcotic Analgesics (which relieve pain). These 

substances are almost always banned in sport because they give a competitor an unfair 

advantage. They can also be extremely dangerous. 

 Alcohol- Alcohol affects the body’s ability to turn food into energy, slows down reaction 

times, increases body heat loss and reduces endurance. For example, if you have alcohol 

24 hours before exercising you are more likely to develop muscle cramps. The relaxant 

properties of alcohol can affect your sporting ability long after you’ve finished drinking. 

Alcohol slows down the information processing ability of the brain. This, in turn, affects 

your reactions, coordination, accuracy and balance – all the things that are important for 

staying on top in any sport. After exercising the body needs to be rehydrated. It’s not 

helpful to drink alcohol straight after a match or event as this will continue to dehydrate 

the body further. 

 Smoking- Smoking interferes with the body’s ability to function in a number of ways. 

Firstly, tobacco smoke affects the lungs so that they work less efficiently and can’t pick 

up the amount of oxygen the body needs when it is working hard. Secondly, tobacco 

smoke contains a chemical called carbon monoxide, which gets into the bloodstream and 

inhibits it from picking up oxygen. It also contains other chemicals that affect the 

circulation of blood. They make the blood vessels smaller so that they are less able to 

carry oxygen when your body is burning up large amounts of energy. In short, if you 

smoke your body has less fuel and the fuel it does have is transported less efficiently to 
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those areas that need it when you are taking part in sport. Because of this, smokers tend 

to have less energy and also find it harder to maintain high levels of fitness than non-

smokers. 

Conclusion: 

Life style is directly influencing on enhancing of sports performance as well as mental 

focus. It helps in maintaining the very good stability of mental and physical posture of sportsmen 

to focus towards his life and achieving sporting targets. And it helps to reflect his overall 

performance and personality which is required for sports field.  
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Abstract 

The corona virus pandemic has forced most of us to stay indoors for some time in the 

foreseeable future. This may help us keep away from the COVID-19 infection, but could also 

bring forth some physical and psychological problems of being confined indoors. It is, therefore, 

important to be engaged in activities that can fight these two aspects. Simple exercises and 

walking indoors as much as possible can be helpful in preventing these problems. This is 

especially true for the elderly as they are at a bigger risk from not only the corona virus but also 

from side effects of decreased mobility. 

As we grow old, most of us adopt a sedentary lifestyle. This is when an active exercise routine 

becomes even more important; be it a half hour yoga session or exercising at home or any 

alternate method of indulgence in any physical activity. Regular exercise has been the much 

prescribed medicine for the elderly to maintain a healthy blood pressure, sugar/lipid profile and 

do away with the age-related health complications. 

Introducation 

The COVID-19 pandemic means that many of us are staying at home and sitting down 

more than we usually do. It’s hard for a lot of us to do the sort of exercise we normally do. It’s 

even harder for people who don’t usually do a lot of physical exercise. But at a time like this, it’s 

very important for people of all ages and abilities to be as active as possible. WHO’s Be Active 

campaign aims to help you do just that - and to have some fun at the same time. By doing 3-4 

minutes of light intensity physical movement, such as walking or stretching, will help ease your 

muscles and improve blood circulation and muscle activity. 

Regular physical activity benefits both the body and mind. It can reduce high blood 

pressure, help manage weight and reduce the risk of heart disease, stroke, type 2 diabetes, and 
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various cancers - all conditions that can increase susceptibility to COVID-19. It also improves 

bone and muscle strength and increases balance, flexibility and fitness. For older people, 

activities that improve balance help to prevent falls and injuries. Regular physical activity can 

help give our days a routine and be a way to stay in contact with family and friends. It’s also 

good for our mental health - reducing the risk of depression, cognitive decline and delay the 

onset of dementia - and improves overall feelings 

How much physical activity is recommended for your age group? 

WHO has recommendations on the amount of physical activity people of all ages should do to 

benefit their health and wellbeing. 

Infants under 1 year of age 

• All infants should be physically active several times a day. 

• For those not yet mobile, this includes at least 30 minutes in prone position (tummy time), as 

floor-based play, spread throughout the day while awake. 

Children under 5 years of age 

• All young children should spend at least 180 minutes a day in a variety of types of physical 

activities at any intensity 

• 3-4 year old children should spend at least 60 minutes of this time in moderate- to vigorous-

intensity physical activity 

Children and adolescents aged 5-17 years 

• All children and adolescents should do at least 60 minutes a day of moderate to vigorous-

intensity physical activity 

• This should include activities that strengthen muscle and bone, at least 3 days per week 

• Doing more than 60 minutes of physical activity daily will provide additional health benefits 

Adults aged over 18 years 

• All adults should do at least 150 minutes of moderate-intensity physical activity throughout the 

week, or at least 75 minutes of vigorous-intensity physical activity throughout the week. 

• For additional health benefits, adults should increase their moderate-intensity physical activity 

to 300 minutes per week, or equivalent. 

• For developing and maintaining musculoskeletal health, muscle-strengthening activities 

involving major muscle groups should be done on 2 or more days a week 

• In addition, older adults with poor mobility should do physical activity to enhance balance and 

prevent falls on 3 or more days per week. 
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Physical activity and exercise can be effective treatment strategies for symptoms of both 

depression and anxiety. Each day is a new opportunity to engage in physical activity and exercise 

that can bring short and long-term benefits for mood, sleep, and physical health. Consistency and 

sustained motivation may be enhanced by peer support, family support, or electronic platforms 

offering exercise programmes. 

The benefits of physical activity and exercise have been demonstrated across the lifespan. We 

are meant to move and many of our body’s systems work better when we are consistently 

physically active. For managing symptoms of depression, some research suggests that elevated 

levels of aerobic activity (exercise that significantly raises our heart rates) may be associated 

with greater reductions in depressive symptoms. Consider engaging in physical activity once or 

twice daily that includes brief periods (30-90 seconds) of greater intensity. For some, this might 

be accomplished through exercise in their homes including jumping and sequencing strength 

training exercises (i.e. standing squats, push-ups, sit-ups). For others, the use of home exercise 

equipment such as treadmills, elliptical machines, and stationary bikes may be helpful. 

For children and adolescents, moderate-to-vigorous physical activity and exercise during the day 

are associated with elevations in self-esteem, improved concentration, reductions in depressive 

symptoms, and improvements in sleep. 

Additionally, participation in regular physical activity is shown to boost the immune 

system. Reduction in substance use is also associated with improvement in the body’s ability to 

fight off infection. 

Many companies are offering free use of their on-line platforms that may help to identify a 

variety of in-home activities (indoor cycling, treadmill running, dance cardio, yoga, strength 

training, and more) to help make exercise more enjoyable during this critical period. We strongly 

support the idea of ongoing vigilance regarding physical-distancing and limitations on in-person 

contacts as guided by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. We recommend finding 

physical activities that you enjoy and to share your experience with others. At the same time, 

there is also evidence to suggest that exercise can be helpful to mood even if the act of doing the 

exercise is not as enjoyable. 

It is important for family members to take a supportive role in the promotion of physical activity 

and exercise. Allowing individuals to maintain their autonomy and choice in their activities will 

be important for ongoing engagement. We are all managing additional stress related to the 

growth of the COVID-19 pandemic and its potential to threaten the health of ourselves, our 
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families, and our communities. Please consider using physical activity and exercise as a strategy 

to maintain health during this stressful period. 

Although many things feel beyond our control right now, we do have the ability to be creative 

and to build physical activity and exercise into each of our days. We may even look back on this 

difficult time as the turning point when we learned new ways to build our emotional resilience 

and our physical health. 

 Measures taken to reduce the spread of COVID-19 are causing changes in everyday 

schedules are disrupting workout routines for many Americans. 

 Exercise is especially important now because it can reduce stress, prevent weight gain, boost 

the immune system, and improve sleep. 

 You can safely engage in physical activity by exercising with family, getting outdoors, using 

online fitness resources, taking a virtual class, setting exercise goals, and doing calorie-

burning chores. 

Most adults are well aware of the physical and mental health benefits of exercise and understand 

the importance of engaging in some form of regular physical activity.  

Although it might be tempting to skip your workout during these challenging times, public health 

officials say that exercise — while undoubtedly crucial under normal circumstances — is 

essential to your physical health and mental well-being during the COVID-19 pandemic. Here’s 

why you should stay active and how you can exercise safely during corona virus closures. 

How do COVID-19 closures and stay-at-home orders affect exercise routines? 

COVID-19 closures of parks, gyms, fitness studios, and other public places are resulting in 

reduced opportunities for physical activity — particularly for people who are not able to exercise 

at home. Social distancing may further affect people’s ability to exercise, especially if outdoor 

physical activity is not an option due to shelter-in-place orders, crowded outdoor spaces,  

If you are working from home, you may find that you are sitting for more extended periods. And, 

changes in your daily routines — such as caring for children who are home from school — may 

make it more challenging to find time to exercise. 

What other COVID-19 concerns may affect physical and mental health? 

Corona virus-related concerns may affect dietary habits, leading to higher calorie consumption 

that could promote weight gain. Limiting trips to the grocery store, skipping fresh fruits and 

vegetables in favor of stocking up on calorie-dense, non-perishable foods, and financial 

difficulties may cause people to opt for less expensive, ultra-processed food options. And all the 
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extra hours you’re spending at home may make you more likely to snack, “stress-bake,” or 

prepare high-calorie, comfort-food meals. 

Additionally, many people are coping with fear, anxiety, stress, financial concerns, sadness, 

boredom, and isolation — all of which can have a negative effect on diet, physical health, and 

mental well-being. 

Why is exercise important during the COVID-19 pandemic? 

Regular exercise is essential for everyone under normal circumstances. However, here are a few 

reasons why exercise is especially crucial during the COVID-19 pandemic: 

 Exercise boosts the immune system: Research shows that regular, moderate-intensity 

exercise has immune-boosting benefits that may help your body fight off infections, 

including COVID-19. 

 Exercise may prevent weight gain: Exercise can help you burn extra calories caused by 

dietary changes and offset the effects of sedentary activities. 

 Exercise reduces stress and anxiety: Exercise is a proven mood-booster and can help adults 

reduce stress levels and build emotional resilience. 

 Exercise improves sleep: There is evidence that suggests regular exercise helps you fall 

asleep faster and improves sleep quality — and getting a good night’s sleep has also been 

found to boost your immune system. 

Exercise may be especially beneficial for older adults and people with chronic health conditions, 

such as diabetes, arthritis, or heart disease. Regular exercise can help to improve balance, 

flexibility, strength, mobility, and cardiovascular health. Plus, it can boost energy and overall 

well-being. 

How can I stay physically active despite COVID-19 closures? 

There are many ways you can be active, even when the gym park and other is closed and you are 

practicing social distancing. adults should aim for at least 150 minutes of moderate-intensity 

physical activity, or at least 75 minutes of vigorous-intensity physical activity, per week. 

If you have a chronic condition or are an older adult, you should check with your doctor before 

starting a new home exercise program. Your doctor may be able to recommend exercises that are 

safe for you and will let you know what types of exercise you should avoid. 

Here are a few suggestions to help you get moving: 
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 Exercise with family: Exercise is an excellent opportunity for family fun. Walks, bike rides, 

dance, living-room yoga sessions, just a few examples of how you and your household 

members can exercise together. 

 Get outdoors: Walking, cycling, jogging, can help you get some much-needed fresh air while 

staying safely away from others. Don’t have time for a full-length outdoor exercise session? 

Consider breaking your workout up into several 10-minute sessions. You’ll be surprised at 

how quickly a few brisk walks around the block can add up to a full workout. 

 Follow along with online exercise videos: Whether you enjoy yoga, strength training, dance, 

or another type of workout, chances are you can find a service that offers online videos. 

Additionally, many exercise studios and other community organizations are now providing 

on-demand virtual fitness content. 

 Take a virtual class: If you have the financial resources, consider supporting your local 

fitness studio or personal trainer by signing up for online fitness classes or training sessions. 

Some personal trainers are even offering private virtual sessions customized to your needs, 

schedule, and preferences. Plus, having a class or training session on your calendar allows 

you to interact with other people in a fun way, which may be just the motivation you need to 

keep up with your fitness regime. 

 Challenge yourself: Set an exercise goal — such as doing yoga five days per week or beating 

your best 5K time — and make a plan to work toward achieving it. 

 Tackle calorie-burning chores: Chores such as mowing the lawn, working in the garden, 

washing the car, or cleaning out the garage provide excellent opportunities to build muscles 

and burn calories. In addition to the sense of accomplishment you will feel after your 

workout, completing a household task will yield even more feel-good benefits. 

There is a direct relationship between your diet, physical activity, and health. Your nutrition is a 

key player when it comes to physical, mental, and social well-being. And it’s important for 

preventing disease. 

Ways you can still be active 

There are still many ways you can be active while maintaining physical distance. 

Out and about 

You can still exercise in some public places. You can meet up with a friend, family member, or 

trainer. You can: 

 Walking and free hand exercises 
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 jogging 

 ride a bike or scooter 

 kick a ball at the oval 

Just remember to stay home if you are unwell, keep 1.5 metres apart, avoid physical contact, and 

wash your hands. 

At home, Physical activity you can do at home includes: 

 weights training — if you don’t have any weights, make your own with filled water bottles, 

cans or jars, Hollow body hold for strength, 1-arm plank, Push-ups, Squat jacks (feet in-out + 

squat)Dynamic-high knees for aerobic capacity etc. 

 Yoga 

 backyard sports  

 going up and down stairs 

 on-the-spot running, star jumps, sit ups and push ups 

 gardening 

 dancing 

 virtual fitness classes 

 Zoom or Skype group lounge exercises with your friends 

Beginning or keeping up a customery routine can be tought at any age. 

Brisk walking is less intense of aerobic exercise but beneficial as it keeps up the heart rate and 

boots the muscles. It is a better form of exercise than jogging as it exerts less impact over the 

joints in case one suffers from weak knees or ankles. 

Stationary cycling are available at most gyms and now a day’s having at homes. This is a great 

form of aerobic exercise with less impact on joint and minimal chance of injury. 

Squats are simple and effective way to get daily dose of balance exercise. The best part is no 

equipment is required. This requires you to lower yourself from a standing position into a semi 

sitting position. Its important to follow the correct position to keep back straight as one squats. 

Regular stretching excercises is an essential to keep the muscles and in the correct position. One 

needs to stretch all the different muscles in the neck, chest, abdomen, sides, arms and thighs. 

Working the joints in the body is equally important to avoid joint stiffness. 

Yoga has been very important event most popular in this pandemic situation, it has practiced for 

all ages and it is the best recommended from exercise for stretching and muscle building at the 
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same time. Suryanamaskar, kapalbhati are the bestposes to ease the functionally mental 

discipline and focus. Deep breathing excercises like Pranayama. 

Warm up before you start the workout so that body gets used to activity slowly rather than 

directly plunging into a heavy workout. A brisk worm up gets body become ready for exercise. 
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ABSTRACT-  

Now a day‟s stress is the major factor in all sectors of modern life. Some amount of stress is 

useful for the good performance, but when it increases it creates so many problems in day to day 

life. Today‟s age is age of competitions so our lives today abound with tensions, stress, 

deadlines, long hours at work, and the list is seemingly endless sometimes. Today‟s life is full of 

stress, tension, pressures and worries. These begin right from the stage a child is admitted to 

school. The atmosphere of competition, hurried life, uncertainty of future prospects, doubts about 

success, possibilities of failure etc. cause stress on human mind. Stress is one of the biggest 

threats to our physical and mental health. Now stress cannot be avoided but it can be managed in 

a way that it does not become a source of trouble.  

Yoga is a cognitive or mental technique for relaxation which utilizes the mind to muscle 

approach. Yoga involves meditation, patience, silence and peace. Yoga teaches us that the goal 

of every individual‟s life is to take the inner journey to the soul. Yogic asanas tone the whole 

body. They strengthen bones and muscles, correct posture, improve breathing and increase 

energy. Pranayama is the breathing technique for controlling prana. Prana means vital energy 

which includes will power and ambition, while ayam means stretch, expansion and extension. 

Yogic exercises as prayer, asanas, pranayamic breathing techniques, chanting of omkar and 

yoganidra were helpful for stress relief. There is no escape from stress in modern life. But we 

can manage stress by doing yogic exercises for happy life. 

Introduction -  

Now a day‟s stress is the major factor in all sectors of modern life. Some amount of stress is 

useful for the good performance, but when it increases it creates so many problems in day to day 

life. Today‟s age is age of competitions so our lives today abound with tensions, stress, 

deadlines, long hours at work, and the list is seemingly endless sometimes. There is no escape 

from stress in modern life. But we can manage stress by doing yogic exercises for happy life.  

34 
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Concept of Stress-  

The word stress is derived from the Latin word “stringi”, which means “to be drawn tight”. 

Stress can be defined as follows,  

In medical terms stress is described as “a physical or psychological stimulus that can produce 

mental tension or physiological reactions that may lead to illness.” When you are under stress, 

your adrenal gland releases corticosteroids, which are converted to cortical in the blood stream. 

Cortisol has an immune suppressive effect in your body.  

According to Richard S. Lazarus stress is a feeling experienced when a person thinks that the 

demands exceed the personal and social resources the individual is able to mobilize.  

Hans Selye, who was an endocrinologist, introduced the concept of stress in 1936, in the life 

sciences. He is considered one of the founding fathers of stress research. His view in 1956 was 

that “stress is not necessarily something bad – it all depends on how you take it. The stress of 

creative successful work is beneficial, which that of failure, humiliation or inflection is 

detrimental”. He believed that the biochemical “effect of stress would be experienced 

irrespective of whether the situation is positive or negative. Hans Selye (1975-76) defined stress 

as a variation from one‟s state of being in “eustress” which is marked by man. Specific to any 

demand made on it to adopt.  

Selye divided demands into three categories –  

1) Distressors – Negative Stressors  

2) Eustressors – Positive Stressors  

3) Neutrals – those stressors that by themselves have neither a negative or positive effect on us.  

Warr and Wall (1975) defined stress in terms of an individual‟s experience of tension, anxiety, 

fear, discomfort and associated psychological disorders resulting from aspects of work situation, 

which depart from optimum (either too little or too much work.)  

Jarry and Jary (1995) advocated that stress is a state of tension produced by pressures or 

conflicting demands with which the person cannot cope adequately.  

There are two faces of stress one is constructive or eustress and the other is destructive or 

distress. (Wood, Wallance and others, 2004)  

Eustress is defined as a good type of stress that stems from the challenge of a pleasant activity 

…… (It) pumps you up, providing a healthy spark for any task you undertake.”  

Distress is defined as “a bad type of stress that arises when you must adapt to too many negative 

demands.” The modern life is full of stress. As organizations became more complex, the 
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potential for the amount of stress increases. Urbanization, industrialization and globalization are 

causing increasing stresses.  

Stress is an integral part of our lives. “It is a natural byproduct of all our activities.” Life is a 

dynamic process and thus forever changing and stressful. Our body responds to acute stress by 

liberation of chemicals. This is known as the fight or flight response of the body, which is 

mediated by adrenaline and other stress hormones. In other words, stress is the state of increased 

arousal necessary for an organism to defend itself at a time of danger up to a certain point stress 

is beneficial.  

So, stress is a vital force of our life system, it is essential for our life. What is required is that the 

stress should be positive, conducive to our survival. It should not be negative, which is harmful 

for us.  

Stress management techniques like hypnosis, meditation, progressive relaxation and other 

methods have been used as aids against stress in various fields. Most research on the effects of 

relaxation and meditation has been carried out on physiological or psychological level studying 

the variables of performance and health. Common techniques of stress management as relaxation 

exercises, visualization/imagery, self-talk, positive thinking, goal setting, motivation, thought 

awareness, physical activity, video review, time management, healthy diet, developing hobbies, 

acquiring problem solving skills, social support, mental imagery, stretching etc.  

Concept of Yoga-  

Yoga is timeless and ageless. It is an ancient science of wellbeing. It is suitable to everyone to 

practice at any age. The term „yoga‟ is derived from a Sanskrit word „YUJ‟, means to join, to 

bind, union or communion. Generally the word is used for the union of our „will‟ with the „will‟ 

of God. It also means yoking of all the powers of body, mind and soul to God. Yoga also refers 

to discipline of the intellect, the mind, the emotions and the will. Thus, in a broad sense, yoga 

signifies spiritual discipline.  

Yoga as ‘CITTA – VRITTI – NIRODHA’  

Yoga is the inhibition of the modifications of the mind. This means that it prevents the contents 

of the mind from taking different forms. Yoga is a way of life, an integrated system of education 

for the body, mind and inner spirit. This art of right living was perfected and practiced in India 

thousands of years ago but, since yoga deals with universal truths; its teachings are as valid today 

as they were in ancient times.  
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It has been said in Upanishad that the life breath to the immortal wind of spirit and the body ends 

in ashes.  

According to Patanjali, the joining of body to mind and together joining them to self (soul) can 

be achieved by the practice of eight-fold path known as Ashtangayoga (Eight stages of yoga).  

Yoga practices includes traditional elements like morals and ethical principles (yama, niyama), 

yoga poses to help keep the body fit, the repetition of mantras, yoga breathing exercises 

(pranayama), calming the mind and body through concentration, meditation yoganidra and 

enlightenment.  

Review of related literature –  

A few studies reviewed related to research subject are as follows,  

Khare, K.C. (2003) conducted a study to see the role of yoga in management of stress induced 

geriatric problems. The author as a medical officer reveals that in old age along with proper care 

on diet and exercise, yoga plays imminent role to minimize stress.  

Kumar, K. (2004) studied the effect of Yoga nidra on hypertension and other psychological co-

relates. The present study aims at finding out the effect of yoganidra on hypertension and other 

psychological co-relates. The results shows a significant change as yoga nidra positively 

decrease the blood pressure both systolic and diastolic as well as pulse rates, respiration rate, 

stress, anger and fear.  

Kumar, K. (2004) reviewed literature and able to found that the study on the impact on stress and 

anxiety through yoganidra. The result shows a significant change in the practice group as yoga 

nidra positively decreases the stress and anxiety level of both the male and female subjects.  

Santosh, K; Kohli, T. and Batani, D. (2005) evaluated the impact of yogic shatkriyas and 

pranayamas on stress of senior secondary students. Shatkriyas and pranayamas both reduced all 

the components of academic stress of students with equal effectiveness except academy anxiety 

which was reduced more effectively by pranayamas.  

Sharma, P; Kendrick, K; Daniel, R. (2009) evaluated the effect of Hatha Yoga on stress and 

recovery of female collegiate athletes. Hatha yoga practice appears to decrease stress in 

collegiate female athletes. Thus, appropriate incorporation in the training program may reduce 

negative effect of overtraining.  

According to above research studies yogic exercises or yogic techniques are beneficial for stress 

relief or stress reduction.  
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Objectives –  

1) To study the concept of stress  

2) To study the concept of yoga  

3) To study the relation between yogic exercises and stress relief  

Yogic exercises for stress relief-  

Today‟s life is full of stress, tension, pressures and worries. These begin right from the stage a 

child is admitted to school. The atmosphere of competition, hurried life, uncertainty of future 

prospects, doubts about success, possibilities of failure etc. cause stress on human mind. Stress is 

one of the biggest threats to our physical and mental health. Now stress cannot be avoided but it 

can be managed in a way that it does not become a source of trouble.  

Yoga is a cognitive or mental technique for relaxation which utilizes the mind to muscle 

approach. Yoga involves meditation, patience, silence and peace. Yoga teaches us that the goal 

of every individual‟s life is to take the inner journey to the soul. Yogic asanas tone the whole 

body. They strengthen bones and muscles, correct posture, improve breathing and increase 

energy. Pranayama is the breathing technique for controlling prana. Prana means vital energy 

which includes will power and ambition, while ayam means stretch, expansion and extension. 

Yogic exercises as prayer, asanas, pranayamic breathing techniques, chanting of omkar and 

yoganidra were helpful for stress relief.  

Conclusion-  

From the above discussion yogic exercises are beneficial for stress relief. We cannot avoid stress 

but by doing yogic exercises we can manage it or get relief from it. We can get physical, 

physiological, psychological and spiritual benefits from doing yogic exercises. According to 

above study yogic exercises reduce stress and increases happiness in life.  
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Abstract  

The purpose of this study is to comparison of different approach angles in lofted kick of 

Football. The subjects were(N=5, age: 22.9 ± 2.5 years; height: 1.79 ± 0.06 m; mass: 71.6 ± 6.5 

kg)football players of all India university level. The independent variables were 15-degree, 30-

degree and 45-degree and the dependent variables were the performances.All the subjects were 

told to kick the ball from deferent approach angles and 3 kicks from each angle were permitted 

then chosen the best one. The separation distance secured by the ball from the initial kick to 

where the ball contacts with the ground were measure as performance.The comparison of 

selected independent variables with performance of various approach angles of football lofted 

kick was calculated by ANOVA, later LSD was used to find the best approach angles. For testing 

hypothesis, the level of significance was set at 0.05. The result concluded that the approach angle 

at 45 degree for kicking a ball by using lofted kick skill has the highest performance as compare 

to the 30-degree and 15-degree, and also the approach angle at 15-degree has the least 

performance. 

Keywords: Football, Lofted kick, Approach Angles, Performance 

Introduction 

Football is an invade and defence game where 22 players constantly fight to have the ball on 

their feet as long as 90 mins in a confined space. Their success is defined by the numbers of goal 

they scored against the opponent. 

Football is additionally alluded to as soccer in certain pieces of the world. Since 1900, football 

has likewise been vital piece of the best sports spectacle on the planet, the Olympics. The 

football game what we know today in 21st century has been followed passionately in Europe, 

particularly in England, for a considerable length of time. Truth be told, the game has been 

35 
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trailed by people all through the world. The first and foremost recorded game in the history 

occurred as ahead of schedule as A.D. 217 in the town of Derby in England. This specific game 

was once part of a celebration that was commended by the native people after the triumph over 

the attacking Romans. The custom bound English men additionally led yearly football occasions 

from that point onward. One of them is the Shrove Tuesday football match-up being played since 

1175 Morris, 1981, cited in (Paul, 2014) 

In football, a decent pass is a significant assaulting weapon. Kicking the ball to another colleague 

or into a vital space is passing. Kicking development in football is a moderately simple 

arrangement of rotational developments. Shooting is the most significant component in the 

triumphant recipe of any group. An investigation uncovers that a high level of chances to take 

shots at objective are not taken. Any group can essentially expand its opportunity of winning 

matches if its players could ensure that they would attempt a shot at whatever point they got an 

opportunity Charles Hughes 1990 cited in (Madhankumar, 2014) 

The lofted kick is the one of the skills used by football players to play the long ball, cross the ball 

into the attacking 3rd, and to clear the ball from the danger areas.  Apart from skills such as chip 

and in-step kick this skill helps us to lift the ball above the ground. This skill needs lots to 

practice to master it, the younger kids have difficulty mainly in this skill as they lack muscle 

power and technique. In order to use this skill perfectly with maximum distance covered and 

with pin point accuracy the approached angle towards the ball seems quite important. So, there is 

a need to find out which approach angle is the best for lofted kick. 

Procedure 

The procedure comprises of choice of subjects and determination of variables. For this finding 

the analyst has picked five male University players of 18 to 25 years of age, who had participated 

in all India inter University Football Tournament were picked as subjects. Since the subjects had 

played football in All India Universities tournament, it might be seen as that they would have 

known the skill Lofted kick perfectly. The independent variables were the degrees, for example, 

15 degree, 30 degree and 45 degree and the dependent variables werethe performances. The 

purpose behind study was disclosed to the subjects and they were additionally advised to put 

their best during each trail. 

Subjects Performance 

All the subjects were told to kick the ball from deferent approach angles and 3 kicks from each 

angle were permitted then chosen the best one. The separation distance secured by the ball from 
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the initial kick to where the ball contacts with the ground were measure as performance. 

Measuring tape was utilized to quantify the separation distance secured by the ball for each 

subject. 

STATISTICAL TECHNIQUE 

The comparison of selected independent variables with performance of various football lofted 

kick was calculated by ANOVA later used LSD to find out the best approach angle for best 

performance.For testing hypothesis, the level of significance was set at 0.05 

FINDINGS 

In order tocompare the selected variables namely 15-degree, 30-degree and 45-degree ANOVA 

was used, later on LSD was used to find out the best the degree to find out the best 

performance.The results are shown in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 below. 

Table 1Descriptiveperformance data 

degrees N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error 

15 degree 5 22.2000 3.11448 1.39284 

30 degree 5 35.0000 3.67423 1.64317 

45 degree 5 51.4000 2.30217 1.02956 

Total 15 36.2000 12.69533 3.27792 

Table 2ANOVAperformance data 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 2142.400 2 1071.200 112.758 .000 

Within Groups 114.000 12 9.500   

Total 2256.400 14    

Table 3Post Hoc test 

Multiple Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   performance data 

LSD 

(I) group (J) group 

Mean 

Difference (I-

J) Std. Error Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

15 degree 30 degree -12.80000* 1.94936 .000 -17.0473 -8.5527 
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45 degree -29.20000* 1.94936 .000 -33.4473 -24.9527 

30 degree 15 degree 12.80000* 1.94936 .000 8.5527 17.0473 

45 degree -16.40000* 1.94936 .000 -20.6473 -12.1527 

45 degree 15 degree 29.20000* 1.94936 .000 24.9527 33.4473 

30 degree 16.40000* 1.94936 .000 12.1527 20.6473 

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 

 

Table 1 shows the different degrees, numbers of subjects, mean, standard deviations and standard 

errors. 

Table 2 shows that the calculated results of the degrees. As the P<0.05 there is significant 

differences among the degrees. The degrees are statistically significant differences at 0.05 level 

of significance. 

Table 3 shows further division of the performances among 15-degree, 30-degree, and 45-degree. 

By looking at the graph we can conclude that 45 degree has the highest mean followed by 30 

degree and 15 degree at last.  

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

From this we can conclude that the approach angle at 45 degree for kicking a ball by using lofted 

kick skill has the highest performance as compare to the 30-degree and 15-degree, and also the 

approach angle at 15-degree has the least performance. Similar studies have been done 

byIsokawa& Lees, 1988 cited in(Majelan, 2011) found out thatan approach angle of around 
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45 ̊generated maximum ball speed. Widening the approach angle with reference to the ball 

produces greater thigh abduction and pelvic rotation.Wider approach angle expands the scope of 

movement of the pelvis, opening the hips before ball contact, making a more prominent bend of 

development during the backswing and the follow-through. It also bringsmore on thigh 

abduction at impact, allowing the kicking foot to place under the ball which may enhance ball 

contact.(Scurr, 2009) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Similar studies can be down among women footballers 

Similar studies can be done with youngers age groups 

Similar studies on finding out the changes Biomechanical variables could also be done 
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ABSTRACT:  

Judo competition is characterized structurally by weight category, which raises the importance of 

physiological control training in judo. The aim of the present review was to examine scientific 

papers on the physiological profile of the judokas, maintenance or loss of weight, framing issues, 

such as anthropometric parameters (body fat percentage), heart rate responses to training and 

combat, maximal oxygen uptake, hematological, biological and hormones indicators. The values 

shown in this review should be used as a reference for the evaluation of physical fitness and the 

effectiveness of training programs. Hence, this information is expected to contribute to the 

development of optimal training interventions aiming to achieve maximum athletic performance 

and to maintain the health of judokas. 

INTRODUCTION 

Judo became an official sport event in the Olympic Games of Munich in 1972 for men and in the 

1992 Games (Barcelona) for women (International Judo Federation). In the 1964 Games, judo 

was invited in Tokyo for men, whereas the same happened for women in the 1988 Games 

(Seoul). In 1961, there were world championships in Paris. The first competition with weight 

categories took place in the 1964 Games (Tokyo), including three categories and an open, while 

in 1965 (Rio de Janeiro), five categories and an open were included in the program. 

                     Competitive judo demands high-intensity intermittent actions, in which optimal 

physical attributes are necessary in order to achieve technical-tactical development and success 

in combat. Actually, high training loads, which require successful and coordinated actions, are 

applied to judokas in order to achieve high sport’s performance. Since judo is a sport including 

weight categories, a major training goal is the achievement of an optimal weight through the 

combination of restricted diet and aerobic training, usually aiming to decrease fat mass rapidly 
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                       Judo trainers and judokas should have a solid knowledge about physiological 

responses to competitions and physiological adaptations to training in order to design an 

adequate training session and season. A combination of high demands of training and rapid 

weight loss before competitioncould induce muscle damage and increase the risk of damage in 

other tissue. The cumulativeeffect of weight changes along a complete season together with 

intense training load could be evenmore harmful and put judokas’ health at risk. 

                     There are many authors who have written about the variation of physical and 

physiological profile of judokas during the training season, as well as other studies that have 

monitored this profile in the competitive time. One of the most studied aspects is the effects of 

rapid weight loss on performance, where it has been reported that even in the case of “weight 

cycling” (down periodically), the body seems to suffer from physiological adaptation to these 

cycles. For example, senior judokas presented higher use of weight loss methods, especially in 

the period one week before competitions compared to their junior counterparts. Judokas were 

involved in their diets and reduced more weight to a greater extent as they were getting older. 

This review aimed to bring together all of those studies that have framed the physical and 

physiological characteristics of judokas. 

 

 BODY COMPOSITION 

               Judo is a combat sport with strict competitive weight categories. In 1964, when judo 

became an official Olympic event, a competitive weight class system was adopted. Judokas 

should optimally select the weight class that is appropriate to their height and physique. 

However, many of them often undergo severe weight reduction through calorie restriction in 

order to select a lower-weight class and, in this way, to gain an advantage over other judokas in a 

particular weight class. In order to achieve the weight that would allow them to participate in a 

specific class, many contestants undergo drastic food restriction, especially during the week 

preceding the competition. The amount of weight loss is subsequently regained as the athletes 

compensate for the sustained energy drain by excess food intake during the post-competition 

period. This rapid alternation between weight loss andregain is known as “weight cycling” 

                 Body mass and body fat percentage are essential measurements that could change 

largely according to sex, age, weight category and training. With regards to sex, it has been 

established that body fat percentage for elite female judokas is about 10% higher than for male 

judokas. A study indicated that male judokas were heavier, taller, had lower body fat and higher 
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percentage and absolute values of muscle mass, higher circumferences and bone diameters, 

lower endomorphic and higher geomorphic components than females. 

                Another study found that judokas in the heaviest weight categories were stronger 

(relative to lean body mass values) than those in the lightest categories. Some other studies 

compared weight categories concerning the body fat percentage, and they found a linear increase 

from the under-60 kg to the 81–90 kg category and a large increase in the half-heavy-weight 

(100 kg) and heavy-weight (more than 100 kg) categories 

PHYSICAL FITNESS 

Maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max) has been used as a measure of aerobic capacity in male and 

female judokas.  Considering VO2max by weight categories, values from 39–57 mL_ kg_1_ 

min_1 were reported for lightweight, from 42–59.5 mL_ kg_1_ min_1 for medium weight and 

from 42–59.5 mL_ kg_1_ min_1 for the heavy weight category 

              Although the aerobic profile of judokas has been well documented by the 

aforementioned studies, the chronic adaptations of aerobic capacity to judo training were less 

studied. There was a study supporting that judo training might induce an increase of VO2max, 

where De Cree et al. reported a significant increase of VO2max after six weeks of judo training 

in woman around 17–29 years. In contrast, Callister et al. did not find changes in VO2max. 

               In addition to the abovementioned research that focused on aerobic capacity, several 

studies have profiled other parameters of physical fitness, such as flexibility, handgrip muscle 

strength and vertical jump of judokas. The data presented by these studies provided valuable 

reference values of physical fitness in other judo practitioners (e.g., coaches, fitness trainers) to 

evaluate and monitor their judokas.  

HEART RATE 

The assessment of heart rate (HR) at rest (HRrest sub maximal and maximal intensities (HRmax) 

contributes to monitoring of aerobic capacity and exercise intensity. HRrest in male judokas 

ranged from 54–65 bpm and was slightly lower than in female judokas (65–71 bpm). During 

judo contests, several studies have reported mean HR in male judokas of 180–182 bpm, which 

correspondedto 85%–90% of HRmax.  

HRmax during judo contests was 190–200 bpm in male and slightly lower in female judoka. HR 

has been also used to quantify exercise intensity during judo training. For instance, a study 

classified the intensity of the different efforts of judo training. The most common efforts of judo 

training were put in order from the highest to lowest intensity as follows: randori (4 min and 30 
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s), randori (5 min 30 s), uchi-komi once each every 3 s, nage-komi every 3 s during 1 min 30 s, 

uchi-komi once each every 4 s and nage-komi every 4 s during 1 min 30 s 

BLOOD LACTATE 

        Thecompetition, simulations of competition and training. In simulated judo contests, 

differences in [La_] have not been found, either between competition levels  or sexes. Callisteret 

al. reported [La_] of 9.1 _ 1.1 mmol_ L_1 after a specific training judo (uchikomis, ne waza and 

3–7 randori). In addition, Franchini et al. found significant increments after a simulated contest. 

In a recent review, there were variations in [La_] after combats, at least in simulated combat. In 

these studies, it was found that peak [La_] was higher after the first combat compared to the 

second, third and fourth combat, about 2 mmol_ L_1. Taken together, these studies suggested a 

decrease in anaerobic lactic contribution as the judokas performed consecutive combats. 

HEMATOLOGICAL EVALUATION 

Hematological evaluation in judokas has focused on concentrations of total erythrocytes and 

leukocytes, as well as quantification of hemoglobin (Hb) and hematocrit (Hct). 

Hb and Hct did not change significantly during a 20-day rapid weight loss period before 

competition . A study  has found similar results in junior male judokas; in this study, 

Hb and Htc did not change after training. 

FREE FATTY ACIDS AND GLYCEROL 

Among sports where athletes are categorized by weight, judo is characterized by relatively short 

duration, high intensity and intermittent exercise with a combat lasting ~7.18 min in males. It has 

been shown that a single judo combat is able to induce mobilization of both protein and lipid 

metabolism.     

                 National judokas that after a week of weight loss, the triglyceride concentration 

decreases significantly compared to the initial values, and also, triglycerides in the blood 

after the competition levels are lower than before they compete. However, free fatty acids, after 

having increased significantly after a week of reduction of body weight, return to the initial 

values after the competition. With respect to glycerol, a significant increase in blood 

concentration occurs the day before a competition, and then continues after the championship, 

but not significantly. 

A study about the contribution of protein metabolism during judo combat and recovery 
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showed significant increments in triglycerides, free fatty acids and glycerol 3 min after judo 

combat; similarly, there was a significant increase in free fatty acids and glycerol 60 min after 

combat. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The values shown in this review are vital for training control. It collaborates with the planning of 

training and maintaining the health of judokas 
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Abstract 

The objective of this research study was to find out the effect of yogic exercise on 

Physical Fitness level of young Wrestlers. Two groups one of experimental and one of control 

group of 20 Wrestlers in each group selected for the research. Experimental group of 20 

Wrestlers of 13-16 years of age were randomly selected. The Experimental Group were 

performing the Yogic Asana for three months. For test effect of Yogic Asana on Physical 

Fitness, eight Yogic Asana were included and performing four days per week for three months. 

The AAHPERD Youth Fitness test battery was used for collecting the data. The results of the 

study showed that there were significance difference was found in physical fitness components 

of wrestlers and it is also significance at. 05 level of significant. 
Keywords: wrestlers, AAHPERD 

Introduction 

The concept of Physical Fitness is a long history. As per Pluto “Sound mind dwells in the 

sound body” proved that the idea of fitness came from ancient times of period. It is big problem 

that the human being explains the only animal strength and it also compare with other animal. 

The quotation of Pluto reflected that the thinking, ideas and conceptual development comes 

true physically development or we can say Physical development not to decrease the mental 

development whereas it improves mental and conceptualdevelopment. 

It is therefore, the duty of each nation to promote Physical Fitness of everybody. It is a basic 

need of the performing every type of task by an individual in daily life. Physical fitness is one 

area of total fitness of the individual. Total fitness is a result of the genetic and environmental 

make up. The Physically and Mentally fit individual is psychological stable, mentally alert, 

emotionally balanced and socially adjustable in every circumstance. Now a day many 
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researches are available on effects of Yogic Asana and Kriyas but on a particular game few 

researches are available. Since last one decade popularity of Yoga and different types of yoga 

increases with high pace and it is main topic of research and discussion. Researches proved that 

there are many health and physical benefits of Yoga, whereas a few people have now the benefit 

of Yoga inSports. Ramajayam Govindaraj at studied the yoga as multifaceted spiritual tool that 

enhanced the health and well-being with positive effects. He studded also Asanas, Pranayama 

and Meditation is the helping tools of wellbeing of person. The Asana is the best physical 

exercise which is safe and injury free. The article explores the common things and differences 

between yoga Asana and physical exercises as concepts, possible mechanisms and effectiveness 

for health benefits. The research also emphasis on breath benefit, relaxation during practice, and 

importance given to maintenance of posturesaresomeoftheelementswhichdifferentiateyoga 

practices from physical exercises. 

Govindaraja Setty AG explained the popularity of Yoga in all over the world, irrespective of 

gender, age, socio-economic status, creed, religion, and nationality, now a day people are very 

much attracted towards the Yogic activities. He also explained Yoga is traditional practice 

which increases internal and external calm and coherence of the body, and it has vast scope. 

They also claim that the yoga is benefited for emotional wellbeing and it provide calm and 

serene. There are main differences between yoga and physical exercises of scope of practice, 

method of practice and their effects. This review paper try to makes effort bring out differences 

between yoga and physical exercise. 

Methods and procedure 

The random sampling system was used in the present study. There were two groups one of 

experimental and other is control group taken for the study. Two groups one of experimental 

and one of control group of 20 wrestlers in each group selected for the research. The wrestlers 

selected from the Yogeshwer Dutt wrestling academy. The Experimental Group were 

performing the Yogic Asana for three months, four day a weak and seven sessions per week. 

For test effect of Yogic Asana on Physical Fitness, eight Yogic Ashanas were included i.e. 

Suryanamaskar, Halasan, Bhujangasan, Setu Bandh Sarvangasana and Dhanurasana. Each 

Asana performed for three time and hold for three seconds to five seconds. The AAHPERD 

Youth Fitness test battery was used for collecting the data. The data were collected pre and post 

experiment and it was tabulated, statistical analyzed and resultsdrawn. 
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After the statistical analysis, the results were presented in the table. The means difference were 

calculated to find out the significant difference of the pre- test and post- test of physical fitness 

components with the help of ‘t’ test at. 05 level of significance. 

Table 1: Pretest and Post test Score of Different Physical Fitness Variables 

Pull Ups Variable Pre test Post test M D SED t-value 

Experimental Group 4.6 5.7 1.1 .56 1.96* 

Control Group 4.5 4.8 .3 .52 .58** 

Sit Ups Variable 

Experimental Group 23.5 28.6 5.1 1.5 3.4* 

Control Group 24.2 25.8 1.6 1.1 1.45** 

Shuttle Run  Variable 

Experimental Group 6.32 6.11 .21 .06 3.50* 

Control Group 6.30 6.22 .08 .12 .66** 

Standing Broad Jump Variable 

Experimental Group 7.28 7.52 .24 .11 2.18* 

Control Group 7.23 7.38 .15 .09 1.66** 

50 Yards Dash 

Experimental Group 6.41 6.28 .13 .07 1.85** 

Control Group 6.42 6.31 .11 .08 1.37** 

1.5 mile Run/walk Variable 

Experimental Group 7.88 7.52 .36 .13 2.79* 

Control Group 7.83 7.67 .16 .12 1.33** 

*Significant at 0.05 level of significance. 

**Not Significant at 0.05 level of significance 

The analysis of data Showed the Mean, Mean Different, SED and T-value of different 

Physical Fitness variables in pre and post experimental Score of Experimental and Control 

Group, which showed Physical fitness variables like Pull Ups, Sit Ups, Shuttle Run, Standing 

Broad Jump, and 1.5 mile run/walk of Experimental Group were observed as significant 

difference in between pre and post test, whereas in 50 Yards Dash there was no significance 

differencefound. 

Conclusion 

After obtaining the result of pre- test and post- test of Experimental and Control group, it 
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was found that the Experimental Group is significantly improved in Pull Ups, Sit Ups, Shuttle 

Run, Standing Broad Jump, and 1.5 mile run/walk as compare to Control Group. The results of 

study also showed that in relation to 50 meters dash there is no significance different found 

between pre and post results of experimental group. The mean differences of between pre test 

and post test have proved that Yogic life style is better than normal life style. Asana and 

Pranayam help in improving the physical components like strength endurance, speed, 

explosiveness and agility. Improve these variables shows that yogic life style can increase the 

efficiency of thestudents. 
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Introduction 

We use the term training in various contexts. We talk of training of teachers, administrators, 

police and army personnel, medical and paramedical functionaries including, working in 

nongovernmental organisations and volunteers engaged in various events. In these contexts, by 

training we mean, an organised and systematic instructional process which aims at improving an 

individuals’ ability to play their assigned roles effectively and meaningfully. However, this kind 

of understanding of the term training cannot be applied to the concept of sports training. The 

term sports training is specifically used in the context of athletics, sports and games which could 

be a training of sports persons, coaches and teachers of physical education. It is also used by 

scientists and experts who belong to the field of sports science and medicine, sports bio-

mechanics, exercise physiology, sports psychology and other fields like yoga and science 

movement. But even in these contexts, the concept of sports training is understood differently.  

Sports Training: Meaning  

Sports training is a special process of preparation of sports persons based on scientific principles 

aimed at improving and maintaining higher performance capacity in different sports activities. It 

is a particular type of training designed to improve fitness and abilities to perform in a given 

sport. It includes strength in training, corrective and restorative exercises, conditioning and 

cardiovascular training. It also includes mental and psychological training and advise on 

nutritional values. 

Performance Development Through Sports Training 

Sports training is especially focused on optimal performance in a particular sport. Its main aim is 

to develop the performance capacity of sports persons, so that they achieve the highest possible 

performance. To do so, it is essential to be mentally strong. The ability to manage stress and 
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anxiety associated with different sports need to be strengthened. Competition in sports makes the 

participants face varied situations which require the individuals to be mentally fit. 

Objectives of Sports Training 

The main objectives of sports training are as follows. 

1. Improvement of physical fitness: The performance in sports generally depends upon 

physical fitness of a sports person. Every sport activity needs specific type of physical fitness, 

and hence, the improvement of various components of physical and skills related fitness like 

strength, speed, coordination, endurance and flexibility is an important aim and objective of 

sports training. 

 2. Acquisition of sports skills: This includes motors skills as well as basic movement skills. 

Fundamental motor skills are prerequisites to the learning of sport-specific skills. Every sports 

activity requires to observe certain specific movement procedure to tackle a particular task. 

This movement procedure is known as technique and when this technique is learnt and perfected, 

it leads to skill development. Whenever sports persons include in technical training, they focus 

on acquisition of motor skills relevant to a particular sport. Fundamental motor skills such as 

hopping, jumping, skipping, kicking, throwing, catching and striking are prerequisites to the 

learning of sport specific skills of basketball, football, gymnastics, tennis, cricket, badminton etc. 

3. Improvement of tactical efficiency: Tactical training is designed to improve various 

strategies and is based upon analysis of the tactics of opponents. Specific training in sports helps 

the sports persons to make the best use of their abilities and techniques so that the chances of 

success in competition are increased. The training develops three kinds of tactics: offensive, 

defensive and high performance tactics. Tactical efficiency is enhanced by providing the sports 

persons with knowledge of rules and repeated opportunities to perfect tactical abilities in them. 

4. Improvement of mental abilities are critical for high level performance in any sport. The 

training aims at development of positive attitude towards sports and competition, dedication and 

devotion towards particular sport or event, sincerity and honesty, self-confidence and optimum 

level of aspiration. 
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Characteristics of Sports Training 

Some of the important characteristics of sports training are: 

1. Sports Training is Individual-specific: The needs of every individual for performing in a 

particular sport are different from those of another. If we take the example of the sprint event, 

even a small difference in time and speed or distance decides the performance record, victory or 

defeat. The difference depends on individual-specific capabilities. It is, therefore, necessary to 

identify the individual potential during the training. By identifying their needs, training may be 

focused at improving the identified gaps in the abilities of that sports person. 

2. To Achieve High Performance in a Sports 

Competition: The important feature of sports training is its focus on enabling the sportsperson to 

achieve the highest possible level of performance in any of the sports competitions. It is a 

process which is spread over a long period of time. 

3. Sports Training is a Scientific Process: It is highly influenced by the scientific methods, to 

achieve best result the knowledge from various dimensions of sciences has to be incorporated 

during the process of training. 

4. Coach has an Important Role: A coach helps in building confidence, boosts morale and acts 

as a friend and a mentor. A coach is like a ‘philosopher and mentor’ on the sports field. 

5. Optimum Development of Sports Persons: To achieve optimum performance sports training 

should be planned, systematic and scientific and to achieve same, different means and methods 

are used. These means and methods are constantly modified and used in different conditions. 

Sports, training is a continuous process for optimum development and perfection of sports 

persons. 

6. Sports training is an Educational Process: Sports training is basically an educational 

process and it develops all the aspects of personality. High performance is not possible without 

developing the personality because both aspects are inter-related and interdependentof sports 

training. 
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7. Sports trainingis a Process of Development of Hidden Talent: The training helps in 

observing andassessing the performance level of the player at anygiven moment. While doing so 

the hidden talent in asportsperson is identified. This talent is systematicallynurtured through the 

required specific training inputs. 

Methods of Sports Training 

There are various methods of sports training that are mentioned 

below: 

• Continuous Training Method• Circuit Training Method 

 • Interval Training Method • Plyometric TrainingMethod 

 • Repetation Training Method • Weight Training Method  

• Fartlek Training Method • Cross Training Method 

1.Continuous Training Method: It is a form of exercise that is performed at a 'continuous' 

intensity throughout and doesn't involve any rest periods. Continuous training typically 

involves aerobic activities such as running, biking, swimming and rowing. 

2. Circuit Training Method: Circuit training is a form of body conditioning or 

resistance training using high-intensity aerobics. It targets strength building and muscular 

endurance. An exercise "circuit" is one completion of all prescribed exercises in the program. 

3. Interval Training: It involves maximum intensity work with intervals. This intensity work is 

alternated with periods of rest or low activity so that the body adjusts to work and rest. This 

method involves more of cardiovascular activities of individual. 

4.  Plyometric Training Method :Plyometric training involves the usage of jumps, hops, 

bounds, and/or skips and should not be confused with ballistic training. This form of training is 

governed by the stretch-shortening cycle, otherwise known as the reversible action of muscles. 
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5. Repetation Training Method: The repetition method, otherwise recognised as the 

bodybuilding method, is the top method for the development of muscular hypertrophy. It is the 

techniquewherein all accessory and supplemental exercises are trained and is defined as lifting a 

sub-maximal load to muscular failure. 

6. Weight Training Method:Weight training is a common type of strength training for 

developing the strength and size of skeletal muscles. It utilizes the force of gravity in the form 

of weighted bars, dumbbells or weight stacks in order to oppose the force generated by muscle 

through concentric or eccentric contraction. 

7. Fartlek Training Method: 

The word “fartlek” is a Swedish term which means “speed play.” It is a training method that 

blends continuous (endurance) training with interval (speed) training. Fartlek runs challenge 

the body to adapt to various speeds, conditioning you to become faster over longer distances. 

8. Cross Training: refers to training in different ways to improve the overall performance. Cross 

training uses different methods collectively to improve fitness and increases effectiveness of the 

training process for every human. 

Conclusion 

Sports training is done for improving sports performance, in order to improve sports performance 

the social and psychic capacities of the sports person also have to be improved in addition to the 

physical and psychological ones. 

 

************** 
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Abstract : 

The main object of Physical Education in School is to fit the upcoming genration of the 

country. Now a day’s we are facing a problem regarding physical fitness level of the school 

going childrens. As studentsare engaged with tv, Mobile, Laptop andother such activities. The 

interest level of active paticipation in PE classes is decresing. If we are able to develope the 

interest of the students in PE classes with our traditional exercisesis being a good thing. So here 

the resercher tries to find the actual effect of traditional Lezium exercise on physical fitness with 

experimental method. As we all know that the Lezium is a one of the type of folk dance the 

students take part in it very interestingly. The actual results of Lezium on physical fitness 

componentants are very positive. They can do these types of exercises at home too. 

Terms Used : 

Lezium :An ancient indian instrument made up for recreation and exercise. 

Physical fitness :Physical fitness is state of health and well being and, more specially, the ability 

to perform aspects of sports, occupations and daily activities. 

School childrens :Students who aquaries knowedge and curious about the new knowledge. 

Introduction:  

39 
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Aswe all know that the Physical Education is a compulsary subject for school childrens but many 

of us just confused about its effect on health and fitness. Many reserchers proved that the high 

level physical fitness contributes the major role in sports performance but what about healthy 

life? Now a day we are noticed that physical inactivity is incresing among the school going 

childrens. So, to aquire a normal physical fitness paramiters in growing age of human offsprings, 

various reserchers tries to investigate the different techniques from ancient exercises to modern 

exercises. Out of such some traditional activities plays an important role in physical fitess with 

recreation. Lezium is one of them. 

 Lezium is a most popular traditional and ancient activity mainely performed during social 

and religious functions.If one performes the Lezium exercises properly then they got a truthful 

result like,lot of exercise in a very shot time, recreation, relaxation of mind and body. Now a day 

lezium is our curriculam activity but still we are unable to perform it in a proper way by which 

we got a benificiery results in school childrens. 

History of Lezium: 

The word ‘Lezium’is originated from Farsi word ‘Lajam’. It meansiron wire attached to a 

'Bow'.In ancient period bow was used to fight with enimies. To aquire the proper strengthing of 

arms and shoulders soldiers uses the heavy lezium for exercise. In Maharashtra Lezium has a 

cultural heritage.Historical evidence related to lezium at the time of Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj 

when the Mavla of Maratha Samrajya (Solders of Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj) uses the Lezium to 

make them physically fit.200 years old heavy iron Lezium is available in the Aakhada of G. 

P.Kondbhattwhich are barrowed from Jumma Dada VayayamMandir.  

On the occasion of opening ceremony of 9th Asian games held atDelhi in 

1982Maharashtra Lezium group won first prize. There are different styles of Lezium for 

Ex.Badodha Lezium, Dakhhani Lezium, Ghati Lezium, Aeshiyad, N.D.S Lezium etc.Lezium 

demonstration attracts spectator's concentration because of its music, rhythm, soundand 

footwork.As a time goes on people accepcted Lezium as a rhythmical, recreational, 

physiological, demonstrative purpose. 

Objectivesof the Study : 

1. To study the Physical fitness of school childrens. 

2. To Prepare a Lezium exercise training programme in an experimental setup by 

keeping inmind about the Physical fitness developmentof the school going childrens. 

3. To collect the information and effect of the Lezium exercise training programme.  
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4. To suggest the right programme of lezium exercise for school going childrens. 

5. To study the effect of Lezium exercise training programme on school childrens. 

Hypothesis : 

H 0. Lezium exercises wouldnot help to improve physical fitness of school childrens. 

H 1. Lezium exercises would help to improve physical fitness of school going 

childrens. 

H 2. All students will cooprate with Lezium training programme and tests related to it. 

H 3. The tests used for measurements are apporved. 

Delimitation Ofthe study : 

1. The study has been delimited to the school childrens of age group between 14 to 16 

years. 

2. This study has been delimited to some selected Physical Fitness Components. 

3. The duration of the study was restricted to 16 weeks. 

Limitations of the study : 

1. The study is limited only to Lezium exercises. 

2. Resercher can’t control diet, social difference, day to day routine, encouragement and 

guidance of children. 

3. The effect on physical fitness by Injurity and absensy can not be controlled. 

Significance of the Study : 

1. The observations made in this study would be helpful to Trainers and Coaches to 

develop aPhysical fitness. 

2. The finding of the study may be beneficial to Teachers who want to aquare physical 

fitness of there students by Leziumexercise. 

3. This study may give an opportunity to theresearchers to conduct further studies on 

different aspects of Lezium exercises 

Methodology :  

Design of study : The resercher used a true experimental method with two experimentel groups 

in which one was experimental.and other was controled. 

 

 

Exprimental Group A       Controled Group B 
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Step 1 Pre Test    Pre Test 

 

Step 2  Training    Training 

 

Step 3  Post Test     Post Test 

 

Step 4   Comparison of final points 
Sampling :The resercher carried out the research withforty students of age group 14 to 16 

years.Population selected by random method and divided samples in two groups with simple 

random method by lottory method. Experimental group A (Lezium) and group B was Control. 

Each group consists of 20 students.  

Procedure : 

Exprimental Group A  Lezium Exercises 

            1 Zole ek jagaha 2 Char awaj 
3 Aath awaj   4 Mor chal  
5 Jodi       6 Hul hul palat 
7 Hul hul firki      8 Bhadang chal 
9 Age pav      10 Talase kadam 

11 Piche pav      12 Ghoda nrutya 
Time Table : 

Week Exercise number Repitation / Time 
 

1 st to 4 th 
Warming up exercises 15 Min. 

Lezium exercises no. 1 to 12 30 Min. 
Relaxation exercises 15 Min. 

 
5 th to 8 th 

 

Warming up exercises 15 Min. 
Lezium exercises no. 1 to 12 30 Min. 

Relaxation exercises 15 Min. 
 

9 th to 12 th 
Warming up exercises 15 Min. 

Lezium exercises no. 1 to 12 30 Min. 
Relaxation exercises 15 Min. 

 
13 th to 16 th 

 

Warming up exercises 15 Min. 
Lezium exercises no. 1 to 12 30 Min. 

Relaxation exercises 15 Min. 
2 Controled Group B   
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This group was engaged with various recreational activities, small games, funny games 

and other related activities and games etc. etc. 

Selection ofVariables and Tests : 

Lezium is an aerobic activity. As aerobic activities influences on physiological systems 

of body they also effects on Physical Fitness too. Thus assesment of Physical fitness is measured 

scientifically by various apporved tests as follows, 

Sr. No. Variable Test 

1 Flexibility Modified Sit and Reach 

2 Speed 30 M Flying Start 

3 Agility 4 X 10 M Shuttle Run 

4 Strength Standing Broad Jump 

5 Coordination Skipping Roap 

Data Analysis : 

Various statastical scales was used to analysis the data collected by tests. The statastical 

scales like mean, mode, meadian, t scale, anova and ancova were used for conclusion. 
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Conclusion: 

Lezium activities are recommended in schools for improvingimportant factors of physical 

fitness especially Flexibility, Agility andMuscular strength. Also it is recommended that Lezium 

Exercises are used to be fit at home too. Thus the hypothysis Lezium exercises would help to 

improve physical fitness of school going childrens is accepted. 

Appendix A           

Tools  of  Lezium : 

 

 
Lezium 

 

 

 
Halgi and its 

Sticks 

 

Ghumke, 
Halgi and 

Kaital 

 

Kaital 
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Appendix B       

Glory of lezium: 

 

 
Jumma Dada 

Vayayam Mandir, 
Varodara. 

 

Lezium dance 
on the 

occasion of 
Lord Ganesh 

festival. 

 

The 
largest lezim dance 
consisted of 7338 

participants and was 
achieved by Sangli 
Shikshan Sanstha 
(India) in Sangli, 

Maharashtra, India 
on 26 January 2014. 

 

 
Lezium dance 

on the 
occasion of 

School 
functions. 

Appendix C 

Exercises of Lezium : 

 

 
Chaar awaj 

 

 
Aath awaj 

 

 
Taal se Kadam 

 

 
Aage paav 

 

 
Piche paav 

 

 
Hul hul palat 
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ABSTRACT 

   “Good community health equates to healthy people, as a community is the ecosystem or 

environment in which people live,” says Thomas G. Bognanno, president and CEO 

of Community Health Charities. “It’s difficult to be healthy personally if your community is 

unhealthy.” The family size affects the foods that can be served. It is known that the money spent 

for food per person decreases as the family size increases, when the family income remains 

constant. The amount of money available, depending upon the socio-economic status also effects 

the meal planning. The major part Nutrition is mode of taking food by an organism and its 

utilization by the body.Food has been a basic part of our existence. Life cannot exist without 

food. After air and water, food is the utmost important thing for survival of the income is spent 

on food. 

Key words: COMMUNITY HEALTH, NUTRITION , ECONOMIC STATUS 

Introduction:- 

   Community include people living in the same town, members of a church, or members of a 

sports team.Community health is a branch of public health which focuses on people and their 

role as determinants of their own and other people's health in contrast to environmental health, 

which focuses on the physical environment and its impact on people's health. “Healthy mind 

sound in healthy body.” In the similar manner healthy person build healthy nation. 

“Working at the community level promotes healthy living, helps prevent chronic diseases and 

brings the greatest health benefits to the greatest number of people in need,” Good economic 

conditions have a direct correlation with individual health.  

What is community health? 

  Community health is a medical specialty that focuses on the physical and mental well-being of 

the people in a specific geographic region. This important subsection of public health includes 

initiatives to help community members maintain and improve their health, prevent the spread of 

infectious diseases and prepare for natural disasters. 

40 
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  “Working at the community level promotes healthy living, helps prevent chronic diseases and 

brings the greatest health benefits to the greatest number of people in need,” “Community health 

impacts everything—educational achievement, safety and crime, people’s ability to work and be 

financially healthy, life expectancy, happiness and more,” Bognanno says. “Health impacts every 

other factor of life, from a child’s ability to learn to an adult’s ability to work, so health is critical 

for education and financial well-being.” Chronic diseases, such as diabetes and heart disease, can 

also increase if a community’s overall well-being is suffering. Chronic diseases like these not 

only reduce life expectancy, they have a dramatic effect on the economy. The CDC reports that 

90 percent of the nation’s annual healthcare expenses are for people with chronic health 

conditions. 

  . “Good community health equates to healthy people, as a community is the ecosystem or 

environment in which people live,” says Thomas G. Bognanno, president and CEO 

of Community Health Charities. “It’s difficult to be healthy personally if your community is 

unhealthy.” Examples of communities include people living in the same town, members of a 

church, or members of a sports team. Community health is a field of public health that focuses 

on studying, protecting, or improving health within a community.  

 Factors Affecting Community Health 

         There are several factors that can affect community health, including: 

 Physical factors like the geographical and environmental position of a community, which 

affect disease prevalence, community size (overcrowding), industrial development, and 

levels of pollution. 

 Socio-cultural factors like beliefs, norms and traditions, define attitudes toward health 

and influence practices that are either beneficial or harmful to health. Economic and 

political status of a community also affect the affordability and availability of care. 

 Community organization plays a role in the presence of healthcare options as well as the 

extent to which members know the priorities and participate in lobbying and promotion 

of community care. 

      In addition, individual behavior, or personal choices, such as the choice to get immunized or 

to recycle waste, also contribute to the well-being of the whole community. Healthy mind sound 

in healthy body. In the similar manner healthy person build healthy nation. The amount of 

calories that an individual needs varies for each person and is based on age, gender and activity 

level. Deficiencies can occur if the diet is inadequate over a long period of time. 
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    Good economic conditions have a direct correlation with individual health. To be healthy one 

also needs to get sound sleep and be free from tension and anxiety.        Important dietary needs 

include carbohydrates, proteins, fats, fiber, micronutrients, (vitamins & minerals) and water.  

     Different kinds of malnutrition affected by large populations. To be healthy one also needs to 

get sound sleep and be free from tension and anxiety 

What is a healthy diet? 

    A well-balanced diet, comprised of a variety of foods, adequately meets  needs for vitamins, 

minerals and energy. For good health, women need to pay special attention to calcium, iron and 

folic acid intake. A healthy diet also should minimize the intake of fat and sugar. Diets high in 

saturated fat can promote high levels of blood cholesterol and increase risk for heart disease.  

Here are some more suggestions for healthy eating. 

 Eat a variety of foods. 

 Balance the food you eat with physical activity. Maintain a healthy body weight. 

 Choose a diet with plenty of whole-grain products, vegetables and fruits. 

 Choose a diet low in fat, saturated fat and cholesterol. 

 Choose a diet moderate in sugars. 

 Choose a diet moderate in salt and sodium. 

A diet that includes high sugar provides empty calories, or calories that do not provide any 

nutritional value and often times replace more nutritious food selections. 

Let’s see what is mean by nutrition? 

Nutrition: 

   Nutrition is mode of taking food by an organism and its utilization by the body. Food has been 

a basic part of our existence. Life cannot exist without food. After air and water, food is the 

utmost important thing for survival. There is no other habit, practice or factor that influence the 

health of an individual, as much as the kind and amount of food consumed. 

The components of food which are necessary for our body called nutrients. On the basis of 

chemical nature the nutrients are of two types  

 Inorganic Nutrients – present in soil and atmosphere. 

 Organic Nutrients –they include Carbohydrates, Proteins, and Fats. 

  The nutrients enable living organism.  

 To build their bodies.  

 To repair damaged parts of body. 
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 To provide energy. 

Carbohydrates: 

Carbohydrate is the main fuel that powers your body.              

There are two main types of carbohydrates: 

 Complex carbohydrates 

 Simple carbohydrates 

Protein:- 

  Proteins play an important role in the building of the body. (1 gram = 4 calories)The protein in 

the foods we eat is digested into amino acids that are later used to replace these proteins in our 

bodies. Protein is found in the following foods: meats, poultry, and fish, legumes (dry beans and 

peas) eggs, nuts and seeds, milk and milk products, grains, some vegetables, and some fruits.  

Fats: 

  Fats: are essential for good health. Role of Fats are in Good Nutrition while.  They aid in energy 

production, cell building, oxygen transport, blood clotting, and the production of extremely 

active hormone-like substances called prostaglandins.  

Fiber:  

 Fiber is an important part of a healthy diet. A diet high in fiber has many health benefits. It 

can help prevent heart disease, diabetes, weight gain and some cancers, and can also 

improve digestive health. Fiber is only found in foods that come from plants. Foods such as 

meat, fish and dairy products don't contain any fiber. 

Types of Micronutrients: 

Vitamins : 

Vitamins are organic compounds which are needed in small quantities to sustain life. We get 

vitamins from food, because the human body either does not produce enough of them or none  

all. 

Minerals: 

   Just like our body needs vitamins, our body needs minerals for growth and health.  

There are two types of minerals in food. 

 Macro minerals. 

 Trace minerals.  

Phosphorus, potassium, sulfur, sodium, chlorine, magnesium,Cobalt, copper, zinc, 

molybdenum, iodine, and selenium  are  important  trace minerals. 
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Water: 

Water plays lots of important roles in your body. For instance, the water in: 

 Blood helps red blood cells carry oxygen to all parts of your body. 

 Your stomach and intestines helps digest your food. 

 Urine helps your body get rid of waste products. 

 Sweat helps keep your body cool. 

FOOD AND SOCIAL HEALTH 

Food and eating has significant social meaning. Share food with any other person implies social 

acceptance. When you share a meal with anyone else, you are expressing your acceptance of 

friendship and respect for that person. Earlier only persons enjoying equal status in society 

eat together. A person would never share a meal with someone inferior to him in social 

terms. Food is also a symbol of our social life. Food is a medium through which we express 

our happiness. 

 Food has been a basic part of our existence. Life cannot exist without food. After air and 

water, food is the utmost important thing for survival. Food has been a basic part of our 

existence. Life cannot exist without food. After air and water, food is the utmost 

important thing for survival.  The family size affects the foods that can be served. It is 

known that the money spent for food per person decreases as the family size increases.  

 Some of the important determinants of health are discussed below. i) Heredity ii) 

Environment iii) Life style. iv) Socio-economic conditions v) Health and family welfare 

services 

 The way people live reflecting a whole range of social values, attitudes and activities. It 

is composed of cultural and behavioral patterns and life long personal habits. (e.g. 

smoking, alcoholism) that have developed through process of socialization. 

The amount of money available, depending upon the socio-economic status also effects 

the meal planning. The major part of the income is spent on food. Therefore, one should 

spend economically to get maximum utilization. Although the budget of a family of 

moderate-income group may not provide for foods of the luxury class, it can still offer 

variety and opportunity for choice. The family size affects the foods that can be served. It 

is known that the money spent for food per person decreases as the family size increases, 

when the family income remains constant. Staples such as wheat and rice are bought in 

larger amounts but quantity of milk, vegetables and fruits is lowered. 
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 Thus, the quality of the diet is affected. Strengthening community and reducing health 

inequities is one of the ways that Community and Public Health aims to improve the 

health and wellbeing of the people in our region. We do this by providing education, 

taking a system-based approach and advocating policies that make the healthy choice the 

easy choice.Specific work is focussed on actions and outcomes to create change in food, 

nutrition and physical activity environments and behaviors, such as increasing access to 

food (food security).Community and Public Health staff work towards creating nutrition 

environments that foster and enable healthy eating, along with resources that support 

actions to reduce poor nutrition that may result in chronic disease. 

CONCLUSION: 

    Good community health equates to healthy people. Food that can be served affected by family 

size, family income, illiteracy, safty and crime.  

Community health impacts educational achievement, safty and crime. Health impacts childs 

ability to learn, adults ability to work. 

 Health affected by beliefs, norms, traditions, attitude towards health. 

To be healthy needs sound sleep and be tension free. These issue also affect community health. 

Reference: 
1. www.nutrition. 
2. www.nutrition for women. 
3. www.Fact’s about women’s Wellness 
4. www.diet. 
5. www.betterhealth.vic.gov 
6. www.eatright.org 
7. www.idph.state.il.us 
8. https://www.cdc.gov/chronicdisease/about/costs/index.htm 
9. CBSE textbook std . 7th 
10. sakal family doctor. 
11. https://www.healthypeople.gov/2020/about/foundation-health-

measures/Health-Related-Quality-of-Life-and-Well-Being 
12. MS board Text book std 5&7 
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BENEFITS OF SURYA NAMASKAR 
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Director of Physical Education, 

R.C.Shahu College,  Kolhapur. 

Email Id: nangarevp@gmail.com. 

==================================================================== 

Introduction: 

In an Indian traditional physical workout Surya namaskara has its important place. It has 

physical as well as spiritual dimensions to it. While going through studies that Surya namaskar is 

a complete general conditioning package and to prove this, study and analysis of surya namaskar 

is required to spread its benefits to people. In addition to the Surya namaskar is not only an 

anaerobic training but it is aerobic training. in full sense.Objective of this study is to find out 

benefits of surya namaskar and study the benefits in relation to health related physical fitness 

factors like strength, flexibility, strength endurance, functional ability, cardiovascular training 

and body composition. 

Surya namaskara is an important technique that has been practiced for ages together The physical 

basis of the practice links together 12 asanas in a dynamically performed series. These asanas  

are ordered so that they alternately stretch the spine backwards and forwards. This sequence of 

movements and poses can be practiced on varying levels of awareness ranging from that of 

physical exercise incorporate asana, Pranayama, mantra and chakra meditation. Practice of these 

asanas help in rejuvenating the whole body parts and also helps in losing of the muscles in the 

body. One  who practices Surya namaskar regularly is blessed with the health and vitality as the 

Surya chakra gets activated very fast with these asanas.  

There is no fixed timing for performing Surya namaskar but the ideal time can be either sunrise 

or sunset. During the sunrise the body is more at peace and receptive to the subtle vibrations in 

the air. These vibrations help in activating various minor chakras. When these Aasana is 

performed during the time of sunset it helps in kindling the jatharagni. Surya namaskara, like 

most yoga asanas must be performed only on an empty stomach or there should be gap of at least 

4 hours between the meals. The clothes should be comfortable and loose. 

Observations: 

Surya namaskar as a aerobic activity 

41 
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Visually it might look like just a static position but to go into these positions one needs to 

generate certain amount of power with coordinated eccentric and concentric contractions. After 

doing these positions one’s heart rate increases to the aerobic training zone that is 140 heart beats 

per minutes in an average.So Surya namaskar is not only an anaerobic activity but as a tradition 

of practicing it repeatedly,it becomes an aerobic activity.here researcher wants to add one 

comment- common peoples concept of aerobic activity is related to displacement of human body 

from one place to another like running  but biochemically,  it is not entirely related to the 

displacement of body,  but displacement of position from one position to another caused by 

contraction and relaxation of body muscles and the Surya namaskar works as an aerobic training 

applying the same theory. 

Muscular strength: it has been observed that Surya namaskar trains a normal person at in an 

average 50% intensity of 1RM. 

Body composition: by practicing Surya namaskar there is possibility of not gaining strength 

because of limitation of increasing resistance and that is limited to individuals own body weight. 

But in burning more calories from fat one has to work at a moderate intensity for a possibly 

longer duration which exactly take place while practicing Surya namaskar. 

Muscular endurance: By repeatedly doing the same activity for considerably longer duration 

strenth endurance gets developed in almost entire body of individual at an intensity of 40% of 

one are approx. 

Conclusion: As we all know, certain exercises cannot be limited to train only planned target 

like,  if one is training cardiovascular endurance,  he\ she is bound to train involved the  muscle 

endurance also. So Surya namaskar is not just beneficial to train strength,  muscle and Cardio 

vascular endurance, flexibility but also neuromuscular coordination and coordination among 

body parts.  Surya namaskar is a complete general conditioning package. 

Reference: 

Best , John W. and Kahn James V, (2006) Research in Education, 9th edition, Pearson education. 

Inc.Dinc.Dorling Kindersley publication Inc. 

Modak M. and jogalekar S. (2010) Suryanamaskar,  Samarth media centre. 
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A STUDY OF THE BENEFITS OF YOGASANAS FOR BOOSTING WOMEN'S 

IMMUNITY 

Mr.Anand Pawar 

Ph.D.Scholler JJT Uni.Rajastham  

==================================================================== 

Introduction: 

During the primitive age movement was for survival, and 'survival of the fittest was tenured of 

the day, so even the females had to be as strong as men. But gradually physical activities for 

women were reduced. Thousands and thousands years of practices lead to degeneration of 

physical prowess of women baring the finer muscle activities. Especially in India until the onset 

of secondary sex characteristics we allow boys and girls to take part in almost all types of 

physical activities and sports. But after the onset of secondary sex characteristics we impose lots 

of restrictions on girls and most of the girls are kept away from physical activities and sports. 

Result-muscles become weaker and onset of obesity which is thee route cause for many other 

1ifestyle diseases. So, physical activity is necessary right from the younger age. Now a days in 

Indiamost women play dual role as professionals and home makers. But because of their busy 

schedule they are neglecting their own health and physical fitness. Yoga helps in improving and 

maintaining physical fitness and health of an individual. Yoga helps in the overall development 

of an individual physical, mental and emotional. The term 'yoga' is derived from the Sanskrit 

word 'Yuj' which means to Yoke' or 'bind'. It is the greatest contribution of India to the world. 

Benefits of yoga for women 

1. Physical Fitness: Yoga helps in improving and maintaining physical titness. Physical fitness is 

defined as the ability to carryout daily tasks with vigour, without undue fatigue, with ample 

energy to enjoy leisure time and to meet unforeseen emergencies." So if women have to be 

successful as professionals and homemakers they have to be physically fit. There are research 

evidences to prove that, through yoga important components of physical fitness can be developed 

which are astollows 

42 
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a)Strength is the pre-requisite for all the activities. Strength is defined as the maxima Strength 

reaction power of the muscles", Suryanamaskar and yoga improves strength. 

b) Flexibility The range of movement of a joint or sequence of joints" 1S known as flexibility. 

Yoga isst activity for improving flexibility, since most o nyog postures nvolve bending and the 

Cing. Flexibility allows higher degree of frreedom and ease of movement coupled with Pot ant 

implications for greater safety from injury. Flexibility plays a very important role iny to day 

household work for women, and especially in their older age.CS Scanned with Cam 

ScannerIhternational Conference on Physical Education & Sports Science 2014 

c)To perform muscular work at sub-maximal level by moderate contractions for a cardiovascular 

enduranceongtime is known as cardiovascular endurance's in general and pranayam in particular 

improves cardiovascular endurance whit.chhelps in preventing cardiovascular diseases. 

2.Helps avoiding Hypokinetic Diseases: Due to lack of physical activity lot of life style diseases 

will aftect the people as follows 

a)Obesity: Obesity is the major health hazard of modern women. Obesity 1s associated with lot 

of life style disorders like hypertension, diabetes, cardiac problems etc. Due to overweight there 

will be lot of pressure on the joints of lower extremity due to which wear and tear of joints will 

occur which results in postural deformities. Women naturally contain a higher percentage of 

body fat. Along with this, irregular hormones, stress, hypothyroidism can make weight loss all 

the more difficult (Times of India), sophistical activity is necessary to avoid obesity and to 

maintain proper BMI. 

b)Heart Ailments Sedentary life style leading to obesity can also be a major contributor to the 

heart problems. Deccan Herald newspaper quotes Dr. Devananda N.S. head of the department 

off cardiothoracic surgery and vascular surgery at Mani pal Hospital, "It is unfortunate that for 

many years people have lived in the belief that men are prone to heart disease, but women are 

not. Shockingly, till date people believe this to be a fact."The risk in case of women arises at a 

very early stage. Unlike men, for whom, in most cases there are classical indications such as 

chest pain and heaviness in the shoulder. In women it might not be felt. Women might only show 

symptoms like tiredness and breathlessness. These are likely to be ignored and not considered as 

possible symptoms of an attack. A study by the World Health Organization reveals that 86 lakh 

women die every year from cardiovascular diseases globally, of which nearly 34 percent are 
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from India. So, physical activity is necessary for women from their childhood itself. Yoga and 

Pranayam help them a lot in maintaining a healthy heart. 

3.Reduces Stress: 

Yoga acts as a stress buster. Yoga helps getting good sleep. Lack of sleep can also be oneof the 

leading reasons for heart diseases. It is the workplace stress and domestic stress that leads to 

sleeplessness and in turn hypertension. By this it is also true that working women are morenrone 

to heart diseases. There are research evidences to prove that yoga helps reducing stress. 

4.Psychological Benefits: 

Because of improved physical fitness women's body language undergoes thorough change 

resulting in improved self confidence which has a greater role in women's life. 

5.Other Benefits: 

.Experiments shave shown that those who are physically active can manage the menstrual rod 

effectively. Ante-natal and Post-natal complications are endured better by women win take part 

in physical activity regularly. Yoga is one such activity which women can take paregularly. 

6. Health:  

Because of all the above factors women can maintain good health. According to Wealth is a state 

of complete physical, mental, emotional and spiritual wellbeing and not merely the absence of 

disease". Yoga helps in improving and maintaining good health."200 

Conclusion 

Yoga goes to a long way in the welfare of women. If a woman is fit and healthy she can Impart 

Fitness culture' in her family which goes a long way in building a 'fit nation 
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==================================================================== 

Introduction :  

In the present modern world of 21st Century, our environment & struggling for Survival in the 

other hand, physical & psychological stress level of human being’s is increasing day by day. We 

cannot Control the Increasing stress created by other people and external environment, but can 

easily find out the way to face them by empowerment of our inner power by means of of Yoga. 

Yaga is a creating which has the ability to strengthen our inner power by Connecting as to the 

super power.  

The aim of Yoga is achievement of physical, mental, and spiritual harmony  

Yoga is an art of living. it is scientific method which affects our body and mind. wellness of 

body and mind depends upon good working of internal organ’s. We get tried with our daily 

stressful life. Then we take rest at night and get fresh. in the secend morning. Our body get rest 

but our internal organs still working. Since heart is involuntary organ It is working without our 

will. But we can give rest the heart through yoga. emotional as an Spiritual dimensions designed 

to individual balance and health to the physical, mental erofianal, and sprital dimensians of the 

indiudual. The health and fitness benefits of Yoga, patangalis writing also become the basis for a 

system referred to as of “Ashtanga Yoga”  

Yoga and mental Health :  

Most studies described benefical effects in Favour of the yoga compaired with achive controls 

coantrols such as relaxation response or compared to standard drug’s. How ever there are 

currently no meta-analyses available which world clearly differentiate this important issue, of 

least the AHRR report stated that “Yoga was no better than mind better falness based stress 

Reduction of reducing anxiely in patients with cardiovascular 2 disease. one systematic review 

describes the effccts of yoga on stress associated symptoms.  

Yoga and physical fitness :  

43 
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1) Improves the purity of the body. various Yogic exercise can detoxify the human body and the 

internal organs, substantially our body comprises of three elementsis kaph, piff, and raafa proper 

balance of these thee elements can ensure ahelth life style, few examples of yoga exercise that 

help in detoxification can be Neti, dholi, Nauli Dusty, kapaalbhati and tratak etc.  

2) Yoga care and preventalien from Disease Yoga can improve the quality of life and help 

Alleviate some chronic disease by promoting relaxation and overall fitness yoga can have 

Profoundly positive impact on people suffering from disease such as bronchitis, myalgia 

nearasthenia arthritis, high blood pressure, leprosy, vajrasana a logic exercise, can lower the 

diabetic levels Further exemplitying the positive impact of yoga.  

3) Yoga tone the body : Yoga is commonly regarded as a wonderful option to obtain a toned 

physique reacting yogic asanas can gives a limber look while improving cardiovascular wealth 

and overall wellness. High intensity yogasana can help bulding strength, mayurasana can be 

helpful for liffing facial beauty. adding to one’s glamaus  

4) Yoga keepis the correct pusture of body the true essence of yoga revolves around elevating the 

lite ferce or “Kandalini” at the base of the spine. Today modern lifestyle has strained the spine by 

keeping it carved for longer time .  

Benefits at Yoga :  

Benefits yoga offers in uniting the body, mind, and health, when you are in harmony, the journey 

through life is calmer, happier and more fat hilling.  

Physical body benefits :  

1) Imported Digestion  

2) Weight loss  

3) Improved posture  

4) Increased Flexibility & strength  

5) optinal breathing 3  

6) Reduced headache and upper body tension.  

7) Reduction of symptoms from old illnesses and injuries  

8) Deeper sleep  

Mental Health :  

1) Increased ability manage stress  

2) Improved focus and concentration  

3) Better Memory  
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4) More creativity  

Emotional Benefits :  

1) Control of emotion’s  

2) Increased enjoyment of emofion’s  

3) Increased freedom of expression  

4) More peace of mind  

5) Increased self confidence  

Spiritual Benefits :  

1) Connection with the purpose of life  

2) Experiencing more joy  

3) Rightness of spirit  

Conclusion :  

Yoga exercise regularly for to be punctual as well as disciplined, to getrid of our daily successful 

life. To develop the physcial, mental, emotional and spiritual health.  

Yoga is enhance our digestion. We are free time diseases can take sound sleep Increased self 

confidance, readuce of symptons from illnesses and injuries, Increased Flexibility, power, and 

strength Thus sports and yoga plays. Important Role in human life 4 and Bring’s Happyness. We 

can enjoy Healthy long life But we have obey some restriction’s aboat Diet and spend time for 

sports and yoga regularly.  

Reference’s :  

1) Yoga & Arogya – Dr. Dhanjay Gunde  

2) Yogasana & Sadhana – pal Satyapal  

3) Importance of Yoga in our life.  

4) www.yoga.com  

5) www.thenewyoga 
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Dr.T.Chandra Kumar, 
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PSR Arts & Science College,Sivakasi, Tamilnadu 

==================================================================== 

ABTRACT 

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the effect of plyometric training and 

weight training on speed of college men players. To achieve the purpose of the study Forty 

Fivemen players were selected from PSR Arts & Science College, Sivakasi, Tamilnadu, were 

selected as subjects at random and their age ranged between 18 to 21 years were selected as 

subject at random.The study was formulated as pre and post test random group design, in which 

forty five were divided into three equal groups. The experimental – 1 (n=15, PT) underwent 

plyometric training, the experimental group-2 (n=15, WT) underwent weight trainingand group-3 

(n=15, CG) served as a control group did not undergo any training. In this study, two training 

programme were adopted as independent variables, i.e., plyometric training and weight training. 

The speed was chosen as dependent variable. It was tested by 50 mtr dash and performance 

recorded in seconds. The selected two treatment groups were performed twelve groups, as per 

the stipulated training programme. The capacity of speed was tested by before and after the 

training period. The collected pre and post data was critically analyzed statistical tool of analysis 

of covariance, for the observed the significant adjusted post-test mean difference of two different 

groups. The Scheffe’s post hoc test was used to find out pair-wise comparison between groups. 

To test the hypothesis 0.05 level of significant level was fixed. The result of the present study 

proved that the two training interventions have produced significant improvements on speed.   

Keywords: plyometric raining,weight training and speed. 

Introduction: 

Resistance training is the ideal counterpart to plyometric training because it helps prepare 

the muscles for the rapid impact loading of plyometric exercises. In resistance training, the 

athlete works to develop the eccentric phase of muscle contraction by first lowering the body or 

weight and then overcoming the weight using a concentric contraction. Plyometric training can 
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be successfully integrated with resistance training by immediately imposing a speed-strength 

task on muscles that have been subjected to pure strength movements such as those in 

weightlifting (as discussed earlier regarding complex training). Donald A. Chu and Gregory D. 

Myer., (2013). 

Plyometric and resistance exercises in their research and stated that if plyometric and 

resistance exercises were used together, they would result in an increase in explosive power, 

Bauer, T., R.E. Thayer and G. Baras (1990).Functional movements and athletic success depend 

on both the proper function of all active muscles and the speed at which these muscular forces 

are used. The term used to define this force-speed relationship is power. When used correctly, 

plyometric training has consistently been shown to improve the production of muscle force and 

power, LaChance, P. (1995). 

A combination of plyometrics and resistance training during a training cycle should be 

structured to allow maximal efficiency and physical improvement. Combine lower body 

resistance training with upper body plyometrics and upper body resistance training with lower 

body plyometrics.Performing heavy resistance training and plyometrics on the same day is not 

usually recommended, Dursenev, L, and Raeysky, L. (1997). 

Methodology: 

The Forty Fivemen players were selected from PSR Arts & Science College, Sivakasi, 

Tamilnadu. The study was formulated as pre and post test random group design, in which forty 

five subjects were divided into three equal groups. The experimental group-1 (n=15,PT)  

underwent  plyometric training, the experimental group-2 (n=15, WT) underwent weight training 

and group-3 (n=15, CG) served as a control group did not undergo any training. In this study, 

two training programme were adopted as independent variable, i.e., plyometric training and 

weight training. The speed was chosen as dependent variable.  It was tested by 50 mtr dash and 

recorded seconds. The selected two treatment groups were performed twelve weeks, as per the 

stipulated training programme. The condition of speedwas tested before and after the training 

period. The collected pre and post data was critically analyzed with statistical tool of analysis of 

co-variance, for observed the significant adjusted post-test mean difference of two groups. The 

Scheffe’s post hoc test was used to find out pair-wise comparisons between groups. The subjects 

were involved with their respective training for a period of twelve weeks. 

Table-1 The results of analysis of covariance ofspeedamong different groups(Scores in 

Seconds) 
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*Significant at 0.05 level of confidence. (The table values required for significance at 0.05 

level of confidence for 2 & 42 and 2 & 41 are 3.22 and 3.23 respectively). 

The above table ‐ 1 reveals that the pre‐test mean values of plyometric training, weight 

training and control groups of college men players on speed are 6.60, 6.67 and 6.60 respectively. 

The obtained ‘F’ ratio value is 0.28 and the P value is 0.760 which is greater than 0.05. This 

shows that there was insignificant difference between the experimental groups & control group.  

The post‐test mean values of plyometric training, weight training and control groups of 

college men players on speed are 6.18, 6.20 and 6.61 respectively. The obtained ‘F’ ratio value is 

28.25 and the P value is 0.000 which is lesser than 0.05. It shows a statistically significant 

difference between the experimental groups & control group on speed.  

The adjusted post‐test mean values of plyometric training, weight training and control 

groups of college men players on speed are 6.18, 6.20 and 6.61 respectively. The obtained ‘F’ 

ratio value is 27.55 and the P value is 0.000 which is lesser than 0.05. It revealed that there is a 

significant change due to plyometric training and weight training on speed.  To find out the 

paired mean differences if any Scheffe’s Post-hoc test was applied.   

Table-2 The results of Scheffe’s Post Hoc test mean differences on speed among different 

groups. 

(Scores in Seconds) 

 Group-I(PG) Group-II (WG) Group– III (CG) MD CI 
6.18 6.20 - 0.02  

0.16 6.18 - 6.61 0.43* 
- 6.20 6.61 0.41* 

*Significance of .05 level of confidence, Scheffe’s C.I value of speed was 0.16. 

The table-2 shows the paired mean differencebetween plyometric training, weight 

training group and control group in Scheffe’s Post hoc method of testing the significance. 

Means G-I 
(PT) 

G-II 
(WT) 

G-III 
(CG) 

Source of 
Variance 

Sum of 
Square df Mean 

Square 

 
‘F’ 
ratio 
 

Sig. 

Pre  
 
SD ± 

6.60 
 
± 0.297 

6.67 
 
± 0.299 

6.60 
 
  ± 0.327 

Between 0.052 2 0.026 
0.28 0.760 

With in 3.994 42 0.095 
Post  
 
SD ± 

6.18 
 
± 0.072 

6.20 
 
± 0.082 

6.61 
 
± 0.286 

Between 1.779 2 0.889 
28.25* 0.000 

With in 1.322 42 0.031 

Adjusted 
Post Test 6.18 6.20 6.61 Between 1.776 2 0.888 27.55* 0.000 

With in 1.322 41 0.032 
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Between plyometric training&weight training group the mean difference is 0.02.which is 

insignificant while between plyometric training& control group the mean difference is found 

significant and also between weight training and control group the values are 0.43 & 0.41 

respectively. The calculated confidence interval at 0.05 significant level is 0.16. This result 

revealed that the speed was significantly improved in both experimental groups than the control 

group. There was no significant mean difference found between plyometric training and weight 

training groups where as there were little changes found between the experimental groups. It 

may be due to plyometric training and weight training. 

The pre test, post test and adjusted post mean values of plyometric training group, weight 

training group and control group on speed are graphically represented in the Figure - 1. 

Figure-1 Bar diagram shows the pre, post and adjusted post test mean values on speed of 

different groups (Scores in seconds) 

 
Discussion on Findings 

The  results  of  the study  denotes  that  the  experimental  groups namely plyometric 

training and weight training  have  significantly differed from  the  selected  dependent  variables 

namely speed compared to the control group. It is also found that the improvement caused by 

plyometric training was greater when compared to the effects caused by the weight training 

group and control group. 

Speed 

 The end result of the study clearly indicated that, there was a significant difference 

among the training groups and control group on speed responses to twelve weeks training 

intervention among college men players. Further significant improvement has been noticed in the 

level of speed between the experimental groups, when compared with the control group. After 

analyzing statistical end results the researcher found the selected training groups have 

significantly increased the level of speed from the base to post interventions.  
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Conclusions: 

The results of this study indicate that the selected two training interventions namely 

plyometric training and weight training would produce significantly altered on speed to the 

college men players.  However the plyometric training influenced greater development of speed. 

Further plyometric training has produced the significant alteration in the condition of speed than 

the weight training. 
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Abstract  

The present study, the researcher obtained a B.Ed. from Chandrasekhar Agashe College 

of Physical Education. B.Ed. (Physical Education) Study of somatotype assessment of the 

student.  B.Ed.  (Physical Education) The 25 students in the class were randomly selected and 

their body type was identified as three types of endomorphs (7-1-1), mesomorph (1-7-1), and 

ectomorph (1-1-7) and a total of eighteen types (somatotypes).  The tests were performed in two 

sessions by selecting the body type somatotype for evaluation and the raw scores obtained were 

analyzed using the above three somatotype formulas given in the Sheldon book.  This sample 

was divided into eight types based on the calculation that came.  Strong endomorphic type 1, 

ectomorphicmesomorphic type 9, mesomorphic endomorphic type 1.  9 in ectomorphic 

endomorphic type, 1 in strong mesomorph type.   

Key words : Somatotype, Endomorph, Mesomorph, Ectomorph 

Introduction  

In today's modern age, human beings are developing in every field through the 

experience of technology and scientific research.  But after realizing that human life is slowly 

declining, he has tried to keep his body healthy and fit.  This suggests that the focus has shifted 

to physical fitness.  Similarly, physical education teachers and worm trainers are trying to create 

interest in physical education among the students.  Is using various means to further improve 

this.  It is very important to use modern technology to survive in the modern age.  If you 

understand exactly what your body posture is, it will help you to choose the type of sports 

according to your body posture, as well as to maintain a healthy and skilful physical fitness and 

to reach the right, permanent peak.  For this, anthropometric measurements of different parts of 

the body have to be taken.After analysing these measurements, we understand our somatotype 

accordingly. 

Somatotype: 

45 
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Definitions 

Measurement of anatomy and proportion means body measurement.  

Measurement of the outer part of the body is body measurement.  

The American psychologist William H. Sheldon divided the human body into three main 

types by observing different types.This study was presented to the world.  It classifies the human 

body into three major types: endomorph (7-1-1), mesomorph (1-7-1), and ectomorph (1-1-7).  

There are three types of deposits you can choose for.  But we cannot say that this method will be 

100 percent true.  For that you also have to consider various factors.  But this method can work 

to give a direction. 

Endomorph (7-1-1): 

This type of person has a round body shape.  This type of body is high in fat.  The 

buttocks and legs are thick.  The length of the arms is short.  The neck is short and thick.  This 

type of person is extroverted. Endomorphic body type is suitable for sports like sumo, wrestling, 

throwing in athletics.   

Mesomorph (1-7-1):  

People with this type of body have more muscle mass in their body.  As a result, his body 

is strong and strong.  His arms and legs are twisted.  The waist is short.  The chest and shoulders 

are wide.  The neck is strong.  Such people are always agile and agile as well as aggressive.  The 

winners of the Universe competition are those with this type of physiqueThese types of people 

are useful for sports like athletics, bodybuilding, weightlifting, football, etc.   

Ectomorph (1-1-7):  

These body type individuals are very thin and long.  Their arms, legs and neck are thin 

and long.  The chest is flat and small.  The shoulders are narrow.  The waist is short.  Such 

people are introverted and sensitive. Ectomorphs are useful for sports like swimming, marathon, 

basketball etc. 

Methods  

Raw scores obtained using descriptive survey method were analyzed using the following 

formula  

Endomorph = 0.1451 (X) -0.00068 (X)2 + 0.0000014 (X)3 0.7182 (X)  ) 

 While calculating the value of X used the following formula.   

X= Tricep Skinfold+ Suprailiac skinfold+Subscapular Skinfold x 170.18 

Height (cm) 
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Mesomorph= (0.8854 Corner Opportunity (cm) + 0.601 X Knee Width (cm) 0.188 X CAC 

+0.161 X CCC) - (Height (cm) x0.131) +4.5  

While calculating the value of CAC used the following formula  

CAC = the circumference of the arm side (mm) - Tricep Skinfold (mm)  

The following formula was used to calculate the price of CCC 

 CCC = Pottery Girth (cm)- Pottery Skinfold (mm) 

 Ectomorph  = HWR X 0.732 -28.58  

The following formula was used to calculate HWR.  

HWR. =  Height (cm)  

 3 √Weight (kg)   

HWR is less than 40.75 and is higher than 38-25  

Ectomorph = HWR X 0.463 - 17.63 should be used 

 if HWR is less than 38.25 or  If it is 38.25 then Ectomorph is 0.1 

Conclusion: 

When analyzing the student's body somatotype measurements, Strong endomorphic type 

1, ectomorphicmesomorphic type 9, mesomorphic endomorphic type 1.  9 in ectomorphic 

endomorphic type, 1 in strong mesomorph type.   

The Graph of Analysis Sometotype measurement of Students 

 
A total of 25 physical education college B.Ed.  (Physical Education) Student Body Type 

(Somatotype) Assessed According to this assessment, the highest number of students in 

ectomorphic body type (Somatotype) is 20 students, followed by Endomorph and Mesomorph 

(2) and (3) students. 
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Abstract 

It is a well-known fact that the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic has spread drastically to 

almost all countries of the world as a result social as well as physical distancing measures, 

lockdowns of businesses, schools and overall social life including sport and physical activity 

became the major affected area. During this period sleeping disorder is very common problem 

for everybody and also the problem like general state of mind appears. Research studies indicate 

that individuals’conditions during the coronavirus pandemic had significantly worse mental 

health outcomes.In this study, the researchers will suggest a schedule of home based physical 

activity model that will help to develop endurance as well as general strength for the mainmuscle 

groups. In addition, this study willhelpto use the home based tools that allow to give support 

during exercises. 

Key words: Home base physical activity& Exercise, Physical Fitness, Wellbeing, Mental health 

Introduction 

It is a well-known fact now that the Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious 

disease caused by a newly discovered coronavirus.Most people infected with the COVID-19 

virus and are experiencing mild to moderate respiratory illness and recover without requiring 

special treatment.  But the main problems are associated with the peoples who were in a habit of 

regular physical activities. As we all know that staying at home for prolonged periods of time 

can pose a significant challenge for remaining physically active and sedentary behavior and low 

levels of physical activity can have negative effects on the health, well-being and quality of life 

of individuals. These sedentary behavior may leads to additional stress and challenge the mental 

health of the youths. Physical activity and relaxation techniques can be valuable tools to help the 

individuals remain calm and continue to protect their health during this time. 
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COVID-19 and its effects on physical activity and well-being 

With reference to the above discussions we can find that the global outbreak of COVID-

19 has resulted in closure of gyms, stadiums, pools, dance and fitness studios, physiotherapy 

centres, parks and playgrounds etc.as a result they are unable to actively participate in their 

regular individual or group sporting or physical activities outside of their homes. Under such 

conditions, many tend to be less physically active, have longer screen time, irregular sleep 

patterns as well as worse diets, resulting in weight gain and loss of physical fitness. It is 

scientifically proved that exercise helps to releases endorphin from body and subsequent 

improved mood, which provides a wide range of mental health benefits, from building coping 

and resilience to distracting from negative thoughts and improving memory and sleep. 

Mental Healthduring Covid- 19 

Because of the unforeseen changes in the daily routine, the adopted home confinement 

measures, and uncertainty about the date for the return to activities can lead individuals to 

experience conditions that affect their mental health; such as external sources of distress, 

including financial problems, bad daily news, and internal sources of distress, such as worry 

about their performance when they return, and tension due to the routine change. This period can 

lead to negative feelings such as anxiety, depression, and adverse behaviors, such as alcohol use 

and smoking, as well as eating and sleep disorders. Relaxation techniques, such as meditation, 

mindfulness, body scan, and deep breathing, are also recommended. 

Physical Activity during the COVID-19 Pandemic and its Importance 

During the COVID-19 period,it is important to maintain and follow of a training routine 

for physical health benefit. In light of the worldwide current situation, the following benefits of 

physical activity may be considered during the COVID-19 Pandemic.  

Physical activity 

- Enhances immune function and reduces inflammation and results in reduce the severity 

of respiratory infections. 

- Improves common chronic conditions (i.e. Cardiovascular Disease, Diabetes). 

- Stress management tool by reducing symptoms of anxiety and depression. 

- Bring cortisol levels in balance.  

- Act as capsule for human wellbeing and mind refresher. 

WHO recommends 150 minutes of moderate-intensity or 75 minutes of vigorous-intensity 

physical activity per week, or a combination of both. For overall information the 
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recommendations of WHO can still be achieved even at home, with no special equipment and 

with limited space.  

The following are some tips on how to stay active and reduce sedentary behavior while at 

home in self-quarantine: 

Home based obstacle progressions with household items (Children) 

One can create fun and engaging obstacle progression exercises with everyday household 

items and some imagination. Brett recommends demonstrating each obstacle with children so 

they understand the movement (e.g., run around the chair then do 5 frog jumps). As children get 

more accustomed to the variety of obstacle course options, encourage them to create their own 

obstacle courses to challenge the entire family. 

Some simple ideas for home based obstacle progressions items are listed below: 

Chairs – Go over, around or under chairs.  

Pillows – Practice balance by standing on pillows.  

Plastic cups and Tupperware – Place on the floor for makeshift cones.  

Blankets – Use on non-carpeted floors to push and pull participants or objects. 

Blankets can also be draped over chairs for tunnels.   

Sidewalk chalk – Draw agility ladders, lines or arrows to follow, baseball bases or 

hopscotch squares.  

Tape – Can't go outside? Use tape to mark areas indoors.   

Cardboard boxes – Create quick tunnels to crawl through or use small cardboard 

boxes to jump over. 

On the other hand based on the ACSM (2020) recommendation for physical training 

inthe face of the COVID-19 pandemic is clear about the frequency and intensitynecessary for the 

maintenance and improvement in the population’s health status. The following exercise schedule 

can be used as model: 

Sl.No Name of Exercises Time Repetition Rest 
1 Knee to elbow: 

Touch one knee with the opposite elbow, alternating 
sides. 

1-2 mins 5 times 
 

30-
60 

secs 
2 Plank: Support your forearms firmly on the ground, 

with the elbows under the shoulders. Keep the hips at 
the level of the head. 

20–30 
seconds (or 

more, if 
possible) 

5 times 
 

30-
60 

secs 

3 Back extensions: Touch your ears with your 
fingertips and lift your upper body, keeping the legs 

10–15 times 
(or more) 

5 times 
 

30-
60 
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on the ground. Lower the upper body again.   secs 

4 Squats: Place your feet at hip distance with the toes 
pointing slightly outwards. Bend the knees as much 
as feels comfortable, keeping the heels on the ground 
and the knees over (not in front of) the feet. Bend and 
stretch the legs. 

10–15 times 
(or more) 

5 times 
 

30-
60 

secs 

5 Side knee lifts:  Touch your knee with your elbow, 
lifting the knee to the side, alternating sides. 

1-2 mins 5 times 
 

30-
60 

secs 
6 Superman: Place your hands under your shoulders 

and knees under your hips. Lift one arm forward and 
the opposite leg back, alternating sides. 

20-30 times 5 times 
 

30-
60 

secs 
7 Bridge: Plant your feet firmly on the ground with the 

knees over the heels. Lift the hips as much as it feels 
comfortable and slowly lower them again. 

10 – 15 
times 

5 times 
 

30-
60 

secs 
8 Chair dips: Hold onto the seat of a chair, with your 

feet about half a meter away from the chair. Bend 
your arms as you lower your hips to the ground, then 
straighten the arms. 

10 – 15 
times 

5 times 
 

30-
60 

secs 

9 Chest opener: Interlace your fingers behind your 
back. Stretch your arms and open your chest forward. 

20-30 Secs 
(Hold) 

5 times 
 

30-
60 

secs 
10 Child’s pose: With the knees on the ground, bring 

your hips to your heels. Rest your belly on your 
thighs and actively stretch your arms forward. 
Breathe normally. 

20-30 Secs 
(Hold) 

5 times 
 

30-
60 

secs 

11 Seated meditation: Sit comfortably on the floor with 
your legs crossed (alternatively, sit on a chair). Make 
sure your back is straight. Close your eyes, relax your 
body and progressively deepen your breathing. 

5-10 mins 
Hold 

1 time 30-
60 

secs 

12 Legs up the wall: Bring your hips close (5–10 cm) to 
the wall and let your legs rest. Close your eyes, relax 
your body and progressively deepen your breathing. 
Concentrate on your breath, trying not to focus on 
any thought or concern. 

5 mins 
Hold 

1 time - 

To understand the home based aerobic exercisesindividuals have many possibilities, like 

stationary gait or stair climbing other aerobic exercises with domestic ergometers, suchas 

bicycles, treadmills and rowing, also becomes an option for those who havethis equipment.  

Exercises that popularly known by everyone i.e. jumping jacks, skipping are also other 

options, ae very effective if the musculoskeletal condition allows. Theseactivities can be carried 

out continuously (e.g. 20-30 minutes continuously) or inblocks of 2, 5, 10 and 15 minutes, 

provided that the total accumulated in theweek is ≥150 minutes, as suggested by the ACSM (Joy 

L.2020; Garber CE2011). 
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It is well recognized that implementation of aerobic activities during the period of social 

isolation does not seem to face substantial barriers,because the exercises have low complexity 

and are already wellknown by the individuals. However, it is necessary that a specific guidance 

on the intensity of stimuli to be known, since the general recommendation that the intensity be 

moderate.In this consequences, considering the feasibility, practicality and low cost of the 

instruments used for intensity control, it is suggested the use of the BORG’s perceived 

exertionscale from 0 to 10, with the perceived effort during the exercises to be between 3-4 zone 

(moderate) which is very easy to understand. 

Conclusions  

Based on the above discussion it is concluded that, the due to the existing state of 

COVID-19 pandemic, physicalactivity levels in the individuals of the society have 

decreasedmarkedly below those commonly seen, so it is necessary to understand the importance 

physical activity to maintain and prevent the onset of risk for hypokinetic diseases and all-cause 

mortality as well as to develop the mental state of the individuals. 
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Abstract:  

This article provides an overview of stress and its management.  Stress is a common 

phenomenon of modern life. Stress varies from person to person and situation to situation. Stress 

management involves techniques like relaxation exercise, time management, cognitive 

intervention and mindfulness based approaches. The present article examines and reviews 

aspects of stress, stages of stress and approaches related to stress management. The authors 

found that psychological approaches are helpful in managing stress across different situation.  

Key words:  Stress Management, CBSR, MBSR, Autogenic training, Relaxation, Meditation  

Introduction  

Stress is a common phenomenon of modern life. Stress is generally due to conflict 

emanating from high aspirations and goal attainment.  Stress may also result from indecisiveness 

and/or failure to cope with the demanding situation.  Stress is common for all, but the degree 

varies which depend on various intra psychic and interpersonal factors. Stress prone people 

experience more health related problems and experience difficulties in interpersonal area. 

Although stress cannot be totally eliminated from the individual’s life it can be minimized which 

may help in leading a healthy and prosperous social life. It is thus quite important to discuss 

about some effective coping strategies to manage the human stress. In this context Lazarus and 

Folkman considered stress and coping a dynamic phenomenon and  viewed stress as  “particular 

relationship between the person and his environment, that is appraised by the person as taxing or 

exceeding his or her resources and endangering his or her well being”. In this context it can be 

said that a person with the developing mind (with high expectation) is more stress prone when he 

or she is in a middle track such as do’s or don’ts. If the confusing situation becomes longer it 

leads towards prolonged stress, which results in mental and physical illness.  This is the genuine 

process of human life to face stress, because human beings have to go through these events and 

situations throughout their life span. So for its protection it can be minimized by developing 

appropriate coping procedures, otherwise it will  
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produce psychopathology. Environment also plays an important role in the perception of stress 

and its coping ability.   

2. Stressors  

Stress can start from the daily hassles of family to the work place or from the work place 

for family. Those who are even living single, they are also facing stress. There are various 

sources which produced stress, where some are acute and some others are still chronic. The study 

conducted by Holmes and Rahe (1967) stated that the greatest number of people faced stress due 

to the death of a spouse, divorce and marital separation as comparable to the change of residence, 

vacation and violation of law, etc. Cohen and his colleagues (1998) conducted their research on 

chronic and mild stress. They found that severe reprimand at work or a fight with the spouse 

produced less chronic stress as compared to unhappy marital life or unemployment.  

When a person is under stress, he/she may experience and passes through these specific stages. 

However, one may or may not pass through all stages of stress, depending on the events that 

triggered the occurrence.  

3. Sources of Stress  

Some stress is of high frequency in nature where as some are of low frequency. Some 

high frequency stresses like the hassles of daily life are less severe than the low frequency stress 

like sudden work load in the workplace, support in social life. In this context it can be stated that 

stress is always with the human being and it comes from every setup of human life, maybe from 

marital life, daily hassles of family  life,  dissatisfaction  in  marital  life,  low  academic  

performance , job dissatisfaction, disturbed love affairs etc. One thing cannot be disregarded that 

the sources of stress vary from person to person.   

4. Personality and Stress  

With regard to individual differences, the coping ability and the perception of stress is 

different from person to person. On the basis of personality and its relation with stress taking 

with Jung’s and Sheldon’s view, Mohanty (1991) stated that ectomorphic people are less stress 

prone than the endomorphic and mesomorphic people. The mesomorphic people are mostly 

related with Jung’s introvert type and are more stress prone and take stress easily. Jung’s 

classification of personality type such as extrovert is mostly similar with Sheldon’s endomorphy 

and ambivert is with ectomorphy. In comparison with male and female, females are less capable 

to cope with their stress and perceive stress easily than males. The study conducted by Potter and 

Stone (1995) provided the results on the conclusion that there is difference between male and 
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female in their perception of stress and coping with stress. In the medical set up it is found that 

although male and female doctors felt pressured by the amount of time demanded by their 

profession, females had the additional pressure of family obligations.   

5. Stages of Stress  

Stress may be ranged from mild to severe forms. In this context, Seaward (1999, p.7) 

stated that stress passes through four major stages. In first stage, the stimuli  from  the  sense  

organs  are  sent In to  the  brain. In  second  stage  an interpretation took place inside the brain. 

And then the brain perceives it either threat or no threat. If the brain regarded it as no threat, then 

the stress is at normal level. Otherwise it leads to the third stage, where the body stays activated, 

aroused until  the  threat is  over. In  the fourth  and last  stage  the  body  returns  to  the 

homeostatic state, which results in the physical and mental calmness. Hans Selye, (1976) 

proposed that the first stage of stress is the alarm stage, where the body prepares itself for 

immediate action, aroused by the sympathetic nervous system and released the hormone which 

alert the organism to meet the danger. If the stress is prolonged, the second stage is the resistance 

stage, where the arousal become slowdowns compare to the first stage. If the stresses continue 

for a long period  

then it entered into the third or the exhaustion stage, which produced both psychological and 

physical illness.   

6. Stress Management  

The intensity of stress and the perception of stress are different from person to person, 

time to time and situation to situation, like this, the coping abilities, and coping strategies also 

differ from person to person, time to time and situation to situation. Although there is difference 

of coping strategies, there are some common coping strategies to live a healthy and prosperous 

life. So here one question may be raised, what are the coping strategies? Lazarus and Folkman, 

(1984) defined that “coping is the process where the individual constantly changed his/her 

cognitive and behavioural  efforts  to  manage  specific  external  and  internal  demands,  that  

are appraised as taxing or exceeding the resources of the person”. As the causes of stress related  

with  the  cognitive  and  behavioural  process of  the  individual,  for its intervention  the  

cognitive  and  behavioural  functions  are  plays  a  vital role. In this context  Halahan  et  al,  

stated that  “coping  strategies  are  mostly  depends  on  the cognitive  and  behavioural  of  the  

person  to  manage  his/her stressful condition or associated emotional distress”.   

8. Conclusion  
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Stress is a complex phenomenon and is influenced by various factors. There is no single 

method for surviving the stressful events in life; rather, it is a process of figuring out what works 

best for person at the time of stress. The coping strategies will guide the individual to work 

through both everyday stress as well as crisis stressors.  Cognitive behavioural approaches are 

effective in dealing with stressful conditions.  Mindfulness based approaches are recently 

highlighted as  intervention for  managing stress. Stress management is important since stress is 

related to various medical conditions which has enduring effects on individual.  
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Abstract 

Gender sensitivity implies the level of awareness and appreciation of the need to maintain a 

reasonable level of gender differentiation between the male and female therefore gender 

sensitivity should not be confused with sex education. A change in view of the opposite sex has 

to come from within and children need to be taught that respect. Gender equality means boys and 

girls should be treated equally.  So gender equality as a strategy has great potential to create 

desired change because it has the capacity to address the practical and strategic needs of both 

genders. Mostly in co-ed schools boy’s participation is more than girls in sports either in 

intramural or extramural sports competitions. Physical education teacher plays an important role 

in shaping the students life in sports. Sometimes physical education teacher’s view towards their 

students is very important regardless of the gender and the teacher should support both gender 

equally to participate in sports but sometimes it doesn’t happen, so the purpose of the study was 

to know the views of co-ed physical education teachers about gender sensitivity in co-ed schools 

of North-Goa(N=50). The research tool used in the study was a developed questionnaire by the 

researcher and was face validated. The questionnaire was designed on the basis of four parameter 

school curriculum, infrastructure & uniform, policies and pedagogical practices. There were 

twenty questions in total.  The data collected was fed in excel sheet and then in SPSS software. 

Data analysis was made using descriptive statistic to find out the percentage for easy data 

presentation. The results suggested that most of the co-ed physical education teachers had a 

positive view towards gender sensitivity. In their view boys and girls in the school should be 

given equal opportunity in sports, boys and girls should not have separate group during physical 

education classes and each gender should be treated equally. It can be said that this study may 

pave way for new frameworks for research in similar topic in different region, and practice with 

a view to advancing gender equity, and addresses the roles that teachers, educators and policy-

makers can play in challenging existing inequalities to some extent. 

48 
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Introduction 

Gender refers to roles, attributes and values assigned by culture and society to women and men. 

These roles, attributes and values define the behaviors of women and men and the relationship 

between them. They are created and maintained by social institutions such as families, 

governments, communities, schools and media. It is true to some extent that what a man can do, 

the woman can equality do, but man and women has been bound to some roles and responsibility 

by the societies in which they live. Gender sensitivity or gender sensitization refers to theories 

which claim that modification of the behavior of teachers, parents and other people towards 

children which can have a causal effect on gender equality.  Gender sensitizing is about changing 

behavior and instilling empathy into the views that we hold about our own and the other sex. 

Gender sensitization is not be confused with sex education. Gender sensitization is different and 

hopes to impart value education so that there is respect between both genders. A change in 

perception of the opposite sex has to come from within and children need to be taught that 

respect. So gender equality as a strategy has great potential to create desired change because it 

has the capacity to address the practical and strategic needs of both genders. Physical education 

teachers in co-ed schools face a tough time managing both gender equally in the physical 

education class, Most of the times it has been observed that girls do not take part in common 

activity they do not mix up with boys. Sometimes even teachers also don’t encourage them to 

take part in same activity. It has also been seen that many a times physical education teachers  

gives gender bias instructions in the physical education class. There are many cultural barriers 

too. All though the teachers are trained to be gender sensitive during their teacher training 

program, it is seen that lacuna exist and much more is desired as far as gender sensitivity is 

concerned. Physical education teacher plays an important role in shaping the students life in 

sports. Sometimes physical education teacher’s view towards their students is very important 

regardless of the gender and the teacher should support both gender equally to participate in 

sports but sometimes it doesn’t happen so therefore the researcher felt the need to see the views 

of co-ed physical education teachers about Gender Sensitivity in the schools of North-Goa. 

Methodology 

In this study survey method was used in the studywhere the populations were all the physical 

education teachers of co-ed schools in North-Goa. Fifty physical education teachers of co-ed 

schools from North-Goa were selected through random sampling.A questionnaire was developed 
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with four parameters school curriculum, infrastructure & uniform, school management policies 

and pedagogical practices and the questionnaire was face validated and reliability was 

established with a pilot study on ten physical education teachers. With the help of this 

questionnaire raw data was collected from fifty teachers who were choosed based on random 

sampling. Raw data was fed in excel sheet using codes. Then the data was fed in SPSS 

(statistical packages for social science) software for data analysis to find out the percentage. Data 

interpretation was done using descriptive statistic. The data analysis was done separately for four 

different parameters. 

Results and Interpretation  

From the data gathered from group of questions based on school management policies. 

(n=50), 75% teachers said that there should be female teacher to see the requirement of girl child 

25% teachers said partially. 38% teachers partially agreed that there is bias reflected in school 

policy, where as 62% said there is no bias reflected to either gender in school policies. 80% 

physical education teachers said that there should be separate sports policies formulated for 

gender sensitivity in physical education whereas 20% said partially. 80% said that they would 

abide with this policy and 20% said partially. 70% teachers said that there should be a counselor 

in physical education department to address the growing concern of both genders whereas 30% 

agreed partially..  

From the data gathered from group of questions based on uniform and infrastructure 

facilities provide in school of North-Goa. (n=50), 64% teachers said that P.E uniform suggest 

bias towards either genders where as 26% said partially and only 10% said no. 60% of the 

teachers believed that infrastructure facility offer equal comfort level for both the genders where 

as 20% partially agreed and 20 % said no.  

From the data gathered from group of questions based on school physical education 

curriculum of schools in North-Goa. (n=50),we can say that76% teachers think that both 

genders get equal opportunity for participating in physical education class 14% said partially and 

10% said no. 82% teachers think that competitive sports are not meant for boys only where as 

18% agree partially. 10% of the teachers think that games like doge ball best suits for girls where 

as 72% thinks it’s not and rest 18% agree partially. 50% of the teachers believed that physical 

education curriculum offer adequate physical activity for girls where as 10% said partially and 

40% said no. 80% teachers think physical education program help integrate life skills and value 
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education with adequate focus on gender sensitivity, 20% said partially.  86% of the teachers 

gave equal opportunity to both the genders to develop psychomotor domain 14% said partially.  

From the data gathered from group of questions based on pedagogical practices followed in 

schools. (n=50), we found out that72% teachers took note of gender sensitivity issue while 

addressing students where as 28% said partially. 50% teachers felt that different methodologies 

should be adopted for instruction to different genders where as 50% said partially. 40% teachers 

avoided clinches which suggest bias to either gender where as 32% said no and rest 28% said 

partially. 90% teachers felt that it is necessary to give general feedback for both genders during 

the class whereas 10% said partially. 

Discussion  

Physical education program help integrate life skills and value education with adequate focus on 

gender sensitivity and help the teachers to develop psychomotor domain of both the gender. 

Gender and physical education is an important text for students and teachers which provider’s 

professional development in physical education, concerned with gender issues where both 

genders are mostly given equal opportunity. Gender and physical education offers a critical and 

comprehensive commentary on issues relating to gender in the context of physical education in 

schools. According to this study a majority of physical education teachers feel that gender equity 

based sports policy should be there in schools. They felt that girl child should be given equal 

opportunity to participate in sports activity during physical education class. Some physical 

education teachers even said that boys and girls should not have separate group during physical 

education classes but generally it has been seen that girls and boys don’t mix together in most of 

the co-ed schools at secondary level. In order to achieve that I feel that each individual who is 

into physical education teaching profession at school level should take imitative and encourage 

boys and girls to mix in physical education class eg: mix teams in a class like while playing 

volleyball or any other sport during physical education class. Some felt that female teacher is 

required for looking after specific requirement of girl child, which may be because some teenage 

girls might not be comfortable to share their problem with male teacher. It would have been good 

if there was a sports counselor for students at secondary level to help understand problems of 

some students and motivate them to tackle those problems. Sometimes for a girl Childs family 

may force her not to take part in sports activities where boys are involved.  Most of the physical 

education teachers felt that there should be a good physical education curriculum which gives 

equal focus on both the gender, so that they take part in sports and actively participate in physical 
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education class. Although the results show favorable conditions of gender equality, some 

teachers do feel a gender friendly infrastructural facility could help. 

Conclusion  

The purpose of the study was to know the views of co-ed physical education teacher about 

gender sensitivity in the co-ed schools of North-Goa. As per the study it has been seen that 

majority of the physical education teachers were aware of gender sensitivity issue in schools of 

North-Goa and they felt that school policies should be equal for boys and girls. The results 

suggested that most of the co-ed physical education teachers had a positive view towards gender 

sensitivity.  They felt that the physical education program should focus equally on both the 

gender for over all development of the students and also there should be a good physical 

education curriculum which gives equal focus on both the gender. This study may offers new 

frameworks for research, policy and practice with a view to advancing gender equity, and 

addresses the roles that teachers, educators and policy-makers can play in challenging existing 

inequalities to some extent. It can even be recommended that further research can be done with 

regards to the views of male and female students towards gender sensitivity. Pre-service teachers 

can be surveyed and appropriate programs can be used to create awareness about gender 

sensitivity and equality.  
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Abstract: 

This article provides an overview of stress and its management. Stress is a common phenomenon 

of modern life. Stress varies from person to person and situation to situation. Stress management 

involves techniques like relaxation exercise, time management, cognitive intervention and 

mindfulness based approaches. The present article examines and reviews aspects of stress, stages 

of stress and approaches related to stress management. It is found that psychological approaches 

are helpful in managing stress across different situation. Stress at the workplace has become an 

increasing phenomenon due to external factors such as technological advancement, changes in 

the economy of a country which might lead to becoming redundant and so on. Stress can be 

considered as an inevitable condition at least at one point in time or another; however it can also 

be minimized to the extent that the productivity and health of the employee is maintained which 

could lead to a productive organization. Stress is also bound to occur in multinational companies 

where operation is global and employees have different cultural background.Delay in job 

completion, deterioration of power of organization and planning, increase in error rate during 

manipulative and cognitive task, depression and feeling of helplessness and over sensitivity are 

the major impact of stress on the productivity. In order to minimize stress, delegating some work, 

share burden with colleagues, leave and time off work with family and love ones, as well as 

reducing work overtime ranked highest as strategies for stress management. Based on the 

findings, it was concluded that stress has a great impact and thereby affects the level of 

productivity. It was therefore recommended that people should exhibit self-control and good 

self-esteem; engage in continuous professional development on skills for better organization, 

integration of work within specified project constraints and delegation of assignment, authority 

and breaking work into manageable parts so as to be able to cope with stress. 

 Key words: Stress Management, CBSR, MBSR, Autogenic training, Relaxation, Meditation 

1.Introduction: 

49 
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 Stress is a common phenomenon of modern life. Stress is generally due to conflict emanating 

from high aspirations and goal attainment. Stress may also result from indecisiveness and/or 

failure to cope with the demanding situation. Stress is common for all, but the degree varies 

which depend on various intra psychic and interpersonal factors. Stress prone people experience 

more health related problems and experience difficulties in interpersonal area. Although stress 

cannot be totally eliminated from the individual’s life it can be minimized which may help in 

leading a healthy and prosperous social life. It is thus quite important to discuss about some 

effective coping strategies to manage the human stressIn this context it can be said that a person 

with the developing mind (with high expectation) is more stress prone when he or she is in a 

middle track such as do’s or don’ts. If the confusing situation becomes longer it leads towards 

prolonged stress, which results in mental and physical illness.  

 2.Objectives of the stress: 

1. To study symptoms of stress. 

2. To measure the level of stress. 

3. To know the strategies to cope up with stress. 

3.Methodology: 

The data was collected from research publications, books, standard journal and periodicals. 

 To study the symptoms of stress among Youth.  

 To measure the level of stress among the Youth.  

 To know the strategies to cope up with stressor by the Youth 

4.Review of Stressors: 

Stress can start from the daily hassles of family to the work place or from the work place for 

family. Those who are even living single, they are also facing stress. There are various sources 

which produced stress, where some are acute and some others are still chronic The study 

conducted by Holmes and Rahe (1967) stated that the greatest number of people faced stress due 

to the death of a spouse, divorce and marital separation as comparable to the change of residence, 

vacation and violation of law, etc. Cohen and his colleagues (1998) conducted their research on 

chronic and mild stress. They found that severe reprimand at work or a fight with the spouse 

produced less chronic stress as compared to unhappy marital life or unemployment. When a 

person is under stress, he/she may experience and passes through these specific stages. However, 

one may or may not pass through all stages of stress, depending on the events that triggered the 

occurrence. Stress varies from person to person and situation to situation. Stress management 
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involves techniques like relaxation exercise, time management, cognitive intervention and 

mindfulness based approaches. The present article examines and reviews aspects of stress, stages 

of stress and approaches related to stress management. The authors found that psychological 

approaches are helpful in managing stress across different situation.  

5.Sources of Stress: 

Some stress is of high frequency in nature where as some are of low frequency. Some high 

frequency stresses like the hassles of daily life are less severe than the low frequency stress like 

sudden work load in the workplace, support in social life (Delongis, Folkman & Lazarus 1988 

Kenner et at, 1981 and Lazarus et al, 1985). In this context it can be stated that stress is always 

with the human being and it comes from every setup of human life, maybe from marital life, 

daily hassles of family life, dissatisfaction in marital life, low academic performance, job 

dissatisfaction, disturbed love affairs etc. One thing cannot be disregarded that the sources of 

stress vary from person to person. 

6.Personality and Stress: 

With regard to individual differences, the coping ability and the perception of stress is different 

from person to person. On the basis of personality and its relation with stress taking with Jung’s 

and Sheldon’s view, Mohanty (1991) stated that ectomorphic people are less stress prone than 

the endomorphic and mesomorphic people. The mesomorphic people are mostly related with 

Jung’s introvert type and are more stress prone and take stress easily. Jung’s classification of 

personality type such as extrovert is mostly similar with Sheldon’s endomorphy and ambivert is 

with ectomorphy. Scheier and Carver (1988) from their study proposed that pessimistic people 

are more stress resistant than the optimistic people. In another study Scheier and Carver (1992) 

stated that pessimistic people used various tactics to cope with their stress. But optimistic are less 

able in this context. Segerstorm and her colleagues (1998), found from their study on law 

students that optimistic students are in better mood and scored better in comparable with 

pessimistic students. In this context it can be concluded that various type of personality people 

used various type of coping strategies to cope with their stresses, as their perception of stress 

vary. But one thing cannot be denied that introvert people are more prone to stress, because they 

are more anxious and their expectations are infinitive.  

7.Stages of Stress: 

 Stress may be ranged from mild to severe forms. In this context, Seaward (1999, p.7) stated that 

stress passes through four major stages. In first stage, the stimuli from the sense organs are sent 
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into the brain. In second stage an interpretation took place inside the brain. And then the brain 

perceives it either threat or no threat. If the brain regarded it as no threat, then the stress is at 

normal level. Otherwise it leads to the third stage, where the body stays activated, aroused until 

the threat is over. In the fourth and last stage the body returns to the homeostatic state, which 

results in the physical and mental calmness. Hans Selye, (1976) proposed that the first stage of 

stress is the alarm stage, where the body prepares itself for immediate action, aroused by the 

sympathetic nervous system and released the hormone which alert the organism to meet the 

danger. If the stress is prolonged, the second stage is the resistance stage, where the arousal 

become slowdowns compare to the first stage. If the stresses continue for a long period then it 

entered into the third or the exhaustion stage, which produced both psychological and physical 

illness.  

1.Alarm Stage: The Alarm stage marks the first contact with the stressor. The individual’s 

nervous system immediately sends an emergency signal to brain. Stress leads to increased 

adrenaline to the blood stream. This in turn causes breathing to speed up. Blood flow to the brain 

and muscles increases; digestion slows; vision improves, blood pressure goes up, palm sweat and 

our mouth gets dry. Adrenaline activates the “fight or flight response,” which is the body’s initial 

response to stress. This phase is characteristic of the fight-or-flight reaction described by Cannon 

(1932) and Taylor et.al (2000). The “fight or flight” reaction prepares us to meet the stressors 

head on (fight) or run from it (flight).   

2.Resistance Stage: Resistance stage occurs when one is unable to successfully deal with a 

stressor during the alarm stage  body adapts to the presence of the stressor. Since the body is still 

fighting the stressor, the individual may become irritable, tired, and less capable to handle the 

demanding situations. Resistance is a form of adjustment that lasts until the stressor stops. If the 

stressful situation continues, the body continues the changes that started in the first stage. Once 

the stressful situation is over, the body returns to a pre-alarm state.  

 3.Exhaustion Stage: Exhaustion stage comes when the body can no longer keep up with the 

demands of the stressor. Exhaustion only occurs if a stressor continues for long periods of time- 

weeks, months, or even years. When stress continues beyond the second stage and you do not 

adhere to remedial measures, the final stress stage of exhaustion settles in. The individuals at this 

stage are totally tired and drained out of all energy.  

8.Stress Management: 
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 The intensity of stress and the perception of stress are different from person to person, time to 

time and situation to situation, like this, the coping abilities, and coping strategies also differ 

from person to person, time to time and situation to situation. Although there is difference of 

coping strategies, there are some common coping strategies to live a healthy and prosperous life. 

So here one question may be raised, what are the coping strategies? Lazarus and Folkman, 

(1984) defined that “coping is the process where the individual constantly changed his/her 

cognitive and behavioural efforts to manage specific external and internal demands, that are 

appraised as taxing or exceeding the resources of the person”. As the causes of stress related with 

the cognitive and behavioural process of the individual, for its intervention the cognitive and 

behavioural functions are plays a vital role. In this context Halahan et al, (2004) stated that 

“coping strategies are mostly depends on the cognitive and behavioural of the person to manage 

his/her stressful condition or associated emotional distress”. 

9.Coping Strategies: 

 Besides the cognitive behavioral stress reduction (CBSR) approaches which are based on 

western model in which cognitive intervention is important aspect of stress management. 

Dysfunctional appraisals maintain and exacerbate stress. Identifying and altering these 

maladaptive appraisals or other cognitive processing deficits is the major element of cognitive 

intervention. Mindfulness based Stress reduction (MBSR) approaches rooted in eastern model 

are also applied for stress management in recent times. In this regard Smith, Shelley, Dalen, 

Wiggins, Tooley, & Bernard (2008) in a pilot study compared CBSR and MBSR on 50 

participants. The results indicated a positive effect of mindfulness based intervention on 

perceived stress.   

Social support: Study by Oxman and Colleagues 1995 conducted on 232 older open heart 

patients participated in social  and community group program reduced their chance of dying 

within six months of surgery. In this reghard numbers of researches found that individual with 

supportive relationship experienced enhanced mental and physical wellbeing. 

Relaxation Exercise: Relaxation is not only used to release the physical tension but also 

improve the mental well being.  Relaxation exercise may be categorized into: Progressive muscle 

relaxation Meditation and Autogenic training. In Progressive Muscle Relaxation specific muscle 

groups are relaxed following alternating tension and relaxation of muscle groups. On other hand 

meditation involves several techniques which attempts for focused thoughts by undistracting 

other thoughts. Although it is eastern approach of stress reduction still meditation practice is a 
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global phenomena for managing stress and anxiety. Autogenic training is a behavioural 

technique used for self relaxation and management of anxiety. Autogenic training constitutes 

visual imagination and use of verbal cues for making the body warm and relaxed. This technique 

involves directions to control physiological responses such as breathing, blood pressure, heart 

beat and skin temperature. 

Time Management: Time management training provides individuals with skills to adjust 

activities with respect to time. Time management involves increasing amount of functional time. 

Time management for behavioural modification in stress management has been used by Lakein, 

1973 including the techniques such as preparing the list to do and prioritizing. Richards, 1987 

used time management technique and found effective outputs in managing stress and The 

International Journal Of Humanities & Social Studies (ISSN 2321 -9203) www.theijhss.com 4 

Vol 1 Issue 6 December, 2013 enhancing productivity. Further, Robinson & Godbey, 1997 

affirmed a positive relationship between time management and stress management. 

10.Discussion and Conclusion : 

Stress is a complex phenomenon and is influenced by various factors. There is no single method 

for surviving the stressful events in life; rather, it is a process of figuring out what works best for 

person at the time of stress. The coping strategies will guide the individual to work through both 

everyday stress as well as crisis stressors. Cognitive behavioral approaches are effective in 

dealing with stressful conditions. Mindfulness based approaches are recently highlighted as 

intervention for managing stress. Stress management is important since stress is related to 

various medical conditions which has enduring effects on individual. 
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Abstract: 

This Paper COVID-19 and Sports Industry is Research Articledepending on Review of various 

research published worldwide at various website on currant COVID-19 Pandemic.This dossier 

provides some of the most recent data relating to the impact of the ongoing coronavirus disease 

(COVID-19) pandemic on the global sports industry. The pandemic, which originated in the 

Chinese city of Wuhan, has now infected people across the globe. This dramatic spread has led 

to sports events across the globe being cancelled and many professional leagues being suspended 

or postponed. This has had a significant impact on not only the fans of these sports, but also 

those working in the industry and even the economies of entire nations. This dossier provides 

insight into the potential economic impact of the coronavirus on various sports and events, as 

well as public opinion on the virus' impact on sportand Sports Industry. 

Key words: COVID-19, WHO, pandemic, phenomenon, Spanish flu, lockdown 

Introduction: 

The one thing that everyone is talking about at this time is the recent COVID-19 outbreak. This 

is the first actual pandemic that hit the world since the 1918 Spanish flu. For sure it is causing a 

lot of widespread panic all across the globe, due to how easily the virus is spreader and how 

severe it has the potential to be. Due to the extremity of this disease governments and 

organisations like the WHO (World health Organisation) from all over the world are taking 

desperate measures to do their best to slow down the massive spread amongst civilians. These 

desperate actions include lots of testing, quarantines, contact tracing, social distancing and even 

in certain countries like India, full lockdown. 

In India, the disease is spreading faster and faster day by day, with the largest number of newly 

infected people in a day on the most recent updates. This certainly led the Indian government to 

take necessary actions, in fact they went to full lockdown, restricting all mass events. 

50 
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Thiscertainly was a big blow to the sports scene and everything that revolves around it. It seems 

that everything has to be put on pause. Due to there not being any sports, the sports betting 

scene, a massive contributor to the sports industry also took a hit where it hurts, considering 

there are no ongoing sports to bet on.  

Research and healthcare funds. Online Cricket Betting companies are also contributing to this 

mass event. 

The Olympic teams are also on pause from all activities considering this year’s Olympic games 

for July are cancelled until further notice. 

Other sports industries like football, rugby, hockey, and even Formula 1 are doing what they can 

to contribute to the nationwide pandemic. Donating millions to help out all sectors of the medical 

industry. For instance, Formula1 changed the aim of all their super high-tech car research 

centres, to the production of high-tech masks to prevent the spread of the disease. 

As we can all see everyone is well aware of what this disease is capable of and the majority are 

doing their best to battle this pandemic and beat the war against it. This phenomenon shows what 

a big difference contribution can make, where if everyone works together, we can accomplish 

whatever we desire. We must all fight this war together. 

Objectives: 

1. To know the suffering of Sports Industry due to Covid-19. 

2. To know the problems occurred due to Covid-19. 

Sports Industry has suffered by the following Reasons: 

1. Postponed competition in word because of Covid-19:  

 Olympic 2020 Tokyo Japan 

 IPL Cricket India and many more 

2. Budgetary Provisions are hike  

3. Domestics & International Airways are restricted 

4. Sports goods Production and raw material trading  

5. Daily wages, low wages and skilled workers migration 

6. Petrol and Diesels Prizes are increased  

7. Lockdown and unlock situation 

8. Gym, Clubs and fitness and sports related activities are totally closed 

9. People suffering from Covid-19 situation like depurations 
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10. Interstate Travel and tourism, Transport collapsed 

11. The association also shared concerns that because sports goods do not come under 

'essential items', this particular industry is facing lots of problems. 

12. Lack of payment to dealers, distributors, corporates would affect the ability of 

manufacturers to pay dues to the employees. 

13. All national and international borders were sealed and it was complete slowdown now 

14. "Lack of payment to dealers, distributors, corporates would affect the ability of 

manufacturers to pay dues to the employees. 

Discussion: 

Covid-19 cripples Rs 2,000-crore Jalandhar sports industry: 

With the nationwide lockdown enforced to contain the spread of novel coronavirus, the 

manufacturers of sport items here are apprehensive about their future going ahead amid 

indications that the government might decide to further extend the lockdown in view of rising 

virus cases in several parts of the country. 

With Covid-19 lockdown resulting in a complete halt of trading activities, barring some 

essential commodities, the over Rs 2,000-crore sports industry of Jalandhar is having a 

harrowing time as the current situation has forced sport goods manufacturers to defer orders. 

A sports goods manufacturing hub, Jalandhar produces nearly 70 per cent of total India's sports 

goods and is a leading name in national and international brands of cricket, hockey, football, 

rugby and fitness range. 

In terms of international market, the industry exports material to the UK, Australia, South 

Africa, Germany, France, Netherlands, New Zealand and others. 

Alarmed over the situation, the industrialists while supporting the government's move of 

lockdown said that losses were imminent and the industry would be hit hard. 

"Our export material including footballs, bats, sports accessories for New Zealand and South 

Africa were lying stuck at Delhi and Bombay Ports. Similarly, not just international sports 

events like soccer leagues, IPL, other tournaments but those in educational institutions across 

the country were also staring at an uncertain future as of now," he said, adding that post Covid-

19, the government should provide comfortable liquidity and package to sustain the industry 

operations. 
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Conclusion: 

"As sports industry is labour oriented, need to be the state government to save local 

employment and industry. Waiving or deferment of local taxes and minimum electricity 

charges for a period till the operations start is must. 

Schools, colleges, universities have been closed and stadiums might be taken over by the 

government for makeshift hospitals. 

Need to be sanction GST refunds on priority and increase the percentage of Merchandise 

Exports from India Scheme (MEIS) licences at least for this year and provide free Export 

Credit Guarantee Cooperation of India (ECGC) support for import and export to keep business 

afloat by the Government. 

"Community sports like tournaments, gyms, marathons would witness a change because of 

social distancing. There was a big possibility that now people would prefer individual gym 

range and sports equipment in their houses like basketball and badminton courts abroad instead 

of going out. Even face masks would become compulsory to wear in the times to come. 
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Abstract : 

This paper provides some of the most recent data relating to the impact of the 

ongoing coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic on the global sports event. The pandemic, 

which originated in the Chinese city of Wuhan, has now infected people across the globe. This 

dramatic spread has led to sports events across the globe being canceled and many professional 

leagues being suspended or postponed. This has had a significant impact on not only the fans of 

these sports, but also those working in the industry and even the economies of entire nations. 

This dossier provides insight into the potential economic impact of the corona virus on various 

sports and events, as well as public opinion on the virus' impact on sport. 

Introduction  

Sport is a major contributor to economic and social development. Its role is well 

recognized by Governments, including in the Political Declaration of the 2030 Agenda, which 

reflects on “the contribution sports make to the empowerment of women and of young people, 

individuals and communities, as well as to health, education and social inclusion objectives.”  

Since its onset, the COVID-19 pandemic has spread to almost all countries of the world. 

Social and physical distancing measures, lockdowns of businesses, schools and overall social 

life, which have become commonplace to curtail the spread of the disease, have also disrupted 

many regular aspects of life, including sport and physical activity. This policy brief highlights 

the challenges COVID-19 has posed to both the sporting world and to physical activity and well-

51 
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being. It further provides recommendations for Governments to support the safe reopening of 

sporting events, as well as to support physical activity during the pandemic and beyond. 

Significance of the Study :  

1. The observations made in this study would be helpful to players, Trainers, Coaches and 

Spectators.  

2. The finding of the study may be beneficial to People who related to sports industry. 

3. This study may give an opportunity to the researchers to conduct further studies on 

different aspects of Impact Of The Covid-19 Pandemic On Sport events. 

Methodology  

International multi-sport events 

Summer Olympics  

The 2020 Summer Olympics and Paralympics were scheduled to take place 

in Tokyo starting 24 July. Although the Japanese government had taken extra precautions to 

help minimize the outbreak's impact in the country, qualifying events were being canceled or 

postponed almost daily. "And the Games themselves are expected to draw 600,000 foreign 

visitors from nearly every country. According to Japanese public broadcaster NHK, Tokyo 

2020 organizing-committee chief executive Toshiro Muto voiced concerns on Feb. 5 that 

COVID-19 might "throw cold water on the momentum toward the Games."  

The traditional Olympic flame lighting ceremony in Olympia, Greece, to mark the 

start of the 2020 Summer Olympics torch relay was held on 12 March without spectators. On 

23 March, Canada, Australia, and Great Britain announced that they would withdraw from 

the Games unless they are postponed for one year. On 24 March 2020, the IOC and Tokyo 

Organizing Committee announced that the 2020 Summer Olympics and Paralympics would 

be "rescheduled to a date beyond 2020 but not later than summer 2021", marking the first 

time in the history of the modern Olympics that an Olympiad has been postponed. The 

opening ceremonies of the Games were officially rescheduled to 23 July 2021.  

On 29 April 2020, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe warned that the Games "must be held 

in a way that shows the world has won its battle against the corona virus pandemic". 

Winter Olympics 

Although the next Winter Olympics are not until 2022 (hosted by Beijing, China), the 

pandemic has already impacted qualifying in specific sports such as curling—where 

the World Curling Federation announced a proposal to have qualification be dependent on 
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performance in the 2021 world championships (whose top teams will automatically qualify) 

and a final qualification tournament, as opposed to the previous plan of having qualification 

determined by both the 2020 and 2021 world championships. Qualification for the women's 

hockey tournament was to be determined by IIHF World Rankings after the 2020 Women's 

World Championship. As the tournament was cancelled, the existing rankings going into the 

tournament were used instead.  

World Games 

The World Games in Birmingham, Alabama, were scheduled for July 2021, but due 

to the rescheduling of the 2020 Summer Olympics, the eleventh World Games will be held 

in July 2022 instead.  

Arctic Winter Games 

The 2020 Arctic Winter Games were cancelled.  

ASEAN Para Games 

The 2020 ASEAN Para Games were cancelled.  

Summer World University Games 

Archery 

The opening three stages of the 2020 Archery World Cup were postponed. Other 

events postponed include the Pan American Archery Championships, which were scheduled 

to be held in Monterrey, Mexico, from 23 to 29 March, and the European Para-Archery 

Championships, which were scheduled to be held in Olbia, Italy, from 18 to 26 April.  

Athletics 

 The 2020 World Athletics Indoor Championships were scheduled to be held from 13 to 

15 March in Nanjing, China, but were postponed until March 2021. 

 The 2020 World Athletics Half Marathon Championships was scheduled to be held on 29 

March in Gdynia, Poland, but was postponed until October 2020. 

 The first three events of the 2020 Diamond League, scheduled to be held in Qatar in 

April, followed by two events in China in May, were postponed until later in the 

year.  On 12 May, a revised schedule was issued, but no points will be awarded for the 

events. 

 The 2020 Boston Marathon, originally scheduled for 20 April, was postponed until 14 

September before being canceled completely on May 28. The 2020 London Marathon, 

scheduled to take place on 26 April, was postponed until 4 October. The 2020 Rome 
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Marathon was cancelled as is with the Berlin and New York City marathons. 

 The 2020 Two Oceans Marathon, scheduled for 8–11 April, has been cancelled. 

 The 2020 Three Peaks Race, originally scheduled for 25 April, has been postponed to 26 

September.  

 The 2020 Grandma's Marathon, scheduled for 20 June, was canceled by the organizers 

more than 50 days before it was to begin. They announced on 31 March that the 

marathon, the half-marathon, and the 5K would all be canceled.  

 Two of the Standard Chartered 2020 marathon series, Hong Kong Marathon and Kuala 

Lumpur Marathon was cancelled by the organizer over uncertainty of the COVID-19 

outbreak.  

 The 2020 Berlin Marathon was prohibited from being held on its originally scheduled 

dates. It would be cancelled on 24 June. 

 The Peachtree Road Race moved from 4 July to 26 November. 

 The 2020 Comrades Marathon were cancelled.  

Badminton 

All scheduled Badminton World Federation tournaments were suspended until 12 

April due to corona virus concerns. The affected tournaments are Swiss Open, India 

Open, Orléans Masters, Malaysia Open, and Singapore Open. Previously the body had 

suspended the German Openand pushed the Lingshui China Masters from February to May 

2020. The 2020 Thomas & Uber Cup had also originally been postponed to 15–23 August, 

but on 29 April was postponed again to 3–11 October after Denmark exteneded a ban on 

"larger gatherings" to 31 August.  

On 6 April all scheduled tournaments were suspended until 1 August, with World Rankings 

frozen as of 17 March. 

Baseball 

International 

The qualifying round of the World Baseball Softball Confederation-sanctioned 2021 

World Baseball Classic, scheduled in Tucson, Arizona, United States in March 2020 was 

postponed on 12 March 2020.  

On 30 April 2020, Little League International announced that the 2020 Little League World 

Series and its associated regional qualifiers would be cancelled due to the pandemic. This 

was the first cancellation of the tournament since its first edition in 1947.  
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Basketball 

Asia 

 The 2019–20 Chinese Basketball Association season was suspended on 1 February 

2020. However, China Basketball Association (CBA) chairman Yao Ming announced, 

2019-20 CBA season restart on June 20, without spectators. 

 On 14 February, FIBA ordered two qualifying games for the 2021 FIBA Asia 

Cup, Philippines vs Thailand in Quezon City, and Japan vs. China in Chiba to be 

postponed to a later date. This brought the postponed games to three, after FIBA earlier 

ordered the China vs. Malaysia game in Foshan to be postponed. Later that week, 

the Guam vs. Hong Kong game in Hagåtña was also postponed. 

 The Korean Basketball League canceled its 2019–20 season on 24 March, after playing 

its last game on 29 February. This comes as the Women's Korean Basketball 

League canceled its season a week before. 

 On 4 March, FIBA announced the cancellation of the 2019 FIBA Under-16 Asian 

Championship in Beirut and the 2019 FIBA Under-16 Asian Championship for Women 

in Canberra. It also postponed the 3x3 Olympic qualification tournament in Bangalore, 

and rescheduled the 2020 FIBA Asia 3x3 Cups in Changsha and the 2020 FIBA 3x3 

Under-17 Asian Cup in Cyberjaya.  

 The 2019–20 season of the Super Basketball League in Taiwan continued despite the 

outbreak. When the Taiwanese government shut down all publicly-controlled arenas on 

19 March, the league contemplated of shutting down as well, but ended up on holding all 

of its games at the HaoYu Basketball Training Center. No less than 100 people are in the 

arena at any time.  

ASEAN Basketball League 

Several fixtures of the ASEAN Basketball League 2019–20 season scheduled in 

February onwards were rescheduled due to the corona virus pandemic. In early March 2020, 

four participating teams, Alab Pilipinas, Hong Kong Eastern, Macau Black 

Bears and Formosa Dreamers has released statements urging the suspension of the whole 

season due to logistical issues posed by COVID-19-related travel measures in Southeast 

Asia, mainland China and Taiwan. On 13 March 2020, the league's 2019–20 season was 

postponed indefinitely.  
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Chess 

The 44th Chess Olympiad scheduled to take place in Moscow, Russia from 5–17 

August 2020 was postponed and rescheduled for the summer of 2021.  

The FIDE Candidates Tournament 2020, held in Yekaterinburg, Russia, was suspended at 

the mid-point of the tournament on 26 March. FIDE decided to postpone the second half of 

the tournament after Russia announced it would be interrupting air traffic with other 

countries starting on 27 March.  

Kickboxing 

Kunlun Fight cancelled multiple events due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Glory cancelled events in Lint, Belgium and Miami, Florida.  

Professional wrestling 

Numerous promotions have canceled major events, such as Impact Wrestling's TNA: 

There's No Place Like Home, Ring of Honor's 18th Anniversary Show, and the National 

Wrestling Alliance's Crockett Cup in the United States. Impact, ROH, and NWA also 

cancelled future tapings for their respective weekly television shows until further notice. In 

Mexico, Consejo Mundial de Lucha Libre cancelled tapings for their weekly shows for the 

foreseeable future and Lucha Libre AAA Worldwide postponed the 2020 Rey de 

Reyes event. In Japan, DDT Pro-Wrestling cancelled their marquee event Wrestle Peter Pan 

2020.  

WWE 

 American promotion WWE began to move the broadcasts of its weekly 

programs SmackDown and Raw (which usually broadcast from arenas) behind closed 

doors to its Orlando training facility, the WWE Performance Center, beginning 

with SmackDown on 13 March, with no audience and only essential staff in 

attendance. The promotion also postponed some of its upcoming house shows.  

 WrestleMania 36—WWE's flagship pay-per-view event—was originally scheduled to be 

held at Raymond James Stadium in Tampa. On 16 March, WWE announced that it would 

also be produced from the Performance Center and air across two nights (4 and 5 

April). WrestleMania Weekend's associated events, such as the NXT TakeOver: Tampa 

Bay card (which was scheduled for Amalie Arena) and WWE Hall of Fame induction 

ceremony were also postponed to unannounced dates, though TakeOver was ultimately 

canceled with its planned matches moved to weekly episodes of NXT. Matches for 
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WrestleMania, as well as the final two episodes of SmackDown and final episode 

of Raw before WrestleMania, were recorded in advance at the Performance Center 

between 21 and 26 March. While the majority of matches were filmed in Performance 

Center arena and presented plausibly live, two matches were filmed off-site in different, 

cinematic styles.  

 After continuing with pre-taped episodes for the go-home shows after WrestleMania, 

WWE announced that its weekly series would resume live broadcasts on 13 April, 

with Raw and SmackDown from the Performance Center as before, and NXT from its 

existing studio at Full Sail University in Winter Park. WWE told ESPN that "it is now 

more important than ever to provide people with a diversion from these hard times", and 

that its programming "bring families together and deliver a sense of hope, determination 

and perseverance". WWE also confirmed that one of its employees had contracted 

COVID-19 after a meeting with two health care workers on 26 March, but that the 

exposure occurred after production had wrapped; the employee had not made any contact 

with WWE staff since and they made a complete recovery. Wrestling journalists Dave 

Meltzer noted that WWE's television contracts with Fox and USA Network likely 

restricted the number of non-live episodes it could broadcast per-year (accommodating 

breaks in live broadcasts usually held around the Christmas and New Year holidays).  

 WWE's next PPV, Money in the Bank, was expected to be held at Baltimore's Royal 

Farms Arena in May, but was canceled by the arena on 9 April. On 17 April, WWE 

announced that the show's eponymous Money in the Bank matches (where wrestlers 

compete to retrieve a briefcase suspended above the ring with a ladder, containing a 

contract granting rights to challenge one of WWE's world championships at any point 

within the next year) would take place at its world headquarters building in Stamford, 

Connecticut, with a new "corporate ladder" gimmick where the briefcases would be 

suspended above a ring on the building's roof; the wrestlers began on the ground floor of 

the building and fought their way to the roof. The rest of the event occurred live at the 

Performance Center.  

 On 9 April, Florida's Division of Emergency Management added an exemption to the 

state stay-at-home order for employees of a "professional sports and media production 

with a national audience", if closed to the general public. On 13 April, Mayor of Orange 

County Jerry Demings acknowledged the change during a news conference, stating that 
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they were made following consultations with the office of Governor of Florida Ron 

DeSantis, and that they would allow WWE to continue its operations. It was reported that 

WWE had received repeated warnings by state officials over the stay-at-home order, but 

that DeSantis considered the operation critical to the state economy, and accommodated 

them by allowing the aforementioned changes.  

 DeSantis acknowledged the changes the next day, explaining that viewers were "starved" 

for sports content, and that the new exception could also be theoretically used by other 

sporting events. The same day, U.S. president Donald Trump announced that he was 

forming an economic advisory group to address the country's emergence and "reopening" 

from the pandemic; WWE owner and chairman Vince McMahon was named to the group 

(alongside other major sports commissioners and team owners). McMahon has been an 

ally of Trump, who has also made appearances on WWE programming in the past, and is 

also a member of the celebrity wing of the company's Hall of Fame.  

Cricket 

Africa 

The corona virus pandemic impacted on several international cricket fixtures and 

tournaments. The 2020 ACA Africa T20 Cup Finals was scheduled to take place in Kenya in 

March 2020, before it was postponed in line with the Kenyan government's 30-day ban on 

international gatherings. On 13 March 2020, the Netherlands tour to Namibia was cancelled 

due to the pandemic. Three days later, Ireland's tour to Zimbabwe also got cancelled. On 24 

March, Namibia tri-series was postponed.  

On 11 June 2020, the ICC confirmed that the Cricket World Cup Challenge 

League(B) has been postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Asia 

The 2020 Everest Premier League in Nepal was also postponed on 12 March. On 13 

March, the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) announced that the start of 2020 

Indian Premier League will be postponed from 29 March to 15 April. On 16 April, BCCI 

suspended the tournament indefinitely due to the pandemic and on 4th June BCCI announced 

that IPL will staged outside India. On 13 March, BCCI cancelled the ODI matches between 

India and South Africa on 15 and 18 March, which were originally announced to be played 

without spectators. On the same day, the two-match Test series between Sri Lanka and 

England, scheduled to be played in March 2020, was also postponed. The remaining seven 
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matches of the 2020 Road Safety World Series were rescheduled to a later date. It was earlier 

decided that the remaining seven matches of the tournament would be played behind the 

closed doors in DY Patil Stadium.  

A women's quadrangular series was scheduled to take place in Thailand in April 

2020, but was cancelled a month before it was due to start. The 2020 Malaysia Cricket 

World Cup Challenge League A, scheduled to take place in March 2020, was 

postponed, along with two T20I matches between a World XI and Asia XI side.  

On 12 March, the Pakistan Cricket Board announced that all remaining matches of 

the Pakistan Super League's ongoing fifth season being played in Karachi (where the 

majority of cases in Pakistan had been concentrated) would be closed to spectators. On 16 

March 2020, the remaining play-offs in the 2020 Pakistan Super League were postponed due 

to a huge spike in the number of corona virus cases around the country. The Bangladesh tour 

of Pakistan for a single ODI and a Test match was also postponed.  

On 9 April 2020, there was an announcement of postponement of Australia-

Bangladesh Test series. On 20 April 2020, Sri Lanka and South Africa cricket boards 

confirmed that SA tour to the island nation has been postponed.  

On 23 June 2020, New Zealand cricket team's tour to Bangladesh, which was 

scheduled to take place in August, was postponed. A day later, on 24 June 2020, 

the Bangladesh's tour to Sri Lanka was postponed due to the pandemic.  

Cycling 

Road cycling 

The 2020 UAE Tour was scheduled to run until 29 February, but was abandoned 

following stage five after two support staff tested positive for corona virus. Of the following 

nineteen 2020 UCI World Tour races scheduled to take place up to 31 May, only Omloop 

Het Nieuwsblad and Paris–Nice, which also had the final day of racing removed, took place 

at the intended time, some with the stated hope of taking place at a later date. The postponed 

races in this block include the 2020 Giro d'Italia and four of the five annual monuments, and 

many lower category races were also cancelled or postponed. Also races of the 2020 UCI 

Women's World Tour were cancelled or postponed. 

On 15 March, UCI requested to suspend all UCI-sanctioned events in affected 

territories until 3 April, and the qualification for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games and 

Paralympic Games to stop retroactively as of 3 March. On 18 March, the suspension of 
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events were extended at least until the end of April. On 1 April, the suspension was extended 

until 1 June, and on 15 April, it was extended until 1 July for the international races, and 

until 1 August for the UCI World Tour races.  

On 14 April, the annual Tour de France was originally scheduled for 27 June – 19 

July, but it was postponed due to the country's strict measures with the corona virus as the 

government extended a ban on mass gatherings until July. As of 15 April, ASO and UCI 

plans it to take place from 29 August to 20 September.  

A revised calender for both the men and the women was issued on 5 May, which was 

updated on 12 June. 

Fencing 

On 3 March 2020, the Fédération Internationale d'Escrime (FIE) issued its first 

bulletin on COVID-19 precautions. On 10 March FIE strongly recommended that all 

participants in its competitions (athletes and other members of national delegations) fill and 

carry with them a questionnaire about their health status. On 12 March a FIE circular 

reported the postponement of six World Cup or Grand Prix competitions and the World 

Junior/Cadet Championship. Since the World Cup and Grand Prix events were part of 

the qualifications for the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, the circular warned on the need to postpone 

the zonal qualifications tournament for the Olympics. No news was given on other events, 

and their possible postponement or cancellation. 

FIE reported on its web site the postponement of the Olympic Games, but hasn't yet given 

any information on the World Fencing Championships, which is supposed to happen in non-

Olympic years, so there is a 2021 Championship planned (assigned to Cairo), but not a 2020 

Championship. 

Individual countries had different decisions. For example, on 4 April the Federazione 

Italiana Scherma announced it was suspending all competitions until 31 August.  

Handball 

The 25–29 March, 2020 European Women's Handball Championship 

qualification matches in Rotterdam, the Netherlands were cancelled.  

Rowing 

Four Olympic qualification regattas were cancelled, including the final qualification 

event scheduled to be held in Lucerne, Switzerland, from 17 to 19 May. All three events of 

the 2020 World Rowing Cup were also cancelled.  
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The Boat Race 2020, due to take place on the River Thames in London on 29 March, 

was cancelled.  

Rugby league 

The Australian/New Zealand National Rugby League was scheduled to continue with 

no spectators permitted in the stadiums; however, the entire season was suspended 

indefinitely on 23 March 2020. In line with an overall easings of restrictions in Australia, 

plans were announced which would see the season restarted from approximately 28 

May. The NRL season recommenced on May 28 with a round 3 game played in Brisbane 

between the Brisbane Broncos and Parramatta Eels. The match was played behind closed 

doors without any crowd, although the broadcasters (Channel 9 and Foxsports) used fake 

crowd noise during the broadcast. The return match rated highly on TV as it was the first TV 

match of a team sport in Australia for 8 weeks.  

In the northern hemisphere, Super League and the Rugby Football  

League's Championship and League 1 suspended their seasons until 3 April as a result of the 

spread of corona virus. This was later revised to 2 August. The 2020 Kangaroo tour of 

England, which was scheduled to include three test matches between England and Australia 

in October and November, was cancelled on 1 June.  

Shooting 

 The 2020 ISSF World Cup, which was to commence on 15 March in New Delhi, was 

postponed. The Olympic Test Event in Tokyo, originally scheduled for April 2020, was 

also canceled.  

 The 2020 European Shotgun Championships was cancelled.  

Snooker 

 The 2020 Gibraltar Open and its qualifying rounds took place from 11 to 15 March. For 

the first day, there was a limit of 100 spectators per session. On the remaining days, there 

were no spectators. A significant number of players withdrew, and there was a shortage 

of referees, with some early matches played without referees.  

 The 2020 Tour Championship, originally scheduled for 17 to 22 March, was postponed 

until 20 to 26 June. 

 The 2020 China Open, originally scheduled for 30 March to 5 April, was indefinitely 

postponed.  

 The 2020 World Snooker Championship, originally scheduled 18 April to 4 May, has 
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been postponed until 31 July. 

 The 2020 World Women's Snooker Championship, originally scheduled 22 to 27 June, 

has been postponed.  

Squash 

The 2020 European Squash Individual Championships, scheduled to take place 

in Eindhoven, the Netherlands from 29 April to 2 May are canceled.  

Swimming 

The YMCA Short Course Nationals swim meet is canceled in the United States for 

the first time since 1947.  

Table tennis 

 The 2020 World Team Table Tennis Championships, which was scheduled to be held 

from 22–29 March in Busan, South Korea, was postponed to 27 September – 4 October.  

 The 2020 ITTF-ATTU Asian Cup was scheduled to be held from 28 February to 1 March 

in Hainan, China, but was postponed until later in the year.  

 Five events on the 2020 ITTF World Tour have also been postponed, including the China 

Open and the Japan Open. Four Olympic qualifying events, scheduled to be held in April, 

were also postponed.  

Tennis 

 In one of the first major U.S. sport cancellations of the pandemic, the 2020 BNP Paribas 

Open tennis tournament in Indian Wells, California was postponed on 8 March 2020 as a 

precautionary measure, with organizers stating they planned to seek a new date. On 12 

March, Mayor of Miami Carlos A. Giménez ordered the cancellation of the Miami 

Open pursuant to the state of emergency in Miami-Dade County.  

 On 12 March, the ATP announced that in response to the aforementioned cancellations 

among others, they would suspend events for at least six weeks. The International Tennis 

Federation also suspended play through at least 20 April, and the WTA canceled WTA 

Tour events through 12 April. On 16 March, the WTA suspended play through 2 May.  

 On 16 March, the start of the 2020 French Open was postponed from 24 May to 20 

September, and the ATP and WTA jointly announced that their suspension of play had 

been extended through 7 June. On 1 April, Wimbledon was canceled for the first time 

since World War II, while the ATP and WTA announced that their suspension will be 

extended through 13 July. On 15 May, the suspension was extended through 3 August.  
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 On 16 April, the United States Tennis Association announced the formation of an 

advisory group to evaluate whether the US Open would be played, with plans expected to 

be announced by June. USTA chief Mike Dowse stated that it was "highly unlikely" the 

tournament would be played behind closed doors, since it was "not really in the spirit of 

the celebration of tennis, and it also goes back to the health and wellbeing of our players 

and support staff that help run the tournament". He added that "on one sense we're very 

fortunate that we are the fourth Grand Slam to go, so time is on our side at this point." 

The state of New York (which at one point, had more cases than any foreign country 

worldwide), and especially the tournament's host, New York City, saw the largest initial 

impact of the pandemic in the United States.  

Triathlon 

The World Triathlon Executive Board, met via teleconference this Friday morning, 

has decided to extend the suspension of all activities of the International Federation until 

June 30th, due to the current situation worldwide with the COVID-19 outbreak. This 

suspension includes WTS Yokohama, three African (ATU) cups, three American (PATCO) 

events, four Asian (ASTC) cups, one event in Oceania (OTU) and eight in Europe, (ETU) 

plus the Yokohama Paratriathlon Series and Paratriathlon World Cup. 

Volleyball 

 On 12 March, The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) cancelled the 

Spring 2020 men's volleyball championships due to concern over the corona virus.   

 On 13 March, the International Volleyball Federation (FIVB) decided to postpone the 

Nations League for men (finals scheduled for Turin, Italy) and women until after 

the 2020 Summer Olympics caused by the outbreak of corona virus. On 8 May, the FIVB 

announced that the Nations League competitions were cancelled. 

Water polo 

International 

 The 2020 Women's Water Polo Olympic Qualification Tournament was scheduled to take 

place in Trieste, Italy, 8–15 March 2020. On 28 February 2020, International Swimming 

Federation (FINA) announced that the tournament would be postponed to 17–24 May due 

to the corona virus outbreak, then it was moved again to 17–24 January 2021 due to 

the outbreak in the country.  

 On 12 March, FINA announced that several international water polo tournaments would 
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be postponed due to the corona virus pandemic. The 2020 Men's Water Polo Olympic 

Qualification Tournament due to take place in Rotterdam, Netherlands, 22–29 March, 

would be postponed to 31 May – 7 June, then it was postponed again to 21–28 February 

2021. The 2020 FINA Men's Water Polo World League and 2020 FINA Women's Water 

Polo World League would be postponed to September–October 2020.  

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The COVID-19 pandemic has had and will continue to have very considerable effects on 

the sporting world as well as on the physical and mental well-being of people around the world. 

The following recommendations seek to both support the safe re-opening of sporting events and 

tournaments following the pandemic, as well as to maximize the benefits that sport and physical 

activity can bring in the age of COVID-19 and beyond. 
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ABSTRACT 

Sports is extremely hard to please on the body. A wicketkeeper in Cricket will a minimum of 540 

squats in an exceedingly single day of a matched game, lawn tennis involves the repetitive 

movement of wrists; Golf needs heaps of bending &lifting and through intense coaching sessions 

body’s muscle work rate will increase quite twenty five times. associate degree athlete’s body 

could be a machine and so as to create this 

machine work its peak and stop injury, they have to place within the right fuel (food). Right 

Foods taken within the right amount at the correct time have a large impact on up sports 

performance. A healthy diet arranges helps athletes to coach more durable, recover quicker and 

lessens the chance of injury prevalence. Athletes need further calories to fuel their activities & 

give strength to muscle and bones. High-level endurance athletes need 3000-6000 calories/day; 

those enjoying team sports need 4000-5000 calories/day. The calorie intake must be planned 

meticulously and in correct proportion consistent with their sport and coaching across 6-9 meals 

throughout the day. Most of those calories ought to come back from saccharide (60-70%) made 

foods, that is that the main supply of energy. super molecule (10-15%) provides with amino 

acids that area unit utilized by muscles to reconstruct themselves. super molecule intake of 

one.2-2 gram/kg weight is usually recommended supported specific sports activity. Fats area unit 

another supply of energy and facilitate in maintaining energy levels throughout exercise. 

Association is another necessary component within the diet. A personality's body is created of up 

to seventy you look after water and thence maintaining the correct association level is vital for its 

functioning. 

Key Words: Matched, Performance, Prevalence, Meticulously etc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Diet is among one in every of the foremost necessary things once it involves up sports 

performance. It’s vital for athletes to be overwhelming associate adequate quantity of calories 

daily so as to fuel their bodies. Majority of athletes ought to be consumption enough calories 

everyday to keep up their current bodyweight, or ideally in a very caloric surplus. I say majority, 

as a result of athletes cutting weight are forced to dine in a caloric deficit. As associate 

contestant, your physical health is essential to a lively fashion. You rely on strength, skill, and 

endurance, whether or not you’re goingfor the ball or creating that final push across the finish. 

Being your best takes time, training, and patience, however that’s not all. Like a car, your body 

won’t run while not the correct fuel. you want to take special care to induce enough of the 

calories, vitamins, and different nutrients that give energy. 

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To study the importance of nutrition to athletes 

2. To study the best foods for athletes. 

3. METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 

The present study has been descriptive; the data for this study were obtained from secondary 

sources. The secondary data has been collected from various references which already existed in 

published form; part of the paper is based on literature review the method comprising of 

collecting all the available papers relating to the theme and selecting relevant papers/books for 

the review purpose. Selection of the paper is done on the basis of their relevance and 

contribution to the body of knowledge. The author has made an attempt to do primary reading of 

the selected papers which will constitute the core of this review study. 

4. IMPORTANCE OF NUTRITION TO ATHLETES 

At the foremost basic level, nutrition is very important for athletes as a result of it provides a 

supply of energy needed to perform the activity. The food we tend to eat impacts on our strength, 

training, performance and recovery. Not solely is that the style of food vital for sports nutrition 

however the days we tend to eat throughout the day conjointly has a control on our performance 

levels and our bodies ability to recover when physical exercise. Meals eaten before and when 

exercise area unit the foremost vital in sports nutrition however you must extremely use caution 

with everything that you just place into your body. As a general rule of thumb athletes ought to 

eat concerning 2 hours before physical exercise and this meal ought to be high in carbohydrates, 

low in fat and low to moderate in super molecule. Carbohydrates area unit the most supply of 
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energy that powers your exercise regime and super molecule is needed to help muscle growth 

and repair. When physical exercise you would like to exchange the carbohydrates you've got lost 

and you would like to make sure correct muscle recovery by together with super molecule in 

your post coaching meal. The proportions of super molecule and carbohydrates that you just 

need can vary reckoning on each the intensity thrust and kind} of sport so to induce your 

individual balance right you must contact skilled a certified} dietician for professional facilitate 

together with your sports nutrition. Our skilled dietitians will facilitate all level athletes to attain 

optimum sports nutrition so as to satisfy their performance goals. 

5. BEST FOODS FOR ATHLETES 

a. Berries 

Blackberries, raspberries and blueberries are just a handful of the delicious berries that are rich in 

antioxidants, which need to be replenished after physical activity.Darker berries contain 

photochemical and other protective elements that prevent oxidative stress that occurs in the body 

during strenuous activities. They also preserve muscle strength as you age, so they’re good for 

the long term. 

b. Salmon 

This oily fish is packed with lean, muscle-building protein and omega-3 fatty acids, which 

reduces the inflammation that can happen with continual athletic activity. It is also a natural 

artery cleanser, helping to prevent heart disease, which can affect even the most active people. 

Get creative and enjoy salmon in burgers, salads or pastas to get the recommended eight ounce 

serving per week. 

c. Beans/Legumes 

Vegetarians and meat eaters alike can get their fill of plant-based protein by eating beans and 

legumes. Black beans, pinto beans, kidney beans, lima beans… the varieties are endless! You 

can add them to a salad or cook them into a stew or chili. Unlike meat, beans and legumes don’t 

have saturated fat and contain fiber, which will help you feel fuller longer. 

d. Pasta 

Not all carbs are bad! In fact, they’re an important part of the athlete’s diet. While the body burns 

fat and protein, it must first convert them into carbohydrates, making the body work harder. 

Straight carbs act as a fuel for the active person. Keep in mind that pasta contains fiber, which 

can cause gastrointestinal stress, so don’t overdo it before a big event where you’ll be competing 
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or playing. Whole grain pasta typically contains less sugar than white pasta, which can also help 

athletic performance. 

e. Bananas 

Bananas are a low-calorie, excellent source of natural electrolytes, which need to be replaced 

after a workout or sporting event. They’re also high in potassium, which makes them the perfect 

post-event snack. Eating one banana will help you regulate your fluid intake (since you’re 

drinking more water before, after and during physical exertion). It will also protect you from 

muscle spasms or cramps. 

f. Cruciferous Vegetables 

Dark, leafy greens such as spinach and kale, as well as broccoli, cauliflower and brussel sprouts 

are rich in antioxidants, vitamins and minerals to boost your athletic abilities. They also contain 

high levels of vitamins A, K and B6, and calcium and iron, all of which protect the body against 

inflammation. Iron also means more oxygen being supplied to working muscles. Kale contains 

carotenoids and flavonoids, two power antioxidants, and fiber, which helps lower cholesterol. 

g. Nuts 

Nuts are high in protein and healthy fats, making them a mainstay in athletes’ diets. Eaten with 

carbs, they help level out your blood sugar and sustain the carbs over a longer period of time, 

rather than burning them off right away. They’re also easier todigest and don’t upset your 

stomach. Another plant-based protein, nuts are rich in fiber and antioxidants like vitamin E. The 

anti-inflammatory nutrients found in nuts makes them great for bone health, which is needed by 

every athlete. They also lower the bad cholesterol, which is good for heart health. 

h. Milk (Even Chocolate Milk!) 

Milk is loaded with carbs and protein, which makes it a great post-workout drink for muscle 

recovery. The caffeine found in chocolate dilates the blood vessels, helping them to relax after a 

workout. Interestingly enough, when carbs and protein are consumed together, muscle tissues 

repair themselves more quickly than they do when consumed separately! 

i. Hydrating Foods 

Radishes, watermelon, bell peppers, spinach, celery, dates and oranges are just a handful of the 

refreshing foods you can eat to replenish your lost fluids. If you’re tired of downing water bottles 

(not that you shouldn’t), opt for one of these snacks to feel refreshed after exercising. 

j. Sweet Potatoes 
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Sweet potatoes are rich in vitamins A and C, both antioxidants that remove free radicals from 

your body. They lower blood pressure, which is important for athletes to their heart health when 

participating in sports. They’re high in vitamin and mineral content and contain the levels of 

potassium, iron, manganese and copper athletes need for healthy muscles. 

k. Oatmeal 

Oatmeal is an excellent source of energy carbs for athletes and is high in fiber, helping you feel 

fuller, longer. It’s 100 percent whole grain, helping to lower your risk of heart disease. If you’re 

looking to gain weight, oatmeal is a delicious way to help you achieve your goal weight. Be sure 

to choose steel-cut oats as opposed to instant oats. The instant oats have a higher glycemic index, 

which will cause your insulin levels to spike, causing you to end up storing the carbs as fat. 

l. Whey Protein 

Whey protein contains the essential amino acids. Quickly absorbed by the body, it lacks fat and 

cholesterol, which makes it an ideal formula for athletes to consume. Whey contains the levels of 

protein and amino acids necessary to rebuild muscles and protects against muscle breakdown. 

m. Flaxseed, Olive and Coconut Oil 

The monounsaturated fats found in olive oil have anti-inflammatory properties, which athletes 

need when putting so much stress on their bodies. Flaxseed oil contains omega-3s, which is also 

anti-inflammatory, to help recover quickly with bumps and bruises. It also contains fiber and 

protein. Coconut oil is filled with medium chain triglycerides (MCTs), which can help with your 

endurance during a grueling workout. 

The MCTs in coconut oil can also help with metabolism and energy from fat. 

n. Cherries 

An antioxidant-filled fruit, cherries aid in preventing muscle pain after running. It reduces 

inflammation, which is what causes such striking pain. Many athletes consume cherry juice as 

another way to lower exercise-based muscle damage, which can help reduce soreness. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Food is that the fuel that helps athletes performs their best. Without it, endurance, strength and 

overall performance are going to be down. If you wish to induce the foremost out of your 

workouts and athletic capabilities, your diet ought to be a prime priority in your fitness efforts. 

Poor ingestion habits can eventually cause poor performance. As you'll be able to see from the 

foods mentioned, athletes profit most from foods high in super molecule, vitamins and fiber to 

reinforce their performance. Whether or not you’re a recreational or competitive jock, your body 
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wants the proper nutrients to fuel itself throughout high-intensity activity. These foods offer the 

restorative, energy-boosting properties necessary to remain healthy whereas golf shot your body 

through exercise or different endurance activities. 
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Introduction 

Now a day’s everyone is suffering from covid 19. Disease this diseases are spread all over the 

worldChina,America, Rasiya, India are the most spread country’s .no any vaccinesare found 

today for this virousso we must prepared that type of diseases.We must awear about our personal 

health as well as our community health. Community health is the intersection of healthcare, 

economics and social interaction. Unfortunately, many people are unaware of the role this type 

of healthcare plays in their everyday lives. Join us as we explore the impact of community health 

on your neighborhoodand what you can do to improve it.Health means the overall mental and 

physical state of a person; the absence of disease. Wellness refers to the state of being in optimal 

mental and physical health.There are five main aspects of personal health: physical, emotional, 

social, spiritual, and intellectualWellness is an active process of making choices toward 

a healthy and fulfilling life.Wellness is especially important as we age because regular exercise 

and proper nutrition can help prevent a variety of ailments including cardiovascular disease, 

obesity, and fall risk behaviors.Wellness is an active process of becoming aware of and making 

choices toward a healthy and fulfilling life. Wellness is more than being free from illness, it is a 

dynamic process of change and growth. "...a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-

being, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity."A wellness program helps us learn to 

implement healthy choices in our lives, making us healthier in the long run. When we exercise 

and eat healthily regularly, we improveour health and reduce the risks of health problems. 

What is community health? 

Community health is a medical specialty that focuses on the physical and mental well-being of 

the people in a specific geographic region. This important subsection of public health includes 

initiatives to help community members maintain and improve their health, prevent the spread of 

infectious diseases and prepare for natural disasters. 

“Working at the community level promotes healthy living, helps prevent chronic diseases and 

brings the greatest health benefits to the greatest number of people in need,”  

53 
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Strong community health requires residents to look beyond themselves and take “collective 

responsibility,” says Caleb Backe, health and wellness expert at Maple Holistics. “It’s not just 

about the healthcare system, but focuses on the importance of leading a generally healthy 

lifestyle in order to protect the community as a whole.” 

Community health is inextricably tied to individual wellness. “Good community health equates 

to healthy people, as a community is the ecosystem or environment in which people live,”  “It’s 

difficult to be healthy personally if your community is unhealthy.” 

The far-reaching impact of community health 

Community health flips the script on the old adage, “You take care of you; I’ll take care of me.” 

Instead, public health experts agree that the health of a community can have far-reaching—and 

sometimes surprising—impacts on individual health and beyond. 

“Community health impacts everything—educational achievement, safety and crime, people’s 

ability to work and be financially healthy, life expectancy, happiness and more,” Bognanno says. 

“Health impacts every other facet of life, from a child’s ability to learn to an adult’s ability to 

work, so health is critical for education and financial well-being.” 

The effect of health on quality of life can also impact the desire to participate in civic duties like 

voting, social functions and leisure activities, according to Healthy People 2020, an initiative of 

the Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion. 

Communities that are attentive to public health can even reduce inequality among their residents. 

“[Community health] also helps to reduce health gaps caused by differences in race and 

ethnicity, location, social status, income and other factors that can affect health,”  

The consequences of neglecting community health 

A lack of focus on community health can lead to a range of complex problems that aren’t easy to 

correct. For example, crime and safety issues that result from neglected community health can 

quickly becoming a self-perpetuating cycle. “Repeated exposure to crime and violence may be 

linked to an increase in negative health outcomes. Children exposed to violence may show 

increased signs of aggression starting in upper-elementary school,” reports Healthy People 2020. 

Chronic diseases, such as diabetes and heart disease, can also increase if a community’s overall 

well-being is suffering. “An unhealthy community tends to be obese and struggle more from 

chronic diseases and other health challenges,” . Chronic diseases like these not only reduce life 

expectancy, they have a dramatic effect on the economy. The CDC reports that 90 percent of the 

nation’s annual healthcare expenses are for people with chronic health conditions. 
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Curbing the spread of infectious disease is also a priority of community health programs. 

Without them, communities may find themselves battling outbreaks of illnesses that put 

vulnerable populations like the elderly at higher risk.“If a community has to recover from an 

emergency event, such as a natural disaster, reducing the spread of disease becomes a crucial 

part of the recovery process,”  

Factors that improve community health 

Improving community health is a huge undertaking that involves cooperation between public 

health workers, local government, volunteers and average citizens alike—and the end products of 

their work can take a lot of forms. “Communities benefit from walking trails and bike paths, 

from access to healthy food and playgrounds, from accessible healthcare services, schools and 

places of employment, as well as affordable housing,”  

Education also plays a large role in maintaining community health. Health fairs and advertising 

campaigns that expose the dangers of risk factors like tobacco exposure, poor nutrition and 

physical inactivity can raise awareness about the importance of choosing a healthy lifestyle. 

The CDC has also focused on promoting nutrition guidelines in schools and increasing the 

amount of physical education children receive. 

Individuals can step up to the plate for their community’s health by volunteering at health fairs or 

blood drives, petitioning local officials to develop more green space and walking trails and 

maintaining their own health. “The collective responsibilities that individuals have for their 

communal health can lead to positive interactions within the community as a whole,”  

What is meant by community health? 

Community health is a major field of study within the medical and clinical sciences which 

focuses on the maintenance, protection, and improvement of the health status of population 

groups and communities. ... In the United States, community health is rooted within 

primary healthcare achievements. 

What is the importance of community health? 

The health of a community, including ease of access to medical care and community resources 

available for exercise and encouraging healthy habits, is an important part of emergency 

planning that can have a positive impact on a community before, during, and after a 

public health emergency. 

What is an example of community health? 
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Examples of communities include people living in the same town, members of a church, or 

members of a sports team. Community health is a field of public health that focuses on studying, 

protecting, or improving health within a community. 

How do we maintain community health? 

Here are some ways you can improve health in your community. 

1. Practice healthy habits with kids in your life. ... 

2. Engage in your school's efforts to encourage healthy practices. ... 

3. Learn more about the decisions local officials are making that impact your environment. ... 

4. Give back healthy options to your community. 

What is the difference between community health and public health? 

Community health, a field of public health, is a discipline that concerns itself with the study and 

betterment of the health characteristics of biological communities. While the 

term community can be broadly defined, community health tends to focus on geographic areas 

rather than people with shared characteristics. 

What are the components of community health? 

A healthy, equitable community is one that offers complete social, physical and mental well-

being to all its residents at all stages of life and has the following themes embedded across all 

the components: accessibility, affordability, stability, diversity, safety, equity. 

What are the factors affecting community health? 

There are many different factors that can affect your health. These include things like housing, 

financial security, community safety, employment, education and the environment. These are 

known as the wider determinants of health. 

What are the different community health problems? 

 Physical Activity and Nutrition. ... 

 Overweight and Obesity. ... 

 Tobacco. ... 

 Substance Abuse. ... 

 HIV/AIDS. ... 

 Mental Health. ... 

 Injury and Violence. ... 

 Environmental Quality. 

How can we prevent community health problems? 
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Some healthy choices to reduce your risk for disease 

1. Be a non-smoker and avoid second hand smoke. If you smoke, get help to quit.  

2. Be physically active everyday. 

3. Eat healthy foods. 

4. Achieve a healthy weight. 

5. Control your blood pressure. 

6. Limit your intake of alcohol. 

7. Reduce your stress.  

8. Be screened or tested regularly. 

The  characteristics of a healthy community are the following: 

1. A community should be free from any criminality 

2. A community should have enough security and safety for all the people. 

3. A community should have enough facilities such as hospitals and clinics. 

4. People in the community should love and unify with each other. 

5. People in the community should be free from any vices. 

6. People in the community should fear God and religiously working for the Lord and 

fellowmen. 

7. A community should have access on affordable healthy foods, clean air, clean water and 

quality education. 

8. A community should have an educational facility for all the children and youth. 

9. A community should have basic emergency services. 

10. A community should have enough jobs and transportation for all the people.   

Conclusion 

Good nutrition is an important part of leading a healthy lifestyle. Combined with physical 

activity, our diet can help us to reach and maintain a healthy weight, reduce our risk of chronic 

diseases (like heart disease and cancer), and promote our overall health. 

Physical fitness is not the sole basis of being healthy; being healthy means being mentally and 

emotionally fit. Being healthy should be part of our overall lifestyle. Living a healthy lifestyle 

can help prevent chronic diseases and long-term illnesses. Feeling good about ourself and taking 

care of our health are important for our self-esteem and self-image. Maintain a healthy lifestyle 

by doing what is right for our body. 
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At first glance many local governments may think health is not a local 

government responsibility, however, localgovernments have the ability to promote health in 

their communities through healthy community design, parks and recreation facilities 

and healthy living programs, health-related policies, and building . Governments play a 

major role in health care financing by mobilizing the necessary resources through public budgets 

and other contributive mechanisms, pooling resources allocated to health development, guiding 

the process of resource allocation and purchasing health services from various providers. 

Health promotion is the process of improving and protecting the health of the public, including 

individuals, populations, and communities. Health promotion and disease prevention can be 

achieved through planned activities and programs that are designed to improve 

population health outcomes. 

 

 

**************  
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ABSTRACT  

Menopause is a physical phenomenon that affects every woman at a particular stage of 

her life. A woman is said to be undergoing menopause when she doesn’t get her periods for an 

entire year. While all women experience it, the age at which they do so varies. Generally 

speaking however, most women start menopause in their late 40s or early 50s. 

The period just before menopause, known as pre menopause, is when most symptoms are 

observed. Its single biggest cause is a decrease in the production of estrogen and progesterone in 

the female’s ovaries. Parts of the body affected by lowered secretion of estrogen include the 

reproductive system, heart, urinary tract, bones, blood vessels, skin, breasts, mucous membranes, 

hair, brain and pelvic muscles. Here we look at the most common symptoms of menopause and 

Yoga therapies to overcome the menopause 

Key words: Menopause, symptoms, yoga therapy. 

Role And Status Of Women In India 

Traditionally, an Indian woman had four fold status-role sequences. These were her role 

as a daughter, wife, housewife (homemaker), and mother. The woman, whose status and role 

traditionally was well defined and almost fixed in the society, is now experiencing far-reaching 

changes. The woman in modern times is entering into certain new fields that were unknown to 

the woman’s sphere of role-sets. They are activating participating in social, economic, and 

political activities. 

The women of the present generation have generally received higher education than the 

women of their preceding generation. There have been far reaching consequences in the 

economic status of their families. 

54 
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The modern women are inclined towards the social issues, and trying hard to improve the 

social status of women at large. Increased awareness and education has inspired women to come 

out of the four walls of the home. Many women actively supported and participated in the 

nationalist movement and secured eminent positions and offices in administration and public life 

in free India. Traditionally Indian women exist because of the family and for the family. 

The modern woman has started caring for her health, figure, cultural needs and interests, 

academic pursuits, social intercourse, religious activities recreational needs, etc. 

Educated women are just on the threshold of transition from tradition to modernity. The 

women themselves desire that their status and position in society should rise higher. Though a 

proper climate for such a change is still wanting, yet there have been many structural and 

statutory innovations for the improvement of their position. The traditional status and role sets of 

women are breaking up and new role-sets based on achievement, independence and equality are 

gradually coming up. 

INTRODUCTION:  

All women have to face the Menopause which is defined as the state of an absence of 

menstrual periods for 12 months. The menopausal transition starts with varying menstrual 

cycle length and ends with the final menstrual period.   

PHASES Of  MENOPAUSE: 

Natural menopause slow and has three stages: 

 Perimenopause : This phase usually begins several years before menopause, when your 

ovaries slowly make less estrogen. Perimenopause lasts until menopause, the point at which 

your ovaries stop releasing eggs. In the last 1 to 2 years of this stage, estrogen levels fall 

faster. Many women have menopause symptoms. 

 Menopause:  This is when it's been a year since you had a period. Your ovaries have 

stopped releasing eggs and making most of their estrogen. 

 Post menopause: These are the years after menopause. Menopausal symptoms such as hot 

flashes usually ease. But health risks related to the loss of estrogen increase as you get older. 

MENOPAUSE SYMPTOMS 

Most women nearing menopause will have hot flashes, sudden feelings of warmth 

that spread over the upper body, often with blushing and sweating. These flashes can 

range from mild in most women to severe in others. The symptoms of menopause are 

discussed in detail below. 
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Other Symptoms Include: 

 Uneven or missed periods 

 Insomnia 

 Mood swings 

 Fatigue 

 Depression 

 Crankiness 

 Racing heart 

 Headaches 

 Joint and muscle aches and pains 

 Changes in libido (sex drive) 

 Vaginal dryness 

 Trouble controlling your bladder. 

  Emotional and cognitive 

symptom 

 Other physical changes like 

weight gain,  wrinkles, adult 

acne hair growth on the chin, 

upper lip, chest, or abdomen. 

Effects Of Menopause 

 Falling Levels Of Estrogen And 

Progesterone Hormones. 

 Cardiovascular Diseases  

 Thyroid 

 Headache  

 Mood Swings/Insomnia  

 Weight Gain  

 Lack Of Interest 

 Osteoporosis,  

 Prolapse  

 Urogenital Atrophy  

 Cancer. 

 The Psychological symptoms 

‘empty nest syndrome’  

YOGA AS A THERAPY FOR MENOPAUSAL SYMPTOMS 

For some women, perimenopause is not an easy, smooth transition. Yoga is a regulator of 

the sympathetic system, respiratory system and the cardiovascular system. Combined with 

meditation, it is a form of exercise that has the potential to alleviate symptoms in women 

navigating the climacteric. In my review of literature, studies relating to the effectiveness of yoga 

and mind-body techniques in treating the symptoms associated with menopause. The midwife 

can offer yoga therapy to women who do not desire hormone therapy and would like to explore a 

non-allopathic alternative to treat her perimenopausal symptoms. Yoga is moving meditation, the 

union of mind and body. The word Yoga comes from the Sanskrit word "Yuj" meaning to unite. 

This means integrating all aspects of the woman- body, mind and spirit. The goals of yoga 

therapy are to improve the physical body, expand and relax the mind, and achieve a balanced life 

experience. The study of yoga and mind-body complementary and alternative medicine(CAM) is 

a fairly recent endeavor in the United States (Bond, 2007). The use of CAM, specifically by 

women, is on the rise in the United States (Schuiling, 2013). Complementary and alternative 
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medicine (including yoga) in some midwifery communities is an essential part of midwifery 

practice, and in others, it is utilized only as a personal healthcare or lifestyle choice. It may be 

applied as an adjunctive measure to support balance and normalcy, or as an alternative option to 

resolve disability. Women worldwide are finding CAM therapies to relieve menopause 

symptoms due to the perceived harms associated with hormone therapy- venous thromboembolic 

disease, breast/ovarian cancer, and stroke (Lunny & Fraser, 2010). In the United States, 45% of 

menopausal-aged women reported using some from of CAM therapy including yoga practice and 

meditation (Pinkerton, Stovall, & Kightlinger, 2009). Yoga is a combination of a series of 

postures called asanas, meditation and controlled breathing exercises called pranayama. Asanas 

have an extraordinary capacity to cleanse, rejuvenate and bring the entire system into a state of 

balance (Chattha, Nagarathna, Padmalatha, & Nagendra, 2008). Asanas are postures that can 

create life balance by providing a source of distraction and enhancing self-esteem (Nirmala & 

Sulabha, 2010). Women can focus on the simplicity of asana, reducing stress, depression and 

anxiety. Asanas can be considered a workout exercise. Women can build muscle and burn 

calories (even after completion of the practice) by focusing on the larger muscle groups; 

strengthening the legs, abdominals, chest and shoulders. Meditation helps quiet the mind and is 

found to be associated with increased melatonin levels and improved sleep quality (Nirmala & 

Sulabha, 2010). Pranayama develops a steady mind and strong willpower. The breath strengthens 

the lungs, slows down mental chatter and infuses positive thinking (Nirmala & Sulabha, 2010). 

The climacteric is the normal life stage characterized by physiological and psyche changes that 

begins with perimenopause and terminates with postmenopause. According to Schuiling (2013), 

the perimenopausal period spans approximately 2-8 years prior to the last menses and usually 

occurs between the ages of 35-50, marking the reduction/end of the reproductive capacity of 

women. During perimenopause hormones wildly fluctuate and the transition can be challenging. 

Due to this falling level of estrogen, some women suffer from perimenopausal symptoms 

including hot flashes and sweating, mood disturbances like irritability, depression, anxiety, poor 

concentration, and sleep issues that may be severe enough to affect quality of life (Schuiling, 

2013).Hormone therapy is currently the only FDA-approved treatment for menopausal 

symptoms and remains the gold standard for treatment (Daley, Stokes-Lampard, Mutrie, & 

MacArthur, 2009). Women with disabling symptoms may need HT to improve their quality of 

life, but the practice is not routine treatment for all women during midlife (Schuiling, 2013). A 

Cochrane library review (Daley et al., 2009) examined the effectiveness of exercise in the 
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management of vasomotor menopausal symptoms. Asanas in the Western world are commonly 

practiced as physical exercise, rather than a meditation skill. Further studies are needed to 

explore the impact of exercise {asana} on a perimenopausal woman’s overall quality of life. 

According to Chattha et al. (2008), yoga can produce changes in perception, attention and 

cognition. A random controlled trial of 108 perimenopausal women investigated if yoga therapy 

could improve hot flashes, night sweats and cognitive function. The authors determined that the 

benefits of yoga might decrease the cognitive dysfunction and the clinical symptoms of the 

climacteric. The National Institute of Health (Innes, Selfe & Vishnu, 2010) published a review of 

peer-reviewed literature regarding the effects of yoga and mind-body therapies on menopausal 

symptoms. Eight out of nine randomized controlled trial studies of yoga and meditation reported 

improvement in overall symptoms; six of seven yoga trials indicated improvement in mood and 

sleep, and four studies reported reduced musculoskeletal pain. Results suggest that yoga therapy 

shows promise for alleviating vasomotor and other menopausal symptoms. A review article 

published in the Journal of Midwifery & Women’s Health (Bond, 2007) Today, women spend 

one-third of their life after menopause, and more attention is needed towards menopausal 

symptoms (Shuiling, 2013). If you are experiencing any of the symptoms of perimenopause or 

menopause, certain yoga poses and practices can be wonderful tools. Cooling and restorative 

poses can help hot flashes and anxiety; forward bends can help you turn inwards and soothe 

stress and irritability; reclining and restorative poses can aid in fighting fatigue and insomnia; 

inversions will increase circulation and stimulate hormonal glands, while gentle backbends and 

heart opening poses can help respiration and produce feelings of positivity and light. Try these 

poses to help soothe the nervous system and balance the hormones.  

YOGA THERAPY 

Yoga Asana:  The poses recommended gives abdominal compression and gently massages the 

internal organs. These help to tone the internal organs functioning and improve blood circulation. 

The yoga asana suggested massage the digestive organs and improves gastrointestinal balance 

and their functions. Yoga poses are effective in weight loss and keep the metabolism in check. 

1. Asana 

A. Seated Yoga Poses 

 Padmasana (Lotus Pose) 

 Baddha Konasana (Butterfly Pose) 

 Vajrasana (Diamond Pose) 

 Bharadvajasana (Seer Pose) 

 Ardha Matsyendrasana (Half Spinal 

Twist) 
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 Paschimottanasana (Seated Forward Bend) 

B. Yoga asanas for flat stomach 

 Bhujangasana (Cobra Pose) 

 Ustrasana (Camel Pose) 

 Vasisthasana (Side Plank Pose) 

 Parivrtta Parshvakonasana (Revolved 

Side Angle Pose) 

 Kumbhakasana (Plank Pose) 

 Paripurna Navasana (Boat Pose)  

 Savasana (Corpse Pose) 

C. Standind Yoga asanas  

 Tadasana (Mountain Pose)  

 Vrikshasana (Tree Pose)  

 Trikonasana (Triangle Pose)  

2. Pranayama 

 Nadi Suddhi pranayama : 5 minutes 

(Anulom Vilom) 

 Ujjayi pranayama : 2-3 minutes 

 Bhramari pranayama: 2-3 minutes 

 Shitkari pranayama : 2-3 minutes 

 Sheetali pranayama : 2-3 minutes at Summer Season 

 Surya Bhedana pranayama : 2-3 minutes at Winter Season  

3. Kriyas  

 Omkar Pranayam :6-11 times 

 Yog nidra 10 minutes  

 Meditation: 10 minutes  

 Suryanamaskar 11 

CONCLUSION: 

We need to address the psychological, biological and emotional needs of menopausal women as 

well. Appropriate risk assessment and screening modules need to be created and implemented at 

an early age of 40 years. Community participation and individual efforts go together in building 

national awareness and achieve the mantra of Fit at 40, Strong at 60 and independent at 80.  
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“Intelligence and skill can only function at the peak of their capacity when the body is 

healthy and strong. ”-  John F. Kennedy 

Physical education focus on developing and learning fundamental key skills which can be used 

throughout life e.g. walking, running, catching. It aims to develop student’s physical competence 

and knowledge of movement and safety, and their ability to use these to perform in a wide range 

of activities associated with the development of an active and healthy lifestyle.  

Sport is an activity involving physical exertion and skill in which an individual or team competes 

against another or others for entertainment.It is a more intense exercise, which is played at a 

competitive level, where pressure is higher and demand too. 

Sports and physical education plays a big part in helping to prevent chronic diseases such as 

heart disease, hypertension and diabetes in adulthood, that’s why it’s important for young people 

to understand the benefits now. People who are physically active reduce their risk of developing 

stroke and type ll diabetes up to 50%  and the risk of premature death by about 20-30%. This 

certainly increases the life expectancy of individuals. Furthermore, a healthy heart means a 

healthy blood pressure. 

Sports involve physical activity of the body. Due to this physical activity, blood vessels remain 

clean. Sports reduces the amount of cholesterol and fats in the body. This happens because of the 

increase of flexibility of the wall of the blood vessels. The flexibility increases due to physical 

exertion, which is the result of Sports. Furthermore, the sugar level in blood also gets lower thanks 

to Sports. The sugar certainly does not accumulate in the blood due to physical activity. 

Usually, when going in for sports, one competes with other people in order to get some 

entertainment. At the same time, physical exercises bring a bunch of great benefits for 

participants. All kinds of sports can bring strong physical health, great team abilities, and strong 

organizational features. It concerns football, basketball, hockey, and other team sports. The 

55 
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physiological and physical advantages obtained within sports activities result in enriched 

physical stamina and improved reflexes. 

Sport develops physical, social, and organizational skills improving people’s abilities to become 

a part of a team and always heading to the main goal. All these skills are beneficial in personal 

and professional life and must always be obtained. 

APPROACHES IN SPORTS PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

Sports Counselling  

Sports counselling is the new approach to improve the performance. The sport counsellor is a 

professional working mainly with athletes, experts and the managerial staff of the sport field, 

offering specialized counselling services with the view to solve difficult professional situations 

derived from the sport performance activity, as well as to promote the personal image, to manage 

the training process and the sport structures, to improve performances, work relations and 

communication etc. The opportunities to implement and to extend the sport counselling 

profession will be dictated by the social tendencies specific to the dynamics of the occupational 

market from our country. 

Everyone has the right to engage in sport, which is important factor in socio-cultural development.  

Because of its links with the present-day sports scene, the impact of recreational sport is 

growing all the time. 

The sport counsellor is a qualified person that based on specialty knowledge and specific 

abilities offersassistance to some persons or groups involved insport activities, with the view to 

solve specific problems.Sports counselling involves services andinterventions directed towards 

helping athletes and staff to better meet the demands of their sport and  

sport management. Sports counselling can also be an effective service forsport team to 

improve unity and cohesion, and can help improve team performance.  

The persons or sport groups deciding to resort to a sport counsellor are motivated by the fact 

that they have a decisional conflict and feel their thoughts, feelings and behaviours areblocked 

with reference to the intrinsic and extrinsic aspirations and motivations.In these situations, the 

counsellor has the job toidentify and offer to the counselee a new perspective which can lead to 

behavioural changes and positive thinking, necessary to overcome difficult situations and to 

optimize the behavioural performances specific to sport activities. 
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The counsellor’s responsibility offering assistance and guidance to an athlete, to a team or a 

personinvolved in sport activities is important because the results of this process will 

determinedly influence the evolution of future events, of the sport career and performances. 

The main objective of counselling is represented by the development of personality, in its 

evolution to maturity. 

The main purpose of sport counselling is to guide the athlete, the groups and persons involved in 

sport activity and to coordinate it in both sport and daily life, in order to identify optimal solutions 

to fulfil personal, group or institutional objectives, by improving the training and work relations. 

The main responsibility of the sport counsellor is to assist and help the counselee to identify 

the optimal solutions to his problems, to teach him where to find his own solutions; without any 

doubt he is not the one who creates the problems and provides solutions, while the client just 

chooses the ones he considers to be appropriate. 

One of the major problems that the counselling process needs to highlight is the development 

of a coherent system of life purposes, in other words, the consolidation of intentional 

behaviour.Persons orientated towards real purposes are aware of their own capacities and 

competences, this facilitating the activation of some alternative  behaviour models in a given 

situation, being capable to approach life issues and specific sport issues  from varied 

perspectives. 

Efficient counselling has to be correlated with the daily life realities and with the sport realities. 

The efficiency of the process (“training”) should be the main purpose of every assistance, 

monitoring and orientation process, within sport activity. 

The counselling process implies an organized undertaking with the help of which a specialized 

counsellor offers assistance to a person or sport group, using the following operational 

techniques: interview, conversation. 

Behavioural Approach 

Students with severe behaviour disorders require intense programming efforts. This group 

includes students who are self-indulgent, aggressive, noncompliant, and self-stimulatory or self-

destructive. Dunn and his co-author developed the data-based gymnasium (DBG). This program 

incorporates behavioural principles in a systematic effort to produce procedural consistency for 

teachers who work with students with behavioural disorders and to bring student behaviour 

under the control of naturally occurring reinforces. To the latter end, instructors use natural 

reinforces available in the environment, such as praising a desirable behaviour to strengthen it or 
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ignoring an undesirable behaviour to bring about its extinction. Tangible reinforces such as token 

economies are introduced only after it has been demonstrated that the consistent use of social 

reinforcement or extinction will not achieve the desired behavioural outcome. 

In an effort to equip teachers with consistent behavioural procedures, Dunn and Leitschuh use a 

variety of strategies, including rules of thumb, to apply to inappropriate behaviour. For each area 

of inappropriate behaviour (e.g., self-indulgent behaviour), there exists a rule of thumb or 

generally accepted way of responding when certain undesirable behaviours occur. The intent of 

these rules is to make the development and implementation of a formal behavioural program 

unnecessary. 

 Self-indulgent behaviour 

Behaviours in this category include crying, screaming, throwing tantrums, and performing 

repetitive, irritating activities or making noises. The rule of thumb for handling students who 

engage in self-indulgent behaviours is to ignore them until the behaviour is discontinued and 

then socially reinforce the first occurrence of an appropriate behaviour. For example, one would 

ignore children's tantrums when they cannot control a play situation with classmates but 

reinforce with social praise their initial attempts to play cooperatively. 

 Non-compliant behaviour 

Noncompliant behaviours include instances when students decline to comply when instructed to 

do something as well as forgetting or failing to do something because they choose not to do what 

is asked. Noncompliance also includes doing what is requested but in a less than acceptable way. 

The rule of thumb is that teachers should ignore noncompliant verbalizations, lead students 

physically through the task, or prevent students from participating in an activity until they follow 

through on the initial request. Compliance with any request is immediately reinforced socially. 

For example, one would physically restrict aggressive play and socially praise a child's positive 

engagement with a classmate or group. 

 Aggressive behaviour 

Verbal or physical abuse directed toward an object or a person is considered aggressive 

behaviour. Examples of aggressive acts include hitting, fighting, pinching, biting, pushing, or 

deliberately destroying someone's property. The rule of thumb for aggressive behaviour is that it 

is punished immediately with a verbal reprimand and the offending student is removed from the 

activity. Social reinforcement is given when students demonstrate appropriate interaction with 
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other people or objects. For example, a student who strikes another student is immediately 

reprimanded verbally (conflict resolution) and is eliminated from the activity 

.Self-stimulatory behaviour  

This category includes behaviours that interfere with learning because students become 

engrossed in the perseverative nature of the activities. Examples include head banging, hand 

flapping, body rocking, and eye gouging. As a rule of thumb, Dunn and Leitschuh recommend a 

formal behavioural program to deal with this type of behaviour.  

Humanistic Approach 

A great opportunity of humanistic approach implementation is found in spiritual and physical 

education of students during the lessons of martial arts. Three main constituents are necessary to 

acquire the mastery level in martial arts: moral qualities, mental power and willpower; physical 

condition, strength and endurance; technical mastery. It is assumed, that karate takes an 

important place in the system of spiritual and physical education of a personality, ensuring not 

only versatile physical but also moral education. 

In physical education, students with behaviour disabilities ranging from mild to severe can be 

taught through the humanistic approach. In this context, humanism is applied to skill acquisition 

and the management of social behaviours. Generally speaking, some techniques suggested by 

Sherrill for improving self-concept are singularly applicable with this population; for example, 

teachers should strive to do the following: 

 Conceptualize individual and small-group counselling as an integral part of physical 

education. 

 Teach students to care about each other and show that they care. 

 Emphasize cooperation and social interaction rather than individual performance. 

 Stress the importance of genuineness and honesty in praise. 

 Increase perceived competence in relation to motor skill and fitness. 

 Convey that they like and respect students as human beings, not just for their motor skills and 

fitness. 

Many physical education programs use games to accomplish goals and objectives established for 

individuals and classes. Because students with behavioural disorders often lack fundamental 

skills, they frequently are incapable of demonstrating even minimal levels of competence in 

these games. As a result, they have an increased tendency to act out - perhaps with verbal or 
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physical aggression - or to withdraw, which further excludes them from an opportunity to 

develop skills. 

Development of sport and influence of active sports exercises on health, personality features and 

interrelations of people showed, however, that humanistic potential of sport is not realized 

automatically. Moreover, sports classes can lead to the range of negative phenomena that 

contradict the main ideals and values of humanistic - oriented system of education: children’s 

stress, aggravation of state of health, development of selfishness, envy, aggressiveness, etc. 

ApproachTo Promote Physical Education In School 

Since physical activity helps students in so many ways, parents, educators and school 

administrators must partner to facilitate and encourage physical activity among students. Let’s 

look at 10 strategies for promoting physical activity in schools: 

 Inform Students of the Benefits  

Promoting exercise in schools can start with educating students on the benefits. This is especially 

important for older students since they’re more capable of understanding the research on 

physical activity’s benefits and tend to have more say over how they spend their time at home. 

 Inform Parents of the Benefits 

Parents can also play a vital role in helping their kids stay active, especially when it comes to 

younger children, so schools should find opportunities to educate parents on just how beneficial 

physical activity is for their kids. 

 Prioritize Physical Education Classes 

Physical education courses give students the opportunity to get some exercise during the school 

day and can help them learn healthy habits for leading active lifestyles. 

 Build Time in the Schedule for Recess 

Recess is another important way you can promote physical activity at your school. Whereas 

physical education courses are structured, recess should focus more on free play.  

 Upgrade Your Playground Equipment 

Having rundown or limited playground equipment does not communicate a commitment to 

fostering active play at your school.  

 Include Physical Movement in the Classroom 

Teachers can help students stay active by incorporating physical movement into their lesson 

plans 

 Host Sports Events 
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Sports can be a fun way for kids to stay active. However, some kids don’t have the interest or 

time to dedicate to being on a sports team. That’s why it’s a good idea for schools to host 

sporting events beyond their normal sports games.  

 Lead by Example 

Students, whether they’re small children or adolescents, learn by example, so do your best to be 

a positive role model when it comes to staying active.  

 Celebrate Students’ Healthy Habits 

Positive reinforcement is a proven strategy for teaching children to repeat certain behaviors, 

turning them into habits. 

 Let Students Inspire Each Other 

Students can also be inspired by one another, so it’s a good idea to use positive reinforcement to 

encourage all students to be active as well as reward individual students.  

SUMMARY 

Sport is certainly an excellent tool to build self-confidence. Playing Sports increases confidence to 

talk properly. A sport certainly improves the skills of communicating with others. Furthermore, the 

person experiences confidence in sitting, standing, and walking properly. Hence, Sports enriches the 

social life of an individual. 

Sports bring discipline in life. It certainly teaches the values of dedication and patience. Sports also 

teach people how to handle failure. Furthermore, the importance of following a time schedule is also 

present in Sports. 

Above all, Sports improves the thinking ability of individuals. Sports certainly sharpen the mind. 

Children who play Sports probably perform better at exams than those who don’t. 

Finally, Sports reduces the stress of mind. A Sports playing person would certainly experience less 

depression. Sports ensure the peace of mind of those playing it. Most noteworthy, Sports brings 

happiness and joy in the life of individuals. 

A sport is an aspect of human life that is of paramount importance. It certainly increases the quality 

of human life. Sports must be made mandatory in schools. This is because it is as important as 

education. Everyone must perform at least one Sport activity on a regular basis. 

A sport is a mode with the help of which a kid is introduced into a different dimension 

completely. He is exposed to a new outlook to develop his interest and optimistically channelize 

his efforts to a way. Thus, whenever you search for your child’s right education, don’t forget to 
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think about including the importance of sports activities too. It will assuredly help in the holistic 

growth of your kid. 

Every new approach helps in development of sports and physical education.  From this I want to 

conclude that research should be carried out for the development of sports and physical 

education to take the health and immunity of every individual to next level and for the betterment 

of each and every individual of the world 

 

 

 

**************  
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Abstract :- Now days stress is common problem to all whether it’s in students life or on work 

place or at home every  person is having stress in his life but it’s very important to deal with 

stress effectively .Person having tremendous success in life also has stress in his life .Student are 

always prone to stress in this busy life schedule . Expensive education,family 

expectations,deadline of submission all induce stress in students.Mild stress is very useful for 

completion of any work but too much stress can disturb their lives. 

Key words: - Stress, Student, Stress Management 

Introduction: -Stress has been defined in different ways over the years. Originally, it was 

conceived of as pressure from the environment, then as strain within the person. The generally 

accepted definition today is one of interaction between the situation and the individual. It is the 

psychological and physical state that results when the resources of the individual are not 

sufficient to cope with the demands and pressures of the situation. Thus, stress is more likely in 

some situations than others and in some individuals than others. Stress can undermine the 

achievement of goals, both for individuals and for organizations. Signs of stress can be seen in 

people’s behavior, especially in changes in behavior. Acute responses to stress may be in the 

areas of feelings (for example, anxiety, depression, irritability, fatigue), behavior (for example, 

being withdrawn, aggressive, tearful, unmotivated), thinking (for example, difficulties of 

concentration and problem solving) or physical symptoms (for example, palpitations, nausea, 

headaches). If stress persists, it leads to mental and physical ill health (for example anxiety, 

depression, and heart disease)  

Purpose of study:- To study concept of stress and stress management. To study benefit’s and 

importance of stress management in students life. 

Significance of study:-This paper discusses about conceptual framework of stress and stress 

management and various techniques to reduce stress 
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Research Methodology:-The paper is a descriptive study in nature. The data of this research 

paper has been collected through secondary sources such as published book, articles published in 

different journals and periodicals, newspapers, conference paper and websites 

Stress:-Stress is a reaction your body experiences as a result of demanding circumstance event 

that immediate action and attention .This reaction causes your nervous system to produce 

hormones and result in a faster heartbeat, quickened breathing and tightening muscle. 

Stress management:-Stress management is process of controlling an individual’s level stress. It 

may include practicing meditation, identifying relaxing activities or combination of multiple 

techniques. 

Types of stress:-Stress is not always bad as we think it can be positive stress or negative stress. 

Term for positive stress is eustress and for negative stress is distress 

Eustress:-Eustress or the good stress can be beneficial and is actually necessary for our overall 

well-being. Eustress is the type of positive stress that keeps us excited about life, motivate us, 

feelexcited, improvesperformance.  

Distress: - Distress is the unhealthy and negative stress response .It denotes the presence of high 

level of stress in an individual which affect his performance and efficiency adversely .Individual 

will experience insomnia, stomach problems and psychosomatic illness 

Stress is a general term applied to various psychological and physiologic pressures experienced 

or felt by people through their lives. 

 Effective ways to manage stress in student’s life 

1. Time Management: -Student should know value of time management.It will defiantly 

help them to reduce stress, they should prepare time schedule for study as per 

examination. 

2. Positive thinking:- They should react positively to every situation if someone get less 

mark in paper he should try hard for next paper without worrying  about last paper   

3. Find out proper reason behind every failure: - student should find out proper reason 

behind failure instead of blaming friend or any other. 

4. Swat analysis:-Student should do  SWOT analysis is the examination of your situation by 

looking at Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats SWOT analysis are 

however, equally useful on a personal level as a way to identify areas for development, 

and as part of career discussions. 
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5. Participation in Physical Activity:- Students should participate in physical activity like 

Sports, Gym exercise, Aerobics,zumba or any other activity as per interestwhich make 

them physically and mentally fit. 

6. Listening music:-listening music also can help to reduce stress many times. 

7. Sharing problems with family or friend:-  Sharing problem with other like family member 

also can reduce stress if they cannot share with family member then they  can  share with 

friend 

8. Accept that there are events that you cannot control. 

9. Learn and practice relaxation techniques try meditation. 

10. Spend enough time with those you enjoy 

11. Don’t bother seek treatment with a psychologist or other mental health professional trained in 

stress management to learn healthy ways of dealing with the stress in life. 

12. Conclusion: -  It is always best to treat stress in time otherwise it can  result in serious 

health conditions can contribute to the development of major illnesses, such as heart 

disease, depression and obesity. Finding positive, healthy way to manage stress as it 

occurs will help to reduce many of these negative consequences in student life and also 

can develop healthy lifestyles which will definatly contribute in his successful life  
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Abstract 

 The tourism industry has started to recognize sport tourism as global industry since 

2001. The sport tourism is the experience of travel to engage in or view sport-related activities, 

as an important market. Sport-based travel has grown dramatically over the past two decades but 

it has only recently become the focus of concentrated academic inquiry. Western Ghats is along 

the state coastline offer great opportunity for the sport-tourism like competitive sailing, jet 

skiing, water craft, Scuba Diving for sporting on the one hand and on the other hand means of 

interior Ghats section and Forts offers great climbs for the trek-oriented traveler along with a 

sense of history. 

Key words:  Tourism industry, Sport tourism, Western Ghats. 

Introduction:- During the year 2001, the world has finally opened access in sport and tourism in 

international conference organized by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the 

International Olympic Committee (IOC) at  Barcelona, Spain with main theme to define the 

development issues and challenges faced by the fusion of sports and tourism. In first decade of 

21st century, Sport-Tourism Industry is the newly developed global Industry. The World 

Tourism Organization (WTO) and the International Olympic Committee (IOC) recognize Sport 

and Tourism. These both organizations assert for sport-tourism because both the activities and 

Industries are inter-related and complementary to each other in economic development and 

society. In order to develop socio-economic viability of Western Ghats region, there is need to 

encourage sport-tourism development.  
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Economic and social forces operating at the global levels are determining both the nature 

and forms of the rural landscape and how we value and use it. (Butler,1998), As Shahuwadi 

Tahsil region has unspoiled beaches, nature, green dense forest and hills station, they are the 

matter of attractions for tourist and sport. The development of tourism in Shahuwadi Tahsil 

region is not simply a matter of matching tourist demands with local product supply but also a 

matter of evaluating local suitability and acceptability. 

Sport -Tourism as inter-related and complementary and powerful forces for development 

of economic status and development of human society since that will generate employment for 

rural population.  

President of Philippine, Gloria Macapagal - Aarroyo firmly recognizes and establishes 

the importance of sports tourism as a catalyst for growth of country.  

Although sport-tourism is a relatively new concept in terms of contemporary vernacular, 

its scope of activity is far from a recent phenomenon. In the past five years, sport and tourism 

professionals have begun to realize the significant potential of sport tourism and they are 

aggressively pursuing this market niche. The sport-tourism is considered a redesigned marketing 

tool and presented as a sub-set of overall tourism, incorporating several tourism sub-categories 

that include adventure tourism, health tourism, nature tourism, spectator tourism, competitive 

tourism, recreational or leisure tourism, educational tourism and business tourism (Lisa Delpy 

Neirotti, 2003). 

 According to Gopal et al.(2008), the development of tourism in a rural area is not simply 

a matter of matching tourist demands with local product supply but a matter of evaluating local 

suitability and acceptability.  

Shahuwadi Tahsil is a tehsil in Karvir subdivision of Kolhapur district in the Indian state 

of Maharashtra. The Amba Ghat mountain pass on Ratnagiri-Kolhapur road (NH 204) is situated 

near Shahuwadi Tahsil. Sahyadri Hill is spread in a north-south direction along the western 

boundary of the district and a height of between 800 to 1000 meters. Some peaks have height of 

more than 1000 meters. It is with Historical places asVishalgad fort, Pavankhind( bajiprabhu 

deshpande statue), Amba ghat, Ringewadi mines (Boxite), Girgao mines ( Boxite ) and Anuskura 

ghat It is home to several wild-life and nature-park, and ancient forts. Tourism is termed rural 

when the rural culture is a key component of the product on offer. Western Ghats region has 

rural games, forest and meal of its culture to boost nautical, hunting and adventure sports. 
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 Western Ghats of Maharashtra focused for tourism development with careful planning 

without affecting environmental and social-culture set-up. Also suggested Public- Private 

Partnership (PPP) to boost the tourism in Western Ghats by Mane and Vaidya, 2008. 

Problem of the Study: - Sport-Tourism development in Shahuwadi Tahsil region is not only 

matching sport-tourist demands with local product supply, but also matter of evaluating local 

suitability and acceptability.  

Objectives of the Study: - With the growing importance of sport-tourism, world-wide needs to 

be given by the government to promote sport-tourism in Shahuwadi Tahsil region.   

1) To examine the key issues involved in the development of sport-Tourism in Shahuwadi 

Tahsil.  

2) To examine challenges to be faced by sport-tourism in Shahuwadi Tahsil.  

3) To suggest recommendations for the success of this Industry.  

Significance of the Study:- The study points out the potential of sport-tourism in Western Ghats 

that can generate income through seasonal sports in three different seasons such as Rainy season 

for water-fall enjoyment and picnics trekking in Winter season and in Summer seasons Scuba 

diving for enjoyment of sport lovers.  

Research Study:-  

a) Sport- Tourism Potential in Shahuwadi Tahsil:-  

Today the Indian Tourism faces tremendous competition because of the global trends. According 

to The tourism industry, India had 367 million domestic tourist and 3.92 million international 

tourists. The earnings from the tourism industry were 25000 crores. The tourism industry created 

38.8 million direct and indirect jobs. It also stated that every 30 million additional   tourist 

translate into Rs. 4300 crores in revenue. As per the study conducted by ATDC (Agri-Tourism 

Development Corporation) Domestic tourism has grown from 304 to 367millions since  from 

1990 to  2005 It is a registering a growth of 20% p.a. The world Travel and Tourism council has 

rated India as one of the five fastest growing tourism economies in the world. As per ATDC- 

Pune,  the tourism market in Maharashtra is estimated  to be around 250 million domestic 

tourists in 2005.Shahuwadi Tahsil is a tehsil  in Karvir subdivision of Kolhapur district in 

the Indian state of Maharashtra. The Amba Ghat mountain pass on Ratnagiri-Kolhapur road (NH 

204) is situated near Shahuwadi Tahsil with Historical places asVishalgad fort, Pavankhind( 

bajiprabhu deshpande statue), Amba ghat, Ringewadi mines (Boxite), Girgao mines ( Boxite ) 
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and Anuskura ghat some of the following factors are favorable for sport-tourism in Shahuwadi 

Tahsil.  

     a. Tourist places already exist.  

     b. Good communication and transport facilities.  

     c. Shahuwadi Tahsil can be one of the tourist destinations in the world.  

     d. A number of sport-tourist preferring non-urban tourist spot.  

     e. Shahuwadi Tahsil climatic conditions, which provide scope for promotion of multi-  

         location for  sport-tourism.  

b) The Supply Side of Sport-Tourism:-  

To better understand the supply-side development of sport-tourism Kurtzman and Zauhar 

(1997), have identified five major areas viz. attractions, resorts, cruises, tours, and event aim to 

cater to the demands of the public. 

 1) Attractions:-Sport- tourism attractions are destinations that provide the tourist with 

things to see and do related to sports. Attractions can be natural (parks, mountains, and wild-life) 

or human-made (forts, museums, stadiums, stores). The Shahuwadi Tahsil along with Western 

Ghats has a long coastline for nautical purpose or water related sports. Mountain hills for 

trekking, climbing, river for river-crossing competition, as well as sanctuaries and pilgrimage 

places will be the major attractions.  

2) Resorts:-The sport-tourism resort category includes amenity and destination spas 

(Spivale, 1997), golf and tennis resorts; water and snow sport resorts (packer, 1997); and nature 

retreats with a focus on outdoor adventure and exploration. Meeting and convention planners 

have also found sport tourism resorts to be ideal location. An extension of the sport resort 

category is much needed. In Shahuwadi Tahsil region is  the ideal places. 

3) Tours:-Sport- tourism tours bring visitors to their favorite sport event, facility, or 

destination throughout the world. These tours may be self guided or organized depending upon 

access, location, and nature of the activity. In Shahuwadi Tahsil region for those who are more 

inclined towards adventure, The charming port town is famous for Alphanso mangoes, coconuts, 

cashew nut and a long stretch of a 15th century fort. Kolhapur, Jotiba, as heritage places and 

Chandoli as national sanctuaries. 

c)Demand side of Sport-tourism:-  

Tourism activities revolving around large holiday home developments, big hotels, golf 

courses; The distinguishing feature of tourism products in sport-tourism is the wish to give 
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visitors personalized contact, a taste of the physical and human environment of Shahuwadi 

Tahsil and as for as possible, allows them to participate in the activities. Since tourism is 

predominantly a consumer activity, most of the studies are demand driven, concentrated on 

visitors and their needs and motivation. Hence the attractiveness of Shahuwadi Tahsil region for 

Tourism and Recreation can first be associated with the image of rurality. Here rurality is closely 

related to the traditional idea of the “good old days” pure and simple lifestyle, intact nature and 

perfect integration of human in his natural environment. The importance of tourism as a part of 

the overall tourism market depends on each country’s recreation, tourism resources, 

infrastructure image, market access and the presence of other types of tourism products. 

Therefore active initiative of Govt. through Public-Private Partnership is needed to develop 

sport-tourism in Shahuwadi Tahsil region and Western Ghats.  

d) Supports Needed to the Sport-Tourism in Shahuwadi Tahsil:-  

For the Promotion of sport-tourism need to get involved very important stakeholders 

namely Ministry of Sport and Ministry of Tourism Development of the State and Central 

Government as well as multinational corporation for Public Private Partnership, to promote 

domestic tourism, thrust areas need to be identified by the Government of India for the 

development of infrastructure, development of co-adventure sports, cultural presentations, 

providing inexpensive accommodation etc. Also the Government has to realize the importance of 

sport-tourism. The planning commission has to give high priority to sport-tourism as an 

instrument of employment generation and poverty alleviation in rural and backward areas by 

developing the potential to sport tourism to supplement Local people’s incomes, and heritage 

tourism to promote regional development.  

e)Problem to be faced by sport-tourism in Shahuwadi Tahsil:-  

The Shahuwadi Tahsil has a greater potential of the development of sport-tourism centres 

due to the natural gift. But, there are some problems to be faced by sport-tourism industry, which 

are as follows:-   

1) Lack of knowledge about sport-tourism.  

2) Weak communication skill and lack of commercial approach.  

3) Lack of capital to develop basic infrastructure for the sport-tourism through Public-Private   

     Partnership with Government initiative.  

4) Ensuring hygienic and basic requirements of urban tourist.  

5) Possibility of damage to natural environment due tourist activities.  
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Conclusion:-  

The Sport-tourism is at initial stage found mainly at Goa, Tarkarli / Malvan and Alibaug. 

In the Shahuwadi Tahsil region and at Kolhapur, Radhanagari, Sawantwadi, Amba etc. in 

Western Ghat. Though potential for sport- tourism is adequate but preparing local people for 

adopting new way for employment opportunities, and therefore, central government and thrust 

from state government needed to effectively implement and make locally acceptable for which 

Ministry of Sport and Ministry of Tourism should go hand-in-hand and boost Sports-Tourism 

through Public- Private Partnership (PPP).   
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Abstract 

Hockey is national sports of our country, we also celebrate our National Sports Day on 29th 

August, it is the birth day of our hockey legend Major Dhyan chand, but now days we see the 

lack of interest in this game of youngster because of physical fitness and the inanest desire to get 

entangle with this golden game of our Alma meter. The game is normally 70 minutes of duration, 

divided into 4 halves of 15 minutes each with an interval of 5 minutes in between. Hockey is 

played with curved stick flat on one side (for hitting) and rounded on the other and a small hard 

ball weighing 5(1/2)oz.155.9 gram. Hockey is played on a ground 100yards long and 60 yards 

wide, its Muddy as well as turf ground.   

It is a thorough Study of hockey players of Urban and Rural from Sangli district. It can be 

defined as capacity of a person to work with efficiency without fatigue.  These players needs and 

includes many factors like physical strength, agility, capability, work, speed and response of the 

body. In this paper I like to discuss the every activity of the hockey player of Sangli district. The 

Nishikantdada Bhosle Foundation was organized a National level Hockey Tournament every 

year, Twelve teams every year participate in the tournament. Many hockey players of district 

were at work at the time of tournaments. I found that they were efficient in playing hockey for 

longtime and improved a lot in the natural actual active sense of skill.  

Keywords --Physical fitness, Hockey players, Ability Activity 

Introduction 

The Sports and Physical Education is an indispensable area for the growth of men and woman’s 

individual personality. The role of common men and women is mandatory by physical activity. It 

is continues process regarding sports and games. The skill, strength, speed, suppleness, stamina 
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are the main roots of the good sports persons of India. Men and women are the most vital part of 

the organization it looks towards the uplift of the sports as well. Though India is peninsular 

country it is renowned for its best democracy. India is remembered by other countries for many 

things but to my best of knowledge now days we see its remarkable progress in the field of sports 

that is Hockey. 

Particularly in Maharashtra we see not much efforts are taken for the progressive hockey. In 

Sangli district there are three Associations which look towards the uplift of the hockey players of 

the district. One is at Sangli which is known as Sangli District hockey association. This 

association is doing well now a days. Two are at Islampur’s Nishikantdada Bhosle Foundation 

and S. D. Patil Charitable trust. Whole year both the club authorities take the players practice. 

Many of the players are university players. But still none is open India player I hope within due 

course they will be successful to make a grade at India level. I have selected players from these 

teams for the test. 

 Method 

 This is very simple test or indirect method. It is recognized internationally and introduced in 

India by ‘Army Sports Center Pune,’ Speed and Strength of an athlete. It can also determine and 

identify the real talent regarding strength and speed of the hockey persons 100 good sports 

students of Sangli district were selected for test. They were allowed to run 25meters, distance as 

per their own pace and capacities. They have to complete this distance once only. Time was 

noted for each hockey player at the end of the race. Against the different timings from 3.00sec to 

9.00 sec which can be interpreted directly and is self explanatory. As the runners keep coming 

they are put into respective Groups as per the time they have taken. 

 At first I have to give them warm up to put them all into initial velocity  in accordance with the  

approach run so that they could get the perfect timing regarding completing the 25 meters run.  

Here I like to elaborate the grades 

 Excellent      Above      90% to     100% 

 Good             Above     80% to     89.09% 

 Average        Above      65% to     79.09% 

 Fair              Above       50% to     64.09% 

 Poor              Below      35% to     49.09% 
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 Very poor     Below       35% 

 

Results 

As per their capabilities, I found that less the time required greater the performance of hockey 

players for 25 meters distance test. Boys of the age group of 17 to 22 were selected each group is 

made of five players. At the finish point various Groups are made to receive the runners.  

 In Group A - 6 students could complete this race in 4.00sec or less. They were excellent. 

 In Group B- 13 students could complete this race in 4.00sec.to5.00sec.They were called 

as Good. 

 In Group C- 31 students could complete this race in 5.00sec. to 6.00sec.Which are called 

as Average. 

 In Group D- 20 students could complete this race in 6.00sec. to 7.00sec.Which  were  

fair in performance. 

 In Group E- 14 students could complete this in 7.00sec. to 8.00 sec Which are called as 

poor. 

 In Group F- 16 students could complete this in 8.00sec. to 9.00sec Which are called as 

very poor. Speed of the runners is calculated as example given below  

 

Example--    speed = Distance/Time =25/3.00=8.333m/s 

With this result we can conclude that measure of strength and speed. 

Conclusion 

As we find more capability in the age group of 17 to 22; 100 students of college who are good in 

sports were selected to get the conclusion speedily and properly. This test suggests percent wise 

mass study of active age groups from 1to 6.  

To sum up in the epitome I would like to mention that the present papers study is an attempt to 

find out the speed and strength of hockey players of Sangli district. The data of the study was 

analyzed by using observation which indicated significance improvement in the hockey game. 

Overall, majority of Men from rural area look towards or live in the hope that things will change. 

India has a long way to go before our sports person will be able to live their lives to the full. 
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Thus it is a critical study of sports persons from Sangli district who always adjust their life cycle 

according to the social status of dynasty. 
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==================================================================== 

What is Physical Education 

Physical Education is that education which arranges individual’s life in a particular order, which 

helps in learning a regular way of Behavior, and enhances physical, mental, emotional and 

spiritual abilities of individuals. 

Importance of Physical Education 

 It exhibits a physically active lifestyle. 

 It achieves and maintains a health enhancing level of physical fitness. 

 It demonstrates responsible personal and social behavior in physical activity settings. 

 Physical education helps in optimum development of an individual physically, socially 

and mentally through guided instruction. 

 It demonstrates competency in many movements’ forms and proficiency in a few. 

 It applies movement concepts and principles to the learning and development of motor 

skills. 

 It demonstrates understanding and respect for differences among people in physical 

activity settings. 

 It provides opportunities for enjoyment, challenge, self-expression and social interaction. 

 Physical Education aims at making every individual physically, mentally and emotionally 

fit and develops in him such personal and social qualities, which will help him/her to live 

happily with others and build him/her up as a good citizen. 

Benefits of Physical Education 

Psychological Benefits 

 It increases perceptions of acceptance 

by others. 

 It decreases overall feelings of stress 

and tension. 

 It reduces frustration with daily 

“hassles”. 

 It pays more constructive responses to 

disappointments and failures. 
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 Exercise is the most profound and 

immediate stress reducer. 

 It not only dissipates “nervous energy” 

but also directly influences the 

relaxation response. 

 It improves self-esteem. 

 It improves sense of self-reliance and 

self-efficacy. 

 It improves mental alertness, 

perception and information processing. 

 It is also an important adjunct to 

medication and therapy in the 

treatment of mood disorders. 

 Exercise has become a major part of 

stress reduction programs, pain 

management program and self-care for 

depression, anxiety and other mood 

disorders. 

Physical Benefits 

 Exercise increase the efficiency of the 

heart. 

 They decrease muscle tension. 

 Help in weight management. 

 They provide better quality of sleep 

and reduce fatigue. 

 They make better appetite regulation. 

More efficient use of food energy is 

possible. 

 They increase resistance to cold and 

other illnesses. 

 They decrease cholesterol and 

triglycerides. 

 They decrease body fat and increase 

muscle bulk and tone. 

 Exercises decrease bone 

demineralization. 

 They decrease resting blood pressure. 

 They decrease resting heart rate. 

 They improve recovery time. 

Need of Physical Education/Activity and Sports in this Changing Scenario (with regard to 

COVID 19 pandemic) 

As we, all know that our daily lives have been disrupted due to the pandemic. Our lifestyle and 

routines have changed completely. Due to this pandemic, we are forced to change our life styles, 

recreational activities have been restricted and we are forced to stay at home. Many have lost 

their jobs. Man is a social being where one needs human interaction. When one is deprived of all 

this he tends to get more stressed, anxious, depressed and due to the absence of physical activity, 

many health issues may occur. This can be curbed through Physical activities and sports at the 

home regime. As stated in the above slides of how important Physical activity and its benefits 

are, one can fight this by engaging himself in some physical activity, which is confined to his/her 
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home. Physical activity/Sports helps to fight depression and stress thereby balancing the mental 

health. It also keeps a person physically fit with the absence of any health issues and also fights 

or resists illness etc. 

Need of Physical Activity and Exercise in the Changing Scenario 

We have come far off from our traditional ways and the way we live and think has totally 

changed in the current era. Right from our eating habits to the place and the type of work we do. 

We all live in a bubble where we have no time for anything. We are in a race where we do not 

realize that the absence of Physical Activity or Sport can leave us all at risk. It is very important 

that one is physically, mentally and emotional fit. This can be drived from some physical activity 

in the form of exercise or any sport for that matter. In the absence of such activity, one might get 

into depression, anxiety and health issues. Anxiety increase stress and once the stress level 

increases and goes beyond ones capacity it might lead to depression. Over eating with no 

exercise might lead to obesity and may complicate the health situation of a person. These days 

mental health has been given a lot of importance. The level of Happiness of a person depends on 

his mental health. We have been witnessing deaths due to depression and ill health. Physical 

activity and sports play a major role in one’s Physical and mental well-being. The need to 

promote active, healthy lifestyles among children and youth is great. Increasing numbers of 

children and youth are exposed to wide variety of social ills and behaviors, which put their health 

and lifestyles at risk. This is evidenced by growing reports of poor self-image, in adequate 

nutrition, family problems, stress, higher drop-out rates, youth violence, early sexual activity, 

increases in smoking, declining activity levels, increasing obesity, and increasing sedentary 

health risk factors, alcohol and drug abuse, within our young population. 

Three key points 

 Physical activity and exercise can be effective treatment strategies for symptoms of both 

depression and anxiety.  

 Each day is a new opportunity to engage in physical activity and exercise that can bring 

short and long-term benefits for mood, sleep, and physical health. 

 Consistency and sustained motivation may be enhanced by peer support, family support, 

or electronic platforms offering exercise programs. 

The benefits of physical activity and exercise have been demonstrated across the lifespan. We 

are meant to move and many of our body’s systems work better when we are consistently 

physically active. 
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For managing symptoms of depression, some research suggests that elevated levels of aerobic 

activity (exercise that significantly raises our heart rates) may be associated with greater 

reductions in depressive symptoms. Consider engaging in physical activity once or twice 

daily that includes brief periods (30-90 seconds) of greater intensity. For some, this might be 

accomplished through exercise in their homes including jumping jacks, mountain climbers, and 

sequencing strength-training exercises (i.e. standing squats, push-ups, sit-ups). For others, the 

use of home exercise equipment such as treadmills, elliptical machines, and stationary bikes may 

be helpful. 

Strength training has been shown to reduce symptoms of anxiety for individuals with and 

without an anxiety disorder. Weightlifting using exercise equipment or household items 

(textbooks, canned goods, milk jugs filled with water, paint cans) may help us to reduce the 

negative effects of stress and anxiety. 

For children and adolescents, moderate-to-vigorous physical activity and exercise during the day 

are associated with elevations in self-esteem, improved concentration, reductions in depressive 

symptoms, and improvements in sleep. 

For older adults and among individuals managing chronic medical conditions, regular walks are 

recommended. The benefits of strength training and weightlifting (low weight with high numbers 

of repetitions) may be even greater in older adults to maintain quality of life and functioning. 

Moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (such as speed walking or jogging) has been shown to 

help reduce the use of alcohol and other substances. Additionally, participation in regular 

physical activity is shown to boost the immune system.  Reduction in substance use is also 

associated with improvement in the body’s ability to fight off infection. 

It is important for family members to take a supportive role in the promotion of physical activity 

and exercise. Allowing individuals to maintain their autonomy and choice in their activities will 

be important for ongoing engagement. 

We are all managing additional stress related to the growth of the COVID-19 pandemic and it is 

potential to threaten the health of our families, our communities, and ourselves. Please consider 

using physical activity and exercise as a strategy to maintain health during this stressful period. 

Although many things feel beyond our control right now, we do have the ability to be creative 

and to build physical activity and exercise into each of our days. We may even look back on this 

difficult time as the turning point when we learned new ways to build our emotional resilience 

and our physical health. 
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P.A. TECHNOLOGY FOR ALL 

Article 1.1 of International Charter of PhysicalEducation and Sports States that every 

humanbeing has a fundamental right of access to physicaleducation and sport, which are 

essential for thefull development of his or her personality.The freedom to develop physical, 

intellectual andmoral powers through physical education and sportmust be guaranteed both 

within the educational system and in other aspects of social life. 

FUTURISTIC TRENDS INUNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION 

Following compulsory paper of 4 year undergraduateCourses will be strengthened by physical 

education and 

Physical Activity Technology:- 

I. Foundation Courses. 

1. Psychology, Communication & Life-skills. 

2. Environmental Studies & Public Health. 

3. Science & Life/Lifestyle. 

II. Integration of Body, Mind & Heart – Semester-1 & 2. 

III. Curricular Activities (Sports, NCC, NSS, Dance). 

Conclusion: As we know habits die hard, it will take some time to change the mindset of the 

educationists and authorities in higher education who immediately think of sports achievement 

for the evaluation of a physical educationist in colleges & universities.It is evident that physical 

education and sport are not confined to physical well-being and health but also contribute to the 

full and well-balanced development of the human being. WPD = Wholistic Personality 

Development 

BIBILIOGRAPHY 
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==================================================================== 

Introduction:- 

Stress is a normal part of life. It is a natural response to an external pressure that disrupts your 

equilibrium. It often causes symptoms such as: Sadness, confusion, irritability, anger, uneasiness, 

and suicidal thoughts,Reduces concentration, efficiency, and productivity,Social withdrawal and 

isolation,Interpersonal problems (e.g., lies, defensiveness, communication concerns),Tension 

(e.g., headaches, jaw clenching, teeth grinding),Body pain (e.g., headaches, muscle 

spasms),Reduces energy (e.g., tiredness, weakness, fatigue),Sleeping problems 

(e.g., insomnia, nightmares). 

Feelings of fear, anxiety, sadness, and uncertainty are normal during a pandemic. Fortunately, 

being proactive about your mental health can help to keep both your mind and body stronger. 

Corona virus and Stress 

It’s terrifying to learn that an illness such as coronavirus (COVID-19) is spreading across the 

globe. The early stages of a pandemic can be especially anxiety-provoking. During this time, you 

don’t know how widespread or deadly the illness is going to end up being. 

Pandemics are not declared lightly, and an increase in your stress is actually a normal response. 

However, stress is not only unpleasant, it can also hinder your immunity. The World Health 

Organization emphasizes that preventative care plays a crucial role in fighting the Coronavirus 

Therefore, it’s helpful to boost your coping in an effort to improve your overall well-being. 

As the gravity of the COVID-19 pandemic has unfolded over the past several weeks, the whole 

world seems to be sharing a mutually bewildered look. We’ve never faced a global health crisis 

of this scale, and uncertainty  as well as the fear, anxiety, and stress.  

Ways to Manage Stress in a Time of Uncertainty 
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1. Move Every Day 

Under normal circumstances, maybe you start your morning at the gym, head into the office a 

few hours later, walk a couple blocks midday to grab lunch, stop by the grocery store on your 

way home, and spend a couple hours at a home before the day is over. When you’re in social 

distancing (especially if you live alone), you might start your day in your bedroom, head into the 

living room, walk a couple steps to the bathroom, and maybe venture out to the kitchen for a 

change of scenery midday. With restricted travel between locations comes a steep drop off in the 

amount of physical activity you get each day, and your body will notice the difference. 

Regular physical movement can help you fight off lethargy when self-quarantining. 

To avoid feelings of lethargy when self-quarantining, make a concerted effort to move several 

times a day. The internet in the age of COVID-19 is spilling over with at-home workouts for 

people at any fitness level.  

2.Develop an action plan. 

There are always some steps you can take to decrease risk. It may be as simple as washing your 

hands well and limiting travel. But recognizing these can remind you to focus on things you have 

control over. Just make sure the steps you’re taking are actions recommended by reputable 

sources. 

3. Practice Mindfulness 

Mindfulness practices are a great tool for coping with uncertainty.The general practice of 

meditation involves taking note of one’s experience without judging or attempting to change the 

situation. As feelings, thoughts, and sensations come and go, the meditator simply observes. For 

some people, this practice is nothing short of transcendent, and for others, it’s a realistic strategy 

to manage difficult mental states. The practice is particularly applicable in situations of 

uncertainty, as it involves relinquishing control. If you’re facing trouble dealing with the 

uncertainty inherent to this global pandemic, meditation can be a good way to cope. Another 

great way to manage stress in a time of uncertainty is to take care of yourself by eating well. 

4. Eat Well 

Another great way to manage stress in a time of uncertainty is to take care of yourself by eating 

well.Eating well means different things for different people. For one person, it might mean 

focusing on nutrition and adhering to a balanced, plant-based diet while self-quarantining.  

5. Get Enough Sleep 
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Sleep is one of the body’s most basic physical needs, and if you’re not getting enough, you’re 

not operating at full capacity. This is true normally, and it’s certainly true in the midst of a global 

pandemic.Getting enough sleep is a must for functioning at full capacity..If you’re having trouble 

sleeping due to pandemic-inspired anxiety, implement other sleep hygiene tips like avoiding 

screen time before bed and not using your bed as a desk, dining room, or sofa. 

6. Create Meaningful New Habits 

It’s also important to recognize that we’re dealing with an entirely new reality and there’s 

abundant opportunity to make it meaningful with habits you wouldn’t normally have time 

for.Consider seizing this opportunity to take up a new habit.Don’t pressure yourself to write the 

world’s next great novel or achieve incredible feats of engineering while you wait out the 

quarantine  but do pay attention to what activities you find intrinsic enjoyment in.  

7. Connect With Others 

While slowing the spread of COVID-19 means all but eliminating normal social interactions, it 

doesn’t mean we can’t socialize at all. We’re lucky to be experiencing this global pandemic in an 

age where technology makes it possible to virtually interact with loved ones without physically 

leaving home.Just because you can’t physically connect with friends doesn’t mean you can’t 

connect with them at all.To manage stress in this time of uncertainty.  

8. Reframe Negative Thoughts 

This time spent in physical isolation from one another is ultimately going to be whatever we 

choose to make it. You can expect the worst and wallow in the fact that this horrible series of 

events is unfolding, or you can make an effort to rewrite your thoughts more positively. Not to 

be confused with toxic positivity, this suggestion takes a more pragmatic approach to framing 

tough circumstances.Keeping the right attitude can help you get through quarantine with minimal 

mental suffering. 

9. Set limits on your media consumption. 

Tuning into media stories that talk about how fast an illness is spreading, or how many people 

are getting sick, will increase your anxiety. Limit your media consumption to a certain time 

frame or a certain number of articles.While it’s helpful to stay informed, it’s also important you 

don’t allow yourself to be bombarded with anxiety-provoking news all day. 

Conculsion- 

In a pandamic situation every person have a stress. But living with covid 19 we have to follow 

the orders of Government and WHO recommndations  like , washing your hands frequently (for 
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at least 20 seconds) with soap and water or a hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol. 

Avoiding touching your face (particularly your eyes, nose, and mouth).staying home as much as 

possible, even if you don’t feel sick.Avoiding crowds and gatherings of 10 or more 

people.avoiding all non-essential shopping and travel. 

Eating a balanced diet, getting plenty of sleep, and engaging in leisure activities are always key 

to helping you stay as physically and psychologically healthy as possible during stressful times. 

Good self-care also keeps your immune system robust. 
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Introduction   

                          The modern age to  physical education is essential Man can live healthy and 

better life and health to impartment   only by doing a work of physical exercise. Modern  new 

diseases are emerging and have made big harm to man’s body.  Peoples are  life has become 

dieses dependent on medicines.  For   few  example  digest medicine, medicine for excretion, 

medicine for sleep, etc. Because of these medicines man has become like a walking robot. In 

such condition is it fair to waste this body like this How sad it is that man has time to do the 

service of technical gadgets like car, freeze, television but he does not have time to take care of 

his valuable body. Through physical education man can live his day to day life healthily. 

Physical education plays important role in man’s development and proves helpful for better 

physical, mental, social, emotional and spiritual life. Here the author wants to introduce the 

importance of physical education in our modern life.  

   Need and importance  

                 Today ‘s  the COVID-19 pandemic has spread to almost all countries of the world. 

Social and physical distancing measures, lockdowns of businesses, schools and overall social 

life, which have become commonplace to curtail the spread of the disease, have also disrupted 

many regular aspects of life, including sport and physical activity. This policy brief highlights 

the challenges COVID-19 has posed to both the sporting world and to physical activity and well-

being, including for marginalized or vulnerable groups. It further provides recommendations for 

Governments and other stakeholders, as well as for the UN system, to support the safe reopening 

of sporting events, as well as to support physical activity during the pandemic and beyond. 
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  Sport and physical  education is a powerful means to foster physical fitness, mental well-being, 

as well as social attitudes and behavior while populations are locked down. International rights 

and values based sport education instruments and tools, such as the International Charter of 

Physical Education, Physical Activity and Sport, the Quality Physical Education Policy package 

and the Values Education through Sport tool kit remain highly relevant references to ensure that 

the many online physical activity modules that are being currently deployed comply with gender 

equality, non-discrimination, safety and quality standards. Many types modern use physical 

education importance  such as, 

 Physical growth and development 

 Neuro muscular development  

 Mental development 

 Physical development 

 Character development or 

Character Building in Life   

 Intellectual development 

 Personal adjusetment  

 Social adjustment  

 Emotional development  

 Optimum development  

 Mental relaxation  

 Citizenship qualities  

 Boosts the Self Confidence   

 Health and safety habits  

 Leadership qualities  

 Cultural development  

 Healthy instinctive expression  

 Democratic  values  

 Economic value  

 National integration  

 International understanding  

 Helpful for Awareness in Society   

 

Physical education has a specials significance , unique role and has made unlilimitted 

contributions in the modern age as it castes to the physical education . so I says that physical 

education to high improved to the all people are there daily activity day equivalent to support 

that sports and physical education. All mans adopted to technologies so mans this area out off 

grow thing society to improving  this physical education to adapted to this subjected. 

The human body is designated for activity and it thrives best when the muscles are used 

vigorously and consistently. Hyman beings of all ages need exercise in roader to enjoy a full 

measure of health. Along with balanced diet, physical exercise players a vital rile in achiviening 

a long disease free life numerous studies have better longevity that physically active people have 
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a secondary and inactive life style. According to the latest who estimates, inactive life style is the 

biggest killer of human life wonder wide. Over 70 to 90 percents cases to diabetes can be 

prevented if we decide against benign couch potatoes,  

       Infarcts, excise and physical education , sports can do wonders and the list of its benefits 

awe endless such as,  

 Tones up blood circulation  

 Keeps body joints lubricated  

 Maintains lean body mass and arrests osteoposis  

 Tones up blood circulation 

 It also suppress the blood clothing process and works a potencies guard against storks  

 Moderate but regular exercise  deice the chance of having heart diseases or storks 

substantially.  

 It also boobs immunity which gets dull with age. 

 It makes the brains release mood-elevating endorphins, the so-called feel good 

substances which act as mood elevators. 

 Excise helps to control glucose levels in the diabetics persons and improves insulin 

sensitivity, thus reducing the risk of diabetes.  

 The  improves the balance of body which minuses the risk of falls among old age 

persons.  

 Exercise empowers brains, delays the onsets of alchemic and mental dementia and helps 

in reducing depression and anxieties.  

 Lowers the villains of circulating blood, like sugar, cholesterol, triglycerides and as well 

as improves good and bad cholesterol ration.  

 Improves the capacity of coronary arteries of the heart by acquiring collaterals that is 

small new artists and capillaries emerge around the semi blocked coronary vessels. 

Theses collaterals compensate for the impaired blood flow to heart muscles.  

Physical education is a never failing key to bring discipline. Self discipline comes in man while 

concentrating on following different rules of the allgames. This self discipline comes into action 

through different activities and arts and there by creates interest in life. Well organized life style 

leads man towards living happy and peaceful in life.  This exercise becomes like a supplement to 
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natural development in scientific way in life . The balanced emotional development is possible to 

good body health and development. It can be considered as a fundamental use of physical 

education. The process of character building through physical education is  that it can’t be seen 

directly but can be felting. All the weaknesses from man’s life fall down likely   dry leaveses 

from the tree. It is man’s natural desire that he or she wants relaxation from work. In the state of 

relaxation man neither works too much nor takes complete rest but he combines both the work 

and the rest. In physical education team spirit is very important and Team is like a family. It is a 

miniature form of society. Team is the centre where the person gets opportunity to know the 

importance of co operation with other people. The man develops faith in the feelings of 

communality and ones with others. This faith becomes a part of man’s character and connects 

man with his or her family, society, nation, and the world. Physical education prepares an ideal 

citizen unknowingly and unintentionally. And such ideal citizen breathes in the air of freedom in 

the society being free from limited narrow mindedness. He creates happiness not only for 

himself but also for the society. Thus people devoted to the society, nation and the world can be 

prepared through physical education. Physical education is helpful for creating intimacy with 

society. Strong body is always healthy. Strong and healthy body can protect itself from various 

diseases because its immunity also remains strong.   There is no doubt about the advantages of 

physical education for strong and healthy body. Therefore the saying is also heard that healthy 

mind resides in healthy body. A healthy body is the gateway for reaching the Supreme soul. 

Strong and healthy body can give boost strength and increases the self confidence. And for the 

man who is full of self confidence even the problems become a game playing. He can pass his 

life with full happiness and peace of mind. It will become a service to humanity, if this 

psychological secret of advantage of physical education is spread and attract the people towards  

in Physical education develops not only self discipline but also supports to maintain external 

discipline on man. Discipline is as important as the food for life. People with uncontrolled 

behavior deny any kind of restriction and control. But they don’t know that the real freedom lies 

in restriction. The pain of restriction itself becomes the pleasure of freedom. life has become idle 

and The body has become the storehouse of various diseases. Physical education makes the 

immunity of our body stronger and so makes body more beautiful.  

Conclusion  
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I lustily I says  know that healthy mind lies in healthy body. First of all man gets physical 

education and sports  then gets social education all people social education has the basis of 

physical education.  physical education has become so much dependent on technology that mans  

does not spare to  enough time to take care of his her body which is a very valuable gift of nature 

of  man. Man has stopped physical exercises because of technological tools and other facilities. 

Recently  peoples used to a  remain healthy by playing various outdoor games and indoor games  

and there a by doing or work to physical exercise. So last says that modern era all man’s helf to 

the sports and physical education and recent covid-19 dieses to controlling physically fitness fait 

to dieses in recent.    
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Abstract 

Education is the process of facilitating learning, or the acquisition of knowledge, skills, values, 

beliefs, and habits. Educational methods include teaching, storytelling, discussion and directed 

research. 

In education the main goal has been developing children’s cognitive capacity in the sense of 

learning knowledge in academic disciplines . This goal dictates a learning environment in which 

seated learning behavior is considered appropriate and effective and is rewarded. Physical 

Education is a part of education provides the only opportunity for all children’s to learn about 

physical movement and engage in physical activity. As noted, it’s goal and place in education 

have changed from the original focus on teaching hygiene and health to educating children about 

the many forms and benefits of physical movement including sports and exercise. With a 

dramatic expansion of content beyond the original Swedish and German gymnastics program’s 

of the 19thCentury, Physical Education has evolved to become a content. 

Being physically active is one of the most important steps to being healthy. Physical Education 

in school an ideal setting for teaching youth how to adopt and maintain a healthy, active lifestyle. 

Physical Education in school can help youth learn how to be physically active for a lifetime. 

Participation in regular physical activitypromotes normal growth and development by helping 

youth build and maintain healthy bones, muscles, and joints. lots of factors are reducing the 

interest of students in physical education activities even though the physical education is being 

taught as a part of curriculum in all the schools but deficiency ofadequate time and trained 

teachers, good facilities are responsible forlittle interested in this field. 

Keyword – Physical education, School, Students, Education System. 

Introduction 

62 
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Physical Activity is good for everyone physical and mental health, including children’s of all 

ages and abilities. Physical Education provide lots of benefits it’s today’s society as well as 

students, within a school program physical education helps to develop society in many ways. 

Physical education helps students and society improve skill related components like speed, 

agility, balance, coordination.basic movement as well as strength, endurance, flexibility etc. If 

students want to increase their life expectancies, they need to eat healthier and strong. Doing 

those things will help students defend against certain diseases and other health problems. Hence 

the question why is there little emphasis on the importance of physical education in today’s 

school. 

Purpose of the Study 

To effectively Study of physical education in school. 

To study the indispensability of physical education in school. 

Need of the study 

School based physical activity program benefits for society as well as students and school. 

Students who are physically active get physical and mental health benefits. 

Builds strong immunity power, muscles and bones. 

Decrease viral diseases, reduce anxiety and depression and promotes good mental health. 

Importance of the study 

Physical Education program develop muscles strength, motor skills, neuromuscular coordination 

and overall fitness. 

Enhance immune function and reduce inflammation therefore it could reduce the severity of 

infection’s. 

Physical activity improves common chronic condition that increase the risk for severe diseases. 

Physical activity is a great stress management tools by reducing symptoms of anxiety and 

depression. 

Physical activity helps bring cortisol levels in balance stress and distress, creates an imbalance in 

cortisol levels and this negatively influence immune function and inflammation. 

It develops cooperation, teamwork and sportsmanship skills.most physical education program are 

holistic. The program allows students to interact together to a common goal and that is to win 

and Excel physically. It brings out the competitive sides of students working both body and mind 

but also promotes sportsmanship. 
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It promotes a physically active lifestyle. The purpose of physical education is to instill in 

students at an early age, the value of self preservation and choosing a lifestyle that is good for 

both mind and body. 

Role of physical education on school health program. 

Physical Education plays an important role in promoting healthy behavior, students in sports and 

physical education when compared to those who are not in sports and physical education 

activity. 

Physical Education promotes lifelong physical activity and provide opportunities for regular 

physical activity. 

Physical Activity Benefits 

The benefits of physical education in schools are far-reaching, including both increased student 

physical health and better academic performance. Conversely, a lack of physical activity among 

youth is known to increase the risk of obesity, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, high blood 

pressure, and more. By promoting physical education (P.E.) in schools, educators are in a prime 

position to help students establish life-long healthy behavior patterns and boost scholastic 

success. 

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services recommends 60 minutes of daily physical 

activity for youth aged 6–17 years, while research shows that behavior habits established during 

childhood often prevail into adulthood. Regular physical activity during youth is known to have 

the following benefits. 

 Builds healthy bones 

 Improves strength and endurance 

 Reduces stress and anxiety 

 Helps control weight/reduces the risk of obesity 

 Improves blood pressure and cholesterol levels 

 Reduces feelings of depression 

 Boosts self-esteem 

 Promotes psychological well-being 

Effects of Physical Education on Learning 

In addition, physical education in schools has been shown to have positive effects upon learning, 

including: 

 Increased concentration 
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 Increased attentiveness in class 

 Better grades 

 Better behavior 

Student Participation in P.E. Classes 

Yet despite the inherent rewards, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reports 

that participation in physical education classes among students has been steadily declining, with 

only 24% of grade 12 students attending physical education classes, down from only 41% of 

grade 9 students. This is especially troubling given that insufficient physical activity is one of the 

top health risk behaviors contributing to adolescent and teenage death and injury, along with 

tobacco, drug, and alcohol use, unhealthy diet, and injurious/violent behaviors. 

On the positive side, research studies show that a mere 20 minutes of walking affects brain 

functioning, helping to stimulate students’ minds and improve academic success. Not only has a 

strong correlation been found between high fitness scores and high academic scores, but children 

who participate in P.E. are more likely to remain active during after-school hours. 

How to Promote Physical Education in Children 

The following are some of the ways educators can promote physical education both inside and 

outside the classroom: 

 Incorporate classroom-based physical activities 

 Encourage physical activities during recess 

 Provide physical education taught by a qualified PE teacher to all students 

 Invest in athletic and gym equipment 

 Sponsor school sports teams 

 Promote interscholastic sports 

 Share community sports facilities 

 Work with communities to provide after-school physical activity programs for children 

and teens. 

Conclusion 

The old adage that ‘an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure’ puts the obligation directly 

on school health programs to reduce the incidence of student risky behaviors and increase the 

odds of academic success by promoting physical education at all grade levels. Investing in 

students’ physical health today will allow them to reap the rich rewards far into the future. There 

are various factors which are diminishing the interest of students in physical education activities. 
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Although the physical education is being taught as a part of curriculum in all the schools but lack 

of adequate time and trained teachers good facilities are responsible for less interested in the 

field. 
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 ABSTRACT: 

The present study aimed to study the Effect of Strength Training Programme on Selected Motor 

Fitness Variables and Skills Performance of Boys Artistic Gymnasts.The 25 boys’ gymnasts 

selected randomly as a subject from an open age group of from PTKS Sports complex. The 

experiment method was conducted on a single group by considering three phases. All the 

selected motor fitness components tests were measured, before the experiments. After pre-test of 

the selected motor fitness components, the subjects underwent. Finally, when the training periods 

of 8 weeks were over, the post-tests on the selected motor fitness components were conducted 

for all the subjects. Within the limit of the present study, it may conclude that selected strength 

training contributed to improving the performance of Strength Endurance, Strength, Power and 

Artistic Gymnastics skills. 

 KEYWORDS:  

Strength Training, Motor Fitness, Skills Performance, Artistic Gymnasts etc 

 INTRODUCTION: 

Gymnastics is known as the mother of all games. Gymnasts require a high level of motor fitness, 

so the objective of the researcher was to apply for some strength training program on the 

gymnasts and find out is there any effect on their selected motor fitness components.Sports 

scientist and allied research have made the field of sports highly competitive and specialized. 

63 
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Today, therefore, every sport is played in a very organized manner with a specificity of playing 

and preparation of participants in various international events and chalked out years in advance. 

 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 

 To find whether the selected gymnastics skills can be improved with the help of Strength 

training Program. 

 HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY: 

H1 Strength training program may improve selected motor fitness components of the gymnast. 

H2 Strength training program may improve selected gymnastic skills in floor exercise events 

Non- acrobatic elements of boys. 

 METHODOLOGY: 

There was be one group consist of 25 subjects. All the subjects were found clinically normal. 

This group was received Gymnastics training program for 8 weeks. The experiment method was 

conducted by considering three phases. The Subjects were selected from gymnast of PTKS 

sports complex. The Subjects were selected from an open age group of 25 gymnasts only. 

Samples were selected randomly. Subjects were consisting of boys. All the selected motor fitness 

components tests were measured, before the experiments. After pre-test of the selected motor 

fitness components, the subjects underwent. Finally, when the training periods of 8 weeks were 

over, the post-tests on the selected motor fitness components were conducted for all the subjects.  

 SELECTION OF THE VARIABLES 

 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES: (Strength Training): Parallel Bars Dips, Hanging Leg 

Lifts on wall bar, Sitting pike Leg lifts, Sitting straddle leg lifts, L-sit hold, Wall support V-

hold and V-sit Hold.  

 DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

 Motor Fitness Components like Endurance, Power, Strength and Balance. 

 Gymnastics Floor exercise skill: V-hold (B – class element in FIG code of point) 

 SELECTION OF TESTS: The pre and post-test taken by the researcher to check the 

selected motor fitness as well as Men’s Artistic gymnastic skill fitness of the subjects. 

 Pull up test, Bent knee sit-up test, Standing Broad jump test and V-sit on Parallel bars test 

(F.I.G. Age group Developmental program). 

 RESULT:  

Table No.1 Comparison of pre-test and post-test scores of strength, Muscular  Endurance, Power 

and Parallel Bar Skill test of artistic Gymnast 
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Variables Strength Muscular    Endurance Power Parallel Bar Skill 
Test 

Pre- 
Test Post-Test Pre- 

Test Post-Test Pre- 
Test Post-Test Pre- 

Test Post-Test 

Mean 9.44 11.68 43.32 47.36 4.45 4.87 1.72 3.60 
SD 5.39 5.74 8.29 8.85 0.81 0.92 1.49 1.55 

SEM 1.08 1.15 1.66 1.77 0.16 0.18 0.30 0.31 
‘t’ value 10.26 10.15 6.23 8.60 

 

 
Fig. No. 1 Comparison of pre-test and post-test scores of strength, Muscular Endurance, Power 

and Parallel Bar Skill test of artistic Gymnast 

 Pre-test and post-test are conducted for selected motor fitness like pull-ups test, bent knee 

sit-ups test, standing broad jump test and V-sit on Parallel bar test. Collected data analysed 

through Paired‘t’ testand while concluding, it may be stated that, within the limits of the present 

study, selected strength training exercises contributed positively towards the improvement of 

Strength, Muscular Endurance, Power, and Artistic Gymnastics skill ability of Boys as tested by 

Tests.  

 RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 Strength training may be included as an integral part of training as well as coaching 

gymnastics. 

 The same study can be used for other forms of gymnastics like in Rhythmic, Acrobatics, 

for Artistic Gymnastics Girls, Trampoline Gymnastics. 
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Yoga is just as ancient as Indian culture. During Ramayana Mahabharata, there was 

Ashram arrangement. The physical preparation of the students of Guruji is done through the 

work of Pranayama, Surya Namaskar and Yog Vidya. Physical exercise was an integral 

component of their study period. Man is the coordination of body, mind and intellect. Not only 

will the body develop and develop, but at the same time both the mind and the Buddha should 

develop and develop at the same time. 

The development of these three people should happen at one go, from today's education 

system. Reich Education does not have the necessary place and importance. Today the 

educational institution is imposed in physical punishment. How to get rid of education? Shariah, 

grains are not given importance by inseparable part of the body. We are sure that a healthy mind 

remains healthy in the body. In English called First body then study. But Indian culture has 

called 'Balmupasva'. It includes body, force, mind and intellect. With a view to becoming more 

active in this regard, through the All India Universities Association, starting from the academic 

year 1991-1992, all the students of Yoga will be promoted to college students by promoting a 

new health program and for the development of college students, The University's Yoga 

Intervention Under Pune University, shivaji university The college and departmental competition 

started. Learning yoga in Western countries is a fashion. This sports type requires lesser costs 

than other sports types. Because it is not so much of literature and space but it is more beneficial, 

it is necessary to promote 'Yoga for All' by spreading more news like newspapers, radio, and 

internet and social media. The reason is that it is impossible for poor countries like India to make 

available the cost of sports equipment and facilities to everyone. When the game of Yoga 

improves from childhood, it will help in the development of the person. . Friends! Yoga is a drug 

that provides longevity. Yoga reduces abhorrence, loss of mind, humility, keeps the body cup-

Vat-pill in balance. Yoga helps to digest food. Blood circulation is arranged in the body. So 
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living in body and living a healthy life and getting strength. Man has received gift of body. 

Because of this. Yoga must be done. If someone is really a friend of Man, then Yoga! There are 

many priceless deposits of our ancestors. Since it is one of the Yoga, one should bear it. To 

understand the sweetness of the sugar, it will not be used only by reading the description. There 

is definitely a pinch of sugar in the mouth. 

Yoga can be done from the 5th year of age and the last 90 to 95 years of age. What is 

Yoga? So Yoga is the connection, mind and balance of the body, unity of life is also Yoga. But 

what is the Asana? "Sukham Stharman Asanam" is the process of seeking happiness and stability 

from the seat, which is why it is not easy to do asana, so Dr. Radhakrishnan says, "Yoga is 

nothing but the sanctification of body and soul." Labor, skill, exercise and sports are essential for 

the growth of the body and the mind. This can be done by young people, but the elderly do for 

healthy life. Aged and women should do Yogas because they are not laborious. Yoga is not tired 

as exercise. 

"Yoga is an ideal way of life by getting an ocean of energy and real life." The society and 

nation will be in decline, today's young generation has tilted towards exercise, and it is a 

dangerous addiction like a alcohol, tobacco, smoking to pull down the generation. These young 

friends, I would say, stay away from the addiction, and make life stronger, shilavan, talented, 

artistic by embracing scientific yoga!  
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Abstract 

Traditional sports enhances the mind-body connection, which can improve mood and physical 

health – and even lighten various psychological disorders. Improved depression, body image 

struggles, eating disorders, and even physical problems such as back pain and asthma are some 

of the health benefits of exercise. 

Keywords - Cultural diversity of our societies, Traditional sports, improves the Quality of Life, 

Pain relief, Stress-Related 

 Introduction 

Traditional sports and games are part of intangible heritage and a symbol of the cultural 

diversity of our societies. Traditional sports is unique to the school and college curriculum as 

the only program that provides students with opportunities to learn motor skills, develop fitness 

and gain understanding about Traditional sports. Physical benefits gained from Traditional sports 

include: disease prevention, safety and injury avoidance, decreased morbidity and premature 

mortality, and increased mental health. The Traditional sports program is the place where 

students learn about all of the benefits gained from being physically active as well as the skills 

and knowledge to incorporate safe, satisfying Traditional sports into their lives. The importance 

of a Traditional sports is linked to a higher equality of life as well as academic achievement. It is 

well documented that regular playing of  traditional sports in childhood and adolescence 

improves strength and endurance, helps build healthy bones and muscles, helps control weights, 

reduces anxiety and stress, increases self-esteem and may improve blood pressure and who have 

regular, sequential Traditional sports are stronger students – physically and mentally.  

Cognitive Benefits Traditional sports 

Research has demonstrated that children engaged in daily Traditional sports how superior motor 

fitness, academic performance, and attitude towards school versus their counterparts who did not 

participate in daily physical education. Traditional sports learning experiences also offer a 
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unique opportunity for problem solving, self-expression, socialization, and conflict resolution. 

Children learn through a variety of modalities (e.g., visual, auditory, tactile, physical). Teaching 

academic concepts through the physical modality may nurture children’s kinaesthetic 

intelligence.  

Affective Benefits  

Traditional sports programs enhance the development of both competence and confidence in 

performing motor skills. Attitudes, habits, and perceptions are critical prerequisites for persistent 

participation in Traditional sports. Appropriate levels of health-related fitness enhance feelings 

of well being and efficacy 

Traditional Sports Improves the Quality of Life  

Traditional sports contributes to quality of life, psychological health, and the ability to meet 

physical work demands. Traditional sports can serve as a vehicle for helping students to develop 

the knowledge, attitudes, motor skills, behavioural skills, and confidence needed to adopt and 

maintain physically active lifestyles. The outcomes of a quality Traditional sports program 

include the development of students’ physical competence, health-related fitness, self-esteem, 

and overall enjoyment of Traditional sports. These outcomes enable students to make informed 

decisions and choices about leading a physically active lifestyle.  

Improved body image through Traditional sports 

Fewer symptoms of eating disorders are also reported by women who involved in physical 

exercise perhaps because exercise encourages one to listen to the body’s feedback and learn to be 

sensitive to the bodily sensations. A healthy body image is one of the health benefits of 

exercise.Women who involved in traditional sports are more body satisfaction, less self-

objectification, and greater satisfaction with physical appearance (compared to women who don’t 

do yoga).  

 Preventive of disease through Traditional sports 

 Traditional sports are considered as a gift by many due to its immense benefits and 

ability to provide cure for a wide range of diseases without having to intake medications. But 

aside from providing cure, physical exercise can also be used as a preventive too. With regular 

Traditional sports, it is believed that one can improve health and well being such that body is 

better able to fight off diseases. In fact, many who have adapted exercise as part of their 

regular fitness routine does so since it significantly improves their health maintenance system. 

One of its practical applications involves stress reduction techniques that enable an individual to 
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cope with daily stresses in if that could have entailing impact on the health. Indeed, stress 

depletes the immune system’s ability to fight off diseases so it is important to eliminate stress in 

the life. There are several methods involved in physical exercise that will provide with an 

effective stress management tool, such aerobic exercise, breathing exercises, and stretching 

exercise. Heart problems and cardiovascular diseases is one of the leading causes of death 

worldwide. Finding an effective cure against these type of diseases will greatly reduce to 

mortality rate. But regular exercise offers an even more effective approach to put a stop to the 

increasing number of people suffering from heart diseases. Hence, expert Traditional sports 

suggest incorporating Aerobic exercise, calisthenics and resistance exercises into the daily life so 

that one can embark on an important lifestyle transformation that will improve the heart 

condition. 

    The discipline of exercise makes one think differently about ones mind and body by 

enhancing mind-body bond. People of any age or gender can benefit from the exercise. Its 

restorative mechanism is what makes exercise unique from other medical approaches or exercise 

trends that are currently practiced by various individuals. It emphasizes the promotion of a 

healthy well-being more than it focuses on trying to cure diseases. Indeed, prevention is still 

several ways better than cure and anyone who has tried can attest to this. 

 It is so believed that exercise improves the health such that it equips oneself with the 

ability to fight off common diseases and other conditions. Whether it affects the physical health 

or internal organ system exercise is able to address various health issues, which is the key to 

improving the quality of life. So, what are these common health problems and how does exercise 

improve your body’s ability to prevent them? All these questions need serious explorations 

scenically. 

Pain relief from traditional sports  

Chronic back pain or problem is a common complaint shared by several individuals. But 

Therapeutic exercise offers a great method to relieve your of any pain sensation or prevent back 

pain from developing. Back pain, particularly in the lower back area, is often caused by poor 

posture of remaining at the same position over a long period of time (which is likely with 

individuals sitting in their office desks for several hours each day) the aim of Therapeutic 

exercises is to add flexibility, provide proper toning, and increase strength in your muscles. All 

of these are important qualities that the body needs to eliminate pain in the back or some other 
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parts of the body. And the best part about performing these therapeutic exercises is that they 

serve both as a way to prevent injuries or speed up the process of healing. 

    The ability to add strength and flexibility to your muscles and joints are obvious benefits that 

can be derived from strength and flexibility to your muscles and joints are obvious benefits that 

can be derived from stretching exercise people are aware that exercise provides benefit to your 

internal health system, as well. One of that is your digestive system. When you perform 

advanced stretches or curling exercises, it also internally massages your organs such that it 

facilitates for proper functioning of those organs. And when your internal or digestive organs are 

healthy, so is the rest of your body. 

Stress-Related conditions: 

 Anxiety and stress are normal bodily responses prompted by various external impulses. 

In fact, stress is considered as healthy as it enables the body to push beyond the limits and act 

according to what type of physical situation an individual is confronted with. But when present 

in an overwhelming amount exercise is not good for your health. 

There are several ways to equip your body to cope with the effects of stress or better yet 

manage stress before it begins to create devastating effects on the body. Exercises are very 

effective in helping you control stress and regulating your breath patterns. The Complete Breath 

technique is one of the breathing exercises that one needs to learn, especially when “stressed 

out”. Simple concentration and paying close attention to the sound of the breathing and this 

enables to cam down the nerves and avoid panic attack. Daily or regular exercises and aerobic 

exercise also known to effectively reduce anxiety or depression caused by stress. 

Conclusion 

Exercise seems to possess enormous health potential and serious scientific explorations 

and its inclusion in the school educational curriculum along with Traditional sports is the need of 

time to enhance the quality of life of the people in general and nation as a whole. The health 

benefit of Traditional sports with regard to weight loss is that it’s easier to stop eating when 

your mind-body connection is strong. It’s your body awareness that is improving, not necessarily 

the caloric burn.  Regular exercise improves mindfulness and encourages a “gentle strength”, 

which positively affects weight loss and weight management.   
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Abstract 

The Todays Lifestyle is fall of tensions. Modern people are living in competitive era. Everyday 

research and technological development Impacts on the people’s habit, their working styles, on 

their eating habits and on family structures. Every person face the lot of problems and tensions, 

in their life. All these impacts results. In the no. of health problems. Good health is the right of 

every human being. Health is a positive concept. Positive Health is the concept of energetic 

feelings of well being. Healthy person can have strong commune power. There are lot of ways to 

fight against diseases like yoga, Ayurveda, unani etc. But the Yoga is the most powerful System 

of treatment. Yoga teach us the rules of life healthy of life and Healthy lifestyle.  

Yoga is a great way to work on your flexibility, and strength. It is on Integral part of our 

lifestyle. Yoga is Based on Different forms of Yoga In This Article Researcher focused on the 

Importance of Yoga for Healthy lifestyle. In this Article Yoga is not only help to improve 

physical health but also help to developed your body and Mental health. Yoga Gives You the 

feeling of Self Realization. Yoga Can Createharmency in Your body, Mind and spirit. Yoga is 

also help to people in very difficult situations like Covid-19 Pandemic.  

Now a Days World has facing the problem of Covid-19 Pandemic. Every person faced lot of 

problems and Yoga is helpful to reduces fear of Covid-19 This articles are focused on all the 

aspects of body and importance of Yoga.  

Key Words: Yoga, health, Mental, Physical, Spirit, Covid-19, Disease.  

Introduction: Yoga is originated in India thousands of years ago. The term yoga is derived form 

the b Sanskrit word ‘Yuj’ Which means to attach or union. As per Bhagavad Gita “Yoga means 

Bo equal minded in both Success and Failure”  

Yoga play very important role in our day today life. Yoga is helpful to development of physical, 

Mental, Social, and Spiritual health. When the person is healthy or physically fit that person is fit 

mentally also. Due to healthy mind person can not get tensions or stress it means the stress is 

under control. When you are healthy you automatically in touch with have ones and 
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surroundings also. It increases your social relations and spirituality. Daily Yoga practice can 

build strength, flexibility and self-confidence. Yoga is help to reduces excess weight and stress 

and improves immunity power. It keep you healthy.  

Yoga can help to fight with fatigue and maintain your energy for 24 hours.  

Concept and Origin of Yoga:  

There is no Written record of who invented Yoga. Many schools of Yoga have evolved over the 

centuries, Buddism and eastern spiritual mediations are mostly use many of yoga techniques.  

Yoga is mainly working on 3 States of Body called as follows-  

• Kriyas (Actions)  

• Mudras (Seals)  

• Bandhas (locks)  

Kriya is related with up and down movement of spine. Mudras means concentration and bandhas 

use the techniques of holding muscular contractions.  

Yoga is focuses on the Mind by teaching you to concentrate on specific parts of body. Daily 

practice of Yoga help us to controlled breathing as a way to merge the rind body and spirit.  

Yoga has been used to help reduces victims of physical harassmentsBecause it gives mental 

stability.  

Yoga gives you positive thinking discipline, kindness, mental and Spiritual  

thoughts.  

Objectives of the Study :  

• To study the different terms of Yoga.  

• To study the Benefits of Yoga an different systems of humans.  

• To study the Importance of Yoga in Daily Life.  

Data Collection –  

In order to study this topic secondary data was collected from Different Journals, articles and 

From relevant websites available on Internet.  

Scope of Study –  

As far as the Scope of the Study is concerned this study focuses upon Yoga and its Importance 

for healthy Lifestyle. Also this study focuses on Covid-19 and Role of Yoga.  

Different Terms in Yoga –  

The first written records of Yoga practices appeared in Yoga sutra of Patanjali As per Patanjali 

Yoga Consist of eight steps or limbs there are an follows –  
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• Yoma –It Rules for restraints and for self regulation.  

• Niyama – techniques of self training.  

• Asana – Techniques for physical and mental Balance- It is called Yoga.  

• Pranayama- Expansion of breath  

• Pratyhara – techniques for mental balance and calm.  

• Dharana – concentration.  

• Dhyana – Meditation.  

• Samadhi – higher state of Meditation these eight steps are helpful to self realitation.  

There are 5 Yamas are present. i.e – Ahimsa, Satya, Asteya, Brahmacharya andAparigraha. 

These Yamas are very helpful to Maintain relationship with Other people and it Increases Self 

regulation Functions Also.  

There are 5 nilyamas these are shaucha, Santosha, tapah And VadhyayaIsbvarapranidhana. These 

niyamas are helps to maintain self training in body, Senses and mind. It deals with our personal 

world. Effects Of Yoga for different systems of human body –  

The main aim of yoga in Daily Life is to achieve physical , Mental , Social Spiritual health and 

self realization.  

Yoga And Physical health-  

The Yoga a is helpful for the different parts of body Humans have different systems present in it, 

Like Respiratary System, Skeletal system and nervous system etc. Physical healths included all 

these Different Systems.  

• Respiratory Systems –  

Respiratory system is very important system in human body. It regulates the function of the 

lungs. This system is related with breathing. The process of taking breath/oxygen inside is called 

inhale and through Outside is Called exhale. Yoga is help to regulate the functions of respiration. 

Some yoga poses are help to increasing resistance to infections.  

E.g – Trikonasan, Padmasana, Pranayamas  

B) Cardiovascular System and Yoga-  

Cardiovascular system includes heart and its functions. It related with blood. Cardiovascular 

system is depend on respiratory systems. Because pumping of blood is function of 

Cardiovascular System. And After Respiration level of Oxygen in blood well be maintain and it 

is having important tole in function of heart. Daily practice of yoga can control the pressure of 
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blood. It regulates the functions of heart. Followings are the some asana pranayama. Mayurasans 

etc.  

C) Digestive System  

Digestive System incudes function of Stomach and liver. Yoga asana can help you to improve 

functions of liver. Daily Yoga practices can massaging your stomach and Digestive system and it 

help improve digestion. Due to regular practice of yoga some common digestive problems will 

be reduces.  

D) Nervous System And yoga –  

Nervous system controls the function of brains. It is the most important system in human body. 

Yoga asana can help to regulate the functions of nervous system. Negative and positive thoughts 

are the wavesderieved from nervous system. Regular practice of yoga can controls all the waves 

coming from brain. Yoga can help to reduces stress, Anxiety and negative thoughts in mind 

Yoga helps to improve the Brain functions.  

e.g – sarvangasan, halasana, Vipritkarni etc.  

E) Muscular System, Skeletal System and Yoga –  

Muscular System And Skeletal System forms the body. Skeletal can give shape to your body or 

it nothing but the structure of your body. And Muscular System means the softer part of Body 

which is visible to all.  

Regular or Daily practice of Yoga help to increase flexibilityIn muscles and bones. Due to yoga 

muscles get relax. Regular practice of yoga muscles reduces back pain and improved postare 

muscles get stronger. It reduces excess body fat.  

e.g – pavanmuktasana, makarasana proper practices of these Asanas can immense positive effect 

on humans.  

These are the effects of yoga on the physical health. Physical health is nothing but the co-

ordination between all this body systems.  

Daily Yoga practice keep humans Healthy. It help to fight against different diseases. It all these 

Systems Working Properly then persons feel beter and it becomes healthy.  

2) Mental Health :  

Mental health is related with your state of mind, Your senses, your Feeling yoga can effect can 

your mental health negative thoughts and feelings can create imbalance in our nervous system.  
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Regular practice of yoga can help to reduce stress, Anxiely, Fear, phobic's in your body. It helps 

to calm your sense of self. It maintains good relationships, with others. Yoga makes us recognize 

qualities in qures elves that we were not aware of helping us he more mindful.  

Yoga can also help you to beat the Symptoms of Insomnia And depression and it increases Your 

energy. Happiness and healthy weight. Daily Yoga can Keep Peoples healthy and happy.  

3) Social health- Social health is the ability to be happy and make others Happy. In Todays 

world problem of drugs Addiction is highly increased. Yoga can help to reduces problems of 

addiction. Yoga helps you to think positive and positive thoughts are always helpful to our 

health. It results in good relationships with Society. Daily practice of Yoga means to be active in 

the most positive sense and work for welfare of all Function.  

4) Spiritual health and Yoga-  

It is related with Ahimsa, Daily Yoga practices can help to reduce violence in our behaviors 

prayer, meditations, mantras are help to reduce negativity, It helps to maintain kindness, love 

between relations with others. Feelings of understand and forgiveness.  

5) Self –Realization :  

Yoga Can improve our self control and self confidence self confidence can help to improve your 

personality your self confidence can give you happiness with the help of yoga you can do self 

study, you can deeply in thought of self realization.  

These all are effects of yoga’s on different parts of human body. Due to yoga these systems are 

function ate properly and people becomes live healthy.  

Importance of Yoga for Healthy life :  

• Control stress and depression :  

Yoga is helpful to prevent stress and stress related disorders. Yoga is treating anxiety or anxiety 

disorders in general. Daily practices of yoga with proper guidance helps to reduces stress and 

depression.  

• Hypertension :  

Daily practice of yoga can improve your blood regulation and control your blood pressure. In 

pranayama as you can practices of breathing techniques which are helpful to purification and 

blood these practice should stop taking blood pressure medication.  

• Diabetes : In Indian largest number of cases of diabetes in fasting as well as postprandial blood 

glucose levels and acetylated hemoglobin. It results in sense of well being and you should 

reduces the dosages.  
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• Asthma :  

Daily Yoga practices for asthma, patient can heat the practice. It helps to reduces. Berating 

problems, Pranayama can help to reduces barriers in beatings.  

• Mood :  

Regular yoga practice can reduces fatigue and tensions in persons. Rt Help to Have positive 

thinking and your mood is fresh it controls moodsucings also.  

Importance of yoga during covid-19  

Covid-19 has created a new problems of us, it disrupted lives. Social Distancing is the main rule 

followed during the Covid-19. Social distancing creates loneliness, fear of illness, depression, 

Insomnia etc. Daily packe yoga during this period can help people to maintain steady mind in all 

situation. You can give a lot of energy and positive thoughts for fight against covid-19. Yoga can 

balance between Your mind and body. It makes you mentally strong, yoga is boon for in this 

pandemic period.  

Conclusion :  

192 nations around the world on 21 stjune celebrates the international yoga Day. Yoga make 

balance between the body mind and soul. Yoga is the spiritual and holistic approach to live 

healthy life. In the 1st stage of yoga. Inductees how to love and respect your body. And teach 

how to face negative thoughts.  

After study researcher can condude that yoga is not a religion it is the process to dose with your 

own mind Yoga teaches self respect and Social awareness. Yoga is play rital role in healthy life. 

Yoga makes man healthy.  
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Abstract lkj 

,fy;kl vkSj Mk;fuax (1993) tSls lekt’kkL=h;ksaus vuqHkotU; :I ls fn?kZdkyhd izfØ;kvksa dk 
v/;;u fd;k gSA [ksy es ifjorZu] [ksy ds :Ik es :>ku ¼c<rh½ dh vksj /;ku vkdf”kZr djuk 
fofu;fer [ksyksa es yksd [ksyksa dh vkSipkfjdrk vkSj vc vk/kqfud ds :Ik es igpku dh xbZ gSA [ksy 

(Sports)]jktfurhdj.k ¼[ksy es jktfurh fu;a=.k es ò/nh½] ysDpyk;ts’ku ¼o/̀nh½ fpfdRlk fo’ks”kKrk 
¼vk/kqfud [ksy es yxs gw,½] rdfudhdj.k ¼c<rh rdfudh [ksy midj.kksa dh {kerk vkSj ;gka rd dh 
[ksy es miyC/kh dks izHkkfor djus okys d=̀he vax½] vkSj oS’ohdj.k ¼vksyafid] /keZfujis{k vkSj ds 
vk/kkj ij ,d [ksy ekWMy dk c<rk izlkj½ if’peh ekWMy varjjk”Vªh; Lrj ij½A bl ekeys es loky 
;g gS dh] izfØ;k fdl gn rd gSA oS’ohdj.k us LiksVZ~l ds fodkl dks izHkkfor fd;k gSA bl ‘kks/k i= 
es ‘kks/k dk mi;ksx fd;k x;k FkkA oS’ohdj.k ij gky ds dqN ‘kks/kksa rd igwWap iznku djus okys nLrkost 
vkSj [ksy fon~okuksa dk lk{kkRdkj ;g irk yxkus ds fy, ,d oSf’od ?kVuk dSls cu x;k gSA oS’ohdj.k 
vkSj vke rkSj ij[ksy ij vkSj dksp f’k{kk ij blds izHkkoksa dh tkap djuk fo’ks”k :Ik ls ¼dsl LVMh½A 

fd oMZ % oS’ohdj.k] [ksy] dksp f’k{kk 

oS’ohdj.k dh vo/kkj.kk 

 oS’ohdj.k fiNys dqN o”kksZ a es lcls vf/kd xeZ cgl okys fo”k;ksa es ls ,d gks jgk gS ¼n oYMZ 

cSad xzqi] 2012½ oS’ohdj.k us okLro es iF̀oh dks piVk fd;k gS vkSj u, dks [kksyk gSA varjjk”Vªh; 
laHkkouk,a] u, fopkjksa ds fy, ekXkZ iz’kLr djuk vkSj lkspus ds rjhds dks rktk djuk nqfu;k ds ckjs es 

¼egcqcuh ,V vyA 2008½A vc ;g laHko ugh gS ;k ns[kus ds fy, Hkh f’k{kkizn gS lgh vkSj xyr] 
vPNs vkSj cqjs] nks”kh ;k funksZ”k ds ljy p’es ds ek/;e ls nqfu;k ¼lsBh] 2009½A gkykWafd] oS’ohdj.k 
dk D;k vFkZ gS\ dqN dk rdZ gS fd] ‘kCn ization oS’ohdj.k the es eky dh c<h gwbZ xrhf’kyrk dk 

o.kZu gS] Je vkSj rdfud iwjh nqfu;k es (Kirk et all, 2008; Naim, 2012; The 
Canadian)vFkZO;oLFkk] 2012;)A fo’o cSad leqg] 2012½A ‘kCn izationoS’ohdj.k izationtYnh ls 
ykxq fd;k x;k FkkA jktfurhd vkSj lkaLdr̀hd ifjorZu tks nqfu;k ds cMs {ks=ksa dks vke rkSj ij izHkkfor 

djrs gS] f’k{kk lfgr rjhds ¼olar] 2008½ Giulianotti vkSj jkWcVZlu ¼2007½ /;ku nsa fd 1870ds 

n’kd ls ysdj 1920 ds e/; rd dh vo/kh dks ßVsd vkWQÞ dh vo/kh dgk x;k gSA  

 oS’ohdj.k] tc varjjk”Vªh; laca/kksa dk O;kid :Ik ls foLrkj gwvk ¼ifjogu] O;kikj ds ek/;e 
ls½ lapkj] f’k{kk vkSj izokl½] vkSj nqfu;k rst gks xbZ ßlksf’k;kseYpjy daizs’kuÞA ;g rdZ Hkh fn;k tkrk 
gSS fd] oS’ohdj.k dk c<rk ,dhdj.k gS nqfu;k Hkj dh vFkZO;oLFkk,a vkSj lekt ¼egcqcuh ,V vy A] 
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2008½A fuos’kd fo’o la?kVu ¼2012½ ds :Ik es oS’ohdj.k dh ifjHkk”kk iznku djrk gSA nqfu;k ds 
cktkjksa dh dsufDVfoVh vkSSj vU;ksU;k;kJ; dks c<kus dh izfØ;k vkSj O;olk;ksaA ßbl izfØ;k es fiNys nk s 
n’kdksa es ukVdh; :Ik ls rsth vk;h gSA rdfudh fodkl yksxksa dks ;k=k] laokn vkSj vkpj.k djus es 
vklku cukrk gSA varjjk”Vªh; Lrj ij O;kikj] okLro es] oS’ohdj.k ,d ds fy, lkoZHkkSfed izoR̀rh dks 
lanfHkZr dj ldrk gSA cktkj lekt] vkSj cktkj lekt ds ,d fuf’pr ekWMy ds lkoZHkkSfedj.k dh 
fo’ks”krk gS [kqys vkSj futh ds :Ik esA rnuqlkj] oS’ohdj.k dks oSf’od fn’kk ;k fn’kk ds :Ik es ekuk 

tkrk gSA fodkl ¼fxjksu vkSj dksjs;k] 2009½A oS’ohdj.k dks nqfu;k Hkj es as ds :Ik es Hkh ifjHkkf”kr 
fd;k x;k gSA izFkkvksa dk izlkj] egkfn~oiksa es laca/kks dk foLrkj] lkekftd thou dk laxBu ,d oSf’od 
Lrj vkSj izkS|ksfxdh;ksa dks fdlh Hkh [kkrs es fy;k tkrk gSA oS’ohdj.k dh ifjHkk”kkA ;g Hkh /;ku nsuss 
;ksX; gS fd oS’ohdj.k ,d lrr izfØ;k gS vkSj] blfy, oS’ohdj.k dh dksbZ Hkh ifjHkk”kk ,d fujarj] 

yxkrkj cnyrh jgrh gS ¼AL- f?kykuh] 2008½A  

HkweaMyhdj.k dh izfØ;k,a vkSj izHkko 

 oS’ohdj.k dh izfØ;kvksa vkSj izHkkoksa dks LkR;kfir djus] vkSj gksus ds fy, ifjHkkf”kr fd;k tkuk  
gSA mYys[kuh; gksus ds fy, lqlaxr gksuk] oS’ohdj.k dk fo”k; fo’ks”k :Ik ls tfVy gSA D;ksadh] ,d 
fo’oO;kih ?kVuk gksus ds ukrs] blds dbZ vk;ke gSA bldk vlj Hkh vyx&vyx gksrk gSA ,d ns’k ls 

nqljs ns’k vkSj ,d lekjksg ls nwljs ¼tjhlSV] 2008½A dqN yksxksa dk rdZ gS fd oS’ohdj.k iwath lap; 

dh ,d lrr izfØ;k gSA lfn;ksa ls py jgk gS vkSj gky gh es izks|ksfxdh ¼Jresiat½ ds ifj.kkeLo:Ik 
rst gwok gS] 2008; fddZ ,V vyA] 2008½ bl izfØ;k dk ,d Li”V mnkgj.k lwpuk ds vuqiz;ksx ls 
gSA ljdkjksa es izks|ksfxdh ¼vk;Vh½] fo’ks”k :Ik ls lkoZtfud laxBuksa ds izca/ku ds ifj.kkeLo:I NksVh nwjh 
es] lek; cpk;k] vkÅViwV dk foLrkj fd;k vkSj ØkWflax es Lora=rk c<kbZ] lhekvksa vkSj lkaLdr̀hd] 
jktfurhd vkSj laLFkkRed ck/kkvksa dks nwj fd;k gSA tkudkjh rduhd ml nqfu;k ds ckjs es lc dqN 

cny jgh gS ftlesa ge jgrs gS] izHkkoksa ds lkFk nksuksa xgjs vkSj fofo/k ¼thlSV] 2008½ baVjusV] bVjusV] 
bZesy] osc ist] QSDl ef’ku] fizaVj] foMhvksdkaQzsflax] vkSj dbZ vU; midj.k xgjkbZ ls lqpuk ds izlkj 

dks cnyrs gS vkSj lapkj] vkSj oSf’od lapkj dks c<kus ¼Alli et all] 2007; Jresiat, 2008½ vly es] 
rdfudh lQyrkvksa us fiNys n’kdksa es oS’ohdj.k ds nqljs ;qx dk fuekZ.k fd;kA fcloh ‘krkCnh es 

¼csy vkSj fØLVsa’ku] 2004½A bu mUufrvks es vo{ksi.k lwpuk Økarh fj’rksa dks cnyrk vDlj oSf’od 
varZlaca/kks dks lq/kkjuk vkSj lapkjA tcdh dqN ns’kks es lqpuk Økarh vkSj ls ykHk mBk;k gS vU; ns’kks 
vkSj varjjk”Vªh; ds lkFk oSf’od lapkj iqyksa dk fuek.k fd;k gSA laxBu] vkseku us lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh ds 
{ks= es vHkh fuos’k ‘kq: fd;k gSA 

 fo’o Lrj ij laokn djsaA ;g 2003 es ßfMthVy vksekuÞ dh LFkkiuk ds lkFk ‘kq: gwvk gSA 
j.kfurh] ßftldk eq[; mn~ns’; vkseku dks fons’kh ds fy, vf/kd vkd”kZd xarO; cukuk gS fuos’k 

¼e.Oman, 2011½ [ksy es] vHkh Hkh] mUur lwpuk izkS|ksfxdh dk dksbZ mi;ksx ugh gSA vkseku es jk”Vªh; 
;k varjjk”Vªh; Lrj ij laokn djus ds fy, nqljksa ls laidZ djus dh laLdr̀h xfrfo/kh;ksa dks ns[kus ds 
fy, baVjusV ¼bZesy½ ;k osclkbZVksa dh LFkkiuk ds ek/;e ls vkSj [ksy laxBuksa ds mn~ns’; vHkh Hkh viuh 
izkjafHkd voLFkk es gSA izkS|ksfxdh rd igwap dk vHkko gks ldrk gSA 

varjjk”Vªh; [ksy laxBuksa ds lkFk lapkj dh deh ds dkj.kksa es ls ,d 
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 gkykafd] oS’ohdj.k es izkS|ksfxdh la vf/kd ‘kkfey gSA lkoZHkkSfedrk ¼,d izHkko ds :Ik es 
oS’ohdj.k ds½ us i;kZoj.k] ekuokf/kdkj] f’k{kk] lqj{kk vkSj eqn~nksa dks mBk;k gSA uSfrdrk] dsoy dqN 

furhxr v[kkMksa ¼tjhlSV] 2008½ dk mYys[k djus ds fy,A mnkgj.k ds fy,] vH;kl dk vf/kdkj [ksy 
¼fyax ;k uLy dh ijokg fd, fcuk½ dbZ ns’kksa es mBk;k x;k gSA gkykafd] ;g /;ku nsus ;ksX; gS fd 
lkoZHkkSfedrk ,d Lrj ij ,d mn~ns’; dh lsok dj ldrh gS] ysfdu ;g Hkh vuns[kk fof’k”Vrk dk 
vkjksi gSA mnkgj.k ds fy,] eqfLye efgykvksa ds ‘kh”kZ vH;kl [ksy ds vf/kdkj dks nksgjkuk eqY;oku gS] 
ysfdu [ksy ds volj iznku djuk Hkh egRoiq.kZ gS tks eqLyhe efgykvksa dh laLdr̀h dks /;ku es j[krs 
gSA mifuos’kokn vkSj lkezkT;ksa ds bfrgkl ds foijhr] vktt] izHkkoh oS’ohdj.k ds :>kku T;knkrj 

varjjk”Vªh; lg;ksx ij fuHkZj djrs gS ctk; vkWuquhysVjy dksfdZo ;k ‘kkgh ‘kfDr;ksa ¼Jreisat] 2008½A 
ij oSf’od :Ik ls O;kid vkSj O;kid oSf’od ,dhdj.k ds lk{; vfLrRo es varjjk”Vªh; vkSj {ks=h; 

lajpukvksa ds laxBuks dh c<rh la[;k gSA ¼Jreisat, 2008; fLizax, 2008½A mnkgj.k ds fy,] la;qDr jk”Vª 

¼UN½] ;qjksih; la?k ¼EU½ vkSj [kkMh lg;ksx ifj”kn ¼thlhlh½ varjjk”Vªh; [ksy lajpukvksa ds mnkgj.k 

gS] bVjus’kuy dksp QkWj ,T;qds’ku (ICCE) vkSjThe International Council of Sport Science and 
Physical Education (ICSSPE)A ;g oS’ohdj.k vkSj f’k{kk ds chp laca/kksa ds ckjs es dqN rdksZ dh 
tkWap djus ;ksX; gSA ‘kSf{kd ‘kks/kdrkZ vlds c<rs egRo dk ladsr nsrsa gSA oS’ohdj.k vkSj f’k{kk 

education v/;;u ds ,d {ks= ds :i oSf’od ‘kSf{kd izopu vke ‘kSf{kd izFkkvksa vkSj furh;ksa dks 

cukus es egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk ¼dklZu] 2008; olar2008½ bDdhloha lnh ds igys n’kd ds var ds ckn] 
f’k{kk es lekurk,a egkfn~oiksa es furh;ksa vkSj izFkkvksa] tSls fd] ikB~;Øe fodkl] iz’kklfud izFkkvksa vkSj 
foRrh; izca/ku iz.kkyh vkSj mPPk f’k{kk laLFkkxr fodkl] ,d okLrfodrk gSA ;g rdZ fn;k tkrk gS fd 
;s lekurk,a ekStwn gSA oS’ohdj.k izfØ;kvksa n~okjk ncko Mkyk tkrk gS] mnkgj.k ds fy, yksxksa ds chp 
eqDr vkoktkgh ns’kksa vkSj rduhdh fodkl tks ekU;rk vkSj yksxksa dh iz.kkyh;ksa dks oS’ohdj.k djrs gSA 

vis{kk,a ¼Mksu ,aM ,,y eaFkjh] 2010½A gkykadh] tcdh f’k{kk iz.kkyh ds lkFk gky ds o”kksZa es 

varjjk”Vªh; vihy c<h gS ¼dklZu] 2008½ ¼mnkgj.k ds fy, vkseku mi;ksx djrk gS la;qDr jkT; 
vesfjdk vkSj flaxkiqj ls dqN Ldqy iz.kkyh½] nksuksa [krjsa vkSj laHkkouk,a gSA varjjk”Vªh; ikB~;Øe fodkl 
vkSj f’k{kk’kkL= ds Hkhrj gSA buds fy, oS’ohdj.k vkSj vk/kqfud [ksy vk/kqfud dk izlkj mu v[kkMksa es 

ls ,d gksrk gS tgka oS’ohdj.k dh izfØ;k gSA n”̀;eku ¼cuZLVhu] 2000; jksos] 2003; fddZ ,V vyA] 

2008½A [ksy ds fy, ,d egRoiw.kZ lkbZV dk xBu fd;k ds cgqvk;keh vkSj fn?kZdkyhd izfØ;k ds 

fl/nkar vkSj vuqHkotU; vUos”ku oS’ohdj.k ¼fxmfyvkvksVh vkSj jkWcVZ~lu] 2004½A ;g [kaM fj’rs dh 
iMrky djrk gS vkSj [ksy ij oS’ohdj.k dk izHkko ;g dqN ,sfrgkfld ?kVukvksa ls ‘kq: gksrk gS ftUgs 
ekuk tkrk gSA 

 [ksy oS’ohdj.k izfØ;k dh ‘kq:okr fQj ;g irk yxkus ds fy, pyrk gS dh dqN [ksy dSls gS 
oSf’od [ksy cus] blds ckn feMh;k us fdl rjg ls ;ksxnku fn;k gS] bldh iMrky [ksy vkt ,d 
oSf’od ?kVuk cu x;k gSA ;g [kaM mu rjhdksa ds mnkgj.k iznku djrk gS ftues dkSu lk [ksy cny x;k 
gSA vksyafid [ksyksa ds chp laca/kks ds fo’ys”k.k ds fy, ,d mnkgj.k iznku djrs gS oS’ohdj.k vkSj [ksy 

¼fddZ ,V vyA] 2008½A 1892es] cSjksu Mh dwifVZu us fopkj fd;k varjjk”Vªh; [ksy vk;kstuksa es ‘kkarh 
vkSj le> dks c<kok nsus dh {kerk gSA 

 jk"Vªksa ds chp mUgksus izkphu xzhl ds vksyafid [ksyksa ds iqu:/nkj j[kkA 1894 es isfjl es 
varjjk”Vªh; [ksy dkaxzsl us ,d varjjk”Vªh; vksyafid dh fuao j[kh lferh ftlus izLrkfor fd;k 
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vk/kqfud ;qx ds igys vksyafid dk ,Fksal es eapu fd; tk,xk 1896 ¼vuZLVhu] 2000 LekVZ 2009½A 

Mh Coubertin bdV~Bk djus ds fy, nqfu;k Hkj es vfHk;ku pyk;k ,d oSf’od izfrLi/khZ [ksy dk;ZØe 
es ‘kkfey gksus ds fy, ,d lkFk tqMus okys bns’kksa ds fopkj ds fy, leFkZuA mUgksus dgk fd vk/kqfud 
vksyafid [ksyks dk oSf’od Lrj ij gksuk vko’;d gSA bu o”kksZa es [ksy yxkrkj cnyrs gw, lcls izeq[k 
fu;fer oS’ohd [ksy vk;kstu es cny x;kA izdr̀h fiNys 20 o”kksZa es vksyafid dh oSf’od fLFkrh dks 

blds feMh;k dojst ds fy, ftEesnkj Bgjk;k x;k gS] fo’ks”k :i ls Vsfyfotu ¼Giulianotti and 
Robertson, 2004 ; Kirk et all, 2008; cuZLVhu] 2000½A 1800 ds n’kd ds mRrjk/kZ es LiksVZ dks 
NksVs le;&flek es cny fn;k x;k Fkk] tc dksbZ [ksy igys muds ‘kklh fudk; LFkkfir fd,A 
vkSipkjhdrk fuHkkus ds fy, yxHkx lHkh [ksyksa es ifjorZu gw, gSA vkSj varjjk”Vªh; izfr;ksfxrk ds 

mn~ns’; ls [ksy dks fofu;fer djsa] ,d izfØ;k ftls ßLiksVkZbts’ku thedgk tkrk gSA fodkl es ‘kklhh 
fudk;] fu;e&iqLrdsa vkSj le; dh LFkkiuk ‘kkfey Fkh izfrLi/kkZRed tqMko ds fy, varfj{k iSjkehVJ 
ftlus ekSfyd :i ls fQz;j yksd&xse dks cny fn;k vlls igys ;g vfLrRo es FkkA ,d ,sfrgklhd 
mnkgj.k nsus ds fy, varjjk”Vªh; Lrj ij tkus vkSj ,d oSf’od izksQkbZy fodflr djus ds fy, ‘kq: 
djus okys igys vk/kqfud [ksy Vsful FksA [ksy dks vesfjdk es 1874 es is’k fd;k x;k FkkA ,d 
izkjafHkd v/kZ&vkf/kdkjhd varjjk”Vªh; 1878 es vesfjdk dukMk vkSj baXySaM ds f[kykMh;ksa lfgr Vsuhl 
VwukZesaV dk eapu fd;k x;kA vesfjdk ds U;qiksVZ esA VwukZesaV igys varjjk”Vªh; Vhe Vsful ds fy, vxznwr 
FkkA 1900 es LFkkfir izfr;ksfxrk] ftls vkf/kdkfjd rkSj ij varjjk”Vªh; ykWu Vsful pWysat dgk tkrk gSA 
VªkWQh] vesfjdh ;qxy pSafi;u M~okbV Msfol n~okjk iznku fd xbZ] vkSj ckn es ds :i es tkuk tkrk gS 
Msfol diA ;g izfr;ksxhrk mu lHkh ns’kksa ds fy, [kqyh Fkh] ftUgksus vkf/kdkjhd Vsful dh LFkkiuk dh 
FkhA [ksy ds laxBu vkSj fodkl dks lapkfyr djus ds fy, la?k 1913 es baVjuS’kuy ykWu Vsful 
QsMjs’ku dh LFkkiuk gwbZA bl ij cgl gwbZ Fkh ml ykWu Vsful dh ml ykWu Vsful dks dbZ tfVy 
lkekftd varjfojks/kksa ds fcp dh [kkbZ dks ikVk vkSj ,d [ksy Fkk ftls lHkh mez ds yksx fuHkk ldrs Fks 
vkSj nksuks fyax blds fodkl es lgk;d FksA lakLdr̀hd n”̀Vh ls vk/kqfud [ksy oSf’odj.k izfØ;kvksa dk 
,d lè/n v/;;u izLrqr djrk gSA mnkgj.k ds fy, QqVckWy dk [ksy lkekftd igpkuksa dh ,d 
vkd”kZd lkis{krk dks tUe nsrk gS Bksl lkekftd <kaps ds lkFkA ,sfrgklhd :i ls] QqVckWy ,d 
lkaLdf̀rd :i ds :i  es gSA 

oSf’odj.k ds fofHkUu izdkj] tSls fd ,d izkjafHkd vfLodr̀h ;k ifjorZu dqN lektksa vkSj ds fcp 
vR;f/kd fof’k”V igpku dk ,d vkSj vf/kd lkekU; fodkl izfrHkkxh (Giulianotti and 
Robertson, 2004; Frick, 2009; Giulianotti and Robertson, 2009) QqVckWy es 
varjjk”Vªh; izfØ;kvksa es rhoz izoklu ds ek/;e ls cMs iSekus ij ò/nh gwbZ gS vkSj mUur fpdhRlkA 
vf/kdka’k QqVckWy Dycksa dk vU; ns’kksa ds lkFk ijLij laca/k gSA oSf’od f[kykMh;ksa cktkj vkSj ds 
ek/;e ls izoklh f[kykMh;ksa dh Hkrh ds ek/;e ls fons’kh iz’kaldks dk vkd”kZ.k urhtru [ksy ,d gSA 
vR;f/kd yksdfiz; vkSj fo’o Lrj ij usVodZ dk LkkaLdr̀hd :iA la;qDr ds egklfpo jk”Vªksa us bl 
n”̀Vhdksu dk leFkZu fd;k tc mUgksus fVIi.kh dh dh] QqVckWy la;qDr jk”Vª dh rqyuk es vf/kd 
lkoZHkkSfed gS vkSj dh QhQk fo’o di jk”Vªksa vkSj yksxksa ds ifjokj dks ,d lkFk eukrk gSA  

 ,d rjg ls lkekU; ekuork dqN vU; lkaLdf̀rd ?kVukvksa vkSj ds cjkcj gks ldrh gSA gkykadh 
gky gh QhQk dh vkykspuk dh xbZ gS ßfgtkcÞ ij izfrca/k yxkus ds fu;e ds ckjs esA 

fu"d”kZ 
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mi;qZDr ppkZ ls ;g Li”V gS fd] oS’ohdj.k ,d ?kVuk gS ftles ikjxE; gS ftou ds dbZ igyw] flQZ 
[ksy ughA ;g ifjorZu dh fn?kZdkfyd izfØ;kvksa dks lanfHkZr djrk gS tks vkxs c<rs gSA c<rh gwbZ 
lekurkvksa dh vksj nqfu;k tgka yksx rsth ls tqMs gw, gS vkSj ns’kksa vkSj tkfr;rkvksa ds chp dh ck/kkvks 
dks nwj fd;k tkrk gSA ifj.kkeksa es rst vkSj eq¶r ‘kkfey gS yksxksa dk izokg] iqath eky vkSj fopkjA 
rFkkih oS’ohdj.k dks oSf’od :i ls o<k;k frjLdr̀] ljkgk vkSj vDlj nks”kh Bgjk;k x;k gSA 

leL;k % ;g Hkh mYYks[k fd;k tk ldrk gS dh [ksy ledkfyu oSf’odj.k ds fy, egkdkO; gSA 
izfØ;kvksa] mnkgj.k ds fy, QqVckWy ds oS’ohdj.k dh gekjh lS/nkafrd le> okLro es [ksy gS vc ,d 
xaHkhj vkSj rsth ls vkfFkZd :i ls iqjLdr̀ O;olk;A [ksy vc rd LFkkfir gS fo’o Lrj ij O;kid 
euksjatu m|ksx dk fgLlk gS] vkSj f[kykMh vkSj f[kykMh gS mRlqdrk ls bl /kkj.kk dks viuk;k fd muds 
ikl ,d ftEesnkjh gS] u fd dsoy lQy gksus ds fy, izfr;ksfxrk] ysfdu izpkj es Hkkx ysus ls n’kZdksa 
vkSj n’kZdksa dk euksjatu djus ds fy, Hkh rek’kk ds :i es [ksyA bl ‘kks/k es tqVk, x, vkadMs 
if’peh mRiRrh vkSj ifjorZu dh Øfed izfØ;kvksa dk voyksdu nsrs gSA ftUgksus vk/kqfud [ksy ds lkFk 
tqMko ds dbZ Lrj gSA ;g igpkuuk egRoiw.kZ gS fd dksbZ Hkh oSf’od volj fdlh Hkh ns’k dks fdruk 
pkfg, ;k mldh t:jrksa vkSj mlds yksxksa dksA Hkfo”; fd fdlh Hkh j.kuhrh dk izLrko oSf’od ls 
vyx ugh fd;k tk ldrk gSA 

 

lanHkZ % 

1- vy valkjh] ,e ¼2011½ ßcgjhu es efgyk usrR̀oÞA csUu es] fQLVj] thA vkSj tkon] ,pA 
[ksy es eqfLye effgyk,WaA yanu% 

2- AL-Gheilani, M. (2008) 
oSf’odj.kAHTTP://www.alarabiya.net/articles/2004/08/04/5489.html ¼25 ekpZ 2012 
dks ,Dlsl fd;k x;k½ 

3- vYyh ,] foaVj th vkSj ebZ Mh ¼2007½ oS’ohdj.k blds izHkkoA varjjk”Vªh; O;kikj vkSj 
bdksukWfeDl fjlpZ tuZy] 6¼1½%89&96]2007 

4- csu Vh vkSj fcu ch- ¼2004½ ßefgykvksa ds dykRed ftEukfLVhd es fodkl fuEufy[khr gS 
1972 vksYxk dksjcqr ?kVukA Mk;fuax] bZ eSYde MhA vksj oSfyaxVu vkbZ es  

5- dqij vkbZZA ¼2004½ ßxse lsV ,aM eSp% ykWu Vsful] vksfjftuy Vw vyhZ ekWmuZ LiksVZÞ es Mfuax] 
bZA eSYde MhA vkSj osMhaxVu vkbZA [ksy bfrgkl%v/;;u ds fo”k; vk/kqfud [ksyksa dk fodkl A 
yanu%:Vyst 

6- fxYcVZ MCY;wA fypsuV~oYMZ ,yA vkSj fxYcVZ t sA ,V ay ¼2009½ ds fodklkRed izksQkby 
lQy gkbZLdqy dksp [ksy foKku vkSj dksfpax 4 ds varjjk”Vªh; tuZy ¼3½ 

7- fxjksu , vkSj dksjh;k bZ ¼2009½ bEtsaV ekdsZV~l ,aM QzsfxfyVhA baLVhV~;wVks Mh bafDoxhfl;ul 
,dkWue 

************** 
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Abstract izLRkkouk 

f[kykMh dk [ksyksa es izn’kZu cgqr lkjs ?kVdks ij fuHkZj djrk gS ftles ls ,d gS mldk vkgkj 
;nh f[kykMh ds [kkus es og lHkh rRo fo|eku gS tks ‘kjhj ds iks”k.k ds fy, vko’;d gSrks og 
larqfyr vkgkj dgykrk gS A 

f[kykMh dks vH;kl o izn’kZu ds le; cgqr vf/kd ek=k es ‘kkjhfjd fdz;k,s djuh iMrh gS 
blfy, f[kykMh dks vkgkj es dSyksjh dh ek=k Hkh lkekU; O;fDr ls T;knk gksuh pkfg,  A  
f[kykMh dks ‘kkfjfjd xfrfof/k;ks ds fy, mtkZ dh vko’;drk  gksrh gS ;g mtkZ mls 06 rjg 
ds iks”kd rRoks ls izkIr gksrh gS A 

iks”kd rRoksa dks mudh vko’;drk ds vuqlkj 02 Hkkxks es ckaVk x;k gS A  

LFkqy iks”kd 
(Macro-nutrients) 

Lkq{e iks”kd 
(Micro-nutrients) 

1 Ikk.kh  1 feuhjyl~ 
2 dkcksZgkbMzsV 2 foVkfeul~ 
3 olk  
4 izksVhu  
 

LFkqy iks”kd  %  LFkqy iks”kd  og gS ftudh ‘kjhj dks vf/kd ek=k es vko’;drk gksrh gS LFkqy 
iks”kd mtkZ iznku djus okys iks”kdks ds uke ls Hkh tkus tkrs gS A iks”kdks ls feyus okyh mtkZ 
dSyksjh es ekik tkrk gS o bldk mi;ksx ‘kjhj ds fodkl] eqjEer o u, mRrdks ds fuekZ.k ds 
fy, fd;k tkrk gS A 

lq{e iks”kd %  budh ‘kjhj dks cgqr FkksMh ek=k es vko’;drk gksrh gS A ;g ewy #i ls mtkZ 
iznku ugh djrs ysfdu ‘kfjj lkekU; #i ls dk;Zjr jgs blds fy, budh vko’;drk gksrh gS A 
;g eq[; #i ls ‘kjhj dh jlklfud izfdz;k ds larqyu es lkgk;d gksrs gS A blds varZxr 
feuhjyl~ o foVkfeul~ vkrs gS A 

[ksy izn’kZu o iks”k.k rRo  % 
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[ksy iks”k.k ds varxZr O;k;ke foKku o O;fDr ds ‘kjhj dk v/;;u fd;k tkrk gS o ml vk/kj 
ij f[kykMh ds fy, vkgkj rkyhdk rS;kj dh tkrh gS gj f[kykMh ds ‘kjhj dh jpuk] [ksy ds 
izdkj o fyax ds vk/kkj ij dSyksjh dh vyx & vyx vko’;drk gksrh gS A lk/kkj.kr%  

01 xzke dkcksZgk;MzsV ls 04 dSyksjh mtkZ feyrh gS  

01 xzke izksVhu ls 04 dSyksjh mtkZ feyrh gS  

01xzke olk ls  09 dSyksjh mtkZ feyrh gS A 

dkscksZgkbMzsV %  ‘kkfjfjd gypy ds fy, izkjafHkd mtkZ L=ksr dk dk;Z dkcksZgkbMzsV Onkjk fd;k 
tkrk gS A dkcksZgkbMzsV eq[; #i ls  02 #iks e ik;k tkrk gS LVkpZ o dWeIysDl vkSj lk/kkj.k 
‘kDdjA  lk/kkj.k ‘kDdj & nq/k ls cus inkFkksZa] Qy] lCtha;ks bR;knh esa feyrk gS blds 
vfrjhDr lh/ks rkSj ij phuha] ‘kgn] ckzmu ‘kqxj ls Hkh ;g izkIr gksrk gS A lk/kkj.k ‘kDdj fdlh 
Hkh #i es yh tk;s rks bldk m;ksd ‘kjhj Onkjk leku rjhd ls fd;k tkrk gS A ‘kDdj dks 
Mk;jsDV ysus dh vis{kk bls ;nh QzqV bR;knh ls fy;k tk;s rks blls Qkbcj Hkh feyrs gS A  

dWeIysDl dkscksZgkbMzsV LVkpZ ds uke ls Hkh tkus tkrs gS ;g lk/kkj.kr% vukt]iklrk o pkoy ls 
feyrk gS lk/kkj.k ‘kDdj dh rqyuk es LVkpZ ds #i es dkcksZl dks ysuk vf/kd Qk;nsean gksrk gS  
D;ksafd blds foVkfeu] feuhjy o Qk;cj Hkh fey tkrs gS A  

dkcksZgkbMzsV ‘kjhj es Xykvdkstu ds #i es tek gskrs gS tks ‘kkfjfjd xfrfo/kh ds le; mtkZ dk 
eq[; L=ksr gksrs gS A o O;k;ke dks yxkrkj cuk,s j[kus ds fy, vko’;d gskrs gS A dkscksZgkbMzsV 
dk mfpr mi;ksx ‘kjhj ds [kwu es XykbZdkstu dh mfpr ek=k cuk,s j[krk gS A o ekal isf’k;ksa es 
Xykbdkstu ds L=ksr dks Hkh fjpktZ djrk gS A f[kykMh dks vius vkgkj dk 70% fgLlk dkcksZt 
ds #i es ysuk pkfg;s A 

izksVhu %  izksVhu ‘kjhj dh lHkh dksf’kdkvksa es fo|eku jgrk gS A ;g ‘kjhj ds mRrdksa ds fodkl 
o mRrdks dh eqjEer djus es lkg;d gksrk gS blds vfrfjDr ;g butkbeksa] gkjeksuks o fofHkUu 
izdkj ds jlk;uks ds fuekZ.k es eh lk/;rk djrk gS ;g gM~Mh;ks o eklisf’k;ksa dks etcwr djrk 
gS A izkSVhu ges ehV] ePNh v.Mks o lks;k izksMDV ls izkIr gksrk gS A lk/kkj.kr% f[kykMh viuh 
‘kfDr o lerk c<kus ds fy, lIyhesUVl~ ds rkSj ij Hkh izksVhu ysrs gS A ysfdu bUgs ysrs le; 
/;ku j[kuk pkfg;s dh fy;k x;k lIyhesUV WADA dks izfrca/khr lwph es u gks f[kykMh dks vius 
vkgkj es 1.4 xzke ls  2.0 xzke rd izksVhu izfr fdyks ‘kjhj ds ds vuqlkj yssuk pkfg,s A 

olk %  olk gekjs ‘kjhj ds egRoiw.kZ vO;;ksa dks lqj{kk iznku djus dk dk;Z djrh gS A O;fDr 
ds ‘kjhj es foVkehu dks ‘kksf”kr djus dk Hkh dk;Z olk Onkjk fd;k tkrk gS o mtkZ ds L=ksr ds 
#i es Hkh ;g dk;Z djrh gS A f[kykMh dks vius vkgkj es 30%rd olk dk mi;ksx djuk pkfg;s 
bldh ek=k vf/kd gksus ls eksVkik c<rk gS o dbZ lkjh fcekjh;ksa dk [krjk iSnk gksrk gS A 
f[kMkyh dks olk cknke] tSrqu o vkSyh Qh’k ls izkIr djuk pkfg,sa D;ks fd ;g ‘kjhj es vPNs 
jDrolk dks c<krs gS o iqjs jFrlok dks de djrs gS A  
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ikuh  % ekuo ‘kjhj 55.60% rd ikuh dk cuk gS A ‘kjhj fcuk iks”kd rRoksa ds rks dqN le; 
rd xfr’khy jg ldrk gS ysfdu fcuk ikuh ds ugh A [ksy es ‘kjhj dk rkieku fu;a=hr djus 
ds fy, tksMksa es fpdukiu cuk,d j[kus ds fy, o iks”kd rRoks dks dk;Z’khy eklis’kh rd ys 
tkuss ds fy, ikuh dh vko’;drk gksrh gS ,lfy, f[kykMh us Li/kkZ ds igys i;kZIr ek=k es 
ikuh ihuk pkfg,s A Li/kkZ;sa tks yacs le; rd pyrh gS mles Hkh f[kykMh us chp &chp es 
ySDVksykbZVl o lk/kk ukfj;y ikuh ysrs jguk pkfg;s ;g ‘kjhj es lksMh;e o iksVsf’k;e ds 
larqyu dsk cukus es en~nr djrs gS A 

feuhjyl~ o foVkfeul~ % lk/kkj.kr% tc ge Qy lCth;ka i;kZIr ek=k es ysrs gS rc muls ges 
vko’;drk ds feuhjyl~ o foVkfeul~ fey tkrs gS bUgs vyx ls ysus dh vko’;drk ugh gksrh 
A foVkfeu o feuhjyl~ ‘kjhj dks cgqr lh chekjh;ksa ls cpkrs gS o yacs le; rd Fkdku vkus ls 
cpkrs gS A 

lkjka’k %   

mijksDr o.kZu ds ipkr ge ;g dg ldrs gS fd f[kykMh dks ;fn loZJs”B ntsZ dk izn’kZu djuk 
gS rks mls oSKkfud izf’k{k.k ds lkFk&lkFk larqyhr vkgkj dh Hkh vko’;drk iMrh gS A ;fn 
f[kykMh dk vkgkj larqyhr ugh rksxk rks ,ls yacs le; rd mtkZ ugh fey ik,sxh mlds ‘kjhj 
ds mRrdksa dh lgh ls eqjEer ugh gks ik,sxh] pksV yxus dh leHkkouk c< tk,sxh A f[kykMh dks 
vkgkj ysrs le; lHkh ?kVdksa dks /;ku es j[k dj vkgkj ysuk pkfg,s rkdh mldk izn’kZu yacs 
le; rd vPNk cuk jgs A  

lnHkZ %   

1) Rkkj.ksdj feuk{kh (1999) iks”k.k vkf.k LokLFkrk  fo’o ifCy’klZ vW.M fMLVzhC;wVlZ] ukxiwj  
50-65  

2) xsaxs  lqyHkk] QjdkMs  f=os.kh (2015) Ikks”k.k vkf.k vkgkj’kkL=] fiaiykiqjs vW.M da 
ifCy’klZ] ukxiwj  298-306 

3) dk- ehuk (2011) iks”k.k vkf.k vkgkj’kkL=] fiaiykiwjs vW.M da ifCy’klZ] ukxiwj 143-187 

4) Debasis Bagachi, Sreejayan Nair, Chandan K. Sen (2018) Nutrition and enhanced 
sports performance, and Strength academic Press 151-161 

5) K. Shyamal, S. Mehak (2017) Assessment of Nutritional Practices of Indian female 
Athletes, Published online. 
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कोरोना िवकार- आरो य व थावखबरदारी 

ी शातं िबभीषण पाटील, 

शारी रक िश ण संचालक, 

ी शहाजी छ पती महािव ालय, को हापूर. 

ई मेल : pbp44202@gmail.com, मोबाईल : 9822244202. 

==================================================================== 

तावना: 
 

कोरोना हा संसगज य िवकार अस यान े शासना या आदशेानुसार घरीच थांबणे व एकमेकांपासून दरु राहणे ह े सवाना 
मह वाचे आह.े या रोगाचा ादभुाव सव जगभर पसरला अस यान े सव जग लॉकडाऊन झाल े आह.े यामुळे सवानाच घरी रा न 
शारी रक वा य बरोबर मानिसक संतुलन ठेवणे गरजेचे आह.े 

स ःि थतीत िनमाण झाले या प रि थतीमुळे सवानाच भरपूर वळे िमळाला आह.े पण वेळेबरोबर चता, तणाव अशा 
नेहमी या सम या कायम आहते. यातून बाहरे पड यासाठी मा  अनेकजण आरो य चांगल े ठेव याचा पयाय िनवडू लागल े आहते. 
नाग रक अिधक ची दाखवू लाग याने ायाम व योगा िश क व को चग लासेस या व थापनाने ऑनलाइन ारे नाग रकानंा 
मागदशन कर यास सु वात केली आह.े यापूव  सकाळी व सं याकाळी एक तास असणारी िशिबराची वेळ लॉकडाउन या कालावधीत 
आणखी जा त वाढव यात आली आह.े चता आिण तणाव यापासून दरू राह यासाठी सामािजक बांिधलक  हणून आट ऑफ िल वग, 

ी ी योगा, बाबा रामदेव तसेच योग िव ाधाम सार या योग सं था व वयाि क अनकेजण नाग रकांना मोफत मागदशन करत 
आहते. 
 आपली रोग ितकारक श  चांगली व आरोग्  य उत्  तम असेल तरच कोरोणा सार या संसगज य िवकारावर आपण सवजन 
मात क  शकतो. लॉकडाउन काळात कुटुंबातील सव च ेमानिसक व शारी रक वा य राखणे मह वाचे आह.े यासाठी इतर 

ायाम कार व योग साधना करणे ह ेसवानाच गरजेचे आह.े कोर ना िवकारा या संसग झाले यांची वाढती सं या पाहता इथून पढेु 
ही या व या सार या संसगज य रोगांवर मात कर यासाठी व आपल े वा थ उ म राह यासाठी सवानाच 
आरो यािवषयीसतकरहाणेमह वाचे आह.े यासाठी भारत सरकार व रा य शासना यावतीन े अनके उपाययोजना आख या आहते 
यामधील अ यंत उपयु  ठरत असले या व सव सामा य साठी भावी ठरले या दोन मह वा या णाली हणजे आरो य सेत ु

मोबाइल अँप व आयषु मं ालय. या दो ही णाली ारे सपूण भारतातील नाग रकांना आरो य िवषयक उपाययोजनांची मािहती दली 
जात आह.े लॉक डाउन मुळे घर या घरी मोबाइल या आधारे आप या वतः या  आरो य बरोबर कुटुंबातील सवाचे आरो य चांगल े
राख यास उपयु  ठरत आह.े  
‘आरो य सतेू’  
 
 ‘आरो य सेत’ू या मोबाईल अपँ या मा यमातनू कोरोना िवषाणूचे सं मण ओळख यासाठी मदत होईल. या अँपम य े
कोरोनािवषयीची ल णाचंी मािहती दे यात आली आह.े  मोबाईलम य े अँप इं टॉल के यावर  ि लकेशन  िविवध मािहतीचे 
संकलन करणे व आव यक या सूचनेचे सारण करते. या अँप ारे  कोरोनािवषयीची जोखीम कतपत आह.े याबाबत मािहती िमळणे 
श य होणार आह.े ‘आरो य सेत’ू प कोरोना बािधतां या संपकात आ यानतंर तु हाला अलट कर याचे काम करेल. तसेच ह े प 
युजस या लटूूथ, मोबाईल नंबर आिण लोकेशन व न तो  कोरोना बािधतां या संपकात आला तर नाही ना? या बाबी तपासेल. 
ह े प गुगल ल े टोअरवर उपल ध क न दे यात आल ेआह.े नाग रकांनी कोरोनाशी सु  असले या या यु ात एकजुटीने सहभागी 
होऊन कोरोना सं मण रोख यासाठी लढा ावा. 

स या भारत सरकार या सव िवभागात स न ेह े प डाउनलोड करणे बंधनकारक कर यात आल ेआह.े उदाहरणाथ: रे वे 
वास, िवमान वास व अंतर रा य एसटी वास ितक ट दतेानाच ह े प डाऊनलोड करणे स चे आह.े या प तीन ेसवानी प 

डाऊनलोड क न याम ये दे यात यणेा या सूचनांच ेपालन करावे, असे आवाहन भारतसरकारकडून कर यात आलेले आह.ेपरंतु या 
आधीच आपण या दशेाचे सुजन नाग रक हणून वतः आरो य सेत ु ह े प डाऊनलोड करावे व या महामारीशी लढा दे यास 
सरकारला मदत करणे ह ेआपल ेकत  आह.े  

आयषु मं ालय:  
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 आयषु मं ालयाने कोरोना िवषाणू वर मात कर यासाठी आिण रोग ितकारश  यं णा बळकट कर यासाठी काही 
उपायांची परेषा सांिगतली आह ेजेणेक न आपण वतःची काळजी घेऊ आिण वतःला आतून मजबूत बनवू शकू. 
 आयषु मं ालयान े आपण आपली काळजी कशी घेता यईेल यािवषयी मािहती दली आिण िन य मात काही बदल केले. 
िवशेषतः या मागदशक त वे सनिवषयक उपायांचा संदभात आहते. आयषु मं ालयान े जारी केलेली मागदशक त वे आयवु दक 
सािह य आिण वै ािनक काशनांवर आधा रत आहते. मं ालयाने हटले आह ेक  कोिवड-१९ चा शारी रक अंतर या वर मो ा 

माणात प रणाम होत आह.े चांग या आरो यासाठी शरीराची नैस गक संर ण णाली बळकट कर याला अन यसाधारण मह व 
आह.े अस े हटल ेआह ेक  उपचारामंुळे रोगांवर चांगल े ितबंध करता येतो. परंतु रोग न हो यासाठी आपली ितकारश  वाढिवणे 
आव यक आह.े 
 काही उपायांचे प ीकरण दतेाना आयषु मं ालयान े हटल ेआह ेक , दवसभर गरम पाणी याव,े कमान तीस िमिनट ेयोग, 

ाणायाम आिण यान साधना खूप मह वाचे आह.े वयंपाक करताना हळद, िजरे आिण धणे सारखे मसाल ेवापर याची िशफारस केली 
जात.े रोग ितकारश  मजबूत कर यासाठी मं ालयान े यवन ाश खा याची िशफारस केली आह.े आयुष मं ालयान े आप या 
मागदशक सूचनांम य ेअस  ेसूिचत केल ेआह ेक  हबल चहा याव े कवा तळुस, दालिचनी, िमरपूड, कोरडी आल ेआिण मनुकाचा एक 
िडको शन यावे.  
 मं ालयाने आप या िनवेदनात हटले आह ेक , आयुव दक उपचारां ारे सुचिव यानुसार सकाळी आिण सं याकाळी आप या 
दो ही नाकपु ानंा तीळ कवा नारळ तेल कवा तूप लावा. कोर ा खोक यासाठी, ताजी पुदीनाची पान े कवा भाजी कवा को शबीर 
बनव यासाठी उपयु  अशी एक वन पती दवसातून एकदा टीम या, खोकला कवा घशात खव खव न हो यासाठी दवसातून २ 
वेळा नैस गक साखर कवा मध सह लवगं पावडर घे याचा स ला दला जातो. मं ालयाचे हणणे आह े क  सामा यत: कोर ा 
खोकला कवा घसा खवखव यापे ा ह ेउपाय सहसा कमी असतात. अ ाप ल णे कायम रािह यास आिण ते ठीक होत नस यास 
डॉ टरानंा भेटा. 

कोरोना िवकार वरील खबरदारी:  

 आशा होती क लॉकडाऊनचे कडक पालन के यावर करोनाचे संकट कमी होईल आिण पु हा एकदा आप याला आयु य 
पूव सारखे हसत खेळत जगता यईेल, पण काही के या ह े संकट कमी होत नाहीय.े उलट वाढत चालल ं आह े आिण नाग रकां या 
सुर ेसाठी सरकारला सु ा लॉकडाऊन या मागे लॉकडाऊन वाढवाव ं लागत आह.े पिहल ं लॉकडाऊन, दसुरं लॉकडाऊन, ितसरं 
लॉकडाऊन आिण आता ३१ मे पयत चौथं लॉकडाऊन! लॉकडाऊन ठेवूनही ह ेसंकट कमी का होत नाही याचा जर नीट िवचार केला तर 
दसून यईेल क  सरकार आप या परीने पूण य  करतयं, पण आपण नाग रक हणून सरकारला नीट साथ दते नाही आहोत. जगात 

आज क येक दशेांनी कडक लॉकडाऊन पाळून कोरोनावर िनयं ण िमळवल ंआह.े स या आप याकडेही लॉकडाऊनिशवाय दसुरा पयाय 
नाही. हणून श य िततके िनयम आिण सुर ा बाळगून ह ेलॉकडाऊन यश वी क न दाखव याची आप या दशेासाठी आता आपली 
जबाबदारी आह.े आज आपण वतः पालन केले तर आपण आवजून कोरोनावर िनयं ण िमळवू शकतो. 

 पिहली खबरदारी:  

 लॉकडाऊन  म ये ीन आिण ऑरज झोन म ये सरकारने काही माणात सुट दली आहे .िह सूट हळूहळू आपले आयु य 
पूवपदावर आण यासाठी अितशय गरजेची आहे .मा आपण याचा गरैवापर केला नाही पािहजे  .सूट दली हणजे आप या भागाला 

कोरोनाचा धोका नाही या मात रा नका ,व छतचे नीट पालन करा .बाहरे जाताना मा क आवजून वापरा .सॅिनटायझर नेहमी 
सोबत बाळगा .आपले कपडे गरम पा यातच धवूुन या .अशा गो मळेु तु ही कोरोना या जतंूला तमु या शरीरात प् रवशे 

कर यापासनू रोखू शकता. 

 दसुरी खबरदारी:  

 आप याला सरकार पिह या दवसापासून सांगतयं क  स या कोरोना वर वै क य उपचार नाही  ,आप याकडे एकच उपचार 
आहे तो हणजे सोशल िड ट सगचे पालन करणे .परंतु जे हा जे हा सरकारने लॉकडाऊनम ये सूट दली ते हा ते हा लोकांनी गद 

क न सोशल िड ट सगचा फ ा उड वला  .आप या दनैं दन आहारासाठी व तू आण याकरता लोकांची झंुबड उडू लागली .आजही 
ब याच ठकाणी हे दृ य दसते. आप याला सोशल िड ट सगचे मह व ओळखले पािहजे .जरी येकाने वैयि क िवचार केला क मी 

गद या ठकाणी जाणार नाही तरी दखेील सोशल िड ट सग आप ण कसोशीन ेपाळू शकतो . 

 ितसरी खबरदारी:  

 आपले त ड ,नाक आिण डोळे यांना हात वारंवार लाव याची सवय आता सोडून ा .लॉकडाऊन  म ये ीन आिण ऑरज 
झोन म ये सूट दले या भागात जर तु ही राहत असाल तर हळूहळू तु ही लोकां या संपकात यऊे लागाल .अनेक लोकामं ये 

क◌ोरोनाची छुपी ल णे सु ा अस  ूशकतात  .हणून कोण याही शी संपक आ यास सरळ नाक ,त ड आिण डोळे यानंा हात लावू 
नका .बाहे न आ या आ या पिहले ते हात व छ क न या.  
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 चौथी खबरदारी:  

 ३१          
 ◌य्े आहते जथेे ऑ फसेस सु  केली जा याची श यता आहे  .जर तुमचं ऑ फस सु ा सु होत असेल तर तु हाला िवशेष 

खबरदारी बाळगावी लागेल .ऑ फसला जा याआधी आप या बॅगेम ये नेहमी सॅिनटायझर ठेवा .जम यास ऑ फस म ये हात मोजे 
घालूनच वावरा आिण कोण याही गो ीला हात मोजे  घालूनच पश करा  .नेहमी मा क प रधान क नच फरा  आिण गद या ठकाणी 

लोकांपासून दरू राहा .  

 पाचवी खबरदारी:  

 लहान मलुे व वय कर  यांची रोग ितकारक शि  कमी असते यांना गद या ठकाणी जान ेटाळावे. तसेच आजारी 
 कोणताही आजार असो यांची रोग ितकारक शि  कमी झालेली असते अ यांनीही शकतो बाहरे जाणे टाळावे व इतरांशी 

संपक टाळावा. तसेच समारंभ हा िनयमचे पालन क न मोज याच जवळ या  सोबत करावा. याम यहेी िनयमांचे काटेकोर पणे 
पालन करावे.  

 सहावी खबरदारी:  

 तुम या संपकात येणा या या  म य ेघशात खवखव  ,कोरडा खोकला ,डोकेदखुी ,ास घे यात अडचण अशी ल णे 
दसत असतील यां यापासून श य इतके दरू राहा .एवढचं नाही जर तु हालाही अशी ल णे दसली तर धोका न प करता त काळ 

हॉि पटल गाठून डॉ टरांचा स ला या .गरज पड यास आवजून टे ट क न या  .डॉ टरांनी घरीच राहायला सांिगत यास याचे 
आवजून पालन करा .एक ल ात ठेवा या संकटाला आपणच दूर क शकतो .पण यासाठी आप याला सगळे िनयम आिण ही खबरदारी 

यो य र या पाळावी लागेल . 

िन कष: 

 कोर ना िवकारा या संसग झाले यांची वाढती सं या पाहता इथनू पुढे ही या व या सार या संसगज य रोगांवर मात 
कर यासाठी व आपल े वा थ उ म राह यासाठी सवानाच आरो यािवषयीसतकरहाणेमह वाच ेआह.ेयासाठी भारत सरकार व रा य 
शासना यावतीन े अनेक उपाययोजना आख या जातात या अ यंत उपयु  ठरत असले या व सव सामा य साठी भावी 
अस यान े याचे यो य पालन करणे ह ेआपल ेकत  व जबाबदारी ही आह.े आपली रोग ितकारक श  चांगली व आरोग्  य उत्  तम 
असेल तरच कोरोणा सार या संसगज य िवकारावर आपण सवजन मात क  शकतो. लॉकडाउन काळात कुटंुबातील सव चे 
मानिसक व शारी रक वा य राखणे मह वाचे आह.े यासाठी इतर ायाम कार व योग साधना करणे बरोबर आहार ही यो य घणे े
ह ेसवानाच गरजेचे आह.े 
 
सदंभ : 
1. https://maharashtratimes.com/ 
2. http://www.esakal.com/family-doctor 

3. Arogyasetu,ApplicationinGoogleApp. 
4. https://www.ayush.gov.in/ 

 
 
 
 

**************  
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शालेय शारी रक िश णातील उ म उप म: एकसव णा मकअ यास 

डॉ.शरद शकंरआहरे, (पीएच. डी) 

सहयोगी ा यापक, 

चं शेखर आगाशे शारी रक िश ण महािव ालय, पुणे 
==================================================================== 

गोषवारा 

आरो य व शारी रक िश ण हा शालेय तरावरील अिनवाय आिण मह वाचा िवषय 

आहे. महारा ातील िविवध शाळांम ये शारी रक िश णासंबंधी कोणकोणते नािव यपूण आिण 

उ म उप मांची मािहती क न घे यासाठी तुत शोधिनबंध हाती घे यात आला 

होता. यासाठी गुगल फॉम या मा यमातून िश कांना ावली पाठिव यात आली. या 

ावलीला 358 िश कांनी ितसाद दला. आले या मािहतीचे गुणा मक िव ेषण 

पुढील माणे. एरोबी स आिण झंुबा ह ेउप म घेतले जात आहे, शाळेत १ली ते ४ थी ३०िम 

दररोज मूलभूत कौश यांवर आधा रत उप म तर ५ वी त े१० वी वेगवेग या पाच खेळांच े

दररोज ६० िम अ यापन केले जाते, एका शाळेम ये मध या सु ीचा उपयोग शारी रक 

िश णासाठी केला जातो, एका शाळेतील िश काने शाळेम ये धाडसी खेळाचे िश ण, 

होसराय डग, रायफल शू टग याचे िश ण दते आहे, थूल िव ा यासाठी िवशेष उप म चालू 

आहे. अशा कारे आरो य शारी रक िश ण या िवषयामधील उप मांम ये कालानु प अनेक 

बदल झालेले आह ेव होत आहते. या नावी यपूण उप मांमुळे भारताची भावी िपढी सुदढृ आिण 

आरो यदायी हायला मदत होईल. 

तावना 

शारी रक िश ण आिण खेळ हा शालेय अ यास माम ये एक मह वाचा िवषय आिण 

िव ा या या ि म व िवकासातील एक आव यक िवषय आहे. शारी रक िश णामुळे 

िव ा या या शारी रक कौश य अथवा मतांचा िवकास होतो असेना ही तर शारी रक 

70 
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िश णामुळे िव ा या या सामािजक िवकास होतो यामुळे िव ाथ  एकमेकाला सहकायकरणे, 

मदतकरणे, िखलाडूवृ ी जोपासणे यासार या गुणांचा िवकास शारी रक िश णामुळे हो यास 

मदत होते. याचबरोबर शारी रक िश ण आिण खेळामुळे िव ा या या बौि क मतेचाही 

िवकास हो यास मदत होत ेह ेकाही संशोधना ारे िस  झालेले आहते. वामीिववेकानंदांनी तर 

असे हटले आह ेक  तु हाला जर िगता समजून यायची असेल तर तु ही मैदानावर फुटबॉल 

खेळायला हवा. अशा कारे शारी रक िश णाचे मह व वेगवेग या िश णत , संशोधना ारे 

सांिगतलेले आहे. िश णा ा रेिव ा याना िविवध डाकौश यांम ये स म हो यास 

मदतकरणे, शारी रक िश णा ारे िव ा याना आप या शारी रकसुदढृतेचा िवकास व तो 

राख यासाठी िविवध उप मांम ये सहभागी हो याची संधी पुरिवणे, शारी रक िश णा या 

मा यमातून िव ा याना शारी रक हालचाली मागील शा ीय त व समज यास मदत करणे, 

शारी रक िश णातील िविवध उप मां या मा यमातून िव ा याचा सामािजक िवकास आिण 

वसंक पना उंचाव यास मदत करणे,  शालेय सामािजक िश णा ारे शारी रक उप मात 

सहभागी होता ये या उप माचा आनंद घेता येईल यासाठी आव यक कौश य आ मसात 

कर यास मदत करणे. िह शारी रक िश णाची उदी  ेसा य हो यासाठी वेगवेग या शाळेत 

काय य  चालू आहे, िवकासा या नावाखाली िसमट या जंगलाम ये आिण मोबाइल-

टी ही या िवळ याम  ेिव ा याना खेळायला, दंडायला िमळत ेआह ेका? यासाठी काय 

य  वेगवेगळे िश क करत आहे? कोणकोणत ेउप म िश क राबवत आह ेह ेजाणून घेणे हा 

तुत शोधिनबंधाचा उ ेश आहे. 

कायप ती 

महारा ातील ाथिमक व मा यिमक तरावर काय करणारे शारी रक िश ण िश क िह तुत 

शोधिनबंधाची जनसं या आहे. मािहती संकलनासाठी ावलीचा उपयोग कर यात आला. 

ावलम  ेबं द त व मु  अ या िम  कार या ांचा समावेश होता. ावली गुगल 

फॉमवर तयार क न िविवध समाज मा यमां ारे िश कांना पाठिव यात आली. पाठिवले या 
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ावलीला महारा ातील 358 शारी रक िश ण िश कांनी ितसाद दला. या ावली ारे 

आले या मािहतीचे गुणा मक िव ेषण क न आलेले  िन कष पुढील माणे 

मािहतीच ेिव ेषण व िन कष 

1.लेिझम या महारा ीय तालब  बाबीला आता एरोबी स आिण झंुबा या आधुिनक आिण 

आज या त णत ण ना आवडणार्या उप माची साथ िविवध शाळांमधून िमळत आहे 

2. पधा हणजे शालेय मुलांचा जीव क  ाण परंतु, शाळेतील सव िव ा याना आंतरशालेय 

पधत भाग घेता येत नाही हणून बर्याच शाळांम ये आंतरकुल पधा 

(दरमिह याला/आठव ाला) मो ा माणावर चालू आह ेजेणे क न जा तीत जा त 

िव ा याना पधाचा अनुभव दतेा येतो व शाळेम ये डासं कृती िनमाण हायला मदत होते. 

या पधामुळे िव ाथ  खुप आनंदी असतात आिण यामुळे दररोज या ऍि टि हटीम ये स य 

सहभाग दशवतात असे ही एका िश काने नमूद केले आहे. 

3. शाळेतील सव िव ा याचे दररोज सामूिहकसूयनम कार, फटनेस अॅि टिवटी घेत या 

जातात. तर इंदापूर येथील शाळेत १ ली त े४ थी ३०िम दररोज मूलभूत कौश यांवर आधा रत 

उप म तर ५ वी ते १० वी वेगवेग यापाच खेळांचे दररोज ६०िम अ यापन केलेजाते. 

4. पु यातील एका शाळेम ये वषभर दररोज एकतास (60 िम) अॅथले ट स, म लखांब व 

िजमनाि ट स यापैक  िव ा या या िनवडी नुसार तास घेतले जातात. एका बाजूला शारी रक 

िश णा या तासांची सं या कमी होत असतांना असे उप म िव ा या या ि म व 

िवकासाठी मह वपूण आहे 

5. एका शाळेम ये मध या सु ीचा उपयोग शारी रक िश णासाठी केला जातो. याम ये खोखो, 

वॉलीबॉल, बॅड मटन यासार या खेळां या िनयमाम ये बदल क न पधा घेत या जातात 

तसेच चेस, कॅरम याचे सािह य उपल ध क न दले जाते. अ या कारे बोरीवली या शाळेम ये 

हा नावी यपूण उप म चालतो. आंतररा ीय तरावरही अशा कारचे उप म मो ा 

माणावर चालू आहे. 
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6. नगर िज ातील एका शाळेतील िश काने शाळेम ये धाडसी खेळाचे िश ण, 

होसराय डग, रायफलशू टग याचे िश ण दते आह े

7. हॅ पीअवर ( येक शु वारी) या नावान ेएका शाळेम ये उप म राबिवला जातो याअंतगत 

िविवध खेळां या पधा, िच कला यासारखे उप म घेतले जातात 

8. ओतूर (जु र) येथील िश काने संगीतलेले उप म यां याच श दात पुढील माणे 

“दरवष  येक वगा या िवदयाथा या िनवडचाचणी घेऊन यािव ा याची एनज  ले हल 

आिण या याम ये आवड व िवशेष गुण दसतात अशा िवदया याना रोज सं याकाळी या या 

गुणांमधून इ हेटसाठी मतेनुसार सराव क न घेतला जातो . रोज ४० पे ा जा त िव ाथ  

िनयमीत वषभर सराव करत आहते . सव िव ाथ  फटनेसपासून त े ोफेशनल सराव क न 

घेतला जातो . याचबरोबर  शाळेतील यािवदया यानम ये फॅ सचे माण जा त आह ेअशा 

िवदया यान या पालकांशी चचा क न यामुलाना फटनेससाठी ाऊडवर बोलवतो . तसेच 

यांचा संपूण डायट लानसह यां यावर ल  ठेवले जाते . वषभर शाळेतील सव मुलांना 

खेळासाठी ो साहीत क न िनयिमत सरावासाठी वषभर बोलाव याचा य  असतो . 

9. ओपनिजमहसे याशहरीभागाम चेांगलाचलोकि यआह.े 

याचाचउपयोगशाळेम येपु यातीलएकािश कानेकेलाआहे. तसेचवयोगाटानुसार फटनेस पधा, 

आजारीनपडणार्यािव ा याचागौरवकेलाजातो 

10. शारी रक िश णा या परी ाया पिहली त ेदहावीपयत घेत या जातात. तसेच शारी रक 

िश णया िवषयाचे वेगळे गती पु तक आहे. 

11. थूल व शारी रक कमजोर िव ा यासाठी शाळे या अगोदर व नंतर शारी रक िश णाचा 

िवशेष काय म राबिवला जातो कवा शारी रक िश ण तासालासु ा तेक  शकतीलअ या 

अॅि टिवटी द या जातात. 2 ते 3 शाळांम ये असे थूल िव ा यासाठी िवशेष उप म चालू आह े

ही अितशय समाधानकारक बाब आहे. 

12. आठव ातून एक दवस सव िश कांसाठी टमिब डग उप म घेतले जातात 
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13. पालक िश क संघा या मा यमातून वषभरातील दोन उ कृ  खेळाडूंना . 20000 दले 

जातात. 

चचा व अथिनवचन 

शासनाचे धोरण काहीही असले तरी य  मैदानावर काम करणारा शारी रक िश ण िश क 

कसे काम करत आह ेयाची झलक या सव णांमधून समोर आली आहे. िव ा याची शारी रक 

हालचाल हो यासाठी लेिझम, एरोबी स, झंुबा, आंतरकुल पधा, सामूिहक सूयनम कार, 

फटनेसअॅि टिवटी, मधलीसु ी उप म यासारखे िविवध उप म शारी रक िश ण िश क           

राबवत आह ेिह अितशय चांगली बाब या सव ण ारे समोर आली. िश कांची तळमळ आिण 

उ फूतता हचे घटक िश ण येत प रणामकारक आह ेह े दसून येते. 

सदंभ 
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 izLrkouk& 

larks”k /kukiq<s txkrhy loZ /ku ok inkFkZ rqPNp Bjrs vls egkHkkjrkr Eg.Vysys vkgs-     rj ß /kekZFkZ 

dkeeks{kk.kke~ vkjksX;e~ ewyeqRree~AA  gk vk;qoZsnkps ewyea= vkgs-  Eg.ktsp /keZ] vFkZ] dke o eks{k iq#”kkFkZ 

lk/k.;kP;k ;k pkjgh ?kVdkapk ewG ik;k vkjksX; gkp vkgs-  ;kruk;qDr ‘kjhjkus euq”; txkrhy dks.kR;kgh 

lq[kkpk miHkksx ?ks# ‘kdr ukgh-  jksxeqDr  vkuan] izlUu eqnzk o fLUkX/k lkSan;Z ;k oSf’k”V;kaph i[kj.k QDr 

fujksxh O;Drhe/kwup n`”VksRiRrhl ;srs-  euq”;izk.kh Eg.kts ‘kjhj] eu o vkRek ;kaph f=iqVh gks;-  ‘kjhj gs 

eukps ckg; dop rj eu gs varjkRE;kps ckg; dop vls ekuys tkrs-  Eg.kwup ;ksx gk ;k loZ ckchapk 

vkRek vkgs vls Eg.Vys tkrs- vktdky vki.k iznq”k.kkcn~ny ltx >kysyks vkgksr-  ;ke/;s vki.k ckg; 

iznq”k.k o ekuofufeZr iznq”k.k letw ‘kdrks-  i.k euq”;kus Lor%e/;s Mksdkowu varxZr iznw”k.k o varxZr 

Ik;kZoj.k ;kcn~ny d/kh fopkj dsysyk vkgs dk; \ ckg; iznq”k.k gs var%iznw”k.kkeqGsp gksrs vkf.k gs iznw”k.k deh 

djk;ps vlsy rj euq”;kyk ‘kkjhfjd raanq#Lr jkg.ks gh dkGkph xjt vkgs-  

[ksGkMwP;k ckcrhrgh ;kis{kk dkgh osxGs vlw ‘kdr ukgh-  [ksGkMw tj ‘kkjhfjd n`”V;k ranq#Lr vlsy 

rj rks [ksGke/;s vRR;qPp dkefxjh d# ‘kd.kkj vkgs- vyhdMhy dkGkr [ksGke/;s gks.kk&;k nq[kkirh ;k 

[ksGkMwps djh;j laiq”Vkr vk.kr vkgsr- R;kP;k ‘kjhjkps loZ vo;o lq;ksX; fLFkrhr vlrhy rjp rks 

[ksGke/;s R;k vo;okapk iw.kZ okij d# ‘kdrks-  ;kdfjrk [ksGkMwyk ‘kkjhfjd ranq#Lrh jk[k.;klkBh fu;fer 

O;k;kekph xjt vkgs-  vusdnk [ksGkMw pqdhP;k i/nrhus O;k;ke djrkr-  R;keqGsgh R;kauk nq[kkirh gks.;kph 

‘kD;rk vlrs-  O;k;ke gk eSnkukojhy ‘kkjhfjd gkypkyh] osV Vsªfuax v’kk fofo/k izdkjs dsyk tkrks- 

c&;kpnk gs O;k;ke djhr vlrkuk [ksGkMwyk ‘kjhjkyk btk gks.;kph ‘kD;rk vlrs-  dkghosGk lka/ks nq[k.ks] 

rk.k r.kko] Luk;wph nq[kkir v’kh ‘kkjhfjd ladVs fuekZ.k gksrkr-  ;koj ekr dj.;klkBh ;ksxk gk ,d 

vrh’k; pkaxyk ekxZ vkgs-  dkj.k ;ksxkeqGs O;fDryk ekufld] ‘kkjhfjd] lkekftd] v/;kfREkd LokLF; 

izkIr gksrs- 

Key Word–  ;ksxk]  ranq#Lrh] [ksGkMw leL;k] yofpdrk] nenkji.kk] rkdn]  ‘kq/nh dzh;k] /;ku 

71 
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 mnn~s’k & 

 [ksGkMwaP;kn`”Vhus ;ksxkps egRo o mi;qDrrk iVowu ns.ks- 

 [ksGkMwaP;k fofo/k ‘kkjhfjd leL;kaph ekfgrh ?ks.ks- 

 ;ksxkP;k lgk¸;kus [ksGkMwaPks thoueku ranq#Lr cufo.;kP;k n`”Vhus iz;Ru dj.ks- 

 [ksGkMwP;k ‘kkjhfjd] ‘kjhjfdz;k] ekufld] Hkkofud]lkekftd leL;kaoj ;ksxkOnkjs mik; ‘kks/k.ks- 

 lanHkZ lkfgR;kps flagkoyksdu & 

?kjksVs eUer ¼1979½ ;kauh fo|kF;kZaP;k ‘kkjhfjd ranq#Lrhoj ;ksxk Vsªfuaxpk gks.kkjk ifj.kke vH;klyk-  

lnjP;k vH;klkOnkjs ik;kph rkdn] LYksk csafMax o LVsªfpax] ‘kVy ju] cWyUl ;koj ;ksxkpk ‘kkjhfjd 

ranq#Lrhe/;s izxrh >kysyh vk<Gwu vkyh- 

ekWVhZ ,- ,e- ¼1982½ ;kauh ‘kkjhfjd yofpdrsoj ;ksxhd O;k;kekpk o vklukapk fofo/k ‘kq/nh fdz;kapk fu;fer 

ljkokus pkaxyk ifj.kke gksrks gs fl/n dsys vkgs- ;k vH;klke/;s ekWVhZ ;kauh 6 vkBoM;kapk iz;ksx 

dsY;kuarj [ksGkMwaP;k yophdrsoj pkaxyk Qjd iMysyk fnlwu vkyk- 

xkaxqyh ,l- ds-] ?kjksVs eUer ;kauh nenkji.kk o yophdrk ;koj ;ksxk Vsªfuaxpk gks.kkjk ifj.kke ;kpk vH;kl 

dsysyk vkgs-  ;ke/;s R;kauh 70 fo|kF;kZaP;koj ‘kkjhfjd ?kVdkaoj gks.kk&;k ihj.kkekapk vH;kl dsyk-  

;ke/;s R;kauk fu;af=r xzqiis{kk iz;ksx dsysY;k xzqips iYljsV deh vlY;kps vk<Gwu vkys-   

jkW; ,- ¼1985½] ;kauhojh”V egkfo|ky;krhy 34 fo|kF;kZaP;k ykacmMhP;k /kko.;kP;k dkefxjhoj ;ksxklukpk 

gks.kkjk ifj.kke vH;klyk vkgs-  ;ke/;s R;kauh fo|kF;kZaPks nksu xV d#u ,dk xVkyk izk;ksfxd o ,dk 

xVkyk fu;af=r Bjfoys-  nksUgh xVkaoj ;ksxklukapk iz;ksx dsyk-  iz;ksxkvarh R;kauk vls fnlwu vkys dh] 

izk;ksfxd xVkrhy [ksGkMwaP;k ykacmMhP;k /kko.;kP;k dkefxjhe/;s izxrh >kysyh vkgs-                 

        ojhyizek.ks HkwrdkGkr >kysY;k vH;klkaph fpfdRlk dsY;kl vls fnlwu ;srs dh] ;ksfxd O;k;kekeqGs 

[ksGkMwP;k nq[kkirh c&;k gks.;kl enr gksrs- twus ?kkrd vktkj leqG u”V dj.;kl enr gksrs-  

 ;ksxkps egRo o Qk;ns & 

 ;ksxkeqGs ‘kjhjkP;k loZ Hkkxkauk vf/kd izek.kkr vkWfDltupk iqjoBk gksrks- ukMh ‘kq/n gksrs-   dqaHkd o 

jspd gs ;kps mRre mnkgj.k vkgs-  

 ;ksxkeqGs lk;fVdklkj[ks fodkj fouk vkS”k/kksipkj ukghls gksrkr-  

 brj O;k;kekeqGs [ksGkMwpk gkVZ jsV] esVkckWfy>e jsV ok<rks ;kmYkV ;ksxkeqGs rks deh gksrks-  

 ;ksxkeqGs yofpdrk] rkdn] nenkji.kk] Luk;wuk cGdVh ;ke/;s ok< gksrs-  

 ;ksxkeqGs lka/ksnq[kh] gkMkapk fBlwGi.kk deh gksÅu gkMkauk cGdVh ;srs- 

 fu;fer Lkq;ZueLdkjkeqGs yofpdrk o Luk;wuk cGdVh ;ke/;s ok< gksrs- 
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 fu;fer ;ksxkeqGs otu o lk[kj fu;af=r jkgkrs- rlsp jDrkfHklj.k dzh;k osxkus lq# jkgkrs- 

 ;ksfxd O;k;kekeqGs eu%’kkarh feGwu rk.k&r.kkokiklwu eqDrh feGrs- 

  ;ksxkeqGs jksxizfrdkj ‘kDrhe/;s ok< gksrs- ltxrsr ok< gksrs] mtkZ ‘kDrhr ok< gksrs]  ‘kjhjkpk 

yofpdi.kk o ‘kkjhfjd Bso.k lq/kkjrs- 

 [ksGkMwaP;k fofo/k leL;k & 

l| fLFkrhr [ksGkMw gs ,d dfj;j Eg.kwu [ksGkdMs c?kw ykxysys vkgsr- R;keqGs QDr [ksG ljko ;kiqjrsp 

[ksGkMw e;kZfnr u jkgrk rs vkrk Mk,V] ljko] nq[kkirh ;koj fo’ks”k y{k dsafnzr djhr vlY;kps fnlwu ;srs-  

l/;k [ksGkMwaP;k leL;kaps fo’ys”k.k dsY;kl [kkyhy ckch vki.kkal fnlwu ;srhy- 

 ‘kkjhfjd leL;k & vusdnk [ksGkMwaP;k ljkokP;k rqyusus R;kP;k ‘kjhjke/;s jDrkrhy fgeksXykschups izek.k 

deh vlrs-  vko’;d otu ulrs- Ik;kZ;kus rkdn] xrh] nenkji.kk leUo; ;k ckche/;s derjrk fnlwu 

;srs- 

 ‘kjhjfdz;kfo”k;d leL;k &vusdnk [ksGkMwauk vkgkjfo”k;d Kkukpk vHkko vlrks-  R;keqGs pqdhpk vkgkj 

?ksryk tkrks- Ik;kZ;kus vipu gksrs- eyfoltZukph leL;k fuekZ.k gksrs-  ‘kjhjkrhy vfrQWVeqGs ‘olu {kerk 

o jDrkfHklj.k ;klaca/khps fodkj fuekZ.k gksrkr- 

 Ekkufld leL;k & vusdnk lkekftd ok dkSVaqfcd leL;kapk ijh.kke [ksGkMwaP;k eukoj >kysyk vlrks-  

;krqup rs [ksGkrhy rk.k r.kko ;kuk lkeksjs tkÅ ‘kdr ukghr- Ik;kZ;kus R;kaP;ke/;s dkykarjkus ekufld 

fodkj fuekZ.k gks.;kph ‘kD;rk vlrs- 

 Lkekftd leL;k & vusdnk [ksGkMw iwjs’kh foJkarh ?ksr ukgh- lektke/;s felGY;kuarj R;kaP;ke/;s 

O;lukf/kurk fuekZ.k gksrs- R;kaP;koj dks.kkpsgh o dlysgh fu;a=.k jkgkr ukgh-  Ik;kZ;kus R;kaP;k [ksGkoj ;kpk 

ijh.kke gksrks- 

 Hkkofud leL;k & [ksGkrhy jkx] b”kkZ eRlj ;kapk ifj.kke [ksGkMwaP;k Hkkofudrsoj gksrks- dkgh osGk [ksGkMw 

vf/kd vkdzed curkr- vusdnk rs jkxkoj fu;a=.k Bsow ‘kdr ukghr- 

       izkeq[;kus [ksGkMwauk T;k dkgh O;k/kh fuekZ.k gksrkr R;k ojhyizek.ks ‘kkjhfjd] ‘kjhjfdz;kfo”k;d] ekufld] 

Hkkofud o lkekftd dkj.kkaeqGsp gksr vlrkr- ;koj ekr dj.;klkBh dkgh mik; vkgsr rs [kkyhyizek.ks & 

 ‘kkjhfjd ranq#Lrh jkg.;klkBh mik; & ‘kjhjkP;k fofo/k Hkkxkr osnuk fuekZ.k >kY;k vlrhy rj fu;fer 

vklukaOnkjk R;k u”V djrk ;s.ks ‘kD; vkgs- ;kdfjrk xkseq[kklu] gyklu] m”Vªklu] es#naMklu] ik’oZ 

dksuklu] v/kZ dVh pdzklu] pdzklu] if’peksRrkuklu] /kuqjklu] Hkqtaxklu ;klkj[kh vklus vfr’k; 

mi;qDr vkgsr- R;kf’kok; nenkji.kke/;s ok< djk;ph >kY;kl ‘olu {kerk lq/kkj.ks vko’;d vkgs-

;kdfjrk izk.kk;keg lokZr mi;qDr O;k;ke vkgs-  R;kpcjkscj [ksGkMwyk nSuafnu ftouke/;s gh ranq#Lr 
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jkgk.;klkBh fu;fer ;ksxk dj.ks vko’;d vkgs-  [ksGkMwlkBh vko’;d egRokph ckc Eg.kts yofpdrk] 

Luk;waph rkdn] eu%’kkarh] ,dkxzrk th ;ksxkeqGs lgt izkIr dj.ks ‘kD; gksrs-  ;kdfjrk [ksGkMwus 

vkBoM;kpk pkVZ r;kj d# [ksGkdfjrk fdrh osG |k;pk] ;ksxk fdrh osG djko;kpk] ‘kq/nh dzh;kauk fdrh 

osG |k;pk gs Bjo.ks vko’;d vkgs- 

 ‘kjhjfdz;kfo”k;d leL;kaoj mik; & ipulaLFkk] mRltZu laLFkk] jDrkfHklj.k laLFkk ;kaps dk;Z O;ofLFkr 

lq# ulsy rj ‘kjhjfdz;kfo”k;d leL;k fuekZ.k gksrkr-  ;kdfjrk mRltZu laLFksPks dk;Z pkaxys Ogkos ;kdfjrk 

iou eqDrklu] pdzklu] /kuqjklu] eaMqdklu] ‘kyHkklu gh vklus vfr’k; mi;qDr vkgsr-  ‘kjhjkrhy 

jDrizokg mRre Ogk;pk vlsy rj izk.kk;ke vfr’k; mi;qDr vkgs-  R;kapcjkscj izk.kk;keeqGs vki.k 

‘oklkoj fu;a=.k Bsow ‘kdrks-  ‘kjhjkrhy LFkwyi.kk] mPp jDrnkc] jDrizokgkrhy vMFkGs] e/kqesg ;klkj[ks 

vktkj gs var%L=ko xazFkahaP;k fc?kkMkeqGs gksrkr-  ;k xzaFkhaoj fu;a=.k Bso.;kps dke izk.kk;keOnkjk dsys tkrs- 

;kdfjrk [ksGkMwauh izk.kk;ke fu;fer dj.ks vko’;d vkgs-  vusdnk pqdhP;k i/nrhus izk.kk;ke dsY;kus 

R;kps okbZV ijh.kke ‘kjhjkoj gksrkr-  ;kdfjrk izk.kk;ke djhr vlrkuk ekxZn’kZdkpk lYyk ?ks.ks vko’;d 

vkgs- 

 ekufld leL;kaoj mik; & ,[kkn;k xks”Vhaph lkrR;kus fHkrh okV.ks] fpark okV.ks] funzkuk’k] rk.k okV.ks] 

fujk’kk ;s.ks ;klkj[;k leL;k vusdnk [ksGkMwauk tk.kor vlrkr-  ;koj ekr djko;kph >kY;kl /;ku 

/kkj.kk gk ,d mRre mik; vkgs-  /;ku ykoY;kus esanqyk foJkarh feGwu esanwph dk;Z{kerk ok<rs-  /;kukeqGs 

t;&ijkt;] Qk;ns&rksVs ;kosGh gks.kk&;k esanqP;k fdz;kaoj fu;a=.k Bso.;kps dk;Z /;kukeqGs ikj iMrs-  

jkxkoj fu;a=.k jkgkrs-  O;fDrP;k /kS;kZe/;s ok< gksÅu rk.k] fpark] fujk’kk] fHkrh ;k leL;k u”V gksrkr-  

;kcjkscjp [ksGkMwaus fu;fer vklus dj.ks gs lq/nk vfr’k; egRokps vkgs-  

 lkekftd leL;kaoj mik; & [ksGkMw gs c&;kpnk vkRedsanzh vlrkr- rs QDr Lor%pkp fopkj djhr vlrkr-  

Lor%kP;k eukr ;sbZy R;kuqlkj okxr vlrkr-  barjkaps u ,sdrk dkgh osGk pqdhP;k i/nrhus okxr vlrkr-  

brj [ksGkMwapk fdaok lektkrhy brj ?kVdkapk] ?kjkrhy brj O;fDrapk fopkj djhr ukghr-  ;kosGh R;kP;k 

orZukr cny ?kMowu vk.kko;kps vlrhy rj fu;fer ;ksfxd O;k;kekcjkscjp v”Vkax ;ksx gs vfr’k; 

mik;dkjd vkgsr-  ;k ;ksxkiSdh ;e gs R;k [ksGkMwyk let.ks vko’;d vkgs- lektke/;s fdaok brj 

O;fDraP;k lgoklkr jkgkr vlrkuk dls okxkos] R;kps fu;e] vfgalk ekxZ] pksjh u dj.ks ok ukdkj.ks] 

czEgp;Z ;kps Kku izkIr gksrs-  dkykarjkus ,desdk lgk¸; d# vo?ks /k# lqiaFk ;k ;qDrhuqlkj [ksGkMwP;k 

euke/;s lgdk;kZph Hkkouk ok<hl ykxrs- 

 Hkkofud leL;kaoj mik; & O;Drh izR;{k lektke/;s okojr vlrkuk fdaok [ksGkMw izR;{k eSnkukoj okojr 

vlrkuk R;kaps ts orZu vlrs R;k orZukyk izòRr dj.kkjh ‘kDrh Eg.kts Hkkouk gks;-  ;k orZukr tsOgk fofp= 

cny gksrkr rsOgk [ksGkMwyk Hkkofud leL;k fuekZ.k gksrkr-  [ksGkrhy vkdzedrk] jkx] HkkaM.ks gs ;kpsp 
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mnkgj.k vkgs-  ;koj mRre mik; Eg.kts /;ku gks;]  R;kpcjkscj fofo/k izdkjP;k ‘kq/nh dzh;k ;k gh Hkkofud 

leL;soj mik;dkjd Bjrkr- 

 fu”d”kZ &vyhdMhy dkGkr [ksGkMwauk Mk,Vps egRo letwu vkysys vkgs-  R;kauk gks.kk&;k nq[kkirh deh 

dj.;klkBh fuf’pri.ks ;ksfxd O;k;ke gs ,d vfr’k; egRokps lk/ku vlwu [ksGkMwauh ;ksxkph laxr 

dsY;kl R;kauk nq[kkirh gks.kkj ukghr fdacgquk R;k deh gksrhy-  [ksGkMwyk vl.kk&;k ‘kkjhfjd] lkekftd] 

Hkkofud] ekufld] ‘kjhjfdz;kfo”k;d O;k/kh ;ksxkeqGs deh gksrkr-  R;keqGs [ksGkMwauk vRR;qPp dkefxjh 

djko;kph vlsy rj ‘kq/nh fdz;k] v”Vkax ;ksx] ;ksfxd O;k;ke ;kf’kok; i;kZ; ukgh- 

 laanHkZ xzaFk %& 

MkW- xqaMs /kuat;]¼ 1985 ½] ßvkjksX;kph xq#fdYyhß] th- ts- th- ;ksx vdWMeh] d`”.kk] 15 f’kokth ikdZ] 

dksYgkiwj ¼ifgyh vko`Rrh½- 

MkW- xqaMs /kuat;]¼ 1987 ½] ßvkiys vkjksX; vkiY;k gkrh ß] th- ts- th- ;ksx vdWMeh] Lok/;k; lkfgR; lnu] 

f’kokth ikdZ] dksYgkiwj ¼lq/kkfjr nqljh vko`Rrh½- 

v¸;axkj ch- ds- ,l- ¼1998½]ß;ksx ,d dYir#ß] jksgu izdk’ku] 396 c ukjk;.k isB] i«;k ek#rh pkSd] 

iw.ks- 

v¸;axkj ch- ds- ,l-¼ 2003 ½]ßvkjksX;klkBh ;ksx ß] rstnhi izdk’ku] eaqcbZ ¼ vkBoh vko`Rkh½- 

 
 
 

**************  
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iq:”k o efgyk vWFkysfVDl [ksGkMawph dkefxjh o lkekftd vkfFkZd Lrj ;kaP;kr xq.k la[;k laca/k 

jkgqy fnyhidqekj exnqe1   MkW-jkts’oj HkkLdjjko ns’keq[k2 

1- ih,p-Mh- fo|kFkhZ o lapkyd] ‘kkjhfjd f’k{k.k] f’kojkt dyk] okf.kT; o M-l-dne foKku 

egkfo|ky;] xMfgaxyt] rk-xMfgaxyt] ft-dksYgkiwj- 

2- la’kks/kd ekxZn’kZd o lgk;d izk/;kid] ukxukFk dyk] okf.kT; o foKku egkfo|ky;] vkSa<k 

ukxukFk] ft-fgaxksyh- 

==================================================================== 

lkjka’k 

  lnjhy la’kks/ku ^iq:”k o efgyk vWFkysfVDl [ksGkMwaph dkefxjh o lkekftd vkfFkZd Lrj 

;kaP;kr xq.k la[;k laca/k* dksYgkiwj fo|kihBkP;k ijh{ks=krhy rhu ftYg;kaps 279 egkfo|ky;ke/kwu dj.;kr 

vkys- vWFkysfVDlP;k fofo/k izdkjkr izfrfuf/kRo dj.kkjs 200 iq:”k o 200 efgykaph fuoM dj.;kr vkyh- 

vdjk ¼11½ lkekftd o uÅ ¼9½ vkfFkZd Lrjkaph fuoM dj.;kr vkyh- HkVukxj o brj ¼1987½ ;kaph 

lkekftd o vkfFkZd la’kks/ku izfØ;k okij.;kr vkyh- iz’ukoyhP;k ek/;ekrqu loZs{k.k la’kks/ku i/nrhpk 

mi;ksx dj.;kr vkyk- izkIr ekfgrhps ladyu] fo’ys”k.k o vFkZfuoZpu dj.;klkBh xq.k la[;k laca/kkph enr 

?ksryh- loZlk/kkj.kr% la’kks/kukps fu”d”kkZrqu vls fnlwu ;srs dh] iq:”k o efgyk vWFkysfVDl [ksGkMwaP;k 

dkefxjhr lkekftd lgHkkx o dkSVqafcd ØhMk laiknu lkekftd Lrj rlsp vkfFkZd Lrj Eg.kwu [ksGkMwps 

okf”kZd mRiUu] ;kaph mYys[kuh; Hkwfedk vkgs- 

izeq[k ‘kCn% iq:”k o efgyk vWFkysfVDl [ksGkMw] lkekftd] vkfFkZd Lrj o xq.k la[;k laca/k- 

izLrkouk% 

  vk;q”;kr izR;sdkyk lq[k LokLF;] lqjf{krrk o Lor%ps laj{k.k dj.;klkBh] ekuokus iwokZikj 

‘kjhjkph tksikluk dsyh vkgs- vki.k T;kyk ‘kjhj lqǹ< dj.;kps f’k{k.k Eg.krk R;kykp f’k{k.k{ks=kr ‘‘kkjhfjd 

f’k{k.k’ vls Eg.krkr- Li/kkZ Eg.kts uqlrs /kko.ks] iG.ks] Qsd.ks] mM~;k ekj.ks] tksjkr pky.ks gk gsrw ulwu ‘kjhj 

cyoku d:u] O;Drhpk fodkl dj.ks] lektkaps LokLF; fVdfo.ks gk ewG gsrw gksrk- Eg.kwup g;k lkeU;kaP;k o 

Li/kkZaP;k }kjs cgqla[; jk”Vªkar vkiqydh o LusgHkko fuekZ.k >kysyk vk<Grks lokZae/;s [ksGkMwo`Rrh fuekZ.k dsyh 

tkrs- ‘kkjhfjd f’k{k.k lektkpk fodkl dj.kkjs ,d lk/ku vkgs- R;k n`”Vhus R;kpk fopkj d:u] vkiY;k 

fo|kF;kZauk o fo|kfFkZuhauk R;kps f’k{k.k nsmu ns’kkyk izxfriFkkoj us.ks gkp [kjk ‘kkjhfjd f’k{k.kkckcrpk ewG gsrw 

vkgs- ‘kkjhfjd f’k{k.k gk lkekU; f’k{k.kkpk ,d vfoHkkT; ?kVd vkgs-  

72 
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  vWFkysfVDl Li/kkZe/;s /kko.ks] ‘k;Zrh] mM~;k o Qsdh ;k ckchapk lekos’k gksrks- ;k Li/kkZae/;s 

lk/kkj.ki.ks 100 rs 1000 i;Zar [ksGkMw Hkkx ?ksr  vlrkr- [ksGkMwaph la[;k ftrdh tkLr vlsy frrdk mRlkg 

[ksGke/;s ;srks- ØhMkax.kkoj [ksGkMw vlrkr o R;kauk izksRlkgu ns.;klkBh isz{kd ØhMkax.kkckgsj mifLFkr 

vlrkr- ,dkp osGh /kko.ks] ‘k;Zr] mMhpk izdkj o Qsdhpk izdkj ØhMkax.kkoj pkyw vlrks- ,dk ikBksikB ,d 

fujfujkG;k izdkjps [ksGkMw vkikiY;k Li/kkZe/;s Hkkx ?ksr vlrkr- vWFkysfVDl ØhMk e/;s O;fDrxr fdaok 

lkeqfgd [ksGkMwP;k dkefxjhoj Hkj ns.;kr vkyk rjh izR;sd [ksGkMwP;k dkefxjhoj lkekftd] vkfFkZd o 

ekufld Lrjkpk ifj.kke izR;{k o vizR;{kfjR;k tk.korks- 

la’kks/kukps mfn~n”V% 

  iq:”k o efgyk vWFkysfVDl [ksGkMwph dkefxjh o lkekftd vkfFkZd Lrj ;kaP;kr xq.k la[;k 

laca/k laca/kkpk vH;kl dj.ks- 

la’kks/kukps ifjdYiuk% 

  iq:”k o efgyk vWFkysfVDl [ksGkMwph dkefxjh o lkekftd vkfFkZd Lrj ;kaP;kr xq.k la[;k 

laca/kkr rQkor vlrs- 

lanHkZ lkfgR;kpk vk<kok% 

djejdj ¼2012½% eksgkyhpk dihy nso o >kj[kaMpk egsnzflax /kksuh ;k xfjchrqu oj vkysY;k /kMiM.kk&;k 

;qodkaP;k usr`Rok[kkyhy Hkkjr fo’op”kd ftadw ‘kdyk vkgs- rGkxkGkP;k eqykae/;s oj ;s.;kph egRodka{kk 

vlrs] ftn~n vlrs] egkjk”Vªkpk ØhMk fodkl osxkus Ogk;pk vlsy rj rks [kkywu oj >kyk ikfgts- ‘ksV~Vh 

¼2012½% dks.kR;kgh [ksGkMwyk vkfFkZd fooapuk ulsy rj rks ‘kkarfpRrkus vkiY;k [ksGkdMs y{k ,dkxz d: 

‘kdrks vkf.k Eg.kwup [ksGkMwauk vkfFkZd LFkkS;Z feG.ks vR;ko’;d vkgs- jk”Vªh; Lrjkoj [ksG.kk&;k [ksGkMwauk 

ekfld fof’k”V eku/ku feG.;kph O;OkLFkk vlk;yk goh- ;kf’kok; ntZsnkj [ksG dj.kk&;k [ksGkMwdfjrk 

uksd&;kaph miyC/krk gks.ksgh frrdsp egRokps vkgs-  

la’kks/ku i/nrh% 

  izLrqr la’kks/ku f’kokth fo|kihB] dksYgkiwj varxZr ;s.kk&;k lkaxyh] dksYgkiwj o lkrkjk 

ftYg;kr dj.;kr vkyh- rhu ftYg;kr ,dw.k 279 egkfo|ky; dk;Zjr vkgs- g;k egkfo|ky;krwu 200 

efgyk o 200 iq:”k vls 400 vWFkysfVDl [ksGkMw T;kauh fofo/k vWFkysfVDl ØhMk izdkjke/;s Hkkx ?ksryk 

fuoM.;kr vkys- HkVukxj o brj ¼1987½ ;kauh lkekftd o vkfFkZd pyklkBh mi;ksx dsysyh la’kks/ku izfØ;k 

mi;ksxkr vk.kyh loZs{k.kkRed i/nrhP;k vk/kkjs izkIr >kysY;k ekfgrhps ladyu] fo’ys”k.k o vFkZfuopZu 

dj.;klkBh xq.k la[;k laca/k pk okij dj.;kr vkyk- 

fu”d”kZ% 

rDrk Ø-1% iq:”k o efgyk vWFkysfVDl [ksGkMwph dkefxjh o lkekftd vkfFkZd Lrj ;kaP;kr xq.k la[;k laca/k- 
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ua-400 

v-Ø- Lrj xq.k la[;k laca/k 

iq:”k vWFkysfVDl [ksGkMw 

ua-200 

efgyk vWFkysfVDl 

[ksGkMw ua-200 

I- lkekftd Lrj 

1 o; 0-031 0-056 

2 f’k{k.k 0-032 0-062 

3 ikydkaps f’k{k.k 0-058 0-923** 

4 dqVwac lnL;kps f’k{k.k 0-052 0-329** 

5 dkSVqafcd lk{kjrk 0-035 0-119* 

6 dkSVwafcd ØhMk laiknu 0-405** 0-232* 

7 dqVaqckpk izdkj 0-039 0-028 

8 dqVwackpk vkdkj 0-106 0-103 

9 ?kj o ?kjkph ifjfLFkrh 0-070 0-039 

10 fu.kZ; izfØ;k 0-032 0-292 

11 lkekftd lgHkkx 0-439** 0-129* 

II- vkfFkZd Lrj 

1 [ksGkMwaps okf”kZd mRiUu 0-239* 0-198* 

2 dqVwackps okf”kZd mRiUu 0-030 0-059 

3 tehu  0-029 0-056 

4 i'kq/ku 0-120 0-100 

5 Lkk/kulkleqxzh 0-025 0-050 

6 d`f”k votkjs  0-105 0-003 

7 nq;e O;olk; 0-101 0-023 

8 vkfFkZd lzksr 0-029 0-109 

9 cpr  0-159** 0-032 

*  0-05 ikrGhoj lkFkZd 

** 0-01 ikrGhoj lkFkZd 
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iq:”k vWFkysfVDl [ksGkMw% 

 ojhy rDR;kuqlkj vls fnlwu ;srs dh] iq:”k vWFkysfVDl [ksGkMwP;k dkefxjhr lkekftd Lrj 

e/kwu dkSVqqfcd ØhMk laiknu ¼0-405½ o lkekftd lgHkkx   ¼0-439½ 0-01 ikrGhoj lkFkZd vkgs- vkfFkZd 

LrjkP;k ckcrhr] [ksGkMwps okf”kZd mRiUu ¼0-239½ o cpr ¼0-159½ vuqØes 0-05 o 0-01 ikrGhoj lkFkZd 

vkgs-  

efgyk vWFkysfVDl [ksGkMw% 

 efgyk vWFkysfVDl [ksGkMwP;k dkefxjh ckcr ojhy rDR;kuqlkj vls ueqn dj.;kr ;srs dh] 

lkekftd Lrjke/kwu ikydkaps f’k{k.k ¼0-923½] dqVqac lnL;kps f’k{k.k ¼0-329½ 0-01 ikrGhoj o dkSVqafcd 

lk{kjrk     ¼0-119½ o lkekftd lgHkkx ¼0-129½ gs 0-05 ikrGhoj lkFkZd vkgs- 

  efgyk o iq:”k vWFkysfVDl [ksGkMwP;k dkefxjh e/;s o;] f’k{k.k] dqVaqckpk izdkj] dqVwackpk 

vkdkj] ?kj o ?kjkph ifjfLFkrh o fu.kZ; izfØ;k lkekftd Lrj Eg.kwu vlkFkZd vkgs- dqVaqckps okf”kZd mRiUu] 

tehu] Ik’kq/ku lk/kulkeqxzh] d`f”k votkjs] nq;e O;olk; o vkfFkZd lzksr]vkfFkZd Lrj Eg.kwu iq:”k o efgyk 

vWFkysfVDl [ksGkMwP;k dkefxjhlkBh vlkFkZd vkgs- 

lekjksi% 

 iq:”k o efgyk [ksGkMwaP;k dkefxjhr lkekftd Lrjke/kwu lkekftd lgHkkx o dkSVqfcad 

ØhMk laiknu rj [ksGkMwaps okf”kZd mRiUu vkfFkZd Lrj Eg.kwu egRoiw.kZ Lrj vkgs- 

lanHkZ lqph% 

 djedj] fo- fo- Hkkjrh; ØhMk eafnjkrhy jk”Vªh; dcM~Mh fcupsg&;kphp vl.kkj \ ,DLizsl VkolZ] 

ufjeku ikWbZVa] eaqcbZ] nSfud ejkBh yksdlRrk] 1 tkus-] 2012 i`- Ø- 12- 

 djejdj] fo- fo- ljdkjekU; ØhMk /kksj.kkph ,S’khrS’kh ! dcM~Mh eWVoj] izlkjkpk fopkj ukgh ! 

,DLizsl VkolZ] ufjeku ikWbZVa] eaqcbZ] nSfud ejkBh yksdlRrk] 3 tkus-] 2012 i`- Ø- 12-   

 ‘ksV;s lnkuan- vkrk eDrsnkjh- mRrjsdMs- ,DLizsl VkolZ] ufjeku ikWbZVa] eaqcbZ] nSfud ejkBh 

yksdlRrk] 4 tkus] 2012 i`- Ø- 12- 

 
 
 

**************  
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foKku;qxkr 'kkfjjhd f'k{k.kkph xjt 

çk- lat; jkepaæ ikVhy 

'kkfjjhd f'k{k.k foHkkx 

d`".kk egkfo|ky;] jsBjs cq -• 

==================================================================== 

çkphu dkGkrhy 'kkfjjhd f'k{k.k] [ksG] o O;k;ke  

çkphu dkGkrhy O;k;ke Ogkok fdok 'kkjhfjd f'k{k.k feGkos- Eg.kwu 'kkjhfjd gkypkyh dsY;k tkr 

uOgR;k rj] nSuafnu thouk’;d xjtk iw.kZ dj.;klkBh o dje.kwd dj.;klkBh 'kkfjjhd gkypkyh dsY;k tkr 

gksR;k vkf.k gs R;k dkGkrhy 'kkfjjhd f'k{k.k [ksG fdok O;k;ke gksr- 

  ekuo jkuVh voLFksr vlrkuk LorkP;k mnjfuokZglkBh HkjdVr vls- Hk{; feG.;klkBh 

çk.;kaP;k ikBhekxs /kkokos ykxr vls- dkgh osGk vksgG ukY;krwu mìk.k ek:u tkos ykxr vls- çk.;kaph f'kdkj 

dj.;klkBh dkgh osGk oLrw QsdkO;k ykxr vlr- Eg.ktsp /kko.ks mM;kekj.ks Qsd.ks ;k 'kkfjjhd fØ;k 

mnjfuokZgklkBh djkO;k ykxr gksR;k- rj d/kh ákp fØ;k fgL= çk.;kaP;kiklwu laj{k.kklkBh djkO;k ykxr 

gksR;k- fdok çk.;ka'kh >qat |koh ykxr vls- vFkkZr mnjfuokZgkcjkscj Loj{k.k gk fg R;k dkGkrhy 'kkfjjhd 

f'k{k.kkpk ,d mís'k gksrk - ekuo gGwgGw dqaVqc o lekt ç/kku >kyk -[ksMh fdok xko fuekZ.k >kys- ,dk xVkus 

nqlj;k xVkoj vkØe.k gksÅ ykxys] v'kk osGh Lotkfr; o Loj{k.kklkBh y<k |kok ykxr vls- Eg.ktsp 

Lojk{kkuk cjkscj Lotkrh; j{k.k gk fg ,d R;k dkGkrhy 'kkfjjhd f'k{k.k [ksGkpk mís'k vkgs- 

 ekuokl mnkj fuokZglkBh Loj{k.kklkBh] 'k=w o taxyh çk.;kaiklwu Lotkrh;] dqVqackps j{k.k dj.;klkBh 

nÚ;k [kksÚ;krwu /kko.ks] mM;k ekj.ks ] oLrw Qsd.ks useckth ik.;krwu iksgwu iyhdMs tkus] 'k=wpk ikBykx dj.ks] 

>qat ns.ks] >kMkoj iksgwu iyhdMs tk.ks- bR;knh 'kkfjjhd gkypkyh djkO;k ykxr vlr- ;k loZ ijfLFkrhpk o 

dkj.kkapk fopkj djrk- çkphu dkGh ekuokyk vf/kd d"V gksrs-R;k eqGs ekuo 'kjhfjd –"Vîkk ranq#Lr gksrk] 

 osn dkGkrhy jkek;.k dkGki;aZr e/kY;k dkGkr lq/kkj.kk >kY;k] jkts'kkgh fuekZ.k >kyh xq# vkJekr 

jkgwu ygku i.k iklwup brj f'k{k.kkcjkscj cky] 'käh] vLr–'kj.k fo|k] /kuqfo|k]bR;knh f'k{k.k nsr vlr-xq# 

vkJekr ;q)kl vko'k;d ckchaps fg f'k{k.k nsys tkr gksrs- R;ke/;s Hkyk Qsd.ks] ryokjckth vk'ojksg.k 

eYy;q)] useckth bR;knhapk lekos'k gksrk-R;k dkGkr naMcSBdk] lw;ZueLdkj] ;k O;k;ke çdkjkpk çlkj 

vf/kd >kysyk] fnlwu ;srks- rlsp ;ksxklukykgh çk/kkU; nsys tkr gksrs- ,danjhr f'k{k.kklkBh vkJe 'kkGk 

gksR;k rsFks jkgwu /kuqfoZ/;k] e`x;k ¼f'kdkj dj.ks½ v'ojksg.k bR;knh f'k{k.k ?;kos ykxr vls- v'kk 'kkfjjhd 

gkypkyh O;k;kekeqGs 'kjhj l–< fujksxh o LokLF; iw.kZ cur gksrs- fdok R;kdkGkrhy yksdkaps LokLF; iw.kZ cur 

gksrs fdok R;kdkGkrhy yksdkaps LokLF; pkaxys gksrs vls fnlwu ;srs- 
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 egkHkkjrkpk dkGkr çkeq[;kus egk;q)] Hkkyk Qsd] /kuq"; ck.k pkyo.ks]iksg.ks ] dqLrh ;kapk loZ= 

çlkj >kyk gksrk- dqLrhps vusd Mkoisp çpyhr gksrs- eYy fofgr vl.kkjh ekjk&ekjh] >ksac >ksach ;kyk ;ksX; 

ekxkZus oGowu R;kr fu;e ?kkywu nsys o eYy fo|sps vk[kkMs Hkjowu fot;h eYykl ifjrksf"kd ns.;kph i)r lq# 

dsyh- ;q)kr çeq[kkus 'kjhj’kähpk mi;ksx dsyk tkr gksrk Eg.kwup czkgkeku o {kf=; 'kkfjjhd 'käh 

deo.;klkBh vusd 'kkfjjhd O;k;kekps Kku laiknu djr gksrs-;k loZ dkj.kkaeqGs R;k dkGkrhy yksd 'kkfjjhd  

–"Vîkk etcwr gksrs 'käh 'kkyh] map o f/kIikM gksrs vls nslwu ;srs- 

vk/kqfud dkGkrhy 'kkfjjhd f'k{k.k] [ksG o O;k;ke  

ojhy loZ dkGkapk fopkj djrk ikgrk 'kjhj d"V gk gkypkyh  O;k;ke ;k lokaZpk ,df=r ifj.kke 

Eg.kwu R;k dkGkrhy yksdkaps LokLF; vR;ar pkaxys gksrs- vls nslwu ;srs fczVh'k o vusd ;qjksfivu yksdkaps 

laidkZus Hkkjrh; lekt o f'k{k.k i)rhr [kwip cíy gksr xsys- vusd 'kkGk egkfogky; fo|kfiBs lq# >kyh 

czhVh'kkuh fuòÙk lSfudkauk vusd 'kkGkar egkfo|ky;akr lSfudh f'k{k.kklkBh useys- 'kkGk d‚yst e/khy 

'kkfjjhd —rh] gkypkyh]çkjaHk >kyk- rjh rs f'k{k.k eq[;Ùkk y"djh f'kfLFkr- dok;r lapyukps gksrs- rsFks fØdsV 

QqVc‚y g‚dh gs [ksG gksrs- ijarq Bjkfod leqgklkBh y"djh f'k{k.kkps ifj.kke vkt o"ksZ >kyh rjh vki.kkyk 

igko;kl feGrkr- 

  O;k;ke dok;rh lapkyu 'kkfjjhd lao/kZu [ksG ØhMk çdkj thEukfLVd gs 'kkfjjhd f'k{k.kkps 

dkgh fof'k"V mfí"Vîkkalg lacaf/kr çdkj vkgsr- R;kr Bjkfod  lektkr o dkGkph xjt ekxo.ks gs eq[; míh"V 

gksrs-vki.k 'kkfjjhd f'k{k.k gk 'kkys; f'k{k.kpk çkeq[;kus 'kkGsr nsys tk.kkjs 'kkfjjhd f'k{k.k gk 'kkys; fo"k; 

Eg.kwu fopkj dj.kkj vkgksr- 

  egkfo|ky;kus ikrGhoj foHkkxh;] varj foHkkxh; Li/kkZ ?ksÅu R;krwu varj fo|kihB Li/ksZ 

dfjrk la?k fuoMyk tkrks- rks çFke foHkkxkoj Li/ksZr lgHkkx gksrks vkf.k uarj vkf[ky Hkkjrh; fo|kihB R;k 

Li/ksZr lgHkkxh gksrkr 'kkfjjhd f'k{k.k lapkyd Eg.kwu fu;qäh dsYksY;k Li/kZdkl egkfo|ky;k]e/;s 'kkfjjhd 

f'k{k.kkrhy inO;qÙkj  dksp ¼,e-ih-,M- fdok ,e]ih-bZ ½ iw.kZ dsysY;k vlrkr- dkgh egkfo|ky;kr 'kkfjjhd 

f'k{k.k gk bfPNd fo"k; Eg.kwu frUgh o"kkaZlkBh fuoMrk ;srks- frFks ojhy vkærk çkIr O;ähaph 'kkfjjhd f'k{k.k 

vf/kO;k[kkrk Eg.kwu use.kwd dsysyh vlrs- 

ek/;fed 'kkGsrhy fo/kkFkhZ ph la[;k y{kkr ?ksrk 250 rs 400 fo|kFkhZ la[;slkBh 'kS{kf.kd vgrkZ çkIr 

,dk ØhMk f'k{k.kkph use.kwd djkoh- vlk vkns'k egkjk"Vª ljdkjus dknkgkyk vkgs- f'kokth fo|kihBke/;s çFke 

o"kZ inoh ijh{ksdjrk 10 xq.kkaph 'kkfjjhd f'k{k.k ijh{kk vfuokZ; dsysys vkgs- 

• LokLFk leL;k 

[ksG.ks o Li/kkZ dj.ks fg ekuokph tUetkr lgt ço`Ùkh vkgs-vyhdMs foKku ;qxkr txkrhy loZp 

jk"Vªke/;s 'kkfjjhd f'k{k.kkyk vf/kd egÙo çkIr >kys vkgs- foKku ;qxke/;s ekuokpk 'kkfjjhd gkypkyh 
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Eg.ktsp 'kjhj d"V deh >kys- thou /kDdk/kkDdhps o xfreku cuys vkgs- loZ foHkkxkr çnw"k.k ok<ys vkgs-

FkksMD;kr ekuo fulxkZiklwu nwj gksr vlY;kus o lq[kkP;k dYiuk cnyY;keqGs rks 'kkfjjhd ok ekafld –"Vîkk 

dedqor cur pkyyk vkgs R;kph jksx çfrdkjd 'käh deh gksrh pkyyh vkgs- foKku ;qxkr ;a=.kk fdrhgh 

çxrh dsyh rjhgh 'kkfjjhd –"Vîkk ekuokus vfLFkRokr vl.ks egRokps vkgs- 'kkfjjhd gkypkyh iqjs'kh u 

>kY;kuarj vo;o dedqor gksÅu R;kP;k dGwu dke gksr ukgh T;k vo;okpk okij pkyw fi<hr gksr ukgh- T;k 

vo;okpk okij pkyw fi<hr gksr ukgh rks vo;o gGwgGw iq<hy fi<hr ukghlk gks.;kph 'kD;rk vf/kd vlrs- 

R;kpk cjkscj pkyw fi<hr rks vo;o dedqor gks.;kph 'kD;rk vf/kd vlrs- vo;o fdok bafæ; dedqor >kyh 

rj R;kph dk;Z'käh deh gksrh-jkst çfrdkjd 'käh deh gksrs FkksMD;kr 'kjhjkph l–<rk vkjksX;gh Qkj eksBs 

leL;k vkt txkleksj vkgs- vkf.k R;klkBh mik;;kstuk dj.ks vR;ar egRokps vkgs- 

• mik; ;kstuk 

  LokLFk leL;k lksMok;ph vlsy rj lektkrhy çR;sd ?kVdkus R;kdMs xkaHkh;kZus y{k nsys 

ikfgts ekuokps vkjksX; ok<o.;klkBh 'kkfjjhd f'k{k.kkpk vH;kl dj.ks xjtsps vkgs- 

1- lokaZxkpk O;k;ke dj.ks- 

2- jkst fdeku 10 fefuVs pky.;kpk O;k;ke dj.ks- 

3- ;ksxklus o lw;ZueLdkj ;kapk vH;kl dj.ks- 

4- lk;dfyax dj.ks- 

5- lerksy vkgkj dj.ks-  

6- çnw"k.k eqä jkg.;klkBh ç;Ru dj.ks- 

7- çnw"k.k eqä jkg.;kpk ç;Ru dj.ks- 

8- vkoMh uqlkj [ksG [ksG.ks- 

• fu"d"kZ 

  vk/kqfud dkGkr foKku ;qxkr ;a=kps 'kks/k ykxys- ;ka=hdhdj.kkus ekuokph dkes deh Jekr 

deh osGsr gksÅ ykxyh ijarq R;keqGs ekuokps gGwgGw LokLFk xeow ykxyk vkgs R;koj jkeck.k mik; Eg.kts 

[ksG] O;k;ke] o çnw"k.k eqä thou gkp gks;- 

 

**************  
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h°ÊS>~m°b IoimVrb ñnY} Xaå`mZ gm_Ý`m_Ü`o IoimSy>§H$Sy>Z Cn`moJmV `oUmè`m \$mñQ> ~«oH$ ewQ H$m¡eë`mMo 

{díbofUmË_H$ Aä`mg 

S>m° gwXm_ am. eoiHo$ 

emar[aH$ {ejUg§MmbH 

lr emhÿ _§Xra _hm{dÚmb`,nwUo 

=================================================================== 

_w»` gmam̈e (Abstract) 

H$moUË`mhr Ioim_Ü`o CÀM H$m`©_mZ {_i{dÊ`mH{aVm à{ejUmMr Amdí`H$Vm AgVo. à{ejUm_Ü`o emar[aH$ 

gwÑT>Vm, H$m¡eë ò, V§Ì VgoM S>mdnoM `m§Mm gamd hmoUo Amdí`H$ Amho. h°ÊS>~m°b {eH$dV AgVmZm VgoM Ë`mMo 

à{ejU XoV AgVmZm _hmamï>́mVrb à{ejH$m§Zm `mo½` àH$maMoo \maer [XemXe©H$ VËdo CnbãY ZmhrV. VgoM 

h±ÊS>~m°b Ioimda Ago g§emoYZ XoIrb Pmbobo Zmhr. g§emoYH$ ñdV: amï´>r` IoimSy> VgoM N>ÌnVr nwañH$ma àmßV 

AgyZ gÜ`m à{ejU XoÊ`mMo H$m_ H$arV Amho. h±ÊS>~m°b à{ejU XoV AgVmZm {ZpíMV H$moUË`m H$m¡eë`m§da ^a 

X`mdm OoUoH$ê$Z ñnY}_Ü ò gdm©{YH$ g§nmXZ {_iob `mH$arVm g§emoYH$mg H$moR>ohr `mo½` gm{hË`CnbãY Pmbo 

Zmhr. àñVwV g§emoYZm_Ü ò h±ÊS>~m°b ñnY}Xaå`mZ IoimSy> $H$moUVo H$m¡eë` gdm©{YH dmnaVmo d Ë`m H$m¡eë`m_wio 

Ë`m IoimSy>g [HVr \$m`Xm {_iVmo ho emoYyZ H$mT>Ê`mV `oUma Amho. Ë`mH$[aVm {ZarjU VŠË`mìXmao amÁ`ñVar` 

ñnY}_Yrb gm_Ý`m§Mo {ZarjU H$aÊ`mV Ambo. àñVwV g§emoYZm _wio h±ÊS>~m°b à{ejUmÀ`m AZoH A§Jm§n¡Hs 

H$m¡eë`m§Mo à{ejUm H$asVm [XemXe©H$ VgoM emór` _mJ©Xe©H$ VËdo CnbãY  hmoVsb. 

_hËdmÀ`m gk̈m 

h°ÊS~m°b, H« sS>m H$m`©_mZ {díbofU , {M{ÌH$aU, {ZarjU, {ZarjU VŠVm. 

h°ÊS>~m°b IoimVrb \$mñQ> ~«oH$ ewQnmíd©̂ ÿ_r> 
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h°ÊS>~m°b IoimV Jmob AmH«$_UmMo AZÝ` gmYmaU _hËìm Amho. h°ÊS>~m°b IoimV Jmob  AmH«$_U H$aV§mZm {ìméÜX 

g§KmMm >~Mmd H$emàH$mao Amho. Ë`m à_mU Jmob AmH«$_UmMo doJdoio H$m¡eë` dmnêZ {ìméÜX g§KmMm >~Mmd 

^oXÊ`m gmRr `mo½` Jmob AmH«$_U H$m¡eë` dmnaUo Amdí`H AgVo. Vr Jmob AmH«$_U H$m¡eë` 1) gmhm _sQa ewQ, 

2)  ghm _rQ>a S>mB©ìh A°ÊS> ewQ, 3)   ~o§S  A°S  ewQ, 4) \$mñQ> ~«oH$ ewQ, 5) ZD  _rQ>a O§n  ewQ, 6) ñQ>±qS>J [H§dm 

a[Z§J ewQ, 7) S°O A°ÊS ewQ, 8) _wìh A°S ewQ, 9) noZëQ>r ewQ Aer [d[dY AmH«$_U H$m¡eë` Jmob  AmH«$_U 

H$aV§mZm h°ÊS>~m°b IoimV dmnabr OmVmV.Ë`mVrb 6 _r.S>mBìh A°ÊS> ewQ øm AmH«$_U H$m¡eë`mMm gXa g§emoYZmV 

Aä`mg HaÊ`mV Ambm Amho. 

h°ÊS>~m°b IoimVrb \$mñQ> ~«oH$ ewQ> ho H$m¡eë` A{Ve` AmXe© AmH«$_U H$m¡eë` _mZbo OmVo. Á`mdoiog {damoYr 

g§KmMo Jmob AmH«$_U A`eñdr hmoVo qH$dm Jmob{H$na Jmob (goìh) ASdVmo d ~Mmd H$aUmao IoimSy> Jmob 

AmH«$_U HaUmè`m gK̈mHSyZ MoSyda B§Q>a goâQ> H$ê$Z Vm~m {_idVmV Ë`m doiog ho H$m¡eë` dmnabo OmVo. `m 

H$m¡eë`mMm gamdmÀ`m doiog doJdoJù`m n[apñWVr {Z_m©U H$ê$Z gamd H$aUo Amdí`H$ AgVo. 

nÜXVr 

àñVwV g§emoYZ àm_w»`mZo dU©ZmË_H$ g§emoYZm_Yrb "{díbofUmË_H$ gd}jU nÜXV' ñdê$nmMo Amho. gÚ:pñWVr 

H$m` Amho `mMo dU©Z àm_w»`mZo gd}jU nÜXVrV J¥hrV Yabo OmVo. ghm{OH$M `m gd}jU Aä`mgmV da 

gm§{JVë`mà_mUo _hmamîQ́>mVrb h°ÊS>~m°b IoimSy>§Mr gÚ:pñWVr H$m` Amho? `mMm Aä`mg H$aÊ`mV Ambm Amho. 

{deofV: h°ÊS>~m°b IoimVrb ñnY}À`mdoir gm_Ý`m§_Ü ò \$mñQ> ~«oH$ ewQøm dma§dma Cn`moJmV òUmè`m H$m¡eë`m§Mm 

{díbofUmË_H$ Aä`mg Ho$bm Amho. 

àñVwV g§emoYZmMo H$m`©joÌ ho _hmamîQ́> amÁ` h°ÊS>~m°b g§KQ>ZoÀ`m d A{Ib ^maVr` {dÚmnrR> g§K 

(A.I.U.)Am`mo{OV A{Ib ^maVr` Am§Va {dÚmnrR> h°ÊS>~°mb ñnY} nwaVoM _`m©{XV Amho. Ë`m_wio _hmamîQ>́ amÁ` 

h°ÊS>~m°b g§KQ>ZoÀ`m amÁ` AqOŠ`nX ñnY}V d A{Ib ^maVr` Am§Va {dÚmnrR> h°ÊS>~°mb ñnY}_Ü ò ^mJ KoUmao 

H${Zð>> JQ>mVrb EHy$U 25 {Oëô`§mVrb 400 d A{Ib ^maVr` Am§Va {dÚmnrR> h°ÊS>~°mb ñnY}Vrb AmR > g§KVrb 

128 IoimSy>Mm åhUOo EHyU 528 IoimSÿMm OZg§»`o_Ü ò g_mdoe hmoVmo. 
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àñVwV g§emoYZm HarVm H${Zð>> amÁ` ñVar` h°ÊS>~°mb ñnYm}Vrb AmR CnCnm§Ë` gm_Ý`m§Mr VgoM A{Ib ^maVr` 

Am§Va {dÚmnrR> h°ÊS>~°mb ñnY}Vrc AmR g§Km§_Ü ò Pmboë`m EHyU 16 gm_Ý`m§Mr ghoVwH nÜXVrZo Ý`mXe© åhUyZ 

{ZdS> H$aÊ`mV Ambr Amho. 

àñVwV g§emoYZmH$[aVm _hmamîQ>́mVrb amÁ`ñVar` H${ZîR> d A{Ib ^maVr` {dÚmnrR> g§KQ>Zm (A.I.U.) d[aîR> 

JQ>m§À`m ñnY}V àË`j gm_Ý`m̈_Ü ò gh^mJ KoD$Z IoiUmè`m h°ÊS>~m°b IoimSy>§Mm g_mdoe Ý`mXem©V H$aÊ`mV Ambm 

Amho.  

_m{hVrMo ñÌmoV 

àñVwV g§emoYZ ho h°ÊS>~m°b IoimVrb H$m¡eë`m§Mo {díbofUmda AmYmarV Amho. h°ÊS>~m°b IoimVrb H$m¡eë`m§Mm 

Aä`mg H$aÊ`mH$[aVm àË`j gm_Ý`m§Mo {M{ÌH$aU H$aÊ`mV Ambo d {ZarjU VŠË`mìXmao gm_Ý`m§Mo {díbofU 

H$aÊ`mV Ambo 

_m{hVr Jmoim H$aÊ`mMr gmYZo 

gd© àH$maÀ`m g§emoYZm_Ü`o AmYma gm_J«r g§H$brV H$aUo A{^àoV d Amdí`H$ AgVo. g§emoYZ Aä`mgmÀ`m 

n[aH$ënZm§Mo narjU H$ê$Z A§{V_ {ZîH$f© H$mT>Ê`mgmR>r AWdm g§emoYZ àíZm§Mr CËVao emoYÊ`mgmR>r {d{dY 

àH$maMr _m{hVr Amdí`H$ AgVo, hr _m{hVr g§H${bV H$aÊ`mgmR>r àñVwV g§emoYZmV g§emoYH$mZo Á`m g§emoYZ 

gmYZm§Mm dm V§Ìm§Mm dmna Ho$bm Vr V§Ìo Imbrb à_mUo  

àË`j gm_Ý`m§Mo {MÌrH$aU 

àñVwV g§emoYZ ho ñnY}Xaå`mZ gm_Ý`m§_Yrb dmnaÊ`mV `oUmè`m H$m¡eë`m§da AmYmarV Agë`m_wio H$m¡eë`m§Mo 

{ZarjU H$aÊ`mH$[aVm g§emoYH$mZo _wbm§À`m amÁ`ñVar` H${ZîR> d A{Ib ^maVr` Am§Va {dÚmnrR> nwê$f JQ>mÀ`m 

h°ÊS>~m°b IoimÀ`m ñnY}Mo {MÌrH$aU Ho$bo hmoVo. ñnY} Xaå`mZ gm_Ý`m§Mo {MÌrH$aU H$aÊ`m H$[aVm ì`mdgm{`H$ 

N>m`m{MÌH$mamMr _XV KoÊ`mV Ambr hmoVr. {MÌrH$aUmgmR>r EH$m _¡XmZmg XmoZ ~mOwZo XmoZ H°$_oao bmdÊ`mV Ambo 

hmoVo. {MÌrH$aU Pmë`mZ§Va Ë`mMr H$m°ån°HQ {S>ñH$ (CD)V`ma H$aÊ`mV Ambr d Ë`mÀ`m ghmæ`mZo d EbgrS>rÀ`m 

_XVrZo gXa gm_Ý`m§Mo VÁkm§À`m_XVrZo {ZarjU VŠË`mÀ`m AmYmao {ZarjU Ho$bo 
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{ZarjU VŠVm 

àñVwV g§emoYZmÀ`m CX²XrîQ>m§À`m Aä`mgmgmR>r {MÌ{\$VrÀ`m ghmæ`mZo H$m¡eë`m§À`m {ZarjUmgmR>r Img {ZarjU 

VŠVm Zì`mZo V`ma H$aÊ`mV Ambm. 

g§»`memñÌr` gmYZo 

àñVwV g§emoYZ {díbofU nÜXVrMo Agë`m_wio h°ÊS>~m°b IoimVrb H$m¡eë`m§À`m dmnamMo gd}jU H$aÊ`mV Ambo 

Amho d [_imcoë`m _m[hVrMo Q¸odmarÀ`m AmYmao {díbofU H$aÊ`mV Ambo. nwT>o Jmoim Hoboë`m _m{hVrMo {díbofU 

VgoM {ZîH$f© {Xbobo AmhoV. 

{díbofU d AW©{Zd©MZ- 

H$moîQ>H$ H«$.1 

h°ÊS>~m°b ñnYm© Xaå`mZ dmnaÊ`mVAmboë`m \$mñQ> ~«oH$ ewQH$m¡eë`mMo gm§[IHr {díbofU 

AmH«$_UmÀ`m 

OmJm 

Jmob 

hmoUo 

Jmob 

An`

e 

Jmob 

gneob 

An`e 

EHy$U 

Jmob 

g§Yr 

% 

Jmob 

hmoÊ`mMr 

Q>ŠHo$dmar 

Jmob 

An`emMr 

Q>ŠHo$dmar 

Jmob gneob 

An`emMr 

Q>ŠHo$dmar 

g|Q>a ~°H$ 98 9 8 115 50.22 85.22 7.83 6.96 

JmobH$sna 2 3 1 6 2.62 33.33 50.00 16.67 

boâQ> B©Z 33 5 3 41 17.90 80.49 12.20 7.32 

boâQ> AmD$Q> 4 5 1 10 4.37 40.00 50.00 10.00 

{nAmoqQ>J ßboAa 1 0 0 1 0.44 100 0 0 

amB©Q> BZ 33 6 4 43 18.78 76.74 13.95 9.30 

amB©Q> AmD$Q> 7 4 2 13 5.68 53.85 30.77 15.38 

EHyU 178 32 19 229 100 77.73 13.97 8.30 
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AmH¥Vr H«. 1 

h°ÊS>~m°b ñnYm©  Xaå`mZ dmnaÊ`mV Amboë`m \mñQ> ~o«H$ewQ `m H$m¡eë`mMm AmboI 

 

H$moîQ>H$ H«$. 1 h°ÊS>~m°b ñnYm© Xaå`mZ dmnaÊ`mV Amboë`m \$mñQ> ~o«H ewQ `m H$m¡eë`mMo {díbofU 

H${ZîR> d d[aîR> amÁ`ñVar` h°ÊS>~m°b ñnYm© Xaå`mZ dmnaÊ`mV \$mñQ> ~«oH$ `m AmH«$_U H$m¡eë`mMo {díbofU 

H$moîQ>H$ H«$.1 _Ü`o Zm|X Ho$ë`m à_mUo {d{dY IoimSy>§Zr \$mñQ> ~o«H$ H$m¡eë`mMm dmna d Ë`mMm n[aUm_ ñnîQ> hmoVmo. 

gXa Aä`mgm  Xaå`mZ [ZarjUmdéZ Ago [XgVo Hr ñnY} _Ü ò ho AmH«$_UmMo H$m¡eë` 229 doim dmnaboo hmoVo 

Ë`mn¡H$s gdm©V OmñV doim g|Q>a ~°H$À`m OmJoda \$mñQ> ~«oH$ ewQ> ho H$m¡eë` dmnabobo {XgVo. goQ>a ~°H$ À`m 

OmJodê$Z 115 doim `m H$m¡eë`mMm Jmob AmH«$_UmgmRr Ho$bm Jobm Ë`mMo EHy$U dmnamn¡H$s 50.22 % BVHo$ 

à_mU hmoVo. Jmob{H$naZo `m  H$m¡eë`mMm ghm doim Jmob AmH«$_UmgmR>r dmna Ho$bm Ë`mMo à_mU 2.62 % hmoVo. 

boâQ> BZZo `m H$m¡eë`mMm 41 doim Jmob AmH«$_U H$aÊ`m HarVm dmnaHobm Ë`mMo à_mU 17.90 % hmoVo. boâQ> 

AmD$Q>À`m OmJodê$Z 10 doim Jmob AmH«$_UmMm à`ËZ Pmbm. Ë`mMo à_mU 4.37 % hmoVo. {nAmoqQ>J ßboAa À`m 

OmJodê$Z `m H$m¡eë`mMm gdm©V H$_r doim åhUOo EH$M doim Cn`moJ H$aÊ`mV Ambm Ë`mMo à_mU 0.44 % 

BVH$s H$_r à_mU hmoVo, Va a>mBQ> BZ>À`m OmJodê$Z ho H$m¡eë` 43 doim dmnabo Jobo Ë`mMo à_mU 18.48 % hmoVo 

77.73%

13.97%

8.30%

Jmob

Jmob An`e

Jmob gneob An`e
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d VgoM a>mBQ> AmD$Q>À`m OmJoda gXa H$m¡eë` 13 doim dmnabobo {XgVo Ë`mMo à_mU 5.68 % hmoVo. \$mñQ> ~«oH$ 

ewQ> `m H$m¡eë`mMm gXa ñnY}_Ü ò EHw$U 229 doim AmH«$_UmgmR>r {d{dY OmJodê$Z Cn`moJmV AmUbo Jobo hmoVo. 

Ë`mn¡H$s 178 AmH«$_Uo `eñdr Pmbr Ë`m `emMo à_mU 77.73 % BVHo$ Mm§Jbo hmoVo Va 32 AmH«$_Uo An`er 

Pmbo Ë`mMo à_mU 13.97 % BVHo$ H$_r hmoVo d 19 AmH«$_Uo gneob An`er (dm°e AmD$Q>) Pmbo Ë`mMo à_mU 

8.30% BVHo$ hmoVo. `mMm AW© Agm hmoVmo H$s \$mñQ> ~«oH$ ewQ> ho H$m¡eë` AmH«$_UmgmR>r g|Qa> ~°H$À`m OmJodê$Z 

gdm©V OmñV doim dmnabo Jobo AgyZ Jmob `emMo à_mU gwÜXMm§Jbo hmoVo Va {nAmoqQ>J ßboAa À`m OmJodê$Z `m 

H$m¡eë`mMm AmH«$_UmgmR>r gdm©V H$_r doim åhUOo Hodi EH$ doimM Cn`moJ Ho$bobm {XgVmo.  

\mñQ> ~o«H$ewQ `m AmH«$_U H$m¡eë`m g§X^m©Vrb {ZîH$f©  

àñVwV g§emoYZmVyZ Ago {gÜX hmoVo H$s, \$mñQ> ~«oH$ ewQ> ho H$m¡eë` g|Qa> ~°H$, boâQ> BZ d amBQ> BZ `m OmJodê$Z 

OmñV dmnabo OmVo. d Ë`m§ZmM Ë`mMm gdm©V A{YH$ \$m`Xm hmoVmo. Va boâQ> AmCQ>À`m IoimSy>§Zm ho H$m¡eë` 

dmnéZ Jmob H$aÊ`mV gdm©V OmñV An`e òVo.  

MMm© 

\$mñQ> ~«oH$ ewQ> 

gXa g§emoYZmgmR>r {ZdS>boë`m ñVamdarb IoimSy>§À`m H$m¡eë` {díbofUmdê$Z Ago ñnîQ> hmoVo H$s, \$mñQ> ~«oH$ ewQ> 

ho Jmob AmH«$_U H$m¡eë` g|Q>a ~°H$À`m OmJodê$Z gdm©V OmñV à_mUmV dmnabobo {XgVo. Ë`mM à_mUo VÁkm§Zm 

{Xboë`m _Vmdbrdê$Z XoIrb hmM {ZîH$f© g_moa Ambobm {XgyZ Ambm. VÁk,d[aîR> IoimSy> d _mJ©Xe©H$m§~amo~a 

AZm¡nMm[aH$ MMm© Ho$br AgVmZm Ë`m§Zr `m {df`r gm§{JVbo H$s, g|Q>a ~°H$ OmJodê$Z \$mñQ> ~«oH$ ho H$m¡eë` 

Ho$ë`mg Jmob H$aUmè`m IoimSy>g gJù`mV OmñV H$jm (A±Jb) {_iVmo. Ë`m_wio Jmob _maVmZm MwH$m H$_r hmoD$Z 

AmH«$_UmMo ê$nm§Va Jmob _Ü ò OmñV à_mUmV hmoVo d Jmob {H$nabm Jmob _maVmZm MH$dUo XoIrb gmono OmVo. 

VgoM g|Q>a ~°H$ OmJodê$Z ho Jmob AmH«$_U KoVë`mg Jmob An`e Ambo Var ~m°b [a~mD§$S> Amë`mg Vmo ~m°b 

_¡XmZm _Ü`oM amhwU Amë`m g§Kmg  ~m°b [_iÊ`mMr OmñV eŠ`Vm {Z_m©U hmoVo. Ë`m_wio \$mñQ> ~«oH$ ho Jmob 

AmH«$_U H$m¡eë` g|Q>a ~°H$À`m OmJodê$Z gdm©V OmñV à_mUmV dmnabobo {XgVo.  hm g§emoYH$mMm ñdV:Mmhr 
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AZŵ d Amho Am{U gXa g§emoYZmÀ`m _m{hVr {díbofUmdê$Z XoIrb ho nwÝhm EH$Xm emñÌr` nÜXVrZo {gÜX hmoV 

Amho. 

{e\$maer 

gXa g§emoYZm Xaå`mZ Aä`mg H$aV AgVmZm g§emoYH$mg h°ÊS>~m°b Ioimer g§~§{YV {d{dY ~m~r bjmV Amë`m 

Ë`mdê$Z Aä`mg H$ê$Z AZoH$ g§emoYZo H$aVm `oVrb. VgoM h°ÊS>~m°b IoimMm XOm© dmT>dÊ`mÀ`m ÑîQ>rZo H$mhr 

{e\$maer `oWo XoÊ`mV òV Amho.  

 gXa g§emoYZ H$aV AgVmZm g§emoYH$mZo h°ÊS>~m°b H$m¡eë`mMm Aä`mg H$aÊ`mH$[aVm {ZarjU nÜXVrMm 

Adb§~ Ho$bm Amho. Aä`mgmÀ`m ÑîQ>rZo {ZarjU H$aV AgVm§Zm h°ÊS>~m°b _Yrb H$m ©̀_mZ {_idÊ`mH$[aVm 

dmnaÊ`mV `oUmè`m H$m¡eë`m§da IoimSy>§À`m emar[aH$ gwÑT>Vm, eara ~m§Ym, _mZ{gH$Vm `m§Mm Ë`m§Zr 

dmnaboë`m H$m¡eë`m§da H$mhr n[aUm_ hmoVm H$m `m g§~§Yr Aä`mg H$aVm `oB©b. Zdg§emoYHm§Zr Vgo g§emoYZ 

H$amdo Aer g§emoYH {e\$mag H$aVmo.  

 h°ÊS>~m°bIoimVHmoUË`m H$m¡eë`m_wio A{YH$ `e {_iVo `m g§~§Yr Aä`mgZdg§emoYHm§Zr H$amdm. 

 gXa g§emoeYZmXaå`mZ h°ÊS>~m°b IoimSy>§À`m H$m¡eë` dmnamMo {ZarjU H$aÊ`mH$[aVm g§emoYH$mZo {ZarjU 

VŠVm V`ma Ho$bm Amho, Ë`mMm h°ÊS>~m°b _mJ©Xe©H$m§Zr {Z`{_V dmna Ho$ë`mg {ZpíMV Cn`moJ hmoB©b.  

 h°ÊS>~m°b IoimVrb {d{eîQ> OmJoda IoiUmè`m IoimSy>§Zr H$moUVr H$m¡eë` dmnamdr `m g§X^m©V àm`mo[JH  

g§emoYZ HaVm `oB©b.  

g§X^© J«§W gyMr 
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cnyrh thou’kSyh vkf.k vkiys vkjksX; 

Jh- lqjs’k x.kirjko /kqjs 

‘kkjhfjd f’k{k.k lapkyd 

dyk] okf.kT; vkf.k foKku egkfo|ky; xMfgaXyt- 

nwjHkk”k& 9226711865 

==================================================================== 

izLrkouk %  

l|fLFkrhr izR;sd O;Drh HkkSfrd lq[kkP;k ikBhekxs ykxwu vkiyh nSuafnu thou’kSyh iw.kZrk cnywu Vkdyh 

vkgs- vkiys jkg.kheku] vkiyk vkgkj] vkiyh fnup;kZ iw.kZr% vk/kqfud i)rhus r;kj dsyh vkgs- euq�; 

HkkSfrd lq[kkP;k vkgkjh brdk xsyk vkgs dh R;k loZ lq[kkapk nq�ifj.kke R;kP;k ‘kkfjjhd] ekufld vkf.k 

ckSf)d vkjksX;koj gksr vkgs- vkf.k rks vkiys laiw.kZ vkjksX;p /kksD;kr Vkdr vkgs- cnyR;k thou‘kSyhr 

ekuokps vkjksX; fc?kMo.;kr vusd ?kVd dkj.khHkwr vkgsr] R;kisDh ,d Eg.kts vkgkj- vkrk vki.k cnyR;k 

vkgkjkeqGs ekuokps vkjksX; dls fc?kMr vkgs ;kpk fopkj izLrqr ‘kks/kfuca/kkr dj.kkj vkgksrp rlsp R;kpk 

vkjksX;koj pkaxyk okbZV ifj.kke gksrks ;kpkgh mgkiksg dj.kkj vkgksr-  

vls Kkr vkgs dh] larqfyr o lerksy vkgkj vkiY;k ‘kjhjkyk fujksxh Bsorks- rlsp vk;q�;Hkj rh O;Drh 

LoLFk vkf.k ranq:Lr jkgrs- osxosxG;k vkgkjkrwu vkiY;k ‘kjhjkyk osxosxGh iks�k.krRos feGr vlrkr- 

[kkysY;k izR;sd vUu?kVdkiklwu R;kP;k xq.k/kekZuqlkj vkiY;k ‘kjhjkoj pkaxyk okbZV ifj.kke gksr vlrks- 

;ke/;s vls dkgh vUu?kVd vlrkr dh] rs vki.k ,d= [kkY;kus fdaok R;kps lkscr lsou dsY;kus vkiY;k 

‘kjhjkoj okbZV ifj.kke gksowu vusd O;k/kh ‘kfjjkr fuekZ.k gksow ‘kdrkr- dkgh vUu?kVd rj vls vlrkr] dh ts 

vki.k ,d= lsou dsY;kl rs vkiY;k ‘kfjjkr d/khgh cjh u gks.kkjh leL;k fdaok jksx fuekZ.k djrkr- vk;qosZnkr 

v’kk vkgkjkl ^fo:) vkgkj* fdaok ^viw.kZ vkgkj* vls lacks/kys vkgs- mnk- nq/kkcjkscj feBkps lsou fdaok jk=h 

ngh [kk.ks- ;kgh iq<s tkowu nksu inkFkZ ,d= losu dj.ks Eg.kts fo:) vkgkj ulwu ,[kknk vUu?kV pwdhP;k osGh 

[kk.ks] pwdhP;k i)rhus [kk.ks] xjt ulrkruk [kk.ks] pwdhpk vkgkj ?ks.ks] pwdhP;k _rwr [kk.ks rlsp bPNk ulrkuk 

[kk.ks v’kh vkgkj i)rlq)k ^fo:)* vkgkj vkgs-  

vkt loZ= ^fo:) vkgkjkps* lsou dsys tkr vkgs- rlsp cktkjkr R;kph eksB;k izek.kkoj fofdzgh gksr vkgs- 

vkiY;k thHksPks pkspys Hkkxfo.;klkBh o vUukpk Lokn ok<fo.;klkBh loZ= fo:) vkgkj r;kj dsyk tkr vkgs- 

rlsp R;kps eksB;k izek.kkoj lsough dsys tkr vkgs- fo’ks�kr% vls inkFkZ gkWVsy o jsLVkWjaVe/;s [kwi eksB;k 

izek.kkr iqjfoys tkrkr- ;k fo:) vkgkjkph vkiY;kyklq)k dYiuk ulY;keqGs vkiY;kdMwulq)k 

dGrudGr fo:) vkgkjkps lsou dsys tkr vkgs-  

75 
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vkiY;k ‘kfjjkyk nSuafnu mi;qDr vl.kkjs inkFkZ mnk- nw/k] ngh] cnke] QGs] ekalkgkj vls mi;qDr inkFkZ 

pwdhP;k i)rhus [kk.ks rlsp pwdhP;k vUu?kVdklkscr o pwdhP;k osGh lsou dsys rj vkiY;kyk R;kaP;krhy 

iks”k.k rRos feG.kkj ukghrp myV vkiY;k ‘kfjjkoj fo”k iz;ksxp gksbZy-  

Hkjiwj O;k;ke d:ulq)k vkiys out deh gksr ukgh] Hkjiwj vUu lsou d:ulq)k vkiys otu ok<r ukgh- 

rlsp vusd O;k/khauh vki.k fu;fer xzklysys vkgksr o vki.k R;ke/kwu iw.kZ cjs gksr ukgh- rsOgk vkiY;kyk 

letys ikfgts dh] vki.k ts vUu?kVdkps lsou djr vkgksr rs pwdhP;k osGh vkf.k pwdhP;k i)rhus rlsp 

pwdhP;k vUu?kVdklkscr [kkr vkgksr-  

vWflMhVh] xWl] vipu] dsl xG.ks] ?klk] iksVnq[kh] QqQql] fdM.kh fodkj v’kk vusd izdkjps fodkj vki.k 

fo:) vkgkjkps lsou dsY;keqGs vkiY;k ‘kfjjkr fuekZ.k gksr vlrkr- v’kkp dkgh fo:) vkgkjkps fo’ys�k.k 

vkf.k mgkiksg vki.k izLrqr fBdk.kh dj.kkj vkgksr-  

nq/k % nq/k gk vUu?kVd vkiY;k nSuafnu okijkryk vkgs- i.k c&;kposGk vki.k rks ;ksX; i)rhus lsou djr ukgh- 

nw/k d/khgh dkank] dsGh] feB] fyacw] la=h] vuul] ngh] QGs] ekal&ePNh] okaxs ;k vUu?kVdkalkscr ?ksow u;s- 

dkj.k v’kk izdkjpk fo:) vkgkj vkiY;k ‘kjhjkr vusd izdkjps fo�kkjh ?kVd fuekZ.k djrkr- dkj.k nw/k gs 

e/kwj jl f’kr oh;Z] e`nw] fLuX/k o ean xq.k/kfeZ vkgs- vkf.k R;kP;klkscr ?ks.kkjs ojhy ?kVd m�.k] fr{‚.k 

vkEy;qDr vlrkr- v’kk fo:) vUu?kVdklksacr nw/k lsou dsY;kus vkiyh ipulaLFkk dedqor curs vkf.k 

R;krwup iq<s vusd O;k/kh fuekZ.k gksrkr- mnk- l|k vkoMhus [kkYyk tk.kkjk [kk|inkFkZ Eg.kts QzqV lWysM gk iw.kZr% 

fo:) vkgkj vkgs- rlsp nq/kkps lsou d/kh djkos gslq)k vR;ar egRokps vkgs- vkiY;k ‘kjhjkps laiw.kZ LokLFk gs 

okr] fiRRk o dQ ;kaP;k larqyukoj voyacwu vlrs- Eg.kwu nq/kkps lsou fu;fer jk=h djkos- ldkGh nq/k 

?ksrY;kl rks ^fo:) vkgkj* gksbZy-  

ngh % nghlq)k vkiY;k nSuafnu thoukr njjkstP;k vkgkjkrhy egRokpk vUu?kVd vkgs- ng;kps lsou vki.k 

dsGh] ekalkgkj] VkseWVks] mMhn] ifuj] QGs ;kaP;klkscr d: u;s- rls dsY;kl rks ^fo:) vkgkj* gksbZy- ngh o 

QGs ,d= lsou dsY;kl rs dQ ok<orkr- rks dQ vkiY;k QqQqlkr lkBoyk tkrks- rlsp rks dQ vkiY;k 

jDrokghU;klq)k CykWd djrks] ifj.kkeh jDrnkc ok<rks- Eg.kwu jDrnkc vl.kk&;kuh nghoMk d/khgh lsou d: 

u;s- rlsp ng;klkscr mMhr lsou dj.ks Eg.kts ,d izdkjs fo�kkps lsou dj.ks gks;- i.k vkt loZ= nghoMk pohus 

lsou dsyk tkrks- rlsp ngh xje inkFkkZalkscr [kk.kslq)k fo:) vkgkjp vkgs- ng;kps lsou ldkGh rlsp nqikjh 

dj.ks vkjksX;kP;k n`�Vhus pkaxys- jk=h ngh lsou dsys rj rks fo:) vkgkj Bjrks-  

rwi % rwilq)k vkiY;k nSuafnu vkgkjkrhy egRRokpk ?kVd vkgs- Eg.kwu R;kps lsough ;ksX; izdkjs gks.ks xjtsps 

vkgs- rwi d/khgh rkacs fdaok dkWijP;k HkkaM;kr Bsow u;s- rlsp rqikps lsou e/kklkscr d/khgh leizek.kkr d: u;s 

rls dsY;kl rks fo:) vkgkj gksbZy- rqiklkscr nq/k ekls] yks.kps [kkow u;s-  
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nk:] dksfYMaDl] fcvj % vktP;k cnyR;k thou’kSyhr ;k inkFkkZps lsou fuR;kps cuys vkgs- rlsp R;kP;klkscr 

[kkjV inkFkZ lsou dj.ks R;keqGs vkiY;k ‘kjhjkrhy ik.kh ‘kks�k.k dsys tkrs- ifj.kkeh ‘kjhjkr ik.;kpk va’k deh 

iMrks o vkiys ‘kjhj Mh & gk;MsV gksrs- ‘kjhjkrhy lksMh;eps izek.k HkjelkB ok<rs- R;keqGs ‘kjhjkrhy ik.kh deh 

gksowu pDdj ;s.ks] iksV Qqx.ks] ?kcjkgV gks.ks] QqM ikW;>fux gks.ks vls izdkj ?kMrkr- v’kk inkF;kZaP;k fu;fer 

lsoukus iksVkph pjch ok<wu iksV ckgsj ;srs-  

QGs % QGslq)k vkiY;k vkgkjkrhy egRRokpk vUu?kVd vkgs- i.k QGs nq/kklkscr fdaok ng;klkscr lsou dj.ks 

Eg.kts fo:) vkgkj gks;- QDr vkoGk o vR;ar xksM QGs nq/kklkscr [kk.ks pkaxys- rlsp QGkaps lsou jk=h 

d/khgh d: u;s- rlsp dPps o fidysys QG ,df=r lsou dj.ks VkGkos dkj.k rks fo:) vkgkj Bjrks-  

Ekkalkgkj % vkiY;k ‘kfjjkrhy izksVhuph ek=k iw.kZ gks.;klkBh ekalkgkj vR;ar xjtspk vkgs- i.k ?kjkckgsj 

ekalkgkjkps lsou vki.k eSnk o cVkVs ;kaP;klkscr djrks- ;kcjkscjp vki.k ckgssj jksVh] vkyw eV.k] eS|kph pikrh 

;kaps lsou djrks- eSnk o cVkV;kr LVkpZ Hkjiwj izek.kkr vlrks- LVkpZ ipok;yk vkiY;k ‘kfjjkyk vYdyWVhd 

rj ekal ipo.;kl vWflMhd vkEykph t:jh vlrs- ;kauk ,d= [kkY;kus vkiY;k ‘kjhjkl izksVhu rj feGr 

ukghp myV LFkwyrk ok<rs- rs u ipY;kus e/kwesg] dksysLVkWy ok<wu gn;jksx ok<rks-  

lWykM&vktdky loZ= tsoukr lWyM [kk.ks QW’kup >kys vkgs- i.k dkdMh o VWeWVks gs ,d= [kk.ks Eg.kts fo:) 

vkgkj gks;- ;k nksUghlkBh ikpd ?kVd osxosxGs vkgsr- rlsp Hkkstukuarj lykM [kkow u;s- lykM FkaM 

vlY;keqGs vUu uhV ipr ukgh- ifj.kkeh iksV xPp gks.ks] tM gks.ks] xWl gks.ks vls fodkj tMrkr-  

vktP;k nSuafnu thoukr vlk vusd i=dkjpk fo:) vkgkj vki.k lsou djrks v’kk fo:) vkgkjkph mnkgj.ks 

iq<hy izek.ks---  

e/k vkf.k xje ik.kh d/khgh ,d= ?ksow u;s fdaok e/k xje d:u [kkow u;s] R;kph iks�kd rRos u�V gksrkr-  

 nq/k vkf.k vYdksgksy ,d= lsou d: u;s  

 xktj vkf.k fyacw ,d= [kkow u;s R;keqGs Nkrhr tGtG gksrs] rlsp eq=fodkj gksow ‘kdrks-  

 feB vkf.k ngh ,d= [kkow u;s- feBkeqGs ng;krhy thok.kw ejrkr- rs vkiY;kyk thoar ykxrkr 

feBk,soth lSa/ko ehB okijkos- f’kok; xqG] lk[kj okij.ks pkaxys-  

 ekufld rk.k vlrkuk vkgkj ?ks.ks Eg.kts fo:) vkgkj gks;- R;keqGs vipu ok<rs-  

 xje o xkj inkFkZ ,d= d/khgh [kkow u;s  

 mUgkrwu vkY;koj vR;ar xkj ik.kh ihow u;s rlsp xkj ik.;kus va?kksG d: u;s- R;keqGs vkiY;k 

‘kjhjkoj ika<js Mkx iM.kkj ukghr-  

 ‘kkjhfjd d‛Vkuarj yxspp Hkkstu dj.ks Eg.kts fo:) vkgkj dj.ks ‘kkjhfjd d‛Vkuarj vkiyk jDrnkc 

ok<ysyk vlrks- v’kkosGh vUu [kkY;kus jDrkfHklj.k ok<rs rlsp jDrnkc ok<w ‘kdrks- fo’ks‛kr% 
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thepk O;k;ke dj.kk&;kauh yxsp vkgkjkps lsou d: u;s-  

 pgkr nq/k ?kkrY;kl pgkrhy vkiY;k ‘kjhjklkBh egRokpk vl.kkjk ¶yWosukbZV gk vUu?kVd u‛V gksrks- 

Eg.kwu dksjk pgk I;kok-  

 tso.kkuarj pgk fiow u;s dkj.k dUukrhy yksg u iprk iq<s <dyys tkrs ifj.kkeh ‘kjhjkrhy yksgkph 

ek=kiw.kZ gksr ukgh vWusfe;k gks.;kpk /kksdk vf/kd laHkorks-  

 pgk o [kkjV inkFkZ ,d= [kkow u;sr-  

 tsoukuarj vkbZfLdze] dksYMhaDl]pgk] dkWQh ;kaps lsou d: u;s- dkj.k ;keqGs vkgkjkrwu feG.kkjh 

iks”kd rRos u”V gksrkr o [kkus ipr ukgh-  

 dkank vkf.k nw/k ,d= lsou dj.ks Eg.kts fo‛kp lsou dj.ks gks;- ;keqGs vusd Ropkjksx o vusd O;k/kh 

fuekZ.k gksow ‘kdrkr-  

 uohu o twus /kkU; ,d= lsou dj.ks gk fo:) vkgkj gks;-  

 vkiY;k nSuafnu thoukr ik.khlq)k egRokpk ?kVd vkgs- R;keqGs ik.;kps iqjls o ;ksX; lsou gks.ks xjtsps 

vkgs- fujksxh O;Drhus fnolkyk vkiY;k izR;sdh 24 fdyksxzWe otukl 1 fyVj ik.kh fi.ks vko’;d 

vkgs- ldkGh mBY;koj Hkjiwj ik.kh fi.ks vR;ar pkaxys-  

 tso.kkiwohZ ,d rkl vk/kh ik.kh I;kos o tsoukarj fnM rklkus ik.kh I;kos- tso.kknjE;ku ik.kh fi.ks Eg.kts 

fo”kp gks;- dkj.k vUukps ipu gks.;klkBh tBjkXuh izToyu gks.ks xjtsps vlrs- ik.kh fiY;kus fr 

fo>oyh tkrs- R;keqGs vUu u iprkp iq<s ljdys tkrs o vkiY;kyk vusd O;k/kh gksow ‘kdrkr-  

lkjka’k & 

v’kk izdkjP;k vusd izdkjs vki.k fo:) vkgkjkps lsou dsY;keqGs vkiY;kyk e/kqesg] gk;ijVsU’ku] iksVnq[kh] 

vWusfe;k] Ropkjksx] dslxG.ks] ikbZYl] iksVkps fodkj] va/kRo bR;knh fodkj fuekZ.k gksow ‘kdrkr- Eg.kwu vki.k 

lokZauh vkjksX;kfo‛k;h lkjklkj fopkj d:u ^fo:) vkgkj* lsou dj.ks VkGwu vkiys ‘kjhj vkjksX;laiUu Bsokos- 

 
 

**************
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amOfu N>ÌnVr emhÿ _hmamOm§À`m H$mbI§S>mVrb Hw$ñË`m§Mo ì`dñWmnZ 

àm. em§Vmam_ X .T>_mbo - g§emoYH$ 
S>m°.XrnH$ ~r._mZo - _mJ©Xe©H$ 

==================================================================== 

Jmoofdmam :- 

B.g.nw.nmM hOma dfm©nmgyZ ^maVm_Ü`o H«$sS>m g§ñH¥$Vr éObobrAmho. doJdoJù`m H$mbI§S>m_Ü ò ^maVr` bmoH$ 

_„{dÚoV nma§JV hmoVo. {d{dY ñnYmª YyZ eº$s àXe©Z nmhm`bm {_iV Ago. {~«{Q>em§Mm ^maVmda A§ c AgVmZm 

B.g. 1857 À`m ~§S>mZ§Va Xoer Ioim§da ~§Xr KmVcr d Ioim§Mr AZwXmZo ~§X Ho$cr. `m Jmoï>tZm Z Ow mZVm amOfu 

N>ÌnVr emhÿ _hmamOm§Zr _„{dÚoMo H$m`© Mmcy R>odco. Ë`m§Zr AZoH$ Vmc_r AmImS>o `m§Mr {Z{_©Vr Ho$cr. Hw$ñVr 

ñnY}gmR>r ^ì` _¡XmZmMr {Z{_©Vr Ho$cr. AZoH$ _„m§Zm Aml` {Xcm. VgoM {ó`m§Zmhr Hw$ñVr nmhVm `mdr åhUyZ 

gmò  H$aÊ`mV Amcr. AZoH$ _„m§À`m Hw$ñË`m§Mo Am`moOZ Ho$co d ^maVmMm nma§nm[aH$ Ioi Agcoë`m _„ {dÚocm 

Iè`m AWm©Zo `moJXmZ {Xco. 

àñVmdZm :- 

B.g.nw.nmM hOma dfm©nmgyZ ^maVm_Ü`o H«$sS>m g§ñH¥$Vr éObobrAmho. doJdoJù`m H$mbI§S>m_Ü ò ^maVr` bmoH$ 

_„{dÚoV nma§JV hmoVo. {d{dY ñnYmª YyZ eº$s àXe©Z nmhm`bm {_iV Ago. ^maVr` bmoH$ {ZnwU Agbobo 

nma§nm[aH$ Ioi åhUOo ^mbm\o$H$, _„{dÚm, YZw{d©Úm, Vbdma~mOr, ^mbm, JXm, AoeamohU, Xm§S>nÅ>m, ObVaU, 

B.Aem {dÚoMm {dH$mg {d{dY ñnYmªÀ`m _mÜ`_mVyZ hmoV Ago. am_m`U H$mimV Jwé d{eð>m§Zr, VgoM {doem{_Ì 

gma»`m F$ftZr am_-bú_U `m§Zm YwZw{d©ÚoV Va~oO H$ê$Z amjgm§nmgyZ g_mOmMo ajU Ho$bo. Ë`mMà_mUo ^JdmZ 

lrH¥$îUmZo _m{„²dÚoÀ`m Z¡nwÊ`Voda Xþï>m§Mo nm[anË` Ho$bo. _hm^maV H$mimV nm§S>dm§Zr YZw{d©Úm d JXm {dÚoÀ`m 

~imda Jobobo amÁ` naV {_i{dbo. N>ÌnVr {edmOr _hmamOm§À`m XÿaÑï>rH$moZmVyZ d lr am_Xmg ñdm_tÀ`m 

_mJ©Xe©ZmZo JmdmoJmdr AmImSo>, Vmb_r, ì`m`m_emim, B. ~mbmonmgZogmR>r C^mabo Jobo. JmdmJmdmV Hw$ñVrnQy>, 

AoemamohH$, Vbdma~mO, ^mbmnQy>, {dQ>m~hmXÿa, JXmYa, Zo ~mO, VéU {Z_m©U hmoV Ago.Ë`mVyZM {edmOr 

_hmamOm§Zm g¡Ý` XbmgmR>r bT>dæ`o _mdio g¡{ZH$ d gaXma {_imbo. Ë`mZ§Va Xoemda hiyhiy {~«Q>rem§Mm A§ b gwé 

76 
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Pmbm.B.g.1857 À`m ñdmV§Ì `wÕmZ§Va ^maVr` nma§nm[aH$ Ioi àH$mam§da {~«{Q>em§Zr {Z~ªY KmVbo. Vmb_r, 

AmImS>çm§da gº$ ZOa R>odbr OmV Ago. H$maU nma§nm[aH$ Ioim§ YyZ H«$m§{VH$maH$ V`ma hmoVmV Agm {~«Q>rí`m§Mm 

g_mO Pmbm hmoVm. Ë`m_wio nma§nm[aH$ Ioim§Mo ómoV åhUOoM AmImSo>, Vmb_r, ì`m`m_ _§S>io B. Mr AZwXmZo 

{~«Q>re gaH$maH$Sy>Z ~§X H$aÊ`mV Ambr. VgoM ì`m`m_ {df`H$ OmJoMm dmna H$moUr H$aUma Zmhr Agm AmXoe 

H$mT>Ê`mV Ambm.Ë`m_wio ^maVr` nma§nm[aH$ Ioim§Zm EH$ àH$maMr CVaVr H$imM bmJbr. {~«Q>rem§À`m {damoYmbm 

Z Ow mZVm N>ÌnVr emhÿ _hmamOm§Zr nma§nm[aH$ Ioi Agboë`m _„ {dÚoMo H$m`© H$moëhmnya _Ü ò Mmby R>odbo. 

* amOfu N>ÌnVr emhÿ _hmamOm§MMo _„{dÚoVoVrb H$m`© :- 

Mm¡Ï`m {edmOr _hmamOm§À`m _¥Ë`wZ§Va B.g.1874 amoOr O`qgJamd KmS>Jo `m§Mo Ooð> nwÌ `ed§Vamd `m§Zm 

{~«Q>rem§À`m g§ VrZo na_nyÁ` {ed N>ÌnVtÀ`m n{dÌ JmXrda H$moëhmnya amÁ`mMo dmagXma åhUyZ {d{YdV XÎmH$ 

KoÊ`mV Ambo. VËH$mbrZ {~«Q>re nmo{bQ>rH$b EO§Q> H$Z©b [aìhO `m§Zr XÎmH${dYmZ nma nma nmSy>Z `ed§Vamd 

AmVm H$moëhmnyaMo amOogmho~ Pmbo. N>ÌnVr emhÿ _hmamO Ago Zm_H$aU Ho$ë`mMo Omhra Ho$bo. N>ÌnVr emhÿ 

_hmamOm§À`m _„ {dÚoÀ`m AgmYmaU H$m`m©bm àoaUm {_imbr Vr, bhmZnUr Vo Á`m KmQ>Jo KamÊ`mV OÝ_bo, 

dmT>bo, Á`m n[agamV ~mJS>bo, {ZgJm©V a_bo Ë`m{R>H$mUr _„ {dÚobm nmofH$ dmVmdaU hmoVo. Ë`m§Mo d{S>b 

O`qgJamd KmS>Jo `m§Zm XoIrb Hw$ñVrMr AmdS> hmoVr. d{S>bm§Zr Hw$ñVrMo OUy ~miH$Sy>M nmObo hmoVo. 

H$moëhmnyaÀ`m JmXrda XÎmH$ Joë`mZ§Va Ë`m§À`m OmË`mM àkmd§V ~wÕrbm, ì`dhma kmZmbm, MmUj AdbmoH$Zmbm 

d Ðï>onUmbm àË`j- AàË`j[aË`m _„ {dÚoMo ImÚ nwa{dbo Jobo. ~mbnUr embò  OrdZmV XoIrb VËH$mbrZ 

{ejH$m§Zr _„ {dÚoMo g§ñH$ma KS>{dbo.`m gd© AZwHy$b n[apñWVr_wio Ë`m§À`m A§JmÀ`m 

ñdm^m{dH$ JwUm§Zm àoaUm {_imbr Am{U amOfu N>ÌnVr emhÿ _hmamO ,^maVr` nma§n[aH$ loð> Aem 

_„{dX²ÚoH$So>AmH${f©VPmbo. 

* amOfu N>ÌnVr emhÿ _hmamO H$mbrZ _„ {dÚoVoVrb à{gÕ _„:- 
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B.g.1894 bm N>ÌnVr emhÿ _hmamOm§Zr H$moëhmnyaÀ`m JmXrMr gyÌo hmVr KoVë`m Z§Va _„{dÚoMo H$m`© Omo mZo gwé 

Ho$bo Am{U WmoS>çmM {XdgmV H$moëhmnya _„ {dÚoMr (Hw$ñVrMr) n§T>ar åhUyZ JUbr OmD$ bmJbr. ^maVmÀ`m 

H$mÝ`mH$monm`m©VyZ _„{dÚm {eH$Ê`mgmR>r VéU H$moëhmnyaH$So> `oV AgV. 

* CÎmaoHoH$Sy>y>Z H$moëoëhmnwawamV Ambobobo Zm_m§{H$V _„ :- 

H$moëhmnya _Ü ò emhÿ _hmamOm§À`m _„{dÚoÀ`m `moJXmZmMr H$sVu g§nyU© XoemV ngabr. Ë`m_wio CÎmaoH$Sy>Z AZoH$ 

Zm_d§V _„ H$moëhmnyaH$So> `oD$ bmJbo. Ë`m_Ü`o H$„ÿ, qH$H$aqgJ, Jm_m, ~mbrdmbm, bã~y, dOra, Jw§S>mqgJ, 

ZmWm n§Om~r,KmoS>m n§Om~r,H$_éÔrZ,Ibrb n§Om~r,M§XZ,Jwbm~ _moB©{ÔZ,a_OmZ,OmZr n§Om~r, Jw§Jm n§Om~r , 

B_m_~j, ahr_~j, hgZ~j, Jwbmb H$mXa, q~Xÿ ~«måhU, a‚m~ _wbVmZr , M§XmqgJ, Zda§Jm,JwÎmmqgJ, 

A_¥Vgadmbm ,Jmo~a ~m~y H$bH$Ë`mdmbm, E¸$m Jm_m, {T>bm n§Om~r, _wÞm,C_a~j àVmn n{V`mbm, hmVy 

n§Om~r, ^JdmZqgJ, h¡Xa n§Om~r, `wgw\$ Om_ZJadmbm, ~ñgm n§Om~r, {XnmqgJ n{V`mim, Zdr n§Om~r, 

Ah_X~j, XbqgJ bmhmoao, gaXma n§Om~r, XþJm©OoR>r ~S>moXo, gmohZ n§Om~r, gwMVqgJ, gmXr n§Om~r, _ohoaqgJ, 

AãXþbH$ar_ ~S>moXo, h¡Xa n§Om~r, ^mobm n§Om~r, Ho$aqgJ, gm¡XmJa n§Om~r, {OOm n§Om~r, _hÝ_w{ÔZ n§Om~r, 

H$mXa~j, »`mbr~m~m _Wwam,_hå_X~j {X„r, em~m n§Om~r, H$ëhB©dmbm, BË`mXr CÎmaoH$S>rb Zm_d§V _„ emhÿ 

_hmamOm§À`m Aml`mbm `oV hmoVo. 

* amOfu N>ÌnVr emhÿ _hmamOm§ÀÀ`m Aml`mg Agbobobo X{jUoHoH$S>rb _„:- 

{edmßnm ~oaS>, kmZy ^mS>bo, H¥$îUm _Xm©Zo, XmXÿ hoabo, eofmßnm VoaXmi, Wmoabm JUy, {gÕmßnm _waJw§S>r em_y 

am`~mJo, H¥$îUm ^mogbo, `mXÿ ~mam_VrH$a, MÞmßnm, kmZy `mXd, VmË`m _mZo, {~a§Om nmQ>rb, JUnV qeXo, Ym|S>r 

H$g~oH$a, nm§Sy> {eamiH$a ~mny ZIZmnwao, {gÕmßnm Im¡Q>Im¡n, qbJmßnm _waJwS>rH$a, Ho$ed_XrZo, am`ßnm 

_mgmS>mJrH$a, am_m n¡bdmZ, ~mny gOZ, ^mD$ Mm¡H$mHo$, _méVr H|$ndmS>, Zmê$ H$g~oH$a, JmoqdX H$g~oH$a, 

lrnVr _moS>H$, lrnVr MmdU, `ed§V nmMw§XH$a, Jmonmb narQ>, AãXþb Zmb~§X, hþgoZ _m§JboH$a, nm§Sy> {eamiH$a, 

JUy ggo, ^r_m e|Sy>ao, Xodmßnm YZJa, ì`§H$ßnm ~wéS>, {H$em h_mb, _méVr ZrbOo, kmZy _mZo, XmXÿ H$aZmio, 

AH$~a 
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S>rJodmXr, _hmXÿ h§So>, JOmZZ n§S>V, ~m~y {hao, B. X»IZr _„ amOfu N>ÌnVr emhÿ _hmamOm§À`m nXar hmoVo. 

* amOfu N>ÌnVr emhÿ hmamOm§HH$Sy>y>Z Hw$w$ñVrgmR>r Img~mJ _¡X¡XmZmMr {Z{_©VVr :- 

B.g. 1902 gmbr `wamonÀ`m Xm¡è`mda Jobo AgVm Ë`m§Zr amo ZJarg ^oQ> {Xbr d VoWrb Am°qb{nH$ XOm©Mo Hw$ñVrMo 

ñQ>oS>r`_ nm{hbo. H$moëhmnya _Ü`o Hw$ñVr _¡XmZmMr CUrd H$er Xÿa H$amdr `mMo CÎma Ë`m§Zm Jdgbo. {dbm`Vodê$Z 

naVë`mda S>moŠ`mV KmoiV Agboë`m Amnë`m H$ënZoMo énm§Va `moOZoV Ho$bo. Hw$ñVr nmhÊ`mg OmÊ`mgmR>r Hw$ñVr 

em¡H$sZm§g IynM b§JS>VmoS> H$amdr bmJV Ago, VgoM {XdgmMm amoOJmahr ~wS>dmdm bmJV Ago. `m Jmoï>rMr 

XmIb emhÿ _hmamOm§Zr OmJoMr {ZdS> H$aVmZm àm_w»`mZo KoVbr d amOdmS>çmZOrH$ Agbobr ~mJ _moSy>Z Ë`m 

{R>H$mUr Hw$ñË`m§Mo _¡XmZ ~m§YÊ`mMm {ZU©̀  KoVbm. ^ì` _¡XmZ ~m§YUo, åhUOoM OUy EH$ ^wB©H$moQ> {H$„mM 

~m§YÊ`mgmaIo Amho. _¡XmZmÀ`m ~m§YH$m_mMm àma§̂  Ë`m§Zr ñdV…À`m XoIaoIrImbr Ho$bm. n{ü_ d CÎma `m VrZ 

~mOy§Zm àM§S> VmQ>mgma»`m XJS>r q^Vr Cä`m Ho$ë`m. Caboë`m nyd© ~mOybm XmoÝhr Q>moH$m§H$Sy>Z VQ>~§Xr Ho$br d 

_Yë`m _moH$ù`m ^mJmV EH$ A{bemZ ^ì` d {X_mIXma dmñVy C^mabr. `m Q>moboO§J dñVyÀ`m XmoÝhr A§Jm§Zm EH$ 

EH$ àdoe ÛmamMr {Z{_©Vr Ho$br. _¡XmZ nydm©{^_wI AgyZ nyd}H$S>À`m àdoe ÛmamOdi EH$doir n§Yam OmoS>çm 

bT>Vrb `odT>m {dñVrU© AmImS>m ~m§Ybm Amho. hm AmImS>m dVw©imH$ma AgyZ Vmo bmoI§S>r Zù`m§Zr {g_m§{H$V 

Amho. AmImS>çmÀ`m g^modma Xhm \y$Q> é§XrMm _moH$im nÅ>mAmho. `m nQ²>Q>çmV bT>Umao n¡bdmZ , dñVmX d 

nmR>ramIo `m§Mr gmò  X{jU ~mOyg Ho$bobr AgyZ, OwZo Zm_d§V _„, bmoH$YwarU à{Vð>rV d {Z_§{ÌV _mUgo,lr_§V 

bmoH$, VgoM n¡bdmZm§Mo Aml` XmVo `m§À`mgmR>r CÎma§ ~mOyg OmJm amIyZ R>odbobr Amho. Imem ñdmè`mªÀ`m 

~¡R>H$sMr ì`dñWm _¡XmZm{^_wI Agboë`m Ë`m ^ì` d {X_mIXma dmñVy _Ü ò Ho$bobr Amho. amOfu N>ÌnVr emhÿ 

_hmamO d amO Hw$bmVrb BVa nwéf VgoM OhmJraXma, BVa g§ñWm{ZH$, XaH$Xma, dVZXma, d[að> A{YH$mar 

`m§À`mgmR>r ~m§Ybobo Img àojmJ¥h åhUOo hr dmñVy hmò . `m dmñVy _Ü`o {ó`m§Zmhr Hw$ñVr nmhVm `mdr åhUyZ 

_¡XmZmÀ`m _mdiVrÀ`m gr_oda gdm©V C§M {R>H$mUr Ho$di amOHw$bmVrb ór`m§gmR>r EH$ Img Qw>_Xma ½`mbar 

V`ma H$aÊ`mV Ambr hmoVr. `m _¡XmZmMr aMZm d¡{eð>onyU© Amho. X{jU, n{ü_, d CÎma `m VrZhr ~mOy§Zr _¡XmZ 

CVaV CVaV nyd}H$So> VimV ~m§Yboë`m AmImS>çmbm `oD$Z {^S>Vo. _¡XmZmÀ`m CVaUrda Odi Odi nÞmg hOma 
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bmoH$ ~gVrb EdT>r OmJm Amho. `m _¡XmZmMo {derï>o åhUOo, _¡XmZmV H$moR>ohr ~gboë`m _mUgmg AmImS>çmV 

Mmbbobr Hw$ñVr ñnï> {XgVo. Am{e`m I§S>mV Hw$ñVrgmR>r à{gÜX Ago Img~mJ _¡XmZ, amOfu N>ÌnVr emhÿ 

_hmamOm§À`m àoaUoZo H$moëhmnyamV C^o am{hbo. `m ^ì` _¡XmZm_wio emhÿ _hmamOm§À`m _„{dÚoÀ`m H$m`m©V _mZmMm 

Vwam Imodbm Jobm Am{U H$moëhmnyaZJar Hw$ñVr n§T>ar åhUyZ AmoiIbr OmD$ bmJbr. B.g. 1912 gmbr `m 

_¡XmZmMo CÓmQ>Z N>ÌnVr emhÿ _hmamOm§À`m hñVo Pmbo d n{hbr Hw$ñVr ^maVmVrb Ë`m H$mimVrb gd©loð> Zm_m§{H$V 

_„ B_m_~j d Jwbm_ _mo{hÔrZ `m§À`m bT>VrZo Img~mJ Hw$ñVr _¡XmZmMo CX²KmQ>Z Pmbo. 

Img~mJ Hw$ñVr _¡¡XmZ - H$mooëhmnya 

( ZdrZ Zmd- amOfu emhÿ _¡XmZ) 

* amOfu N>ÌnVr emhÿ _hmamOm§ZZr Am`mo{o{OV Ho$o$boëoë`m Zm_m§{H$V Hw$w$ñË`m :- 

B.g.1901 gmbmnydydu Pmboëoë`m Zm_m§{H$V _„m§ÀÀ`m O§JJr Hw$w$ñË`m :-- 

1) XÎmmo~m qeXo {déÕ ~m~y{_`m§ nyZmdmbm   2)Zmam`U H$g~oH$a {déÕ Xhm n§Om~r 

3) am_ Jdir {déÕ bmoQ>Z ~S>moXodmbm   4) am_ KmQ>Jo {déÕ H¥$îUm Jwad 

5) am_ am`~mJ {déÕ H$mH$m n§Om~r   6) Wmim{~ao {déÕ _hmbtJm Vobr 

7) Mm§Xgmho~ n¡bdmZ {déÕ Amßnm§Zm Hw$é§XdmS> 8)H¥$îUm KmQ>Jo {d._méVr Jdir 

9) emZy H$mH$m {déÕ {dÇ>mo~m B§Jdbo   10)Ym|S>r _Xm©Zo {déÕ B_m_ gmadmZ 

11)XodmOr{KgmS>r {déÕ {eZmJmS>m Hw$é§XdmS> 

* B.g.1912 gmbmnydydu Pmboëoë`m Zm_m§{H$V Hw$w$ñË`m :-- 

1) H$„ÿ n¡bdmZ {déÕ qH$H$aqgJ    2) Jm_m nmbrdmbm {déÕ {ZOm_ n¡bdmZ 

3)bã~y n¡bdmZ {déÕ ZOra n¡bdmZ   4) J§S>mqgJ {déÕ kmZy ^mS>io 

5) ZmWm n§Om~r {déÕ H$m_éÔrZ    6) Wmoabm H$m_éÔrZ {d. KmoS>m n§Om~r 

7) {edmßnm ~oaS> {déÕ M§XZ n¡bdmZ   8) JOmZZ n§S>V {d.VmË`m _mZo hoaboH$a 

9) Jwbm_ _moB©{ÔZ {d. Wmoabm JUy n¡bdmZ   10) H¥$îU ^mogbo {déÕ `mXÿ ~mam_VrH$a 
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* B.g.1912 Vo 1921 `m H$mbI§SS>mV Pmboëoë`m Zm_m§{H$V Hw$w$ñË`m :-- 

1) Jwbm_ _moB©{ÔZ {déÕ B_m_~j    2) M§XZ n¡bdmZ {déÕ B_m_~j 

3) Jwbm_ H$mXa {déÕ Zda§Jm    4) q~Xÿ ~«måhU {d. JwÎmmqgJ A_¥Vgadmbm 

5) B_m_~j {déÕ ahr_~j    6) hgZ~j {déÕ Jwbm_H$mXa 

7) a‚mm~ n§Om~r {déÕ E¸$m Jm_m    8) Jwbm_H$mXa {déÕ Jwbm_ _moB©{ÔZ 

9) M§XmqgJ {déÕ ZmW n§Om~r    10) JUnV qeXo {d.Jmo~a~m~y H$bH$Ë`mdmbm 

* g§XX ©̂ :- 

1) àm. S>m°.a_oe OmYd,(2016).g§nmXH$,amOfu emhÿ Jm¡ad J«§W ,àH$meZ: _hmamï>́ amÁ` {ejU {d^mJ,_w§~B©. 

2) S>m°. O`qgJamd ndma,(2013). amOfu emhÿ N>ÌnVr OrdZ d H$m`}. àH$meZ: _hmamï>́ B{Vhmg à~moYZr 

H$moëhmnya. 

3) H¥$.Jmo. gỳ ©d§er,(1965). ^maVr` _„{dÚm: CX` Am{U {dH$mg. àH$meZ: J.b. R>moH$i 

~wYdma, noR>,nwUo. 

4) g._m.JJ}, (2017 ).H$adra [a`mgV. àH$meZ : N>ÌnVr ehmOr å`w{PA_ Q́>ñQ>,Ý`y nbog,H$moëhmnya. 

5) _wOw Xma,X.qM.,(1937).ì`m`m_ kmZH$mof,Xþgam I§S> ~S>moXm,_m{hVr ómoV-_amR>r {doeH$mof. 

6) h.~m. AmnQ>o,n._.AmboJmdH$a.,(1991)._m{hVr ómoV_amR>r {doeH$mof,nwUo. 

7 ) Jmo.Zm.nwa§Xao.(1992 ).^maVr` emar[aH$ {ejUmMm B{Vhmg.àH$meZ: _oJpñVH${JaJmd,_w§~B©. 

8) S>m°. qeXo I§So>amd ,H$moëhmnya amÁ`mMm B{Vhmg 1838 Q>o 1894 àH$meH$ {Z{_©Vr _§M ,H$moëhmnya, 

àW_ Amd¥Îmr 2008. 

9) gm_Zm X¡{ZH$ ,{XZm§H$ 17 _mM© 2018._mVrVbo Ioi ,_mVrMr _{hVr. nwUo Amd¥Îmr . 

10) àm.M§ÐH$m§V nmQ>JmdH$a, boI g§J«h,(2019).amOfu emhÿ ñ_maH$ J«§W,nmZ 395, 

àH$meZ: _hmamï>́ B{Vhmg à~mo{YZr: H$moëhmnya. 
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कब ीत होणा या दखुापती, यावर कर यात थोमपचार व पनुभरण प त चा िव षेणा मक अ यास 

कु. क याणी बाजीराव जाधव, 
चं शेखर आगाशे शारी रक 

िश णशा  महािव ालय, पुणे. 
डॉ.दादासाहबे  ढगळे 

शारी रक िश णशा  िवभाग, 
सािव ीबाई फुल ेपुणे िव ापीठ, पुणे. 

==================================================================== 

साराशं 

सदर संशोधनाचा मु य उ ेश कब ीत होणा या दखुापती, यावर कर यात येणारा थोमपचार व पुनभरण प त चा िव ेषणा मक 

अ यास करणे हा होता. सदर संशोधनात सव ण प तीचा वापर कर यात आला. याम य े महारा  रा यातील रा य, 

रा ीय,आंतररा ीय (१७ खेळाडू, ११ िश क, ६ त , ७ पुर कार िवजेत ेव ७ पंच) ४८ ची यादश हणून सहतेुक प तीन े

िनवड कर यात आली. सशंोधनासंबिधत मािहती गोळा कर यासाठी िश कािन मत बं द त ावालीचा वापर कर यात आला 

याम य ेकब ीत होणा या दखुापती, यां यावर कर यात येणारा थोमपचार व वापर यात येणारी पुनभरण प ती या घटकांचा 

िवचार कर यात आला. ावली या साहा याने मािहती संकिलत क न काय े अर या सं याशा ीय साधना ारे िव षेण कर यात 

आल.ेकब ी या खळेात लीगामट तटु यामुळे सांधा िनखळतो.अि थभंगावर थोमपचार हालचाल थांबवणे, या ठकाणी आधार ावा. 

ायू मरुगळ यास या भागास बफ लावावा. कब ीत होणा या दखुापती कमी कर यासाठी शारी रक तदंु ती वाढवावी. कब ी या 

खेळात लीगामे ट ेन ही दखुापत होते. दखुापत चे पुनभरण कर यासाठी मसाज करावा/ बफान ेशेकावे/ गरम पा यान  े शकेाव,े गरज 

अस यास श या करावी व पोषक आहार यावा अस े दसून आल े.   

मह वाच ेश द: डा दखुापती, थोमपचार, पनुभरण. 

तावना  

स या कब ी हा खेळ फ  ामीण भागापुरता मया दत नसुन ो कब ी या मा यमातून हा मातीतला खेळ आज संपूण जगापयत 

पोहचला आह.े केट,फुटबॉल माणे आज ग लोग ली कब ी दखेील मलुे खेळताना दसत आहते. तया ो कब ी लीगमुळे आज 

पांरपा रक कब ी जी मातीत खळेली जात होती ती आज मटॅवर खळे यात यते आह.े पांरपा रक कब ी व आजची कब ी व आजची 

मटॅवरची कब ी जरी मो ा माणावर लोकि य झाली आह.े आता हा खेळ मॅटवर खेळ यात येतो हा एक आधुिनकराणाचा एक भाग 

आह ेअस  ेअसले तरी यातील दखुापतीही वाढताना दसत आह.े रा य,रा ीय व आंतररा ीय पधा या मटॅवर खेळ या जात आह ेपरंत ू

ामीण व शहरी भागातील ब सं य खळेाडू ह ेमाती या मदैानावर सराव करत असतात. यामुळे मटॅवर खळे यामुळेही दखुापत चे 

माण वाढत आह.े(वै ,1977)  

कब ी हा खळे ती प या या अंगणात जाऊन या या संघातील खळेाडूनंा बाद क न आप या संघास गुण िमळवनू दे याचा आह.े 

यामळेु या खळेात पकडण,े ओढण,े खेचणे, फेकणे या या सतत होत असतात. याचमळेु या खळेात जा तीत जा त दखुापती होत 

असतात.   

कब ी या खळेात सरावादर यान व पधदर यान होणार्  या  दखुापत या िवचार कर यात आला कवा याबाबतीत जे हा संशोधन 

कर यात आल ेते हा यातून असा िन कष िनघाला क  सांधे िनखळणेDislocated) , मुरगळणे(Twisting ), अि तबंध (fracture), 

अि थबंध ( sprain, strain ) या कार या दखुापती जा त होतात.(थोरात २०१४) 

77 
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कब ीत होणा या दखुापती, यावर कर यात यणेारा  थोमपचार व पुनभरण प ती या घटकांवर आधा रत ावली तयार क न 

मािहती संकिलत क न  संकिलत मािहतीचे सं याशा ीय िव षेण करणे.कब ी या खेळाम ये या शा ररीक इजा होतात. यावर त े

काय उपाय करतात. कोण या कारे थोमपचार व  पुनभरण करतात.सवात जा त दखुापती कोण या व कशामळेु होतात.ह ेजाणनू 

घे यासाठी खेळाडू कब ी खेळाडू व िश क,पंच, त  , कब ी पुर कार िवजेत े यां याकडून मािहती जमा क न  होणा या 

दखुापती, थोमपचार व पुनभरण यांचे मह व समजनू सांग यासाठी या संशोधनाची गरज आह.ेसदर संशोधनाम य े कब ी या 

खेळातील वाढणार्  या दखुापतीकड ेल  दउेन यावर कर यात यणेार्  या पुनभरणांचे मह व पटवून दउेन याचा कायमानावर होणारा 

प रणाम समजून सांग यास मदत होइल यामळेु चांगल ेखळेाडू दखुापत होउनही खळेापासून दरू जाणार नाही याउलट यांचे कायमान 

चांगल ेहो यास मदतच होइल. यामुळे काही माणात खेळांची वाटचाल ही िवकासा या दशनेे हो यासाठी ह ेसंशोधन मह वाचे 

आह.े  

जनसं या  

सदर संशोधनातमहारा  रा य व रा ीय पातळीवर कब ी खेळणार्  या खेळाडूंची व िश कांचे कब ी या खेळात हो या या  दखुापती 

व यावर कर यात येणारा थोमपचार व दखुापत नतंरचे पुनभरण प त चा िव ेषणा मक अ यास कर यासाठी  तीन वष रा य व 

रा ीय, आंतररा ीय  पातळीवर कब ी खळेाणार्  या १७ खेळाडूंची,११ िश क, ६ त , ७ परु कार िवजेत,े ७ पंच यांचा समावशे 

आह.े 

मािहती सकंलनाची साधन  े 

सदर संशोधनातमहारा  रा य व रा ीय पातळीवर कब ी खेळणार्  या खेळाडूंची व िश कांचे कब ी या खेळात हो या या  दखुापती 

व यावर कर यात येणारा थोमपचार व दखुापत नतंरचे पुनभरण प त चा िव ेषणा मक अ यास कर यासाठी  तीन वष रा य व 

रा ीय, आंतररा ीय  पातळीवर कब ी खळेाणार्  या १७ खेळाडूंची,११ िश क, ६ त , ७ परु कार िवजेत,े ७ पंच यांचा समावशे 

आह.े  िश किन मत बं द त ावली व पाचा वापर कर यात आला. तुत संशोधनात संशोधकान ेकब ी खेळणा या  रा य व 

रा ीय, आंतररा ीय  तरावरील खु या गटातील पु ष व मिहला खळेाडू , िश क, त ,पुर कार िवजेत,ेपंच यांची िनवड केली आह.े 

सरावा या ठकाणी जाऊन ावली भ न घेतली गेली.  

सदर संशोधनात मािहती गोळा कर यासाठी पुढील साधनाचा वापर कर यात आला. 

ावली  

सदर संशोधनासाठी िश क िन मत ावलीचा वापर कर यात आली आह े. ा ावलीत कब ी खेळाडू व िश क यां यामाफत 

िमळणा या मािहतीची िव ेषणा मक अ यास कर यासाठी ावली तयार कर यात आली आह.ेयात कब ी खेळात होणार्  या मखु 

दखुापती, याची कारणे, दखुापतीची ल णे , दखुापतीवर थोमपचार , दखुापतीवर कर यात येणार्  या उपचार प ती या घटकांचा 

समावेश ावलीत कर यात आला आह.े तुत ावलीत संशोधकान ेबं द त ावली प तीचा अवलबं केला आह.ेसदर संशोधनात 

सं याशा ीय िव षेणाची वणना मक सं याशा ाचा व काय े अरचा वापर कर यात आला.  

सशंोधन प ती  

रा य व रा ीय पातळीवर कब ी खळेाडू,पंच, िश क,पुर कार िवजेत ेयांना  कब ी खळेात होणार्  या दखुापती, कर यात येणारे 

थोमपचार व पुनभरण प त चा िव ेषणा मक अ यास कर यासाठी   सदर संशोधनात सव ण प ती वापर कर यात आला.. सदर 

संशोधनासाठी महारा  रा य  व रा ीय पातळीवर, आंतररा ीय पातळीवर कब ी खेळणार्  या खेळाडूंची,पंचाची, िश कांची, 

पुर कार िवजे यांची, कब ी त ांची  सहेतुक प तीन ेिनवड कर यात आली. 
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सं याशा ीय मािहतीचे वणना मक िव ेषण खालील माणे 

को क .१.१ 

.१ कब ी या खळेात साधंा कधी िनखळतो ? 

 
को क २ 

.१ च ेकाय े अर िव षेण 

काय े अर  

वाधीनता मा ा  

साथकता तर  

 

३४.९१७a 

४ 

.०००  

 

वरील को क १ व न असे दसनू येते क  ४८ पैक  ५ या मते कब ी या खेळात सांधा हाडाने आपली जागा सोड यामळेु , 

२० या मते लीगामट तटु यामुळे, ३ या मते हाड वचेला घास यामळेु तर १९ या मते ायू मळु थानाव न 

वेगळा झा यामळेु  िनखळतो. को क २ व न काय े अर ३४.९१७ a इतका आह.े वाधीनता मा ा ४ असून .००० या साथकता 

तरावर साथक आह.े याव न असे ल ात येते क  कब ी या खेळात लीगामट तटु यामुळे सांधा िनखळतो. असे दसून आल.े  

को क १  

. .२  अि थभंगावरील(Fracture) वरील थोमपचार कोणता? 

 
को क . २.२  

५

२०

३

२०

0

अ)   जे ा हाड आपली जागा सोडते   

 ब) लीगामट तुट ामुळे 

क) हाड चेला घास ामुळे 

ड) ायू मुळ थानाव न वेगळा झा ामुळे 

एकूण = ४८

७
२

२

३७

0

अ)   हालचाल थांबावावी 

ब) ाठीकाणी आधार ावा 

क)   तो भाग बांधून ठेवावा 

ड) वरील सव 

एकूण = ४८
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. .२.२ चे काय े अर िव षेण  

काय े अर  ७०.८३३b 

 

वाधीनता मा ा  ३  

साथकाता तर  ०.०००    

वरील को क १ व न अस  े दसनू यतेे क  ४८ पैक  ७ या मते अि थभंगावरील(Fracture) वरील थोमपचार हालचाल 

थांबवण ेहा आहे. २ या मते याठीकाणी आधार ावा. २ या मते तो भाग बांधून ठेवावा तर ३७ या मते 

हालचाल थांबवणे, याठीकाणी आधार ावा, तो भाग बांधून ठेवावा ह ेआह.े को क २ व न काय े अर  ७०.८३३b इतका आला 

आह.े वाधीनता मा ा ३ आली असून ०.००० साथक तरावर साथक आह ेयाव न असे ल ात यतेे क  अि थभंगावरील(Fracture) 

वरील थोमपचार हालचाल थांबवणे याठीकाणी आधार ावा, तो भाग बांधून ठेवावा. हा आहे. 

को क१ 

. .३ ायू मरुगळ यास सव थम काय करावे? 

 

को क २ 

. .३ चे काय ेअर िव षेण 

काय े अर  ७८.८७५c 
 

वाधीनता मात २ 
साथकाता तर  ०.०००   

वरील को क १ व न अस  े दसनू यतेे क  ४८ पैक  ४५ या मते ायू मुरगळलयास  तो भागास सव थम बफ लावावा, 

याठीकाणी मसाज करणे कोणालाही यो य वाटत नाही, १ या मते तो भाग बांधून ठेवावा तर २ या मते तो भाग गरम 

पा यान  ेशेकावा. को क २ व न काय े अर  ७८.८७५c इतका आला आह.े वाधीनाता मा ा २ असून .००० या साथकता तरावर 

साथक आह.े याव न असे ल ात यतेे क  ायू मरुगळलयास  या  भागास सव थम बफ लावावा.  

को क १ 

. .४ कब ीत होणा या दखुापती कमी कर यासाठी काय कराव े? 

४५

०१
२
0

अ) ाठीकाणी बफ लावावा 

ब) ाठीकाणी मसाज करावा

क) तो भाग बांधून ठेवावा 

ड) गरम पा ाने शेकावे 

एकूण = ४८
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को क २ 

.  ४ चे काय ेअर िव षेण 

काय े अर २८.१२५c 
वाधीनता मा ा २ 
साथकाता तर .००० 

 

वरील को क १ व न असे दसून येते क  ४८ पैक  ३१ या मते कब ी त होणा या दखुापती कमी कर यासाठी शारी रक 

तंदु ती वाढवावी, १ या मते सुरि त साधनाचा वापर करावा, यो य पोशाख हा पयाय कोणासही यो य वाटत नाही.तर १६ 

या मत ेवरील सव पयायाचंा उपयोग होऊ शकतो. को क२ व न काय े अर  २८.१२५c इतका आला आह.े वाधीनता मा ा 

२ असून .००० साथक तरावर साथक आह.े याव न असे ल ात यतेे क  कब ी होणा या दखुापती कमी कर यासाठी शारी रक 

तंदु ती वाढवावी. 

को क १ 

. .५ कब ी खेळताना कोण या कारची दखुापत होत े? 

 

को क२ 

. .५चे काय े अर िव षेण 

काय े अर ८४.३७५c 
 

वाधीनता मा ा २ 

३१

१
०

१६

0

अ) शारी रक तंदु ी वाढवावी

 ब) सुरि त साधानाचा वापर 

क) यो  पोशाख

ड) वरील सव

 एकूण = ४८ 

४६

१

१

00

अ)   लीगामट ेन 

ब) गो र ए ो 

क) टेिनस ए ो 

ड) ोजन शो र 

 एकूण = ४८ 
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साथकाता तर 
.००० 

वरील को क .१ व न असे दसून यतेे क  ४८ पैक   ४६ या मते कब ी या खेळात लीगामट ेन, १ या मत े

गो फर ए बो, १ या मते टेिनस ए बो तर ोजन शो डर हा पयाय कोणालाही यो य वाटत नाही. को क २व न काय े कर  

८४.३७५c इतका आला. वाधीनता मा ा २ असून .००० साथकता तरावर साथक आह.े याव न अस  ेिस  होत ेक  कब ी या 

खेळात लीगामट ही दखुापत होत.े   

. .६ दखुापत चे पुनभरण कसे करावे? 

को क१ 

 
को क २ 

. .६चे काय े अर िव षेण 

काय े अर २५.000b 
 

वाधीनता मा ा ३ 
साथकता तर ०.००० 

 

वरील को क १ व न असे दसून येते क  ४८ पैक  ९ या मतदेखुापत चे पनुभरण  कर यासाठी मसाज करावा बफाने शेकावे / 

गरम पा याने शेकावे, १३ या मते गरज अस यास श या करावी, १ या मते पोषक आहार यावा, तर २५ या 

मत ेवरील सव पयाय हणज ेमसाज करावा बफाने शेकावे / गरम पा यान  ेशकेावे, गरज अस यास श या करावी, व पोषक आहार 

यावा.  को क २ व न काय े अर २५.000 इतका आला आह.े वाधीनता मा ा ३ आली असून ०.००० साथक तरावर साथक 

आह े याव न असे ल ात येते क  दखुापत च े पुनभरण  कर यासाठी मसाज करावा बफान े शकेावे / गरम पा याने शेकावे, गरज 

अस यास श या करावी, व पोषक आहार यावा.  

िन कष  

 ४८ पकै  ५ या मते कब ी या खळेात सांधा हाडान ेआपली जागा सोड यामळेु , २० या मत े

लीगामट तटु यामुळे, ३ या मते हाड वचेला घास यामुळे तर १९ या मते ायू मुळ थानाव न वेगळा 

झा यामळेु  िनखळतो. याव न असे ल ात येते क  कब ी या खेळात लीगामट तटु यामुळे सांधा िनखळतो. असे दसून आल.े  

९

१३

१

२५

४८

अ)   मसाज करावा बफाने शेकावे / गरम पा ाने शेकावे 

ब) गरज अस ास श ि या करावी 

क)   पोषक आहार 

ड) वरील सव 

एकूण = ४८ 
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 ४८ पैक  ७ या मत ेअि थभंगावरील(Fracture) वरील थोमपचार हालचाल थांबवणे हा आह.े २ या मते 

याठीकाणी आधार ावा. २ या मते तो भाग बांधून ठेवावा तर ३७ या मत ेहालचाल थांबवणे, याठीकाणी 

आधार ावा, तो भाग बांधून ठेवावा ह ेआह.े  याव न अस ेल ात यते ेक  अि थभंगावरील(Fracture) वरील थोमपचार 

हालचाल थांबवणे याठीकाणी आधार ावा, तो भाग बांधून ठेवावा. हा आह.े 

 ४८ पैक  ४५ या मत े ाय ूमरुगळलयास  तो भागास सव थम बफ लावावा, याठीकाणी मसाज करणे 

कोणालाही यो य वाटत नाही, १ या मत ेतो भाग बांधून ठेवावा तर २ या मत ेतो भाग गरम 

पा यान ेशेकावा. याव न अस ेल ात येत ेक  ाय ूमरुगळलयास  या  भागास सव थम बफ लावावा.  

 ४८ पैक  ३१ या मत ेकब ी त होणा या दखुापती कमी कर यासाठी शारी रक तदंु ती वाढवावी, १ 

या मत े सुरि त साधनाचा वापर करावा, यो य पोशाख हा पयाय कोणासही यो य वाटत नाही.तर १६ 

या मते वरील सव पयायाचंा उपयोग होऊ शकतो.  याव न अस ेल ात यतेे क  कब ी होणा या दखुापती 

कमी कर यासाठी शारी रक तंदु ती वाढवावी. 

 ४८ पैक   ४६ या मत े कब ी या खळेात लीगामट ने, १ या मत े गो फर ए बो, १ 

या मत ेटेिनस ए बो तर ोजन शो डर हा पयाय कोणालाही यो य वाटत नाही. याव न अस ेिस  होत े

क  कब ी या खळेात लीगामट ही दखुापत होत.े   

 ४८ पैक  ९ या मतेदखुापत चे पुनभरण  कर यासाठी मसाज करावा बफाने शेकावे / गरम पा याने शेकावे, १३ 

या मत े गरज अस यास श या करावी, १ या मत े पोषक आहार यावा, तर २५ या मते वरील सव 

पयाय हणजे मसाज करावा बफान ेशकेावे / गरम पा यान  ेशकेावे, गरज अस यास श या करावी, व पोषक आहार यावा. 

याव न अस ेल ात यते ेक  दखुापत च ेपनुभरण  कर यासाठी मसाज करावा बफाने शकेावे / गरम पा यान ेशकेाव,े गरज 

अस यास श या करावी, व पोषक आहार यावा.  

चचा  

कब ी हा  शरीराशी संबिधत खेळ अस यामुळे दखुापती या जा त माणात होत असतात.अयो य मागदशन,अनुिचत संर णा मक 

सािह य, एखा ा कठीण गो या संपकात आ यान,े खेळाचे िनयम पालन न करणे इ.गो मुळे दखुापती होत असतात. सदर 

संशोधनात कब ी खेळात होणा या दखुापती, यावर कर यात येणारा थोमपचार व पुनभरण प त चा सव णा मक अ यास 

कर यात आला. यात कब ी या खेळात लीगामट तटु यामुळे सांधा िनखळतोहे साथकता तरावर साथक आह.े अि थभंगावर 

थोमपचार हालचाल थांबवणे, या ठकाणी आधार ावा, तो भाग बांधून ठेवावा ह े साथकता तरावर साथक आह.े ाय ू

मुरगळ यास या भागास बफ लावावा ह ेसाथकता तरावर साथक आह.े कब ीत होणा या दखुापती कमी कर यासाठी शारी रक 

तंदु ती वाढवावी ह ेसाथकता साथक आह.े कब ी या खेळात लीगामे ट ेन ही दखुापत होत ेह ेसाथकता तरावर साथक आह.े 

दखुापत चे पुनभरण कर यासाठी मसाज करावा/ बफाने शेकावे/ गरम पा याने  शेकावे, गरज अस यास श या करावी व पोषक 

आहार यावा. ह ेसाथकता तरावर साथक आह ेह ेिस  झाल.े       

सदर संशोधनाला अनुस न अनेक संशोधन ेझाली आहीत.थोरात(२०१४) कब ी या खळेात सरावादर यान व पधदर यान होणार्  या  

दखुापत या िवचार कर यात आला कवा याबाबतीत जे हा सशंोधन कर यात आल ेते हा यातनू असा िन कष िनघाला क  सांधे 

िनखळणDेislocated) , मरुगळणे(Twisting ), अि तबंध (fracture), अि थबंध ( sprain, strain ) या कार या दखुापती जा त 

होतात. 
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सदंभ  

१) शामल थोरात.(२०१४ )रा य आिण रा ीय पातळीवर खळेाणार्  य़ा खळेाडूं या इंजाचा अ यास अ कािशत 

संशोधन बंध एम.एड (शारी रक िश ण) पुणे िव ापीठ.पुणे.  

२) कांगणे सोपान. (२०११) शा ररीक िश ण सेट/नटे पेपर ं .2 व 3,िनराली काशन,पुणे.    

३) Sports of kabaddi injury (2016). Retrieved on 22-7-2016 from www.sportsinjury.in 

४) सादराव ई, शद ेद.ै (२००६) आधुिनक व शा ीय िश ण, को हापूर.   

५) वै  िवजय (१९७७)  टडी ऑफ  नेचर, अॅनटॅोिमकल, लोकेश स अॅ ड कॉजेस ऑफ इन इ जरुी इन  कब ी टू इ वोल 

ीवि टग मजेस. 

 

 

**************  
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tfeuhojhy O;k;kekpk 35 rs 40 o;ksxVkrhy LFkqy iq#”kkaP;k vkjksX;kf/k”Bhr ‘kkjhfjd lqn`<Rkk ?kVdkaoj 

gks.kkÚ;k ijh.kkekapk vH;kl 

okGds furhu e/kqdj 
‘kkjhfjd f’k{k.k lapkyd] 

>qyky fHkykthjko ikVhy egkfo|ky;] /kqGs- 02]Ekks-ua- % 9923186213 
MkW- ckykth iksVs 

Lkg;ksxh izk/;kid] panz’ks[kj vkxk’ks ‘kkjhfjd f’k{k.k]egkfo|ky;]iq.ks 37- 
==================================================================== 
Lkkjka'k % 

 LFkqYkRo gh ‘kjhjkP;k ckgÓk leL;k ulqu ‘kjhfjjkrhy fofo/k laLFksoj nqjxkeh ijh.kke dj.kkjh leL;k 

vkgs- FkksMD;kr LFkqyRo Eg.kts vktkjkauk vkea=.kp- izLRkqr la’kks/ku vH;klkrqu tfeuhojhy O;k;ke 

izf’k{k.kkpk 35 rs 40 o;ksxVkrhy LFkqy iq#”kkaP;k vkjksX;kf/k”Bhr ‘kkjhfjd lqn`<Rkk ?kVdkaoj gks.kkÚ;k ijh.kkekapk 

vH;kl dsyk vkgs- la’kks/kuklkBh t;ghan O;k;ke’kkGsrhy 35 rs 40 o;ksxVkrhy O;k;ke dj.kkjs 20 LFkqy 

iq:”kkaph lgsrqd uequk U;kn’kZ fuoM d:u R;kaP;koj la’kks/ku vH;kl dj.;kr vkyk- la’kks/kukr vH;klklkBh 

vkjksX;k/kh”Bhr ‘kkjhfjd lqn`<Rkk ?kVdkaP;k iqoZ o varhe dlksVÓk ?ks.;kr vkY;k- izf’k{k.k dk;ZØe 18 

vkBoMÓkapk jkco.;kr vkyk- ladyhr ekfgrhP;k fo’ys”k.kklkBh R;ke/;s e/;eku] e/;ekukrhy Qjd] 

izek.k =qVh] Áek.k fopyu] lkFkZdrk Lrj Paired Sample ‘T’ Test’ ;k la[;k’kkL=h; i/nrhpk okij d#u 

vFkZfuoZpu dj.;kr vkys- Tkfeuhojhy O;k;ke izf'k{k.kkpk 35 rs 40 o;ksxVkrhy LFkqy iq#”kkaP;k 

vkjksX;kf/k”Bhr ‘kkjhfjd lqn`<Rkk ?kVdkaojhy ifj.kke la[;k’kkL=h; n`”Vhdksukrqu riklys vlrk ânjkHkhlj.k 

nenkji.kkoj] Luk;qaph rkdn] Luk;aqpk nenkji.kk]‘kjhjjpuk] Ykophdrk ;koj lkFkZd vlY;kps la’kks/ku 

vH;klkOnkjs fu”df”kZr >kys vkgs- 

egRokP;k laKk % LFkqy iq:”k] tfeuhojhy O;k;ke izf’k{k.k] vkjksX;k/kh”Bhr ‘kkjhfjd lqn`<Rkk ?kVd 

çLrkouk % 

 vktps ;qx foKku ;qx vkgs foKkukP;k izxrhph inksinh tk.kho Ogkoh brds lkekU; thouk’kh fuxMhr 

vkgs- ekuo ;ka=hd txkoj voyach Ckuyk vkgs o vkt ;a= gh ekuokph xjt ÷kkyh vkgs- ldkGh mBY;kiklqu 

rs ijr nqlÚ;k fno’kh mBsi;aZr Eg.kts fujarj ekuo gk ;ka=hd ÷kkyk vkgs- ;keqGs ekulhd o ‘kkjhfjd v’kk 

vusd O;k/khauk lkeksjs tkos ykxrs vkgs funzkuk’k] mPpjDrnkc] ân;fodkj] dksysLVsjkWyps gÓk O;k/khauk lkeksjs 

tkos ykxrs vkgs o ;kps eqG Eg.kts LFkqyrk-izLrqr vH;kl gk tfeuhojhy O;k;kekpk 35 rs 40 o;ksxVkrhy 

LFkqyrsoj gks.kkÚ;k ijh.kkekapk vH;klkoj vk/kkjhr vkgs- LFkqyrk Eg.kts ‘kjhjkr vuko’;d vl.kkjs esnkps 

izek.k] O;Drhps o;] maph] otuo fyax ;kaP;k izek.kkoj LFkqyrsph oxZokjh Bjrs LFkqyrk gh fooh/k izdkjs ekstU;kRk 

78 
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;srkr o R;kuqlkj LFkqyrsph ikrGh Bjoh.;kr ;srs LFkqyRo ekst.;klkBh ckWMh ekl baMsDl] ‘kjhjkrhy pjchps 

‘ksdMk izek.k]‘kjhjkph ?ksjkph ekstekis o fLduQksYM estjesaV] ck;ks bysfDVªd baisMUl vWukfyfll B.I.A,fuvj 

¼,u-vk;-vkj-½] ¼Mh-b-,Dl-,½ ;k dkgh i/nrhauh LFkqyrspk izdkjkr foHkkx.kh djrk ;srs- O;k;ke Eg.kts 

dqByhgh y;c) fØ;k T;ke/;s ân;kph xrh foJkarhdkykis{kk ok<o.ks vkf.k T;ke/;s ,dk eksB;k Luk;waP;k 

lewgxVkpk okij dj.ks- ;ke/;s pky.ks] lk;dy pkyo.ks] LdsVhax] tkWfxax] ,jksfCkd ùR;] otu mpy.ks] [ksG 

vkf.k O;k;ke lekos’k gksrks- ikjaikjhd uSlZxhd O;k;ke izdkj Eg.kts Tkfeuhojhy O;k;ke tfeuhojhy ighY;k 

ikoykiklqu lqjokrgksrs pkyus] iG.ks] mMÓkekj.ks] gkr gyo.ks ;kloZ gkypkyha Øek.ks o y;Ck) dj.ks Eg.kts 

tfeuh O;k;ke- izLrqr la’kks/kukr tfeuh O;k;kekpk 35 rs 40 o;ksxVkrhy LFkqy iq:”k O;DrhaP;k ‘kkjhfjd 

lqn`<Rkk?kVdkaoj gks.kkÚ;k ijh.kkekpk vH;kl dj.;kr ;sr vkgs- 

la’kks/kukph mf/n”Vs % 

1- 35 rs 40 o;ksXkVkrhr iq:”kkaP;kLFkqyrsps ekiu dj.ks- 

2- vkjksX;k/kh”Bhr ‘kkjhfjd lqn`<Rkk ?kVdkaps ekiu dj.ks 

3- tfeuhojhy O;k;ke çf’k{k.k dk;ZØe r;kj dj.ks- 

4- tfeuhojhy O;k;ke çf’k{k.kkpkvkjksX;k/kh”Bhr ‘kkjhfjd lqn`<Rkk?kVdkaoj gks.kkÚ;k ijh.kkekapk vH;kl 

dj.ks- 

la’kks/ku dk;Zin/krh % 

 izLRkqr la’kks/kuklkBh t;ghan O;k;ke’kkGsrhy 35 rs 40 o;ksxVkrhy O;k;ke dj.kkjs 20 LFkqy iq:”kkaph 

lgsrqd uequk U;kn’kZ fuoM i/nRkhus la’kks/ku vH;klkBh U;kn’kZ Eg.kwu fuoMys- ;k fuoMysY;k LFkqy iq:”kkauk 

tfeuhojhy O;k;ke çf’k{k.k ns.;kr vH;klklkBh vkjksX;k/kh”Bhr ‘kkjhfjd lqn`<Rkk ?kVdkaP;k iqoZ o varhe 

dlksVÓk ?ks.;kr vkY;k- izf’k{k.k dk;ZØe 18 vBoMÓkapk jkco.;kr vkyk dk;ZØekr izFke o ‘ksoVpk vkBoMk 

dkyko/khr izf’k{k.k iqoZ o izf’k{k.kk uarj vkjksX;kf/k”Bhr ‘kkjhfjd lqn`<Rkk ?kVdkaP;k iqoZ o mRrj PkkPk.;k ?ks.;kr 

vkY;k- izf’k{k.k 16 vkBoMÓkaps izf’k{k.k ns.;kr vkys izf’k{k.k dk;ZØe jkco.;klkBh rK izf’k{kdkaph enr 

?ks.;kr vkyh- izf’k{k.k iqoZ o mRrj pkp.khaP;k ladyhr ekfgrhP;k fo’ys”k.kklkBh SPSS (Statistical Package for Social 

Sciences) ;k iWdstpk okij dsyk R;ke/;s e/;eku] e/;ekukrhy Qjd] izek.k =qVh] Áek.k fopyu] lkFkZdrk 

Lrj Paired Sample ‘T’ Test’ ;k la[;k’kkL=h; i/nrhpk okij d#u vFkZfuoZpu dj.;kr vkys- 

dks”Vd Ø- 01 

vkjksX;kf/k”Bhr‘kkjhfjd lqn`<Rkk ?kVdakoj gks.kkjk ifj.kke isvjueqquk lkaf[;dh  

pkp.kh  e/;eku izf'k{k.kFkhZ la[;k
izek.k 

fopyu 

e/;eku 

izek.k =qVh 
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12 fe-/kko.ks dhaok pky.ks iqoZ pkp.kh  1080-5 20 204-411 45-708 

12 fe-/kko.ks dhaok pky.ks mRrj pkp.kh 1224 20 206-765 46-234 

iq'kvILk~ iqoZ pkp.kh   20-30 20 10-588 2-368 

iq'kvILk~ mRrj pkp.kh 23-85 20 9-778 2-186 

flVvILk~ iqoZ pkp.kh   20-30 20 5-723 1-280 

flVvILk~ mRrj pkp.kh 24-35 20 5-528 1-236 

ch-,e-vk;- iqoZ pkp.kh   27-84 20 1-500 0-335 

ch-,e-vk;- mRrj pkp.kh 26-80 20 1-632 0-365 

flV~ vW.M fjp iqoZ pkp.kh   20-15 20 4-837 1-082 

flV~ vW.M fjp mRrj pkp.kh 24-05 20 4-989 1-116 

dks”Vd Ø- 01 uqlkj tfeuhojhy O;k;ke izf’k{k.k dk;ZØekpkvkjksX;kf/k”Bhr‘kkjhfjd 

lqn`<Rkk?kVdkaph dlksVîk ?ks.;kr vkY;k isvj uequk lkaf[;dh uqlkj iqoZ pkp.khps e/;eku vuqØes 1080-50] 

20-30] 20-30] 27-84] 20-15 vlqu izek.k fopyu vuqØes 204-411] 10-588] 5-723] 1-500] 4-

837] vkgs o e/;eku izek.k =qVh vuqØes 45-708] 2-368] 1-280] 0-335] 1-082] vkgs- R;kp izek.ks 

mRrj pkp.khps e/;eku vuqØes 1224] 23-85] 24-35] 26-80] 24-05] vlqu izek.k fopyu vuqØes 

206-765] 9-778] 5-528] 1-632] 4-989 vkgs o e/;eku izek.k =qVh vuqØes 46-234] 2-186] 1-

236] 0-365] 1-116vkgs- 

dks”Vd Ø- 02 

O;k;ke izzf'k{k.kkpk vkjksX;kf/k”Bhr ‘kkjhfjd lqn`<Rkk ?kVdakoj gks.kkjk ifj.kke 

isvjueqquk lkaf[;dh isvjueqquk iqoZ o mRrj pkp.kh laglaca/k 

iqoZ o mRrj pkp.kh izf'k{k.kFkhZ la[;k lglaca/k lkFkZdrk Lrj 

12 fe-/kko.ks dhaok pky.ks  20 0-948 0-0 

iq'kvILk~  20 0-990 0-0 

flVvILk~  20 0-978 0-0 

¼ch-,e-vk;-½ ‘kjhjkrhy esnkps izek.k  20 0-816 0-0 

flV~ vW.M fjp  20 0-966 0-0 

dks"Vd Ø- 02 uqlkj Tkfeuhojhy O;k;ke izf’k{k.k dk;ZØekpk vkjksX;kf/k”Bhr‘kkjhfjd lqn<̀?kVdkaph 

dlksVîk ?ks.;kr vkY;k iqoZ o mRrj pkp.khP;k izkIrkadkrhy isvjueqquk laglaca/k lgxq.kd vuqØes 0-948] 0-
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990] 0-978] 0-816] 0-966] vlqu gk laglaca/k 0-05 ;k lkFkZdrk Lrjkoj vuqØes lkFkZd vkgs ¼p¾0-0½] 

¼p¾0-0½] ¼p¾0-0½] ¼p¾0-0½] ¼p¾0-0½ 

dks”Vd Ø- 03 

O;k;ke izzf'k{k.kkpk vkjksX;kf/k”Bhr ‘kkjhfjd lqn`<Rkk?kVdakoj gks.kkjk ifj.kke  

isvjueqquk lkaf[;dh Vh* eqY; 

iqoZ o 

mRrj pkp.kh 

isvj ifjf{kd Qjd lkaf[;dh 

izIrkad *Vh* 

eqY; 

Lok/kh

urk 

ek=k 

lkFkZdr

k Lrj  

¼0-

05½      

e/;eku 
izek.k 

fopyu 

e/;ek

u izek.k 

=qVh 

e/;eku Qjdkps 

fo'oklkarj 95 % 

U;qure mPpre 

12fe-/kko.ks dhaok 

pky.ks  
&143-500 66-592 14-890 &174-666 &112-334 &9-637 19 0-0 

iq'kvILk~  &3-550 1-638 0-366 &4-316 &2-784 &9-695 19 0-0 

flVvILk~  &4-050 1-191 0-266 &4-607 &3-493 &15-208 19 0-0 

ch-,e-vk;- 1-036 0-958 0-214 0-588 1-484 4-839 19 0-0 

flV~ vW.M fjp~ &3-900 1-294 0-289 &4-505 &3-295 &13-482 19 0-0 

dks"Vd Ø- 03 uqlkj tfeuhojhy O;k;ke izf'k{k.k dk;ZØe 12 fe-/kko.ks dhaok pky.ks] iq'kvILk~] 

flVvILk~] ¼ch-,e-vk;-½ ‘kjhjkrhy esnkps izek.k] flV~ vW.M fjp~ iqoZ pkp.kh o mRrj pkp.khP;k e/;ekukrhy 

Qjd vuqØes &143-500] &3-550] &4-050]1-036 vlqu gk Qjd isvj uequk ^Vh* pkp.khP;k ek/;ekrqu 

riklyk vlrk ^Vh* eqY; vuqdes &9-637]&9-695]&15-208]4-839]&13-482 v<Gys gs ^Vh* eqY; 0-

05 ;k Lrjkoj lkFkZd vkgs ¼p¾0-0½- ;k o:u vls y{kkr ;srs dh tfeuhojhy O;k;ke izf'k{k.k dk;ZØe 12 

fe-/kko.ks dhaok pky.ks] iq'kvILk~] flVvILk~] ¼ch-,e-vk;-½ ‘kjhjkrhy esnkps izek.k] flV~ vW.M fjp~ ;k izekf.kr 

pkp.khP;k eqY;kaduk uqlkj tfeuhojhy O;k;ke izf'k{k.k dk;ZØe LFkqy iq:"kkaph iqoZpkp.kh xq.kkadukuqlkj 

ânjkHkhlj.k nenkji.kk] Luk;qaph rkdn] Luk;aqpk nenkji.kk]‘kkjhj jpuk] Ykophdrk mRrj pkp.khP;k 

xq.kkadukuqlkj tkLr vk<Gyk- ;kpkp vFkZ tfeuhojhy O;k;ke izf'k{k.kkpk ânjkHkhlj.k nenkji.kkoj] Luk;qaph 

rkdn] Luk;aqpk nenkji.kk]‘kkjhj jpuk] Ykophdrk ldkjkRed ifj.kke >kysyk vk<Gqu vkyk-    

fu”d”kZ % 

Tkfeuhojhy O;k;ke izf'k{k.kkpk 35 rs 40 o;ksxVkrhy LFkqy iq#”kkaP;k vkjksX;kf/k”Bhr ‘kkjhfjd 

lqn`<Rkk ?kVdkaps12 fe-/kko.ks dhaok pky.ks] iq'kvILk~] flVvILk~] ¼ch-,e-vk;-½ ‘kjhjkrhy esnkps izek.k] flV~ 
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vW.M fjp~ ;k dlksVÓkaP;k vk/kkjs ;k ?kVdkaojhy ifj.kke la[;k’kkL=h; n`”Vhdksukrqu riklys Vh eqY; 0-05 ;k 

lkFkZdrk Lrjkoj lkFkZd vlY;kps fu”df”kZr >kys-  

;ko:u Tkfeuhojhy O;k;ke izf'k{k.kkpk 35 rs 40 o;ksxVkrhy LFkqy iq#”kkaP;k vkjksX;kf/k”Bhr 

‘kkjhfjd lqn`<Rkk ?kVdkaoj lkFkZd ifj.kke gksrks o LFkqy iq#”kkaP;k ‘kkjhfjd lqn`<Rksr lq/kkj.kk >kY;kps la’kks/ku 

vH;klkOnkjs fu”df”kZr >kys vkgs 

fuoMdlanHkZ lwph % 

 vkysxkodj] i-]¼2006½-lqÌMrslkBh O;k;ke-]%e/kqjkt ifCyds’ku]iq.ks 

 Hkkslys] lqes/kk-]¼2008½-yÎi.kk vkf.k R;kfo”k;h lkjs dkgh-%dWfUVusUVy izdk’ku] iq.ks- 

 OkkaxokM] Ogh-]¼2000½-’kkjhfjd f’k{k.k eki.k o eqY;ekiu]%fujkyh izdk’ku iq.ks- 

 Ckk=k] ‘ksyh-]¼2008½-20fefuVs ranq#LrhlkBh-%esgrk ifCyf’kax gkÅl- 

 Kansal,D.K.(2008).Applied Measurement Evaluation & Sports Selection.:SSS 

Pubblication, New Delhi. 

 Kamlesh, M.L.(1994). Scientific art of Teaching Physical Education.: Metropolitan Book 

Co.P.V.T. Ltd. 

 Ghosh, A.(1950). Hand Book of sports Medicine and Physical Fitness Calcatta: Allied 

Book Agency 
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कब ीतील हातान ेगडी बाद करण ेकौश याची पदिन यन णेी िवकिसत करण े

ा. िव ा पाठारे 
शारी रक िश ण संचािलका 

बाबुरावजी घोलप महािव ालय,सांगवी,पुणे - २७. 
मो. नंबर 9923017344, E-mail : vidya.pathare30@gmail.com 

डॉ. शरद आहरे 
सहयोगी ा यापक 

चं शेखर आगाश ेशारी रक िश ण महािव ालय,पुणे - ३७. 
मो. नंबर 98900252266, E-mail : sharadaher3@gmail.com 

==================================================================== 

साराशं : 

सदर अ यासाचा उ ेश कब ी खळेातील हातान ेगडी बाद करणे(Hand Touch) या कौश याची पदिन यन 

ेणी(Rating Scale) तयार करणे ह ेहोत.े स ि थतीम य ेकब ी खळेाला अितशय लॅमर ा  झालले ेआह.े ो 

कब ीमुळे आ थक दृ ा अमलुा  बदल झालले े दसत आह.ेखळेाडूनंा आकषक आ थक मोबदला िमळत आह ेआिण 

हणूनच खेळाडूंवर कौश य दाखवून डा कायमान उंचाव याची जबाबदारी वाढत आह.े कब ी हा ताकदवान, धडधाकट 

रांग ा लोकांचा खेळ अस ेजरी हटंल ेजात असले तरी दखेील कौश यावरच आधारललेा आह.े आ मक कौश य व े  र णाची 

कौश य ेअशा दोन कार या कौश यावर कब ी खळे आधारललेा आह.े यातील हाताने गडी बाद करणे ह ेमलुभूत आ मक कौश य 

आह.े सदर संशोधनाम य े हाताने गडी बाद करणे या कौश याची पदिन यन ेणी तयार कर यात आली. संशोधीकेने संदभ 

सािह याचा आढावा घेऊन अनु िमक वणना मक िम  संशोधन प तीचा अवलबं केला आह.े सदर सशंोधनाम य े थम सं या मक 

प तीने मािहतीचे संकलन क न कब ी े ातील त   उदा. अनुभवी िश क, पंच, मागदशक इ याद नी सुचिवले या मतांचा 

िवचार क न पदिन यन ेणीसाठी आशय तयार केला आह ेव पदिन यन ेणी पुनरच त कर यात आली.  

तुत संशोधनाम य े कब ी खेळातील हाताने गडी बाद करणे या कौशा याची पदिन यन ेणी िवकिसत क न याची वैधता, 

िव सिनयता व व तुिन ता थािपत केली. हातान ेगडी बाद करण ेह ेकौश य करताना कोणता खेळाडू सव कृ  करतो, कोणता 

ब यापैक , करतो, कोणता िनकृ  करतो याची गुणव ा ठरवता यईेल व खेळाडूनंा ेणी (rate करता येईल )  दतेा यईेल.    

मह वा या सं ा : कब ी, कब ी खळेाडू, हातान ेगडी बाद करणे, पदिन यन णेी 

तावना: 

िनयमीत ायाम के यामळेु खेळाडू व  शारी रक व मानिसकदृ ा तदंु त रा  शकतो ह ेजरी सवसामा य असले 

तरी खेळ व डा े ात उ  ािव य िमळिव यासाठी खळेाडूस या या ठरािवक कवा िविश  खेळानुसार व खेळातील जागेनुसार 

शारी रक गुणव ा आिण कौश य कायमान वाढिव यासाठी या िश ण प त चा वापर करावा लागतो.(A. Ghosh, 

१९८०)कोणताही खेळ हा कौश यावर  अवलबूंन असतो. कौश यािशवाय खेळ ही क पनाच चुक ची वाटते. कब ी हा ताकदवान, 

धडधाकट रांग ा लोकांचा खेळ अस ेजरी हटंल ेजात असल ेतरी दखेील कौश यावरच आधारललेा आह.े आ मक कौश य व े  

र णाची कौश य ेअशा दोन कार या मलुभूत कौश यावर कब ी खेळ आधारललेा आह.े यातील हाताने गडी बाद करणे ह ेमलुभूत 

आ मक कौश य आह.े कौश य ह ेकब ी खळेाचे मह वाचे साधन आह े या या आधारे कब ी खेळली जात.े हणूनच कौश याव न 

खेळाडूनंा rate कर यासठी पदिन यन ेणी तयार कर यात आली. 

79 
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उ : 

सदर संशोधनाम य ेपदिन यन ेणीसाठी आशय िवकिसत करणे ह ेउ  होत.े  

कब ी खळेातील हाताने गडी बाद करणे या कौश याची पदिन यन णेी तयार करणे. 

सशंोधन प ती: 

संशोधीकेने संदभ सािह याचा आढावा घेऊन वणना मक संशोधन प तीचा अवलंब केला आह.े सदर संशोधनाम य े थम 

सं या मक प तीने मािहतीचे संकलन क न कब ी े ातील त   उदा. अनुभवी िश क, पंच, मागदशक इ याद नी 

सुचिवले या मतांचा िवचार क न पदिन यन ेणीसाठी आशय तयार केला आह.े वतः संशोिधकेने सामन ेपा न त  नी 

सुचिवले या मतांचा िवचार क न पदिन यन ेणीसाठी आशय तयार केला आह.े हा आशय तीन वेगवेग या त  या पॅनलकड े

पाठवनू याच े याभरण ( फड बॅक) मागवून यांनी सुचिवले या सूचनांचा िवचार क न अंितम पदिन यन ेणी तयार केली आह.े 

पदिन यन णेीची वैधता, िव सिनयता व व तुिन ता थािपत केली. प यन ेणी िवकिसत कर यासाठी खालील ट यांम ये 

आशय िवकिसत कर यात आललेा आह.े 

पदिन यन णेी 
 

संदभ सािह य आढावा 
 

त  ची मत े
 

पदिन यन णेीची पूवतयारी 
 

आशयाचा िवकास 
 

तीन त  कडून 
 

याभरण 
 

अंितम पदिन यन ेणी 
 

वैधता थिपत केली 
 

िव सिनयता थािपत केली. 
 

व तुिन ता थािपत केली 
प यन णेीला पाच गणुामं य ेिवभाग यात आल ेआह .े  

अ) उ कृ  कवा अित उ  पातळी - कब ी मधील कौश य सफाईदारपणे व लयब  हालचाल क न कुठलीही 

चूक न करता,  भावीपणे, अचूकपण,े सादरीकरण क न गुण ा  के यास पाच गुण. 

ब) चांगल े  - सामा यपणे या कौश याचा  चांगला भाव, कौश याचे भावी सादरीकरण पण सफाईदारपणा  

थोडा कमी. तंतोततं कौश य सादर के यास चार गुण.  

क) सरासरी (सामा य) - कमी अिधक माणात कौश य सादर करणे. कौश याच ेसादरी करण करताना समतोल, 

भावीपणा व  अचूकपणा / सफाईदारपणा नाही तरीही गुण ा  के यास तीन गुण.  

ड)बरा - कौश य सादर करताना खूप चुका व कौश या या सादरी करणाम य े िवसंगती,प रणामकता नाही कवा कमी 

अ यापाकारे कौश य सादर क न गुण िमळिव यास दोन गुण.  
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इ) वाईट - अपुरे कौश य अचूकपणा नाही सफाईदारपणा नाही अ या कारे कौश य सादर क न गुण िमळिव यास एक गुण. 

साराशं,िन कष, िशफारशी : 

तुत संशोधनाम य े कब ी खेळातील हाताने गडी बाद करणे या कौशा याची पदिन यन ेणी िवकिसत क न याची वैधता, 

िव सिनयता व व तुिन ता थािपत केली. हातान ेगडी बाद करण ेह ेकौश य करताना कोणता खेळाडू सव कृ  करतो, कोणता 

ब यापैक , करतो, कोणता िनकृ  करतो याची गुणव ा ठरवता यईेल व खेळाडूनंा ेणी (rate करता)  दतेा यईेल. 

सदर संशोधन खेळाडू व िश काला हातान ेगडी बाद करणे या कौश यातील चुका सुधार यासाठी अिधक फायदेशीर ठरेल. ह ेकौश य 

करताना शारी रक ि थती कशी असावी ह ेखेळाडू व िश कांना कळेल यामुळे होणा या चुका टाळता यतेील यो य सराव कर यास 

मदत होईल कौश य वाप न अिधक अिधक कसे गुण िमळवता येतील याचे मागदशन िमळेल. 

कब ी खळेातील हातान ेगडी बाद करणे  

पंच बद ूप यन ेणी 

 

अ. .  हातान ेगडी बाद करण े      
 पश करणे व न खाली( हातान ेखां ाकडून मांडीकड ेव न 

खाली हात मारणे) 
 पिव ा पायाम य ेसमांतर अतंर 
 म यरेशेकडील पाय आव यकतेनुसार सरळ व पायाचा पंजा 

समोरील दशेस नजर समोर 
 अंितम रेषकेडील पायाचा गुडघा वाकलेला शरीराचे वजन 

गु वम य अंितम रेषेकडील हणजेच आतील पायावर 
 गुडघे वाकलले ेव दो ही हात बाजूला व नजर समोर 
 या हातान े पश करावयाचा आह ेतोच पाय पुढ ेगुड यात 

वाकललेा व कमरेतून वाकललेा 
 म य र कास पश करताना शरीराचे वजन पुढ या 

पायावर झुकलले.े 
 हात आडवा मारणार असेल तर अंितम रेषेकडून कोपरा 

र कास पश करताना, े र का या मागे जा या या 
पिव याव न मग व न खाली कवा  आतनू बाहरे मारणे. 
मागचा हात े र कास अडिव यासाठी स . 

 कृती पूण झा यावर चेहरा, खांद,े हात, पाय म य रेषकेड े
सदंभसचुी : 

 सदगीर माधरुी (२०१४) हॉलीबॉल खळेातील मू यमापन प ती िवकिसत करणे. अ कािशत लघुशोध 
बंध,पुणे िव ापीठ पुणे. ?

  भडीिगरी रमशे (२००६) कब ी पध या वळेी वारंवार उपयोगात येणा या कौश याचा िव षेणा मक 
अ यास करणे व यानुसार मागदशनाची दशा ठरिवणे. अ कािशत िव ा वाच पित (शा.शी.) संशोधन 

बंध,पुणे िव ापीठ पुणे.  ?
 िबरनाळे द.े(२०११)म य े अंतररा ीय कब ी पध या वळेी उपयोगात येणा या कौश याचा 

िव ेषणा मक अ यास.अ कािशत लघुशोध बंध,पुणे िव ापीठ पुणे. ?
 नाईक ा (२००८) महारा ातील मिहला कब ी खेळाडूं या िविवध मतांचा अ यास.अ कािशत 

लघुशोध बधं,पुणे िव ापीठ पणेु. ?
 शेळके सुदाम.(२०११) हडँबॉल खेळातील व र  व किन  गटा या पध दर यान साम याम य े

खेळाडूकंडून उपयोगात येणा या कौश यांचा िव षेणा मक अ यास. अ कािशत लघुशोध बंध,पुणे 
िव ापीठ पुणे. ?

 आहरे श. (२००९) शारी रक िश ण मापन व मू यमापन. पिहली आवृ ी.डायमंड काशन. ?
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